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ODILO, A. NORTHUMBRIAN MONEYER OF THE NINTH 

CENTURY, AND HIS ISSUES. 

By ALFRED ANSCOMBE, F.R.HIST.S. 

L-NOlUHUMBRIAN COINS WHICH BEAR THE NAME OF ODILO. 

R HE chronology of the archbishops of York and the kings 
'§P of · N orthumbria in the first half of the ninth century 

is confused and uncertain. 1 Numismatists . have not 
yet been able to throw much light upon the obscurities 

of this period. From 796 to 806 a king named Eardwulf was 
reigning, but no coins bearing his name were known before r833. 2 

In that year a few were dug up at Hexham in Northumberland. 
They formed part of a hoard of ab~ut 8000 pieces in all, and it is 
believed that they were buried in the graveyard at Hexham in 
about A.D. 850. But not one of them, it has been objected, gives 
Eardwulf the title of king, and as this name also occurs as that of 
a moneyer on coins of the kings Eanred and Ethelred II, doubt 
has been expressed as to whether the coins in question really belong 
to the king who bore the same name as the moneyer. 

The title REX and the official designation MON[ETARIUSJ 

are generally omitted from the stycas of Eardwulf, however. 
Mr. H. Alexander Parsons informs me that he does not know of 

1 Vide Two of the Sa;on Chronicles Parallel, by the Rev. Charles Plummer, vol. i, 
Text, 1892; vol. ii, Notes, 1899, p. 84. There is a gap of sixty years in the history of 
Northumbria-viz., from the expulsion of Eardwulf to the slaughter of AWe and 
Osberht. Simeon of Durham's narrative presents a lacuna of about half a century; 
cpo Plummer, U.s., p. 67. 

2 In Archceologia, vol. xxv, article No. xvi (1833), there is an interesting" Account 
of the Discovery at Hexham . . . of a brass vessel containing a number of Anglo
Saxon coins called Stycas." This article was contributed by John Adamson, F.SS.A. 
Lond. et Edinb. 
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2 Odilo, a N orthumbrian IvI oneyer of the 

any coins bearing the name of Eardwulf on both sides; but he is 
acquainted with stycas which bear the names of two moneyers and 
which are unquestionably N orthumbrian. The rank of King Eardwulf 
is given on a few of his stycas. The name of the moneyer 
Eardwulf on the coins of JElfwold II is believed to be purposely 
obscured, and issues bearing the letterings RDSWOF and FHDWOL are 
extant. 

The few coins of Eardwulf found at Hexham are genuine 
stycas. They contain about sixty or seventy per cent. of copper 
with admixture of tin or zinc and a dash of silver. The special 
features of the type of the Hexham coins are a small cross on 
each face of the coin, with ,the king's name on one side and the 
moneyer's on the other. They are without indication of rank or 
office. 

Mr. Nathan Heywood spoke of seven others which are now 
preserved at Stonyhurst College.1 These formed part of the great 
hoard found at York in · I842. But not one of these seven coins 
of Eardwulf bears the name of Odilo. Possibly some of those 
preserved at York do bear his name. 

Mr. Heywood enumerates ' forty-seven stycas of King Eard
wulf's son King Eanred and gives "Odilo" among the names of 
those who filled the office of moneyer in Eanred's day. There 
are also 229 coins of Ethelred II at Stonyhurst College, and 9 of 
Redwulf. But Odilo's name is not found on one of these. In 
Mr. Heywood's Table on/ p. 334 a few statistics of 6086 coins are 
given. These are distributed as follows :-Eanred, I456; Ethelred 
IT, 3406; and Redwulf, I75 . King Osbercht, and Archbishops 
Eanbald, Wigmund, and Wulfhere have I049 among them. 

Only two of the moneyers of the 2000 coins of King Eanred which 
formed part of the great find of A.D. I833 added their official title 
to their names. These were Folcnoth and Odilo himself. On all 
his issues ~olcnoth appended M to his name. On one of Odilo's 
we get MON , and on another MO. Under Ethelred II Odilo added 

1 "A Parcel of Stycas from the York Find, I842," in the British Numismatic 
J ournal, vol. vii, pp. 33 I-334' 
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MO. The coins of Odilo found in I833 are engraved in Archceologia, 
vol. xxv, in plate XL and plate L. Two of them lack official 
designation; one has MON; and four have MO. 

In Mr. Keary's Catalogue l the name of Odilo is indicated as 
occurring on six coins and under three kings of Northumbria
namely, Eardwulf (one), Eanred (three), Ethelred iI (two). Of 
these one has MON, three have MO, and two yield no official title. 
These coins present but slight variations. All six are perfectly 
clear and it is worth noting that Ethelred the Second's name occurs 
on his coins as EDELRED. 

Major Creeke, also, dealt with the Northumbrian stycas.2 And 
Mr. H. Alexander Parsons gave us a helpful paper in I9I6 on the 
coins of Archbishop Eanbald II.3 I am indebted to the last-named 
member of our Society for particulars kindly given to me of five 
coins of Odilo that Mr. Parsons has in his own collection. 

One of these is of Eanred, and tW9 are of Ethelred II. These 
all yield reverted inscriptions. The two others are of singular 
importance. On one of these the royal (?) name is confused and 
reverted; and the name of .Odilo is reverted on both and spelt in 
an unusual and curious way. The two forms are-+ JHtl8 +, 
and + OJHGO +, i.e., ODHL and ODHLO. The royal (?) names are
+JOVJDH:l+, and +RDSMO=I. When the former reading is set right 
about they become severally-

FHDL VOL or FHDWOL 
+RDSMOF 

It is difficult to make anything else but ERDWOLF out of 
these blunders, and Mr. Parsons does not hesitate to attribute these 
two coins to that king's times. 

It must now be recognized that our outlook is seriously obscured 
by confusion in the presentation of the king's name, as well as the 

1 A Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum,' Anglo-Saxon Se1'ies, vol. i, 

1887. 
2 " The Regal Sceatta and Styca Series of Northumbria," in the British Num·,smatic 

Journal, vol. i, pp. 65-97. 
3 "The Coins of Archbishop Eanbald II of York," in the Second Series of the 

British Numismatic Journal, vol. ii, pp. 1~14. 

B 2 



4 Odilo, a Northumbrian Moneyer of the 

moneyer's, and the meaning of the curious divergence Of>H[IJLO IS 

still to seek. 

II.--THE NAME AND NATIONALITY OF ODILO. 

Odilo is a very strange name to find in England at all, and 
particularly so in the ninth century. It cannot be English. 

In Kenyon-Hawkins! three lists of moneyers' names of the 
period we are concerned with are given. In each of these the name 
Odilo appears. Taking the forms of names and the lists just as 
we find them, six moneyers' names occur under Eardwulf (p. /0), . 
90 under Eanred (pp. 72, 73), and 86 under Ethelred II (p. 76). 
Of these 258 forms of eighth- and ninth-century names only three
to wit, FoIeno, Eanredo and Odilo, appear with a final o. The 
first of these is just FoIenoth with the barred 0 dropped for want 
of space or some other artificer's reason. The second name-that 
of Eanred, appears with five different spellings-viz., Eanred, 
Ean-rede, Ean-redi, Ean-redo, Ean-redr. These variations have 
been noticed in Kenyon-Hawkins, vide footnote, p. 75. 'iVhat this 
series signifies I cannot tell, but it certainly appears to be systematic. 
Consequently "Odilo" is the only name normally ending m 0 

out of the 258 forms listed. 
The primary reason for the statement made just now that 

" Odilo" is not English is that the name does not appear in any 
historical or diplomatic document in this country of earlier date 
than 796, when King Eardwulf was crowned. It does not, of 
course, appear then, but that king's coronation is the terminus a quo. 
The secondary reasons are-(r) the absence of vocalic infection 
where the long initial 0 is concerned; and (2) the ending in short 0, 

. which is not Anglo-Saxon at all. 
In Old English the vowel 0, when followed by an i in the next 

syllable, became oi in the earliest period, and oe and ce in later 
times. The infection pf vowels by i in the following syllable began 
to occur in O.E. in the latter part of the fifth century, it is believed. 

1 The Silver Coins of England, by Edward Hawkins, F.R.S., F.S.A., 3rd edition, 
by R. Ll. Kenyon, 1887. 
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The Venerable Bede was learning to write and spell in A.D. 685, 
and in his Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum (III, xiv), which 
was finished in A.D. 73I, we get the name of Oidilualdus. This 
was the last king of Deira and he died in 655. Bede also mentions 
two others who bore this name. One of these was a priest at Ripon, 
c. 680 (V, i). The other . was a hermit of Farne (Vita S ci. CHthberti, 
cap. xvi). Bede, we must remember, was constrained to use the 
letter d, in his latinization of O.E. proper names, to represent three 
different sounds, viz., d, ith and thee (d, p, ~). Hence we have 
to determine what was the true value of d in the headword in 
Oidilualdus. Now Sweet. in his Oldest English Texts,I gives this 
headword as Oithel- and thus clears away all doubt as to whether 
the dental was aspirated or not. He also sets down the newer 
Northumbrian form Oethil- beside it (No. 648, and cpo Searle, 
p. 365). In the A.-S. translation of Bede's Historia, which is 
attributed to King Alfred,2 " Oidilualdus" appears as lEthelwald. 
But the tied letter JE for Oi is erroneous. Bede names an i Edil
fridus, king of the N orthumbrians in 616, and an JEdilthryda, 
daughter. of Edwin, king of Deira, a little later. As Bede wrote 
Oidil- and JEdil- in names that we know are distinct, we are for
bidden to regard JEdil- and Oidil- as the same headword. lEdil
presents the i-infection of a~il-. Oidil- is the i-infection of 6~il-. 

We will now turn to Searle's Onomasticon, and we learn at once 
that "Odilo" is given as the name of several Teutons by Ernst 
F6rstemann,3 and also that August Potthast records an Odilo who 
was abbot of Cluny from 994 to I049·4 The name also occurs 
in Paul Piper's great work.5 It is to be found twice in the Book 
of the Brotherhood of Augsburg, col. 235, 1. 26, and col. 27I, 1. II. 
It appears very frequently in combination in the names of men 

1 Early English Texts Society (1885), Nos. 548,648. 
2 Venerabilis Baedae Opera H istorica, ed. Rev. Charles P lum mer, 1896. I nt rod., 

p . cxxviii, § 37 and not e. 
3 Altdeu tsches Namenbuch, 1856- 72 (1900), col. 973. 
• B ibliotheca H istorica Medii A evi, 1896 . 
• L ibri Confraternitatum Sancti Galli A ugiensis Fabariensis, ed. Paulus Piper, 

1884 ; lVIonumenta Germaniae H istvrica . 
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of the Rhineland in the eighth century and no fewer than twenty
four endwords such as bald, bert, ulj, olj, hard, etc., yield composite 
names such as Odilbald, Odilbert, Odilulf, Odilolf, Odilhard, and 
the like. 

The use of " Odilo " as a man's name in the Rhineland is very 
ancient, and we get a Duke of Bavaria named Odila in . Latin in 
the eighth century. The name also occurs in Champagne, where 
the latinization " Odilus" is found in the Polyptique de l:AbM 
Irminon and in the Polyptique de l'Abbaye de S. R emi de Rheims, 
which were edited by Guerard in r844 and r853 respectively. 

The name Odilo, then, is Old High Dutch. In that Teutonic 
dialect, in the eighth century, the only vowel that underwent 
i-infection was the vowel a. 1 Hence the vowel 0 was not affected 
by a following i In O.H.D. in A.D. 800, and had maintained its 
position and value. 

That the initial 0 of "Odilo" was long there can be no doubt. 
In O.E. Germanic long 0 when i-infected became oi before the 
seventh century. Of all the O.H.D. dialects Bavarian retained 
Old Germanic 0 latest and longest. In Bavarian 0 became uo, 
through the intermediate stage ua, by about the year 900.2 For 
these reasons we may safely assume that considerations of dialectal 
changes in O.H.D. from 0 to ua, uo, cannot affect our conclusions 
respecting the form of the name of a man who was a moneyer in 
Northumbria about the year 800. 

As regards the end-vowel 0 it may be pointed out that in O.E. 
either the end-vowel of the headword of a proper name fell off 
altogether; or, if originally i, it became e, and if originally 0 it 
became a. The form Odila occurs in the Catalogue of the Abbey 
of Corbie.3 Forstemann gives that form as Anglo-Saxon, and 
mistakenly equates it with" Oettle," having assumed, apparently, " 
that its initial 0 was short. But I regard both the equation and 
the assumption as erroneous. Forstemann says that Odil- occurs 

I Vide Professor Joseph Wright's Old High German Primer, 1906, §§ I, 6 and 41. 
2 Vide Professor Wright's Historical German Grammar, 1907. § 73. 
3 Cited by F6rstemann, u.s., from Bibliotheca Corbeiensis, i, 68, 69. 
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very frequently-" sehr haufig." It appears in combination as 
Odal-, Odil- and Odol-. 

We are now able. to assert ' with confidence that Odilo, the 
N orthumbrian moneyer we are concerned with, bore an Alamannic, 
or Suevic, lor Rhinefrankish personal name, and we will now return 
to Mr. H. A. Parsons' two obscure coins already referred to . My 
reading of the obverse of these coins is based upon the assumption 
that the name the moneyer attempted to strike was ERDWOLF 

and not EARDWVLF. The following arrangement will make this 
clear :-

I z 3 4 5 6 7 
E R D W 0 ' L F 

3 I Z 4 5 6 
S R D M 0 F 
I z· 3 4 5 6 
F H D VV 0 L 

The student of Old-English dialects will rightly raise two 
objections to this hypothetical accommodation: neither the head
word ERD nor the endword WOLF is Northumbrian English
nor for that matter English at all. We never spelt "wolf" in 
England with an "0" until the Normans came; and "a" before 
r + consonant in all Old-English dialects was regularly broken 
to ea. 1

' 

The spelling of " Odilo" on Mr. Parsons' coins also presents 
a difficulty. I say" of Odilo " because there can be no doubt but 
that ODH[I]LO was intended to represent that name. This 
digraphic spelling DH, again, is neither Northumbrian nor English. 

The oldest monuments of High Dutch belong to about the middle 
of the eighth century. In so far as breaking of vowels is concerned 
O.H.D. steadfastly refused to adopt it. On the other hand, of all 
the Germanic dialects contemporary with O.H.D. the O.E. dialect 
has developed and applied the system of vocalic breaking moM 

1 Vide Professor Wright's Old English Grammar, I908, §§ 63, 66. In the earlier 
section it is pointed out that" a " before r + consonant was frequently not broken in 
Anglian. But the existence of the broken form "eard-" puts the moneyer's form 

.. erdwolf " out of court. 
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perfectly.l \tVith respect to th (O.E. ~, p), this became d first In 

Alamannic in about the middle of the eighth century. In other 
dialects the adoption of d fo~ jJ through >cs was later and it did not 
really become universal in Germany till the end of the eleventh · 
century.2 

The problems presented by the inscriptions on the handful of . 
Northurnbrian coins we are considering are five in number: 

I. The quite irregular absence of vocalic infection In initial 6 

of " Odilo." 
2. The use of the digraph dh in " Odh[iJlo." 
3. The retention of the un -English final 0 in " Odilo." 
4. The unbroken e before r + consonant In "Erdwolf," 

misrepresenting Eardwulf; and--
5. The un-English spelling wolf in " Etdwolf." 

Now, it is quite easy to pick up Mr. Parsons' coins one by one 
and assert that the several errors are merely examples of ordinary 
monetarial blundering and of no more moment or importance than 
many other similar blunders. On the other hand, what if the five 
difficulties I have enumerated and classed collectively as Anglo
Saxon numismatic problems should turn out to be five phonological 
criteria which are known to b <:> peculiar to and, therefore, indicative 
of anotber Germanic folk-speech. namely, the Old High Dutch 
dialect? That, as I shall show, is really the C8S'=, and when this 
is recognized the problem necessarily takes on a new aspect. The 
five characteristics which are difficulties from the point of view of 
students of Old English are actually normal criteria of Old High 
Dutch of the times of Charles the Great, the contemporary of King 
Eardwulf. Compare the following statements of fact:-

1 Vide A r;omparative Grammar of the Teutonic Languages, by James Helfenstein, 
1870 , pp. 34, 35· 

2 Cpo Professor Wright's Historical German Grammar, § 274. " Germanic jJ became 
d in Upper Germany about the middle of the eighth century, in Upper Franconia during 
the ninth, in Middle Franconia and the North Middle German dialects in the tenth and 
eleventh centuries." 
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r. O.H.D. did not admit i-infection of '6 at any time. 
2. Thl" eighth-century Upper German translator of Isidor's 

tract, De fide catholica contra Iudceos/ used dh for Gothic 
and Old-English 1); e.g., dhazs, dhera, dhrJse, dhann, dhin, 
etc., for "that," "there," "these," "than," "thine." 
The h was dropped in course of time and at the dose of 
the reign of Charles the Great (A.D. 814) only old-fashioned 
people from one district of Upper Germany would be 
likely to retain it. 

3. Final 0 in names of men where O.E. has a is a characteristic 
feature of O.H.D. 

4- . e before r + consonant, as in "erda," does not suffer 
breaking in O.H.D. In Einhard's Annals2 we get both 
Eardulfus and Ardulfus. Such forms as the O.E. breakings 
"eorre," "earpe," "iorpe" are as foreign to O.H.D. as 
erd, for unbroken hard-, ard-, is to O.E. "Ardulfus" 
also occurs in Pope Leo III's3 letter to Charles the Great. 

5. O.H.D. spelt Gothic" wulfs," O.E. and O.S. "wulf," with 
an 0; but the older -'?tlj for -wulf maintained its place as 
an endword in the names of men in several O.H.D. 
dialects. In others we get -olf. 4 

IlL-KING EARDULF'S CONNEXION WITH CHARLES THE GREAT. 

We are now assured of the substantive correctness, the out
landishness, and the land of origin of the Rhinefrankish name 
t( Odilo." We are therefore faced by the question--How came it 
that a Northumbrian moneyer of the year 808, or earlier, bore a 
Teutonic name, and displayed Teutonic peculiarities of orthography 
and dialect on some of the coins that bear his name and that of 

1 Vide Lesebuch des Althochdeutschen und AltSiichsischen, von Dr. Paul Piper, 1880, 
Zweiter Theil der Sprach und Litteratur Deutschlands, cap. v, p. 34, article viii: Aus 
lsidor. Cpo A History of German Literature, by John G. Robertson, 1902, p. 14. 

2 Einhardi Fuldensis Annales, ed . Pertz, " Scriptores," i, 195, 196. 
3 Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Great Britain and Ireland, edd. 

A . W. Haddan and w. Stubbs, iii, 1871, pp. 565-6. 
• Cpo Piper's Index to the Libri Confraternitatum, under Odil-. 
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King (?) Eardwulf of Northumbria? The Annales Lindisfarnenses, 
a twelfth-century MS., enable us to provide a plausible answer to 
this question. In those Annals, at A.D. 797, we read "Eardulf 
regnavit decem annis . Iste duxit uxorem filiam regis Karoli." 1 

It is possible that Odhilo accompanied Charles the Great's daughter 
to Northumbria, and that the Odilo: who was still serving as a 
moneyer in A.D. 844, and perhaps later, was his son. In any case 
the coins showing the Rhinefrankish spelling Odhilo must be 
regarded as the earliest of the Od1:lo group. 

There are two objections to the statement made in the Annales 
Lindisfarnenses: first, the statement is uncorroborated; secondly, 
it is, from one point of view, distinctly at variance with the Vita 
Caroli, cap. 'xix,2 where we may read of Charles the Great's treat
ment of his daughters, and are told that he "Nullam earum 
cuiquam aut suorum aut exterorum nuptum dare voluit, sed omnes 
secum usque ad obitum suum in domo sua retinuit." 

It is not necessary to assume that the Annales and the Vita 
are opposed to each other. As Charles had natural daughters we 
might suppose that they would not have been brought up along 
with his legitimate offspring. Charles married a daughter of 
Desiderius, king cif the Lombards, in 770. He repudiated her next 
year and took another princess to wife. That his treatment of his 
daughters may have been unparental we gather from his quarrel 
with King Offa of Mercia in 788. Charles sought the hand of Offa's 
daughter for his son Carl the Younger. 3 Offa was willing, but he 
desired that his son Ecgfrith should marry Charles's daughter Bertha. 
This did not suit Charles, and the negotiations · were broken off. 
The two kings were inimical for some time; but Alcwin acted as 
mediator and the friendship of Charles and Offa was renewed. This 

1 Vide Pertz, Scriptores, tom. xix, p. 506. For additional information respecting 
King Eardwulf, King Eanred his son, and King Ethelred the Second, his grandson, in 
whose times the moneyers Odhilo and Odilo officiated, see the references in Plummer's 
Saxon Chron~cles, ii, pp. 65-84, and also the several articles in the Dictionary of Natiol1fLl 
Biography, ed. Leslie Stephen. 

2 Vide Pertz, 55 ., tom. ii, pp. 454,460. 
• Vide Gesta Abbatum Fontanellensem, c. xvi. 
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certainly tends to confirm the curious statement made in the Vita 
Caroli. 

There was much intercourse in Charles's time between Germany 
and England. On Charles's accession in 768 King Alchred sent 
an embassy to him from Northumbria. It was to Alchred that 
St. Willehad applied for leave to go and evangelize the Saxons and 
Frisians. Charles was indebted to a great and famous Englishman 
of Northumbria for much of the intellectual and spiritual advance
ment of his court and sUbjects. With the aid of Alcwin, who was 
born at York shortly before the death of the Venerable Bede, and 
who departed this life on May 19, 804, Charles established a kind 
of university at his court and brought the best English learning of 
the time within the reach of his high-born subjects. Alcwin had 
been high master of the Cloister School at York from 766 to 780. 
In 781 he visited Rome by command of Archbishop Eanbald and 
went thence to the court of Charles the Great in 782. He spent 
eight years there and then came back to England for two years, 
after which Offa of Mercia, in 793, sent him again to Charles. Alcwin 
kept touch with N orthumbria, and a copy of a letter of his reproving 
certain misdeeds of King Eardwulf is still extant. When Eardwulf 
was driven out of Northumbria in 806 or 807 he went forthwith to 
the court of Charles the Great at Nimeguen. The emperor and his 
court are known to have been at that city at Easter, 808.1 Eardwulf 
then visited Pope Leo III at Rome, and the whole of the business 
of enlisting the sympathy of Charles and Leo, and securing his own 
reinstatement on the throne of Northumbria, appears to have been 
concluded before the end of this year 808. 2 Consequently, even 
those students of history who are unable to accept the authority 
of the Annals of Lindisfarne will not be unwilling to admit the 
closeness of the relationship between the Northumbrian kingdom 
and the Frankish empire from 796 to 808. Pippin was crowned 
in 750 by the Englishman Boniface, Archbishop of Mainz. A 
constant stream of teachers from England passed into Germany 

1 Cpo Haddan and Stubbs, u.s. , p. 561, note a. 
2 Haddan and Stubbs, u .s., note b. 
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in the' early part of the eighth century. Lull of Mainz, Willibald 
of Eichstadt, and Burchard of \Vurzburg were all of them English
men. There is abundant evidence that Alcwin and Boniface and 
Lull and the others kept up their relations with their motherland. 
Of the hundred and fifty letters of Boniface and Lull printed by 
Diimmler in his Epistolce Carolini .lEV1:, thirty-five at least are 
addressed to English monasteries or individuals.1 

1 See "Relations of Francia and England in the Eighth and Ninth Centuries," 
chap. ii, in Local Government in Francia and England, by Helen M. Cam, M.A., 1912 , 

PP·6-1 7· 
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ON THE FIRST COINAGE OF HENRY II. 

By L. A. LAWRENCE., F.S.A. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

II OR some time past I have been studying the first issue 
of coins bearing the name of Henry Plantagenet, with 
a view to attempting a classification of the series. These 
coins have, so far ' as I know, never been the subject of 

a paper, except in so far as a few descriptions of finds and a catalogue 
of names have appeared in the Numismatic Chronicle and the British 
Numismatic J o'urnal. The coins were issued for some twenty-five 
years ending in lISO, and it will be my endeavour to show that they, 
like coins of other series, fall into classes, and to trace some features 
by which the various classes can be recognised. 

Before, however, starting on this attempt,. some remarks on 
the coinage of the country in the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth 
centuries will perhaps make clearer subsequent allusions. Any 
serious student of the c'lassified series of coins from the Conqueror 
up to the end of the earlier Edwards, and for that matter much 
later, must be struck at once by the extraordinary resemblance of 
the individual coins of anyone group to each other, looking to the 
fact that they were all handmade from start to finish-punches, 
dies, blanks, coins. When we find, let us say, an unusual crown 
on one of the coins of the Paxs issue of the Conqueror, and this 
crown is reproduced on some few other specimens, we shall probably 
notice that the unusual crowns are as minutely similar as handwork 
can make them. The same applies to other groups. In the long
cross series, I may remind members of a class with a double band 
to the crown. The coins of this double-banded issue not only agree 
in this particular, but on most of them will also be found another 
feature common to the issue, viz., one or more pellets placed before 
the letter h of the king\ name. 
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The short-cross series provides another good illustration in 
Class Va, with its invariable cross pommee mint-mark in association 
with a reversed s. Any student of the coins of the early Edwards, 
in reading the papers by Messrs. Fox, and examining the plates 
in illustration of the paper, must again recognise hbw close a 
resemblance is to be perceived on all coins within the same 
group. 

The same observation applies to legend's as to the make-up of 
the other parts of the coins, but here there would appear to be a 
loophole for accidental blunder, in that the spacing out occasionally 
was not done so as to make the legend always what it was designed 
to be; thus at the end of some of the legends on the reverses of 
short-cross coins, in particular, the last letter is occasionally 

. found incomplete. Sometimes, too, the die-sinker quite accidentally 
left out the whole of a letter. Thus Edwad has been noticed where 
Edward was intended, or Hericus for Henricus. In these cases 
the lengths of the reduced legend may not have been long enough to 
fill in the whole space allotted to the complete one, and as the result 
some irregularity of spacing may be noticed, or an additio?al letter 
or stop added at a convenient place. These accidental errors are 
to be noticed on the whole of our coinage while it was still handmade, 
and are quite unimportant from the point of view of classification. 

In examining the coins of the first issue of Henry II in the 
light of these remarks, due allowance has to be made for blunders 
both of omission and commission, and it is necessary, particularly in 
this series, to remember these facts in viewing the obverses of these 
coins, as the busts differ enormously on the different issues, and the 
obverse legends follow suit. I may perhaps give one example of 
what I mean before proceeding to describe the coins. One group 
in this series has the obverse legend hENRI REX n:N~L. If 
any letter of this legend is absent except the last it is to be looked 
on as ,lU accidental omission. The last letter L is frequently absent, 
and clearly by intent, as lists which accompany this paper will show; 
it is thus intentional, and therefore some notice must be taken of 
the omission. 
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The description of the general type of coin is a simple one. On 
the obverse is a half-length figure of the kmg, nearly full-faced and 
crowned. A sceptre is in his right hand, and the right arm is brought 
forward across the breast. The sceptre is headed by a cross. 
Drapery is always present. A legend consisting of the king's name 
and title variously abbreviated surrounds the greater part of the 
coin, but is interrupted by the bust below. A cross begins the 
legend on the dexter side. As a rule there is no inner circle. 

The reverse consists of a long cross pattee with a small cross in each 
angle and generally four rays issuing from the angles of the cross 
pattee, all within a linear inner circle, outside of which is the legend, 
consisting of the names of the moneyer and mint and the usual 
word ON. In nearly every case two dots, colonwise, are to be found 
on each side of ON, and occasionally at the end of the legend. A 
small cross is placed before the moneyer's name. This general 
description 'suits all the coins of the whole issue, but differences 
are at once apparent, particularly on the obverse, where many 
varied designs for the bust quickly catch the eye, and the different 
legends are at least as numerous as the different busts, if not more 
so. The reverse, however, does not lend itself to any alteration of 
this sort, and consequently we find practically nothing to attract 
attention unless it be the occasional absence of the four little rays 
in the centre. The absence of these is, I am inclined to think, 
accidental, or due to the fancy of the particular die-maker, as 
coins alike in all other respects are found with and without these 
small additions. The whole issue of this coinage, speaking generally, 
is exceedingly badly struck, though the dies would appear to have 
been well made. I t is quite the exception to find a coin with all 
the letters of the legend clearly visible. The coins, except those 
from certain mints, viz., Carlisle, Newcastle, and Durham, are 
practically never round, though there is some attempt visible at 
making them so. The irregularities in this respect do not as a rule 
detract from the weight, although the blanks were so carelessly 
shaped. The metal is clearly of fine standard. I do not remember 
to have seen a coin of the issue, which was obviously base. 
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THE KING'S BUST. 

Any observer may at once notice on this coinage marked differences 
in the design and treatment of the king's effigy, although hitherto 
no attempt seems to have been made towards any special desGription 
of the different forms observable. It is somewhat difficult to convey 
in words these differences, which are, however, easily seen on the 
plate accompanying this paper. 

1. A bust with a long thin face, no side locks of hair are 
present. The crown is a double banded one, on the band are 
placed three tall £leurs-de-lis, the , central £leur being above the 
level of the side ones, The sceptre arm is decorated with three 
pellets on the cuff and three on the shoulder. Little transverse 
bands cross the sleeve. The hand looks as if it were meant to be 
enclosing the sceptre shaft . The drapery on the left shoulder is 
shown as a nearly vertical double band with a row of pellets 
betvveen the two bands. Immediately beyond this ornament 
is the last letter of the legend. Between the ornament and the 
hand is occasionally to be found a group of three little pellets 
arranged trefoilwise. There is never, so far as I have seen, a 
transverse row of pellets below the king's head and neck. 

The legends accompanying this bust are tWO-hENRI 

REX KN~L and hENRI REX KN~. I have never seen colons 
separating the words of these two legends. Plate, Nos. rand 2. 

2. A somewhat shorter bust. The crown consists of two 
bands composed of pellets. The surmounting £leurs are much 
shorter, and the tops of all three are about level. Side locks 
are visible on the left in a curl under the crown. These are 
formed sometimes by a small crescent with a line in the middle 
vertically, sometimes by several short transverse crescents. The 
bust is draped transversely, and there are two ornaments of 
three pellets each, again trefoilwise, in the drapery. There is 
a collar round the king's neck showing a row of transverse pellets, 
The arm i~ ornamented along its whole length with transverse 
bands, occasionally there are three studs at the wrist. The 
legend on these coins is hENRI : R : K: Occasionally the 
last colon is missing. Plate, Nos. 3 and 4-
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3· A bust very closely resembling the preceding, but 
full faced. The hair is nearly always present. The sleeve, 
especially on coins of Bury St. Edmunds, is more highly 
decorated with three sets of three pellets. The little trefoils 
are in a slightly different position to each other from those 
on the second bust. Legends, hENRI: R : XN and R : XNG". 

Plate, Nos. 5 and 14. 
4. Bust similar, with more drapery, no trefoils, and only 

one set of pellets on the sleeve. Legend, hENRI : R : AG". 

Plate, Nos. 6 and 7. 
.. 5. This bust shows a reversion to that first described; 

it is, however, shorter and of different workmanship. The style 
of lettering is also different. On some of the coins there are 
traces of hair. The legend is hENRI REX XN. I have 
not seen a colon between the words. Plate, No.8. 

6. A further alteration in the whole style of the coin is 
now observable. The bust fills nearly the whole ground inside 
the legend. The head is a large one in relation to the rest of 
the bust, and exhibits coarse work. The collar of dots is 
reintroduced, and often there is a large trefoil below it. Less 
of the arm is visible, and the hand is thrown back to the right 
side of the coin. The hair, which is apparently always present, 
is of two forms, either a ringlet of locks or a single large curl. 
The legends on this type of bust are hENRI REX, hENRI RE, 

and hENRI REX X. I have noted occasionally colons in the 
two earlier legends, but not in the last. Plate, Nos. 9, 10, and 
II. The coin shown on the Plate, No. IS, is a very late one in 
spite of the REX legend. 

The busts just described are fairly recognisable, and I hope 
to be able to show presently good reasons for arranging them 
chronologically, but, unfortunately, they do not by any means 
exhaust the varieties to be found on the series of coins under dis
cussion, nor do they accurately agree among themselves. The next 
one I have noted is :-

c 
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7. A bust somewhat resembling in size those described 
under classes 2 and 3. The drapery differently ornamented, 
on some the crown shows a line of annulets, and annulets 
take the place of pellets on the collar. Legend, hENRI : R : 

the second colon is sometimes missing. Plate, Nos. 12, 13, and 18. 

8. A somewhat similar bust as to size. The particulars of 
drapery not available. Legend, hENRI only. The reverse of 
one coin, that of Ipswich, bears a round E. 

g. There are a few coins in which the drapery occurs in 
many fine transverse folds. I have never seen a complete 
specimen, q,nd for the lack of one I am unable to speak more 
definitely, either of the head and crown, or of the legend which , 
should be found on it. Plate, Nos. 16 and 17. 

10. It has been remarked before that some coins in this 
series have an inner circle on the obverse. These circles are 
of three distinct formations :-

(a) A hair line. This is occasionally to be noticed on 
any of the groups hitherto described. It is, I think, due to 
a circle being cut on the die with the compass when planning 
the design on the die, and then this line was not polished off 
the die before use. The slightly deeper circles found are, 
I think, due to the same cause. Plate, No. Ig. 

(b) A distinct dotted inner circle. I know of only one 
example, which I happen to own. The legend ends REX s. 
Plate, No. 22. 

(c) A well-marked linear inner circle. This is, I 
think, only found on Northampton coins. Mr. Wells has 
three. There is one' in the National Collection, and I 
have two. The bust is peculiar to these coins. It is 
characterised by a large head crowned as usual, but 
no hair is represented. The drapery is formed of thick 
line~ . These coins are obviously all of the same issue, 
although they show ,three different legends, ending 
REX ~NG", REX ltN, and RE. Further details of them 
will be found in the descriptions and plate. They are not 
mere varieties of other classes. Plate, Nos. 20 and 21. 
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LITERATURE. 

Few writers in the past have taken sufficient interest in this 
subject to give us anything like a record of their views. 

The late Mr. Nathan Heywood, one of our original members, 
contributed a paper in the first volume of the British Numismatic 
Journal, accompanied by an excellent plate of coins and by an 
extensive list of the legends on the reverses. He, however, un
fortunately, confined himself to recording the different obverse 
legends apart from the corresponding busts. Major Carlyon-Britton, 
in the volume that followed, compiled from the Pipe Rolls, as far 
as they were published, a complete list of entries of everything that 
related to the moneyers, and gave the long series of moneyers' 
names inscribed on the rolls-a most valuable record. Other writers 
have described finds of these coins, mostly only too briefly. 

These finds were :-

1. At Royston, in 1721, described in Mr. North's MS., particulars 
unavailable. 

z. At Tealby, in 1807, described by Mr. Taylor Combe in 
Archceologia, vol. xviii. He gives lists only of reverse readings. 

3. At Worcester, in 1850 (?), about z15 coins, described in 
Archceologia, vol. xxxvi. The coins were found with six 
finger rings and some French feudal coins. No lists were 
gIven. I am contributing a complete list of this find to the 
Numismatic Chronicle. 

4- At Ampthill, in 1836 (?), described in the Numismatic 
Chronicle, New Series, vol. ii, 186z, by Archdeacon Pownall. 
The writer follows the example set by earlier writers of 
only giving reverse readings. A more complete list will 
shortly be available . 

.5. A find at Awbridge, about 190z, described by Mr. Grueber 
in the Numismatic Chronicle, 4th Series, vol. v (1905). 
Coins were found of Stephen's last type and Henry II's 
first issue. Mr. Grueber happily gIves complete lists of 
both obverse and reverse legends. 

C 2 
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6. A find of coins referred to in a sale catalogue of Messrs. 
Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Hodge, June 24th, I9IO. No 
descriptions whatever were given of the three hundred or 
more coins which had been in the ownership of a county 
family for many years. 

7. A find at Rome, described by Lord Grantley and myself 
in a papel read last June before thjs Society. 

It is most unf0Itunate that details of these seven finds are 
all quite useless for my purposes, except those recording the Awbridg 
and the Rome finds, and possibly the Wa;rcester hoard. 

CONTENTS OF THE THREE HOARDS. 

Awbridge. 

bENRI REX XN~L 3 I 
REX XN~ 6 
R : n 5 
R : XN 4 
R : X~ 
REX KN 3 
REX 2 
RE 0 

REX n 0 

REX X~ 0 

R XN~ 2 

R ' 4 
bENRI 

Stephen's last type 34 

Illegible 37. 

Rome. 

I 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 

I RE type 4 
I 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Short-cross coins 69. 
Deniers of Anjou. 

" 
" 

Provins. 
St. Martin 

de Tours 
and' others. 

Illegible 4. 

THE CLASSIFICATION. 

Worcester. 

44 
13 
I I 

o 
2 

4 
42 

7 
2 

3 

2 

Deniers of Anjou. 

" 
" 
" 

" 

St. Martin. 
Odo II. 
Eustace of 
Boulogne. 

David I of 
Scotland. 

Illegible 32. 

The Society is now in the possession of all the facts concerning 
this coinage so far as I know them. I trust the interpretation I 
am going to place on these facts may be safsfactory. 
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I had long tried to find some features on the coins themselves 
by the help of which I might be able to arrange them in classes, and 
then settle the order of the classes . . The first part of the story is already 
before you in the descriptions of the obverses. I tried various ways 
of arranging these classes of busts so as to bring together those 
which looked most alike. This process failed hopelessly, as did 
a classification by the sizes and shapes of the letters, or a considera
tion of the presence or absence of curls under the crown, or the 
radiations from the centre of the reverse. I then sought help from 
the coins of the mint of Bury St. Edmunds, which we all now know 
were issued by one moneyer at a time, the dies being also in sequence. 
This mint gave me the fact that there were three moneyers, Henry, 
Raulf, and William, all in sequence. How the sequence ran I did 
not know, but Raulf's coins, so far as I knew them, seemed to look 
more like the last type of Stephen than did those of the other two 
moneyers. Again I was met with failure, and in despair I set to 
work to classify the types present in the Awbridge and Rome hoards. 
The Worcester find was then unknown to me. 

The Awbridge find brought out the fact that of Stephen 
only the last type was present in quantity (there was one coin 
only that could possibly be of an earlier type), thirty-four in 
number. Associated with these were thirty-one coins reading 
:hENRI REX ANG"L, six reading REX ANG", the remaining coins, 
so to speak, in ones and twos. There were five coins of Bury, all 
by the moneyer William. There were only two REX coins, neither 
of them of Bury. This showed, to my mind, pretty conclusively 
that the thirty-one ANG"L coins ought to be placed next the thirty
four Stephen coins, and that the rest of the coins came later. Con
firmation was not wanting in the Rome find. Here were sixteen coins 
of the first type of Henry II, including only one hENRI REX ANG"L 

coin, associated with sixty-nine early short-cross coins, the other Tealby 
type coins consisting of four REX coins, one coin reading RE, four 
others of the same type illegible, and one reading REX A; no coins 
of these two legends were found in the Awbridge hoard. I was able 
therefore, to conclude that the ANG"L type was the first, and that 
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therefore William was the first moneyer at Bury. Time helped me by 
bringing various other Bury coins to my notice, so that I can now 
state that the coins by W:illiam read as follows: ANG'"L, ANG'", 
R A, RAN, R AG'"; those by Henry follow on RAG'", REX AN, 
REX, and these are followed by coins of Raulf reading REX, RE, 
and possibly REX A. In this order I have therefore arranged the 
whole of the coins in the classified lists. 

These lists show that for the new coinage, which was commenced, 
according to the majority of the chronicles, in II56, the very 
large number of thirty-two mints were required to produce it . . There 
may have been more, as I am quite sure we do not yet know all the 
varieties of these coins; these earliest coins all read ANG'"L. Almost 
immediately a number of mints must have dropped out, as T have 
only found fourteen striking coins reading REX 'ANG'", twelve 
striking R : A: and fewer still in the succeeding types until those 
reading REX are reached, when the number in my list becomes 
nineteen. A second process of dropping out is then to be observed, 
leaving very few mints at work until the advent. of the short
cross coinage again brought many into operation. 

The classification I have adopted is one which brings closely 
allied coins as varieties of the same class, notwithstanding the fact 
that the busts and legends are not always precisely the same. This 
brings into greater prominence the fact that these classes are allied 
in some particulars and different as a class from those in the 
classes in near proximity. I t is as follows :- . 

Class I , bust I, var. a, legend ending ANG'"L; var. b, legend 
ending ANG'". Plate, Nos. I and 2. 

Class II, var. a, bust 2, legend R : A; var. b, bust 3, legend 
R : AN or R : XNG'" ; var. C, bust 4, legend R : AG'". Plate, 
Nos. 3 to 7 and I4· 

Class III, bust 5, legend REX AN. Plate, No . .8. 
Class IV, bust 6, var. a, legend REX; var. b, legend RE ; 

var. c, legend REX x. Plate, Nos. g, ro, and II. 
Class V, busts 7 and 8. The coins reading :hENRI Rand 

:hENRI only. This class will probably require considerable 
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attention and subdivision, as time shows us the natural 
neighbours of the individual coins. Some may be earlier 
than others, and some are undoubtedly late. Plate, Nos. 12, 

13, and 18. 

Class VI, bust 9, legend uncertain, as is also the position in the 
senes. Plate, Nos. 16 and 17. 

Class VII, var. a, with plain inner circle, legends REX AN~, 

REX AN, RE; var. b, with dotted inner circle, legend 
REX s. The same remarks, unfortunately, apply to this 
class as to the position in which it should be placed as 
regards other classes. Plate, Nos. 19 to 22. 

EPIGRAPHICAL DETAILS . 

The letters themselves do not show very much change of form. 
They are, with the occasional exception of the M, E, and w, all of 
the square Roman form. The A in Class I is sometimes barred, 
generally it is unbarred; in the later classes barring is the rule. 
h is always round; the position o£ the tail to the upright vanes, 
in Class I the end points away from the upright. 

The M is indiscriminately square orround on all classes. There
is nothing to be judged by the occurrence of either form. The W 

is sometimes Roman and sometimes the Saxon )1, again on all classes . 
I had hoped great things from this letter, but its inconstant 
occurrence in either shape showed clearly that either form was used 
throughout. E, on all the early classes up to and including Class IV, 
is invariably square. On the later classes very rarely the round 
e appears, This change is a change of age, and tells its own tale. 
Coins with this E must be late ones. I have noted this E on coins 
of Ipswich, Newcastle, and Bury. The moneyer responsible for it at 
Bury was Raulf. The measurement of the letters brings to light two 
standards in the lengths of the uprights. 

A length of 2' 3 mm., which occurs on Classes I, II, and III. 
Then one of 2' 8 mm. , which is found on Class IV and on some of 
Class V. The remainder revert to the old measurement of 2' 3 mm., 
which seems to have been maintained on the subsequent classes 
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where I could get coins sufficiently clear to measure the lengths of 
the uprights. This is. a remarkable proof that the coins are 
probably correctly classified, as no notice of the lengths of the 
letters was taken into account until the classes had been arranged. 
A few coins show muling in this respect. Nearly all the straight 
letters on an individual coin gauge the same. The chief exception 
I have noted is the L of AN~L in Class I, which is always longer 
than the other letters. 

The thickness of the letters also varies, those of the shorter length 
being correspondingly thinner than those of the longer gauge. The 
letters on Class I are very fine and thin and regular, and well and 
regularly spaced. In this respect they are far sup~rior to those on 
any other class. 

THE MINTS. 

The mints now known from the coins to have been at work 
during the period from lI56 to lI80 are Bedford, Bristol, Canterbury, 
Carlisle, Chester, Colchester, . Durham, Exeter, Gloucester, Hereford, 
Ilchester, Ipswich, Launceston, Leicester, Lewes, Lincoln, London, 
(Lynn), Newcastle, Northampton, Norwich, Oxford, St. Edmundsbury, 
Salisbury, Shrewsbury, Stafford, Thetford, Wallingford, Wilton, 
Winchester, Worcester, and York. Coins from all these mints 
except Lynn I have seen. There is a coin, or, to be more correct, 
there are two coins reading clearly WALTIER ON PAIN, a still 
unidentified place of mintage, though attributed to Wainfieet. 
Stamford and SandwiGh have also been credited with being places 
of mintage. These will be referred to later on. An examination of the 
accompanying tables and list will show that the large majority of the 
mints are not known to have struck in many classes. It may be that 
time will reveal to us coins in other classes issued from these mints, 
but in some cases where we only know of coins beginning in a late class 
it is probable that the mint in question was not one of those ordered 
into activity fJ;om the beginning. There are very few such mints. 
Bedford is one, beginning in Class IV. A single coin is all that 
represents the mint. Lewes and Worcester are the two others, each 
of them rEpresented by single coins. Colchester was active during 
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Class I and Class IV only. Ipswich coins before Class IV are of 
doubtful occurrence. Chester, Launceston, Leicester, Lynn, Salis
bury, 'Wilton and ,c Pain" appear only to have struck in the first class. 
The mints which give us a regular series of coins are Canterbury, 
Carlisle, London, Newcastle, St. Edmundsbury, Thetford, and 
Winchester. Canterbury gives us the most complete list of all, 
and coins of this mint are the commonest to meet with. Next to 
it comes Carlisle, although the sale catalogues · still add the word 
rare for describing coins of this mint. Newcastle and St. Edmunds
bury provide us with many coins, both of them one moneyer mints. 
London, for its size and its large number of moneyers, issued com
paratively few. I only have records of forty-eight varieties from 
the London mint with eighteen moneyers, as against Bury with 
ten for one moneyer at a time, three in all, and Newcastle and 
Carlisle eighteen, struck by the same man at the two mints. I 

\ 

hope to append to this paper as complete a list of each mint as 
possible, and where necessary to give references to Major Carlyon
Britton's extracts from the Pipe Rolls. 

It may, however, be remarked here that the rolls give a large 
number of names of moneyers of whose coins w,e know nothing. 
There are, on the other hand, many names known on the coins of 
which the rolls take 1)0 cognizance. Of course, with a series like 
the Pipe ' Rolls, we cannot expect to find names unconnected with 
money transactions as debtor .or creditor, but we may still expect 
to find some coins bearing the names of men mentioned in the rolls. 
One good instance of this sort of occurrence happened lately. 
Stephen was a moneyer of Hereford in the issue we are now treating 
of. In looking for names in the Pipe Rolls series issued since Major 
Carlyon-Britton's, article, I found the name of Stefn" the moneyer" 
mentioned under Hereford in a Pipe Roll of rr86-six years after 
the short-cross coins had been in use. I could not find an earlier 
entry, although I searched for it. The name of Stephen as a 
moneyer on a Tealby type coin is known, although by rr86 that type 
and the mint of Hereford had been abandoned. The term moneyer 
would seem to have been used as a sort of title: once a moneyer 
always a moneyer. 
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The list of names of moneyers is an instructive one, and of 
interest as it reflects in a marked degree the change that the language 

'was undergoing. We no longer find an overwhelming number 
of Anglo-Saxon and Danish names on the coins such as were present 
on the coins of the two Williams and Henry I, and to a less extent 
on Stephen. Names such as Ricard, Pieres, Waltier, showing a 
Norman-French influence, become the rule . Names drawn from the 
Bible are much more in evidence: three of these, viz., Daniel 
of Salisbury, Sawle of Gloucester, and Joseph of Northampton, 
are the sole representatives of these names on our coinages. 

Many names occurring in the lists are probably new ones. 
At Canterbury XDXM and a name like ~OLDEER are unpublished. 

, Two Richards were also coining at the same time, as is shown by the 
second moneyer of the name adding ME, MI:, MI or M after his 
name. The surname is not known; the letters after the Mare 
probably intended for the same one, but the different readings may 
be due to indifferent strikings. The name RXVLF is also new. At 
Chester the previously incomplete name w . . . M is WILLELM. 
Durham gives us a new name of great interest, I:RISTIEN. Long
staffe, in the Numismatic Chronicle, New Series, vol. iii, r863, men
tions in a footnote that "Reginald," in describing miracles by 
St. Cuthbert at Durham, states incidentally that at this time, viz., 
Pudsey's, Bishop of Durham in the reign of Henry II, there was a 
moneyer at Durham called Christian. This is the first appearance 
of his coin (Plate, NO.7). 

At Gloucester the new name of SXWLE occurs. The name is 
also found as SA WVL, but the coin could not be included in the list 
as the obverse is' defective. It is not of Class 1. The rare mint of 
Launceston gives us the name of WILLEM, previously only known· 
as the initial w . Lincoln must also be credited with a moneyer 
named RA VLF. 

Three double-barrelled names occur among the moneyers of 
London, viz., XLWINE FINI:, PIERES MER, and PIERES SXL. 

Major Carlyon-Britton pointed out that these names, as Ailwin 
Finch, Peter Merefin, and Peter Salerna are all mentioned in the 
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Pipe Roll of I4 Henry II. Lefwine Besant, Aedmund Seintier, and 
John Peucier are also in evidence in the roll and also on the coins, 
but without their surnames. Achard of the roll is now likewise 
known on a coin in the British Museum reading X1:1:(XRD ?). 

At Northampton IhOSEP and WXRNIR are new names, and 
to these must be added REIMVND, previously classed under 'Norwich, 
as Mr. Wells has a coin reading REIMVND : ON : NORhX. 

Major Carlyon-Britton predicted from an entry on the rolls 
that the name of WXRIN would be found on a coin of Shrewsbury. 
His prophecy has now been fulfilled on a coin in my collection 
reading PXRIN : ON : snLOPES. 

At Thetford the name WILLEM MX occurs, and as the name 
WILLEM alone also occurs, this would seem to be the name of a 
second William working at the same time. 

The Worcester moneyer, XLXRD, is one of those mentioned in 
the rolls. A coin bearing this name is in the National Collection. 
York gives us a new moneyer~ G"RIFFIN. 

There are some coins by the moneyers N~1:0LE and ROBERT, 

struck at a mint reading pIP, VIP and WIW. The last I have 
not seen, and it is probably listed by a writer who was translating 
PIP into Roman characters. VIP I have seen, and the so-called 
V is certainly the Saxon wen. P and ware constantly inter
changed on this coinage, to our great confusion. The only mints, 
however, at which moneyers of the names of NI1:0LE and ROBERT 

struck together are Gloucester and Ipswich. Gloucester must cer
tainly be excluded. As regards Ipswich, the second and third letters 
suit excellently, so that I suggest that Ipswich is probably the mint 
at which these curious coins were struck. 

Three mints are referred to in catalogue readings, the existence 
of which may be gravely doubted. They are Lynn, Stamford, and 
Sandwich. As regards Sandwich, I have lately seen the coin which 
gave rise to the attribution in Major Carlyon-Britton's sale catalogue 
NO.2. It was supposed to read RICKRT : ON : S AN , with a 
square s to begin the name The:s: is only a misstruck 1:, and the 
coin belongs to the Canterb'ury mint. The attribution of coins to 
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Stamford rests on the reading of the mint name as STX. This 
would equally fit Stafford, where we know without doubt that 
mintage was in operation. It seems to me, therefore, preferable to 
credit Stafford with two moneyers rather than to suggest two mints; 
especially as we have no other evidence in support of a mint at 
Stamford. 

Lynn is endowed with a mint, and the reading of a Lynn coin 
is given as RO~IER : ON : LEN. This may be correct. I have 
never seen a Lynn coin, but the common Canterbury coin with the 
legend RO~IER : ON : r:XN suggests to me the possibility of an 
error of the same kind as described in reference to Sandwich. 

The names of the following moneyers in the lists also appear to 
have struck in the last type of Stephen :-

Canterbury 
RO~IER 

London 
~EFFREI 

RODBERT 

Norwich 
WILLELM 

Wilton 
WILLELM 

The first class of the short-cross coinage were struck by the 
following moneyers, whose names also appear in these lists :-

London Norwich 

~EFFREI WILLELM 

IOhXN Oxford 
PIERES XSChETIL 

PIERES M Winchester 
WILLELM 

Northampton York 
WXLTER WILLELM 

The tables accompanying this paper are two in number. The 
first shows the types struck at the different mints without reference 
to the individ:ual moneyers. It shows more clearly than the table 
which follows it the sequence of classes at each mint and how many 
varieties were contributed by each mint to the general coinage. 
The second and fuller table shows the output of each moneyer. 
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The long list of names shows many readings which were previously 
incomplete, and also a fairly large number of new names. Columns 
7, 8, and 9 and 10 show only small differences of curl in the REX and 
RE types. Nos. 16 and 17 are so placed because the coins have a 
very late appearance and small letters. Column 13 would be better 
placed next to Column 4, as recent discoveries point to the relation
ship of the coins in these two columns. The numbers attached to 
the coins explain where these coins are, but it was impracticable in 
some instances to give the ownership in the list, as many of the 
coins had change<;l hands. Mr. Wells was good enough to supply 
me with some casts and many readings, especially in reference to 
Northampton. Mr. · Parsons and Mr. Walters also were very free in 
their help. One has always to be grateful to the British Museum 
authorities. I made full use of the National Co~lection, as the large 
number of little 2'S will show. 

Postscript.-Brief particulars are now available concerning the 
Ampthill hoard. This was discovered in 1836. There were 148 
coins found, all of them attributable to the first coinage of Henry II. 
Several of these coins appear to have been lost, as the hoard now 
numbers 133. The types represented are :-

ltENRI REX ANG'"L 13 ltENRI REX 38 

" " 
ANG'" 5 " 

RE 2 

" 
:R:X 4 " 

REX X 3 

" 
R : XN 3 hENRI R 2 

" 
R XG'" 4 hENRI 

" 
REX XN 2 

There were three coins with inner circles, and the remainder 
were illegible, although many, judging by the portions of the busts 
visible, might have belonged to the · REX group. The find as a 
whole is of little use for the purposes of classification. The date of 
deposit, looking to the large preponderance of coins reading REX, 

and the small proportion of those reading REX ANG'"L, was later 
than Awbridge, and probably later than Larkhill, Worcester, but 
earlier than the Rome find. A detailed description will appear in 
the Numismatic Chronicle as the coins belong to the Royal N umisma tic 

Society. 
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It is unfortunate that we have practically no means of dating· 
the issue of any of the classes except Class 1. This we must be con
tent to ascribe to lIS6 as being the date given by the majority o( 
the chroniclers. The types must have followed each other very 
rapidly to have produced sixteen or seventeen different legends in 
the twenty-four years ending with lI80. During this period there· 
appears to have been only one recrudescence in mint activity, 
begil?-ning with the issue of Class IV. . I have tried in vain to get 
some information from history to account for this. Obviously 
more money was wanted, and wanted quickly, which accounts for 
the revival, though for what purpose the money was required I 
am ignorant. 

In conclusion, let me say that I am well aware that this subject 
is far from complete. I am quite prepared to be correct.ed on many 
points, particularly in the classification of the late coins. All I 
have tried to do is to show something of the history of tJ.1is somewhat 
unsatisfactory group of coins. I hope my endeavour will stimulate 
some of our members to study the group, and correct me where 
necessary, and bring forward fresh information on the subject. 
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, 
Xl 
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1 

1 Lawrence Cnllection. 2 British Museum. 
3 Carlyon-Hritton Collection. 
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I Lawrence Collection. 2 British Museum. 
3 Carlyon-Britton Collection. 
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1 Lawrence Collection. 2 British Museum. 
3 Carlyon-Britton Collection. 
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G'"ODWINE X 12 - - - - - Xl 

G'"RIFFIN X 12 

hERBERT X 12 - XZ X 3? - - - - - - - - .- X 12 . 

IORDKN X 12 

NOR •• N X2 

WILLEM Xl 

WVLFSI X 

P? •••• N X 

Ipswich (P) 
Reading pIP or 

WIW 
NI:r:OLE - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2 

ROBERT - - - - - - - - - - - - - X2 

I 

1 Lawrence Collection. 2 British Museum. 

S Carlyon-Britton Collection. 





ON A FIND OF FRENCH DENIERS AND ENGLISH 
PENNIES OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY. 

By LORD GRANTLEY, F.S.A., AND L. A. LAWRENCE, F.S.A. 

eHE fi~d consists of 289 coi~s, of wh~ch 204 are Continental 
. demers and 85 are EnglIsh penmes. Two of the Conti

nental coins are probably German, the remainder French. 
Of the English pennies, r6 are of the first issue of Henry II, 
the Tealby type, and the remaining 69 are short-cross pennies of 
early type. The find was recovered in Rome some years ago, and 
it was suggested that they came from the neighbourhood of the 
Vatican. Of the actual finding I have no particulars. Lord 
Grantley has gone into the Continental coins at length, leaving to 
me the descriptio,n of the English portion. 

This is the first find that I have heard of in which coins of the 
first issue of Henry II have been found associated with those of 
the second issue of the same monarch. The sixteen Tealby type 
coins, all of which I have cleaned (the whole find was very much 
corroded and matted together), are in 'what we should now call 
very poor condition. N at a single coin is completely legible, and 
on the majority of them only a letter here and there is visible. There 
is some difference in the make up of the busts and in the size of the 
letters, all of which points will be treated some day at length, as 
I hope to be able to classify the whole of the early coinage of Henry 
Plantagenet partly by the help of these same poor specimens. 
Suffice it no\-v to say that there would appear to be coins from the 
mints of Lcndon, Canterbury, and Ipswich included. Two of the 
coins weighed between four and five grains short. The remainder 
are of good weight, and of these some are of full weight. The metal 
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is uniformly good. The work of fashionIng the blanks and of 
striking the coins is incredibly bad, and we can well underst';lnd the 
need for a new coinage if the sixteen are an average sample of our 
English coinage when it required renewal in lISO.1 

The short-cross coins found with these very poorly worked 
Tealby type pieces are 69 in number, and are for the most part 
in very fine condition. The mints represented are nine in number, 
viz., Exeter 4 coins, Lincoln 4, London 40, Northampton 3, Norwich 
2, Wilton I, Worcester 4, Winchester 5, and York 6. 

, All the coins belong to what I have described as Class I in the 
British Numismatic Journal, vol. i, 1914- All the varieties 
of Class I occur: Ia with a Roman E and open C by IORDAN 

of Exeter, one coin; and by RODBERT of Wilton, one coin; and a 
mule at Winchester by GOCELM. Ib includes the majority of the 
remaining coins, and a few a trifle later, as indicated by the absence 
of the dot between ha:NRIOVS and Ra:X and the growing coarse
ness of the work are what I have called Class Ic. 

All the mints striking in Class I are represented except Carlisle 
and Oxford, and I cannot explain the absence of these except by 
the small number of the coins found. There were no coins of 
Class II, Lichfield type, dated to rrS9, and no coins of Canter
bury, which only started at the same time. The absence of these 
coins gives us the latest date for the English po~tion of the find, 
and I think it probable that these English coins in fine condition 
were likely to be the latest coins of the whole hoard. 

I am not in a position to accurately date the burial of the hoard 
nearer than some time before lIS9, though I should say that a year 
or so, or even less, would indicate the date. - We have here coins 
struck from lI56 to lIS9 or thereabout. I think, looking to the 
condition of the French portion of the find, and the want of accurate 
classification of these pieces, that these dates will fit in for the 
coins of Anjou and Provins. It is curious, indeed, how wedded the 
two nations became about the same period to coins bearing a fixed 

1 See page 20. 
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type and name independent of the occupant of the throne. I feel 
sure that the French portion of this hoard will well repay careful 
study in the light that the English portion is capable of affording. 

L. A . LAWRENCE. 

The foreign deniers in the hoard are 204 in number, and range 
from about IIOg to IIg7, of the following places :-

10 Counts of Anjou. 
6 Abbots of St. Martin de Tours. 
6 Counts of Chartres. 

184 Counts of Provins. 
2 Uncertain German. 

The deniers of Anjou are: S of the type + FVLCO COMES, 

cross pattee, A-W in third and fourth quarters. Reverse, 
+ANDEGAVENSIS. Degraded Carlovingian monogram; also 5 of 
the type +FVICO COMES; cross pattee; A-W in third and fourth 
quarters. Reverse, +VRBS AIDCCS~. Degraded Carlovingian 
monogram. 

The French numismatists have not hitherto been able to appro
priate these later coins of Anjou after those of Foulques Nerra 
(g87-I040) ; there being eight Counts who may have struck money 

- from then till Charles of Anjou (1246-1285), whose coins are certain. 
As the range of Henry II's coins in the hoard may be dated from 
lIS6 to about II8g, it may be interesting to consider whether some 
of the Angevine coins later than Foulques Nerra have not been 
assigned to too early a date. 

Poey d'Avant gives no coins to Foulques IVl (I060-IIOg), 
and all the deniers and oboles reading FVLCO, either well spelt or 
corruptly rendered, are given to Foulques V (IIOg-II2g) indiscrimi
nately. In the Nogent-le-Rotrou hoard2 the deniers reading 
ANDEGAVENSIS were ascribed to Foulques IV, and those reading 
AIDCCSU to Foulques V. M. Carron says, "Le monnayage au 

1 Poey d'Avant, vol. i, p: 204-

2 Hermerel, Ann. de Nwm., r88r, p. 509. 
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nom de Foulques a ete continue par les Rois Anglais non seulement 
en Anjou mais peut-etre aussi en Normandie," and he quotes 
Longperrier, who, on studying an Italian find like the present one, 
thought that the ANDEGAVENSIS legend preceded that of Charle" 
of Anjou, and was referable to John Lackland (IIgg-1216), who, 
however, lost Anjou in 1204. As, however, the find at Nogent
le-Rotrou is said to have been buried about IISO, this would seem 
too early a date for John. But there seems no reason why these 
coins, if too late for Foulques V, should not be given to Henry II, 
and I suggest that the five coins in the present hoard, and those 
reading AIDCCSM, of which there are five also, may be ascribed to 
that King as Count of Anjou. P. d'Avant makes the following 
significant remark :1_" Ce serait a tort que, s'attachant au nom qui 
se lit sur ces monnaies, on chercherait ales attribuer toutes a 
Geoffroi II. II est evident que c'est un type qui a ete perpetue, 
et il faut sans doute en donner une partie au successeur de Geoffroi . 

. " Here we get a suggestion that just as the last type and name 
of Henry II in England was carried on through the reigns of his 
three successors, and as the old type in Poitou was perpetuated as 
late as Richard's time, so the Angevine Counts continued signing 
their coins in the names, and with the types, of their predecessors. 
A further difficulty in this series is the obole in P. d' Avant's work, 
No. 1514, which, as it reads accurately and is well struck, should 
belong to Foulques V, he being the last Count of that name. 
M. Carron said of this coin that it could not be so early owing to 
the chatel-tournois type on the reverse, too early for a Foulques, 
and he suggested that it was struck by one of our Plantagenet Kings 
as Count of Anjou. In 1204 Anjou was confiscated to the French 
Crown; can it be that the word FVLCO would be more grateful 
to French ears than the name of Geoffroy, as no one of the former 
name had opposed his suzerain? It is likely that the marriage of 
Geoffroy Plantagenet to Henry 1's daughter Matilda "vas a great 
blow to French pretensions, placing the Anglo-Norman domination 
as far as the Loire. Hitherto the Kings of France had always been 

1 Monnaies Feodales, vol. i, p. 203. 
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able to rely on the support of Anjou against our Kings as Dukes of 
Normandy, so that the name of Geoffrey must have been out of 
royal favour. It is probable that Henry II's difficult position 
owing to his vast and lately acquired French possessions, acquired 
owing to his marriage with Eleanour of Guienne and his feudal 
subjection to the French King, may have caused him disinclination 
to sign his name on his coins, in order to disarm the jealousy of 
Louis VII, who was his life-long enemy as well as his feudal superior. 
Duruy, in his History of France, says that the King of France had 
cause to tremble for his own crown, but Henry II hesitated 
to attack his suzerain lest the example should affect his own 
vassals. 

The six deniers of the Abbots of St. Martin of Tours have the 
usual type.1 This variety was probably used during the greater 
part of the twelfth century to IISO, when Philippe Auguste's name 
appears. 

The two deniers of the Counts of Chartres are difficult to date, 
but as there is no fleur-de-Iys on them they are, as we might expect, 
antecedent to Charles de Valois. 

The largest number of deniers in the hoard are those of the 
Counts of Provins, who were also Counts of Champagne. These 
have all the type of the comb, and S3 are Poey d'Avant's, 13S.1S, 
with a Y between two annulets on the reverse attributed by him to 
Thibaut II (II25-II52). Two are of a similar type, but inscribed 
HENRI, ascribed to Henri I, owing to their likeness to those of 
Thibaut II. Also twenty of Henri II (rrSo-II97), with the Y on 
reverse between two crescents, and, lastly, fifteen of Henri II's 
last type (P. d'A., 13S.22). The range, therefore, of Provinois 
deniers is II25 to II97, and their presence heightens the 
presumption that the SIX Angevine deniers are later than 
Foulques V. 

Whilst it would be presumptuous on my part to attempt t o 

1 Poey d'Avant, PI. xxxi, 12. 
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classify the Anjou money, I venture to offer the following 
groups :-

Class 1. Heavy wide coins resembling FOUlqUeS} About 
Nerras, GOSFRIDUS-AIDECAV, etc. Geoffroi II, 
P. d'A. Pl. 28, 5-8. 1040-1060. 

Class II. Light, well - struck coins. FVLCO-} About 
ANDEGAVIS or ANDEGAVENSIS. Foulques V, 
P. d'A. Pl. 28, II-12. II09-II29. 

Cl III L· h b dl k' . 1 . { About ass . Ig t, a y-struc COInS, WIt 1 corrupt . 
GeoffrOl Ie bel legends. GOSIDVS COS-AIDSCCM. ' 

P. d'A. Pl. 28, 9-10. II29-II51 
(late issue). 

( About 
Class IV. Light, badly-struck coins, with identical I Henri II 

corrupt legends. FVICO -AIDSCCM. ~ Plantagenet or 
P. d'A. 1492. II his son Court 

L Mantel. 

Class V. The unique obole reading FVLCO and l About 
Chatel reverse. P. d'A. 1514. J Richard I. 

Mr. Lawrence, describing the Lark Hill Find,! says, "My 
belief, given for what it is worth-perhaps not much-is that the 
coins of Anjou and St. Martin de Tours, then under the jurisdiction 
of the Counts of Anjou, are the Continental issues of Henry II of 
England and his son Henry as Counts of Anjou, and that immo
bilization of type caused them to read Fulke; .also that Geoffrey 
Plantagenet, anyhow for Anjou, used the name of Fulke only." 
He also states that he does not like the suggestion that coins were 
struck in both names at the same time. I would prefer to give 
the coins reading GOSIDUS-AIDSCCM to Geoffroy Ie bel as a late 
issue, and those reading FVLCO, and similar reverse, to either 
Henry II, ()r his son Henry, as their first issue, as it is remarkable 
how the reverse die is similar in both coins. 

GRANTLEY. 

1 Numismatic Chronicle, vol. xix, p. 8. 
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FROM FIND OF COINS IN ROME. 

+IORDnN·ON·EXEh 

+RIanRD·ON·6xaa 
+RO~6R'ON'6X6aa . 
+OSB6:a·ON·6X6a6S 

+6DMVND·ON·NIao 
+hV~O·ON·NIaOL6 
+wnLT6R·ON·NIao 

+DnVI·ON·LVND 
+DnVI·ON·L VNDa 

. +DnVI·ON·LVND 
+DnVI·ON·LVND 

+FILnIM6R·ON·LVN 
+FILnIM6R·ON·L VN. 
+~IL6B6RT·ON'LVN 
+h6NRI·ON·LVND6 
+I6FR6I·ON·L VNn 
+OSB6R·ON·LVND 
+OSB6R·ON·L VND 
+PI6R6S·0N·LVND 
+PI6R6S·M·ON·LVN 
+PI6R6S·M·ON·LVN 
+PI6R6S·M·ON·LVND 
+RnNDVLoON·LVND 
+RnVLoON·LVND 

+RnVLoON·LVND6 

+RnVLoON·LVND 
+RnVLoON·LVND6 
+RnVLoON·LVND6 

Exeter. 
hENRICVS RE-X small bust, many 

curls, both sides, 
CI. Ia. 

h6NRlavs R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. Ie. 
h6NRIaVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS'R-6X 3-4 curls. CI. 1. 

Lincoln. 

h6NRIavs R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. Ie. 2. 

h6NRIaVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. I. 
h6NRIaVS'R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. I. 

London. 

h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls. C1. r. 2. 
h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls. CI. 1. 2. 
h6NRIavs R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. Ie. 2 . 

h6NRIaVS R-6X curls ?, rude head, 
CI. Ie. 2. 

h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 5-many curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS'R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIavs R- 6X ?- 5 curls. C1. Ie. 
h6NRIaVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS·R-6X 2-4 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS'R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls, ill struck. 4. 
h6NRICVS·R- 6X 4-5 curls. C1. I, early. 
h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 
h6NRlaVS·R-6X 2-5 curls.. C1. I. 
h6NRIaVS'R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. r. 2. 
h6NRIaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls. C1. I, rough 

work. 3. 
h6NRIaVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I, rough 

work. J 
h6NRIavs R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. Ie. 
h6NRIavs R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. Ie. 
h6NRlavs R-6X 1- ? curls. C1. Ie. 

4 pearls only. 
+RnVLoON'LVND6 h6NRlavs R-6X 1- 4 curls. C1. Ie. 3. 
+R6INnLD.ON.LVND h6NRlaVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. 1. 
+WILL6LM.ON.LVN h6NRlaVS·R- 6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 2. 

Double struck, moneyer's name illegible, 1. 
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FROM FIND OF COINS IN ROME-cont?:nued . . 

+R~VLoON·1II0R 

+R~VL·ON·NORhT 

+W~LT6R·ON·NOR 

+R6IN~LD·ON·NOR 

+RODBERT·ON·WILT 

+G-ODWIN6 ·ON· VTlRI 
+OSB6R·ON·WIRIO 

+~D~M·ON·WNO 

+G-OCELM·ON·WINC 

+OSB6R·ON·WINO 
+OSB6R·ON·WIN06 
+RODB6RT·ON· ..... IN 

+~L~IN·ON·6V6RW 

+c)"6R~RD·ON·6V6R 

+hVC)"6·0N·6V6RW 
+hVG-O·ON ·6V6RW 
+hVNFR6I·ON·e:V6R 
+ ... VRKILoON·6V6R 

badly struck 

Northampton. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. I. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. 1. 
h6NRIOVS [. ?] R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 

Norwich. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. I. 2. 

Wilton. 
hENRICVS·RE-X 4-many curls. CI. la. 

Dots on outer circle. 

Worcester. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. I. 3. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. Cl. 1. 

Winchester. 
h6NRIOVS R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. Ie. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 4-many curls. CI. 1. 

Mule. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. CI. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 

York. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-4 curls. C1. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 4- 5 curls. C1. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. 1. 
h6NRIOVS·R-6X 2-5 curls. C1. I. 



ON THE RIBE HOARD. 

By L. A. LAWRENCE, F.S.A. 

HAVE much pleasure in referring to a new find of ' short
cross coins recovered in Ribe in Denmark in I9I I. 

Although nine years have elapsed since then, no references to 
this find were known to me until Mr. Brooke sent me a manu-

script catalogue of the coins made by Dr. G. Galster of the National 
, Museum in Copenhagen. The coins were then arranged on the old 

plan of five classes, and the manuscript reached me after my p~per 
was in print, and. before the publication of the last volume of the 
Journal. I at once wrote to Dr. Galster, and sent him a spare set 
of plates I had by me, and also indicated the lines of the new 
classification, and suggested his arranging the coins on this plan. 
He was good enough to fall in with my wishes, and the results of 
his labours are now published in the Numismatic Chronicle, 4th 
Series, vol. xvi, the current volume, from which I extract the following 
particulars :-

There were 1257 coins and some fragments of spoons and lumps 
of silver found. I20r short-cross coins of the English series formed 
the bulk of the hoard; 21 Irish pennies of John; II of William the 
Lion; 2 of Alexander II of Scotland; and the remainder Continental 
COIns: Frederick II, Emperor, 1218-50; Adolf I of Marck, II97-
1249; Conrad I, Bishop of Osnabruck, 1227-38; Charles I of 
Anjou, 1246-85; 2 Bracteates and 2 Continental imitations of 
English short-cross coins. 

The most important coin for dating purposes is the coin of 
Anjou, whose sovereign came to his own in 1246. 

The English part of the hoard is of great interest . There were 
a few early coins of Classes I, II, III, and IV. Ic, 3 coins; II and 
III, 14; IV, 9; Class Va with the cross pommee was represented 
by 7 coins; Class Vb, 104; and V c, 78. Class VI was 
represented by 101, and among the coins were ' several with 
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,ornamental letters. The bulk of the hoard was composed of Class 
VII, 904, and there were 48 of Class VIII. It may be remembered 
that, in referring to the then known short-cross finds, 1 noted that 
there were very few coins of the last class. In this find there are 
more than in all the other finds put together. The varieties of 
lettering and the shapes of the x's and initial crosses all agree with . 
those lately described. There was also one coin of Rhuddlan. 
There were no long-cross coins. It will not be forgotten that this 
Class VIII was dated between I240 and 1247, the end of the short
cross period. The dating was arrived at from documentary evidence, 
such as it was, and from suggestions held out by the deaths of 
moneyers. Here, however, ,we have ample proof of the lateness 
of this type, because they were found with a coin the date of which 
could not be before I246. As there were no English coins of I247, 
though every conceivable variety just before it, we shall be safe 
in concluding that I246 was th~ date of the burial of the hoard. 
There were only three mints not represented in the hoard: 
\Vorcester, Shrewsbury, and Lichfield. All these three were active 
,during the earlier years of the issue, and there, were very few coins 
of these times in the hoard. They are, moreover, scarce mints, 
and Lichfield still remains represented by the single specimen in 
the National Collection. London, Canterbury, St. Edmundsbury, 
and Durham, but chiefly the two former, were found in the largest 
numbers. As these mints manufactured the bulk of the coin of 
the country, this is only to be expected, and all finds have told the 
same tale. It may be noted that in some few places Dr. Galster 
has listed coins to different classes from those in which I placed them; 
thus he has given the Rhuddlan coin to Class Vb, and a Carlisle 
coin to Class VI. I wrote pointing out these differences, and have 
since heard from him that he adheres to the plan advocated in the 
] ournal, of which he now has a copy. The editors of the 
Numismatic Chronicle felt compelled to print the article as it was 
written, as the -difficulties introduced by the war precluded them 
from communicating with Dr. Galster in time for corrections of this 
sort to be made. 





SILVER COUNTERS SHOWING LONDON CRIES. 

TEMP. CHARLES 1. PLATE 1. 
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SILVER COUNTERS SHOWING LONDON CRIES. 

TEMP. CHARLES 1. PLATE II. 



ON A PORTION OF A SET OF SILVER COUNTERS 
EXHIBITING LONDON CRIERS AND THEIR CRIES . 

. By L. A. LAWRENCE, F.S.A. 

IIHE counters here described were ~btained some years ago 
. at a London sale-room, where they were described as. 

silver tokens. There were twenty-two counters, of which 
two were exact duplicates: one of these duplicates,. 

through the kindness of Mr. Samuel Spink, I exchanged for a. 
counter of the same set which was not represented among those I 
had previously acquired. 

All the counters are of silver and measure one inch in diameter :: 
they are almost half the thickness of a sixpence. They also agree in. 
having on what I shall call the obverse the picture of the trader, 
three-quarters length, and on a broad encircling band some words. 
of the cry he called. The reverse side is decorated with a floral 
design, different on each counter, and each one bears a number. 
The numbers run irregularly from I to 34. Those pr~sent are I, 2,3, 
7, one duplicate II, 12, 14, 16 (exchanged for a duplicate), 17, 18, 20,. 
22, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31 (two different designs, both sides marked 

. with this number), 32, 33, 34. Number I9 is represented in the 
National Collection. These counters are all I ever heard of, nor 
have I s~en anybody who had heard of or knew of others. The 
counters are possibly stamped in imitation of engraving, possibly 
actually engraved or even cast. There is much to be said in favour 
of each process and as much to be said against it. Miss Helen 
Farquhar has written at length on the subj ect of the manufacture 
of counters in the N umismatic Chronicle, 4th series, vol. xvi, where 
those · interested in the matter may find subj ect for thought .. 
The lettering on all the counters is in cursive small hand, such as. 

E 
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appears on many contemporary medals and on some counters of other 
series. 

These counters clearly agree in number with two other complete 
sets of counters, viz., those of the Sovereigns of England, full length 
and half length. There are thirty-six of these in each set and clearly 
there must have been thirty-six in the set under discussion. The 
Sovereigns of England sets are attributed to the earlier years of 
Charles I, 1632 being given as the date in the Medallic Illustration~. 
Charles I is represented as the reigning king, and Charles II as 
Prince of Wales on the full-length set. The half-length set is con
sidered to have been made about 1636. 

Besides agreeing in number with these two sets, the London 
cry counters are about the same diameter as the half-length set of 
the sovereigns of England and of a few counters made about the 
same time which do not run in sets. 

A very brief description only of the individual counters is neces
sary, as they are pictured in the accompanying plates. 

I. Lanthorne and whole Candell Light. A man carrying a 

2. 

'J--'V ~ . 
7· 

II. 

lantern and a long candle. 
Tanker Bearer. A man with a tankard and stick. 
Have you any Chairs to mend. Man with a bundle of rushes. 
Buy a hone or a whetstone. Man with these implements. 
Macarell, new Macarell. Woman with a basket on her head 
and a dish of fish in her hand. 

12. Have· you· anny . worke . for· A . Tinker. Man with a can 
over his shoulder and holding another in his right hand 
and a hammer in his left hand (acquired recently). 

14. What kichin stufie have you maids. Woman with a basket 
on her head. 

16. White onions. White Thomas onions. Woman with two 
strings of onions. 

17. Worke for Cooper, Worke for Cooper. Man with trade 
implements, including a saw. 

18. Chimney Sweepe. Man with a sack over his shoulder and a 
bundle of brooms. 
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I9· I have fresh cheese and creame. Woman with a basket on 
her head (British Museum). 

20. I have ripe hartichokes mistris. Woman with a bundle of 
artichokes. 

~ .l2'2~ Ells or yeardes by yeard or ells. Man with a bundle of rods. 
24. Buy a Bresh, buy a Bresh. Man with a brush. 
26. Fine Oranges, Fine Lemons. Woman with a basket on her 

head and another in her hands containing fruit. 
27. Small Cole a penny a Peake . . Man with a sack over his 

shoulder. 
29. Buy a Steele or a Tinder Box. Man with trade implements. 
30. Old Shows, Buy some Bromes. Man with a bundle of brooms. 
3I. I have Ripe Strawburys. Woman with a basket of fruit. 
3I (bis). What old Iron or Swordes or Rapiers. Man with a sack 

over his shoulder and a bundle of swords. 
32. Have you any cornes on your feet or toes. Man with a 

staff, on his breast a square ornamented with irregularly 
shaped objects. 

33. Buy my matches 4 bunches a farding, I6 a penny. A man 
with a bundle of matches in his hand and a cane basket 
slung on his arm. 

34. New Bookes· newly· printed· and· newly· com· forth. Man 
with a stick and a bundle of sheets or a roll of paper. 

There are several points in connection with this set of counters 
which require elucidation: the date of manufacture, the place of 
making, the uses they were put to. In view of the accurate resem
blance in point of size and number and style of inscription to counters 
pertaining to England, there would appear to be no doubt that these 
also are English. As regards the uses, people best able to judge 
refer them to games of some sort rather than to reckoning counters. 
The date, judged by the workmanship, would be about the same time 
as that given for the two sets of the Sovereigns of England, viz., the 
second quarter. of the seventeenth century. The costumes exhibited 
on the criers do not help much in attributing an accurate date, as 
people such as those shown held the same fashion for a much longer 

E 2 
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period than did the more moneyed classes, whose old clothes, by the 
way, often descended to the individuals represented on these counters. 

The majority of the cries probably go back a very long way in 
the history of London, but there are one or two which struck me as 
being able to help the dating to some extent: This was the case 
with NO. 3, Chairs to mend. The common belief is that rush- or 
cane-bottomed chairs were not in use as early as the first half of the 
seventeenth century. I understand the common belief is incorrect 
and that thes'e chairs certainly do go back to the date in question, 
and probably much earlier. The same applies to the match seller, 
No. 33. The matches there used are long spills · of :wood, possibly 
for ignition with a tinder-box, possibly also tipped with sulphur. 

In endeavouring to pursue this investigation it was obviously 
necessary to look into what I could find of the literature of the 
London cries. This took me a long way from information such as 
is within the scope of this Society, and I hope I may claim the in
dulgence of the Society in referring to it. 

There have been a few books published relating to the subject 
and there are a reasonably large number of prints depicting the 
criers. The most famous ot these are by Wheatley, a well-known 
and valuable set of thirteen, published in the eighteenth century. 
These were, however, useless to me in this investigation. Early 
in the eighteenth century a long set of some eighty crjers was pub
lished by Tempest. Among these I found one which closely resembled 
the brush man, No. 24: From a small book written by Charles 
Hindley, entitled A History of the Cries of London, Ancient and 

. Modern, undated, published by Charles Hindley (the younger) , about 
r876, I got much information about prints of London cries, and this 
sent me on a hunt to the British Museum, where, after a prolonged 
search, I was able to find the prints, copies of which accompany this 
paper. Among them I found a set of thirty-two small copper plates 
which agree accurately with the counters. Hindley described 
a set similar to' this as being in the Bridgewater Library, owned by 
the Earl of Ellesmere. This set was undated and bore no engraver's 
name, but was inscribed in the handwriting of the second Earl of 
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Bridgewater, "The Manner of Crying things in London." The 
second Earl died in 16S6. Hindley gives the list as follows :-

I. Lanthorne and whole Candelllight. Counter Plate I, No. I. 
::!. I have fresh cheese and creame. Counter. Plate I, No. 19. 
3. Buy a brush or a table book. Counter Plate II, No. 24. 
4. Fine oranges, fine lemons. Counter Plate II, No. 26. 
5. Ells and yeards buy yeard or ells. Counter Plate I, NO.3. 
6. I have ripe strawburys. Counter Plate II, No. 31. 
7. I have screenes if you desire to keep ye butey from ye fire. 
S. Codlinges hot, hot codlinges. 
9. Buy a steele or a tinder box. Counter Plate II, No. 29. 

10. Quicke peravinkelles, quicke quicke. 
II. Worke for Cooper. Counter Plate I, No. 17. 
12. Bandestringes or handkercher buttons. 
13. A tanker bearer. Counter Plate I, NO.2. 
14. Mackrell. Counter Plate I , No. II. 
IS. Buy a hone or a whetstone. Counter Plate I, NO.7. 
16. White onions, white St. Thomas onions. Counter Plate I, 

No. 16. 
17. Mat for a bed; buy a do ore mate. 
IS. Radishes or Lettis two bunches a penny. 
19. Have you any work for a tinker. Counter Plate I, No. 12. 
20. Buy my hartichokes mistris . Counter Plate I, No. 20. 
21. Maribones maids. 
22. I ha' ripe cowcumbers. 
23. Chimney sweepe. Counter Plate I, No. IS. 
24. New flounders. 
25 . Some broken breade and meate for ye poore prisoners . 
. 26. Buy my dish of great smeltis. 
27. Have you any chaires t o mend. Counter Plate II, No. 22. 
2S. Buy a cocke or a gelding. 
29 Old showes or bootes, will you buy some broome. Counter 

Plate II, No. 30. 
30. Mussels, lilly white mussels. 
31. Small cole a penny a peake. Counter Plate II, No. 27· 
32. What kitchen stuff have you maides . Counter Plate I, No. 14. 

E 3 
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Now all the prints mentioned by Hindley are to be found in 
. the corresponding set in the museum except one. Hindley's No. 10 

is absent, and is replaced by New Wall Fleete Oysters. These, 
like the Bridgewater set, bear no name, and they are unnumbered. 
I suspect that there were no numbers on those that Hindley ~aw, 
and that the numberil1g he gives was arbitrary. The prints measure 
about 3 inches by 2 inches or a little more. The inscriptions are 
in a straight line across the top of the plate, engraved in the same 
style as on the counters. With this set of plates is a title page 
which bears the name of Overton as the engraver. The Museum 
authorities date the title page to the fourth quarter of the seventeenth 
century. It may be presumptuous of me to suggest, firstly, that the 
style of the title page is different from that of the prints: it is an 
allegorical picture; secondly, that it has nothing to do with them, 
but was with them when the prints were acquired and is with them now. 

The only differences in the prints and the counters are due to 
two causes, both in consequence of the small size of the counters 
in comparison with the prints. 

Firstly, the legends are in many cases shorter, and always 
surround the figures on the counters; secondly, the figures have 
had to be altered occasionally so as to make the square picture fit 
the round counter. This is very apparent on counter No. 16, where 
the string of onions is curved round. Also on No. 24, where the 
brush cuts the circle bearing the legend. N ow in copying these 
prints of thirty-two in number for making a set of thirty-six counters 
it would be necessary to add four more. It is interesting, therefore, 
to note that counters Nos. 31 (bis), 32, 33, and 34 are not represented 
in the prints, so that the misnumbered counter should be either 35 

. or 36. This also shows that the series of plates is complete, as both 
the Bridgewater set and that in the print room number thirty-two. 
Something may have happened to the one plate mentioned, causing 
its replacement by the other. 

. Now besides the set of prints just discussed, there are in the 
print room five other sheets of small prints of London cries. These 
are also extremely rare, and as they further illustrate these cries I 
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have had them all reproduced by the kindness of our research fund. 
The large figure set (Plate A) are attributed to the time of James I , 
and the smaller sets are considered a little later. Of these there arc 
two sets in ovals, one very well execut2d (Plate B) and the other 

. of much poorer and coarser work (Plate C). This, however, bears 
on the present subject, as the poor work sheet is, with the exception 
of the centre, copied directly from that of better work. 

These prints, like others of the same times, were evidently 
copied over and over again, often becoming much poorer, and less 
like the originals (the same thing occurs with the various stages of 
the Vandyke prints first executed about this time). St;lpposing, 
then, that the Museum authorities are correct in dating the prints 
reproduced by the engraver of the counters; I suggest that these 
latter were taken from an earlier edition of the prints of which the 
Museum plates themselves are copies. The evidence of the counters 
themselves and their relation to the other sets of counters is too 
strong to believe that they were made later than the time of Charles 1. 1 

I hope, in conclusion, that if anyone can furnish me with any 
further evidence on this subject or show me or tell me of any additional 
counters, he will be good enough to do so. 

1 It is hardly necessary to go into the consideration as t o whether the prints 
were suggested by the counters rather than that the prints were the prototypes. 
Miss Farquhar showed clearly in her paper, before cited, that many members of the 
series of counters were copied, not servilely, from prints the dates of many of which 
are known. 





SILVER COINS OF THE TOWER MINT OF CHARLES 1. 

By GRANT R. FRANCIS. 

CHAPTER III. 

THE SHILLINGS. 

Im
A VIN G undertaken the necessary research for t~e 

preparation of papers ori the Tower Crowns and Half
( crowns of Charles I, which I read before this Society 

on previous occasions, it seemed a natural sequence 
of events that I should accede to the President:s suggestion, and 
attempt a similar paper dealing with the die varieties of the shilling, 
and I undertook this in a somewhat optimi.stic spirit, without at all 
realising the difficulties with which I should be confronted in every 
·direction. 

Before describing the varieties, therefore, I feel it necessary 
to apologise for the many shortcomings which I know to exist in 
this paper, and for the fact that beyond merely touching the fringe 
of the subject, I fear I can make no claim whatever to completeness 
in anyone of the many issues that this series produces. 

This is clearly shown by my own lists (which will be appended 
at the end of the general matter), as over and over again I am 
·confronted with the existence of coins which have been clearly 
,overstruck with a new mint-mark, but of which I have been able 
to find no specimens showing the original mint-mark and die from 
which the overstruck coin was subsequently made. 

I have again also to confess to increasing difficulties in the case 
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of the shillings (and which will be probably intensified in smaller 
denominations), which did not exist in the case of the crowns, and 
only existed in a less degree in that of the half-crowns. 

Since the paper on the Tower Crowns was read, I am glad to 
say that no single additional die variety has come under my notice, 
and I think, therefore, that the claim which I advanced when I 
read the paper on the half-crowns, that the forty-three die varieties 
of the crown, which I enumerated, practically completed the list 
of the dies which were actually used, was fully justified. 

In the case of the half-crowns no such claim was possible, and 
subsequent research has added several varieties to those enumerated 
in my last paper. The number of half-crowns in circulation as 
compared with the crowns must have been very great indeed, 
and shillings were coined in much greater numbers still. 

Again, the work of the clipper and filer renders the identification 
of the smaller coins much more difficult than in the case of the 
larger, and the much larger number of dies used renders appropriation 
of individual coins to any definitely numbered die a matter almost 
of impossibility, so that it is the exception rather than the rule 
to be able to definitely state that the obverse or the rev~rse of any 
particular coin was from the identical die used for another specimen. 

Whilst, therefore, I have retained the principle of numbering 
such varieties as I have discovered in the same manner that I adopted 
in dealing with the half-crowns, the list can only be considered a. 
preliminary one, to which no doubt almost every advanced collector 
of coins of the Stuart period will be able to add from his own speci
mens, and it is quite impossible to say of anyone particular issue 
how many dies were made. 

In my present list I am following that of the half-crowns, and 
numbering the varieties consecutively in each mint-mark and type, 
starting again at No. I as a new mint-mark or new type was 
introduced, and I au{ adding at the end of my general remarks a 
tabulated list of the-varieties noted, which will give the same details 
as in the last paper. 

I should, perhaps, add that in every case the actual coin referred 
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to, or an illustration of it, nas been seen by me, and that unless 
shown otherwise the specimen is in my own collection. 

Some general comments on the various issues of the Tower 
would appear to be desirable in addition to the descriptive list, 
and therefore I propose to ask the reader's attention to what may 
appear to be minor points of difference, but which one would imagine 
must have some pertinent bearing upon the methods of the various 
workmen. 

Errors in spelling appear to have been infrequent, and in Type I 

only two specimens, in which CHRISTO is spelt CHRITO, have 
come under my notice. The coins in this Type with the mint-mark 
cross calvary were struck from the same dies as those with the 
mint-mark lis, but had the new mint-mark overstruck, and it should 
be noted that in my list one of this new mint-mark exhibits an 
Irish harp of a new form (Harp NO.3), which I have not at present 
been able to discover on a coin with the original mint-mark. 

Type I exhibits the King's bust in ruff, collar, and mantle 
on the obverse, surrounded by his titles variously abbreviated 
and shows on the reve~se a square shield bearing the Royal Arms, 
superimposed upon a cross fourchee. The mint-marks are the lis, 
and the cross calvary, popularly described as " long cross JJ or " cross 
on steps." In this issue a few unusual varieties are to be noted; 
in two curious, and, so far as my experience at present shows, quite 
unique coins, there are no stops of any kind either upon the obverse or 
upon the reverse, and another shows no stops upon the obverse and 
double pellet or colon stops between the words of the reverse legend. 

The shapes of the harps, which alter in hventy minor 'ways 
in the shillings, are described and illustrated in a special plate as 
was the case with the half-crowns, and the divisions of the reverse 
legend (CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO), by the four arms of the 
cross fourchee, should be noted. 

All these variations would appear to have been engraved upon 
the die entirely at the will of the artist, and without any premeditation 
or instruction from anyone i.n authority. 

Of course the same want of regularity occurs in the coinages 
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of previous monarchs, but appears to .have reached its climax in 
the period under review, and to have been recognised and almost 
entirely overcome towards the close of the reign. 

Mr. Henry" Symonds, to whose research and many monographs 
this Society and the Royal Society are alike indebted, was good 
enough to send me a copy of his paper read before the Royal . 
Numismatic Society on " Some Light Coins of Charles I," in which 
he records a commission of the King dated August lIth, 1626, 
which reduced the weight of both the gold and silver coinages 
materially, :'lnd he points out that under this commission several 
shillings were coined weighing only about 80 grains instead of the 
normal 92! grains. This commission was issued during the cross 
,calvary period, and any coins struck under it would bear that privy 
mark. It was rescinded, however, after having been operative for 
a period of five weeks or less, and consequently the number of 
specimens actually struck must have been very few, and as they 
were subsequently treated as bullion, the majority must have found 
their way again into the crucible. 

They can, of course, only be detected by weight, and only an 
absolutely unclipped coin could be definitely identified as belonging 
to this light issue. Mr. Symonds himself has a coin of Type la, 

which weighs about 83 grains, and which was possibly one of the 
coins referred to, but there is a deficiency in the edge which may 
have been the result of clipping, and therefore it cannot be definitely 
classed as such. The President has another of the same type weighing 
80 grains which is undoubted, and Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton 
still another, but the latter is a fine shilling of Type 1, with the 
cross calvary struck over the lis. These two are almost certainly 
these light coins, and the writer has a very similar unclipped coin 
weighing 83 grains, which mayor may not belong to the series in 
question, and three others of 70 (Type r), 77i, and 79 grains, which 
almost certainly do; the last two are of Type la, and are not 
overstruck coins. -

Mr. Symonds was good enough to suggest that a paper on the 
Tower Shillings should separate these light coins from the heavier 





1. Type I. die 2, lis. 

2, I, 9, lis. 3, la, 7, cross calvary. 

4, la, 3, negro's head. 5, la, 2, castle. . 

7, Ic, I, negro's head. 8, re, 2, negro's head. 

CHARLES I.- SHILLINGS OF THE TOWER MINT. PL ATE I. 
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ones as being entirely distinct issues, and I am fully in accordance 
with his view if it were possible to make such a division. Unfortun
ately, however, the practice of coin sweating, and the irregularity 
of the weights of the normal coinage as exemplified in my own 
shillings, makes it impossible to do this at the present moment, 
and it must be left for some enlightened numismatist to discover 
(if such a discovery be possible) some definite method of identification 

,of the light from the heavy issue. 
The fact that Mr. Britton's undoubted specimen and my own 

doubtful one are of Type r would seem at first sight to point to
their having been struck before August, r626, whereas the com
mission was only issued in that month; but it may be explained 
by the fact that an overstruck die of the crown piece was used right 
through the cross calvary period, and again overstruck with the 
subsequent castle mint-mark, as described in my paper on the 
Tower Crowns, and in all probability the dies of the shillings were 

. similarly treated, and these coins struck during what may be called . 
the" light period" from previously prepared and overstruck dies. 

Mr. Symonds' coin (if of the light issue), Col. Morrieson's, and 
my own coins of 77t and 79 grains, of course, came from the new 
dies made for Type ra, and this would appear to place the issue 
of the new die during the period of the operation of the commission,. 
and very soon after the issue of the cross calvary mint-mark. 

The mint-marks in Type r are the lis and the cross calvary. 
Type ra shows a slightly different, narrower, and better head,. 

in ruff and armour. It exhibits a square shield on the reverse and 
still shows the cross fourchee penetrating and dividing the legend 
in the same haphazard manner as Type 1. The mint-marks are 
the cross calvary, the negro's head; and the castle. 

Type rb.-The variety so enumerated by Hawkins refers only 
to the reverse, which bears the plume over the shield to indicate 
that the silver from which the coins were struck was mined in Wales; 
but Hawkins ignores the fact that this reverse was used with the 
obverses of both Type r and Type ra, and I can only correct this by 
departing from this enumeration and calling the coins with Type I 
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obverse, and with the Welsh plume reverse Type Ib, and the coins 
with Type Ia obverse having the Welsh plume reverse Type Ie. 

Type Ib, therefore, has the obverse identical with Type I, and 
exists, of course, only with the mint-mark lis and the dies of that 
mint-mark subsequently overstruck with the cross calvary mark. 
The reverse shows no appearance of the arms of the cross fourchee, 
so that the legend runs correctly round the coin. 

Type Ie has the obverse identical in most cases with the coins 
of Type Ia. A few, however, with mint-marks heart and plume, 
have an elongated bust which breaks through the inner circle and 
divides the legend. The reverse is similar to the coins of Type Ib, 
except in one extraordinary instance where a coin with the mint
mark negro's head shows the lower three arms to the cross fourchee 
extended to the outer edge of the coin . . This is the only instance 
I have seen of a coin with the plume over the shield so decorated. 
The Irish harp continues to be bird-headed, and exhibits several 
varieties, but changes to a plain harp during the period of the mint
mark anchor. 

I have discovered only one error in Type Ie, a coin of Colonel 
Morrieson's, with the mint-mark cross calvary, showing an error 
which was rather common in the Briot sixpence, but which I had 
not previously observed in the coins emanating from the regular 
Tower Mint, viz., the word CHRISTO being spelt CHISTO. The 
mint-marks are the cross calvary, the negro's head, the castle, the 
anchor, the heart, and the plume. 

Type 2a.~The obverse of this type is very similar to Type la, 
but the bust exhibits rather more armour, and generally breaks 
the inner circle line, but not the legend. The reverse has an oval 
shield garnished, with the letters C .R surmounting it; the end 
-of the arms of the cross fourchee are now removed, with the result 
that there is nothing to prevent the legend running evenly around 

. the coin, without the awkward divisions so prevalent in Types I 
,and Ia. The harp again appears to have changed, and has now 
.an elongated curl on the right side at the top, turning inwards. 
There are nurrierous varieties of dots or pellets by the mint-mark, 



1. Type Ic, die 4, castle. 

2 , Ic, 5, castle 3, Ic, I, anchor. 

4, Ic, 6, anchor. 5, Ic, 2, heart. 

6, Ie T, plume. 

7. IIa, 4, plume. 8, [la, 3, rosc. 

CHARLES I. - SHILLINGS OF THE TOWER ]'vUNT. PLATE II . 







I , Type lIb, die 3, plume . 

. 2, IIb, 2, rose. 3, III, 2, harp. 

4, III, I I, harp. 

5, III, 6, portcullis. 6, IlIa, I, bell. 

7, lIla, 4, crown. 8, IlIa, 7, tun. 

CHARLES I. - SHILLINGS OF THE TOWER MINT. PLATE III. 
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and I have so far found one error of spelling in this type, the word 
CHRISTO on a coin with the mint-mark plume being written CHRSTO. 

It is a curious fact that nearly all the known errors occur in 
the first word (CHRISTO) of the reverse legend, and although 
one or two misplaced letters have been found in the obverse, and 
in the two last words of the reverse legend, these appear to be more 
slips than actual errors of spelling. 

The mint-marks are the plume and the rose, the latter in some 
cases being struck over the plume. 

Type zb.-The obverse is similar to za, but the head is even 
more within the inner circle, which is only just broken in some 
coins, and not at all in others; the reverse has the usual Welsh 
plume over the shield, which has no trace of the cross fourchee. 
The harp in this type is similar to 2a, but has variations which 
show the left-hand instead of the right-hand top corner of the harp 
elongated and curled over inwards. The mint-marks in this type 
also are the plume and the rose. 

Type 3.-A totally new bust now appears, with the hair long, 
lovelock showing over a falling collar, and the King's features more 
recogni~able by the well-known portraits by Vandyke and other 
Masters of the period. This bust is again rather too large for the 
field, and . the King's crown frequently impinges upon the legend 
space. The reverse shows an oval shield, garnished, and with the 
C R now at the sides, and there are several varieties of the Irish 
harp as described in the final list. 

In two extremely rare coins with the harp mint-mark, and in 
all with the portcullis, the head is reduced in size, and comes within 
the inner circle. Two curiosities are noticeable. In a coin with 
the harp mint-mark this emblem appears with a bird's head similar 
to the early bird-headed harps in the shield of Type r. I have 
only seen two specimens showing this bird-headed harp mint-mark: 
one is in my own collection and illustrated in this paper, and the 
other has this shape of the mint-mark on the reverse and is in 
Colonel Morrieson's collection. 

The mint-marks in this type are the harp and the portcullis. 
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Type 3a has a similar head, generally of small size. On the 
reverse the shield is now round, and the King's initials C R finally 
disappear. There are no inner circles on either side, and the coin 
appears smaller and less well-executed in consequence. One coin 
with the tun mint-mark has the error EP instead of ET on the 
obverse legend, and one of Colonel Morrieson's has CHRISTO spelt 
CHRISo., and another coin of .Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton's 
has the same word spelt CHRSTO, whilst yet another with the same 
mint-mark has a very much larger head truncated much higher 
up than usual, and very like the large head in use under the harp 
mint-mark. Colonel Morrieson has a coin of this type with mint
mark portcullis, but as this has every appearance of a pattern 
piece I consider it foreign to the purpose of this paper and I omit 
it from my list, as also do I the many rare patterns in the National , 
Collection. 

The mint-marks are the bell, the crown, and the tun. 
Type 3b.-The obverse of this type is the same as Type 3, the 

reverse showing C R at the sides of, and the usual Welsh plumes 
over, the shield. In this type two coins only are known; one is 
in my own collection, and the other, which is a much finer specimen, 
has recently been acquired by Miss Farquhar. (See Fig. I, PI: IV.) 

The only mint-mark is the harp. 
Type 3C is as 3a, but with the plume over the reverse shield. 

One coin only is known with the mint-mark tun, and is in Colonel 
Morrieson's cabinet. (Fig. 4, PI. IV.) 

Mint-marks are the bell, the crown, and the tun . 
. Type 4.-In this type, again, as in the case of the half-crowns, 

Aberystwith puncheons were undoubtedly used, and the fine portrait 
on those of the larger head which bear the figure of value XII in 
small letters behind the bust almost certainly was made from the 
·puncheon used at that mint. Some of the smaller heads also appear 
to be totally different from others, and I therefore must divide this 

. type into several-sections and append a letter to each, thus departing 
from Hawkins' classification whilst preserving his enumeration of 
the general type. 



,I 

2, lIIc, I,' bell. 3, lIIc, 3, crown. 

CHARLES I.- SHILLINGS OF THE TOWER MINT. PLATE IV . .. 
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The coins of this Type 4, therefore, have the Aberyshvith portrait 
with the small figure XII behind the head. The cross and part 
of the King's crown penetrate the inner circle, which is now replaced 
upon both obverse and reverse. On the reverse the shield is again 
square topped, and the Irish harp becomes rather more uniform, 
The only mint-mark in this type is the tun. 

Type 4a has a much smaller head, very similar to the smaller 
Aberystwith head, and the crown well within the inner circle; 
small fig~res of value. Reverse as the last, and the only mint-mark 
is also the tun. 

Type 4b has generally a small head, but varies con iderabl , 
I t is otherwise similar to the last, the letters, howe er, being 
somewhat differently treated, and has large figures of alue behind 
the head. Reverse as Type 4. 

In some prone anchor coins the bird-headed harp in the arm 
now reappears, but apparently only spasmodicall), and to\>vards 
the end of the prone anchor period the bust, whil t remaining 
similar, takes a rounder head, and a rather round- 11 uld red 
appearance. Of the early triangle coins with thi bust one 
extraordinary piece is to be noted. It looks a if the di originally 

' read MA! BRI ! FRA ! ET . HI! an unusual readino- f it If, but 
a B has been added to the HI! so that th oin. reads 
MA!BRI!FRA!ET'HI!B! 

Mint-marks are the tun, the upriaht an hor on bo h sid 5, am· 
anchor on obverse with prone on rever I pr n n 11 ron ob 1"5 

with upright anchor on reverse, prone an hal" hO'\', h}g hank both t 
left and to right, and the triangle. 

Type 4c.-A large, better head, old 10 king. and v ith bIder 
features and better poised on the hould s. Th eros at th top 
of the crown just tquches the inn r ir e, and this bust is v hat 
I may term the" Briot "head. This rem . 'ns until th~ lMt issu v ith 
the sun and th.e sceptre mint-mark, T p 5. The re me i as th 
last. Several of these coins apI ar to ha had thtcir mint~marl 
struck over the preceding one. 11 r two ha ~ bird-h~ad · d harps. 
and there are other varieties in this etnblam. Th eoin ith pron 

. 1 
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anchor mint-mark is quite different to all other anchor coins which 
I have seen, both in regard to the obverse bust, and the harp with 
the curious" foot)) in the arms of the reverse, which is a form quite 
unknown otherwise to the Tower series, though to be noted on 
some of Briot's shillings and half-crowns with the same mint-mark. 
There is such a close resemblance between this curious coin and 
Briot's shilling, mint-mark anchor, that the two are illustrated 
together for comparison. (Figs. 2 and 3, PI. V.) 

The two curious half-crowns of Tower workmanship in Colonel 
Morrieson's collection, illustrated in my paper on the Tower Half
crowns, and which were undoubtedly made from Briot's puncheons, 
with- the mint-mark triangle over anchor, must not be. lost sight of 
in this connection, nor the use of a Briot puncheon in the making 
of the unique crown now in the British Museum, which was described 
in my paper on the Tower Crowns. 

The mint-marks of Type 4c are the prone anchor, the triangle, 
the star, the triangle in circle, the (P), the (R), the eye, the sun over 
eye, and the sun. 

Type S.-This numbering was not given at all by Hawkins, 
which is most extraordinary considering the fact that he includes 
the later sun coin with the coarse features, and the high narrow bust 
of the earlier sceptre shilling, as well as the later sceptre with a 
coarse-featured, short, squat bust, under Type 4, to which they bear 
no resemblance whatsoever. I therefore make a final type of 
these three varieties. 

The coins have first a high, narrow bust, and coarse-featured 
head; these in the last sceptre coin issued became shorter and broader, 
with a much older face, and this I differentiate by numbering it 
Type sa. Generally speaking they are badly struck and of a very 
debased type of workmanship. These coins, and possibly those 
of the preceding type, 4c, from t~e star mint-mark onwards, were 
probably struck by workmen installed in the . Tower by Parliament 
after the superior craftsmen had fled to join the fortunes of the 
fugitive King. 

The mint-marks are the sun and the sceptre. 



2, IVc, I, anchor. 

4, IVc, 5, star. 5, IV c, 2, (p) 

6, IV c, 2, eye. 

7, V, I , sceptre. 8, Va, 1 , sceptre. 

CHARLES I.- SHILLINGS OF TH E TOWER MINT. PLATE V 
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FORMS OF THE HARP IN THE FOURTH QUARTER OF THE SHIELD. 
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A few remarks on the twenty different types of harps which I 
propose to again illustrate on a separate plate from my own rather 
crude drawings may not be out of place here, although the President 

. has already read a paper on this subject, in which he described 
several of them, and sixteen of them were noted and illustrated in 
the paper on the half-crowns which appears in Vol. XIII of the 
Society's Journal (see p. 80). 

Harp No. I, then, was almost entirely used in Types I, Ia, Ib, 
and IC; it exhibits a small bird's head, and has a curl in front. It 
gives place in one instance in Type I (a coin with the mint-mark lis), 

. and in one instance in Type Ia (a coin with mint-mark cross 
calvary), to 

Harp No.2, which omits the curl in front, has a less ferocious 
bird-head, and a differently shaped foot. This harp is also found 
on one half-crown with mint-mark lis. 

Harp NO.3 has only been found, so far, on two coins, both 
with the mint-mark cross calvary. ' It is a most peculiar harp, 
having a sort of leopard's head twice repeated, the tail of the foremost 
animal entering the mouth of the rear one, and forming the top 
bar of the harp, which the strings depend from. I t is unknown 
on coins of any other denomination in the silver issues, but exists 
on some gold coins. 

Harp No. 4 is quite a new shape, and is the general one used 
on coins of Type IC, with mint-marks anchor, heart, and plume. 
It is also common to the corresponding types in the half-crown, 
and continues through Type 2 of that denomination. It has the 
rounded front with a flat" head" and scroll work top on the right, 
with a " foot" somewhat similar to No.2. 

Harp NO.5 was generally used in Type 2, mint-marks plume 
and rose, and only occasionally in the half-crowns of the same issue. 
It has a flat front with a small curl to the right on the left-hand 
side at the top, and a large elongated curl to the left on the right
hand side. 

Harp No. 6 was occasionally used in the half-crown issue, 
but is not known in the shillings, and is doubtless simply a slight 

F 2 
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variant of NO.5. It shows no curl on the left top, and the front 
of the harp is bowed instead of flat. It retains the elongated curl 
on the right top. 

Harp No. 6a is the equivalent of No.6 as llsed on the shillings, 
and is so numbered on the plate which will illustrate this paper, 
because it is desirable to keep to the numberings published on the 
plate which accompanied the Half-crown paper. This harp is 
unknown to coins of the larger denomination. It is similar to No.6, 
but has more delicate and tapering front lines. 

Harp NO. 7 is very similar to NO.4, but has a different head, 
and the front more rounded. In the half-crowns it appears first 
in Type za, mint-mark rose, but much later in the shillings, as it 
has not yet been found before the portcullis mint-mark, and only 
on one coin with that, but it becOIl1es a common type in the crown 
and tun periods. 

Harp No.8 appears on the shillings under Type zb, with mint
mark plume, and once under portcullis, but is much more common 
in the half-crowns, where it appears the general type under zc coins 
with the mint-mark harp. ,It has a curved front , with the top curl 
turned over to · the right, and the scroll top on the right similar to 
that on NO.4. 

Harp No. 9 is the general type used on shillings with mint-mark 
harp, and on half-crowns with mint-mark portcullis. It has a 
curled-over front head, and a large curl at the back. In one or 
two cases it is much coarser and broadened, and this I call Harp 
No. ga, because it did not appear in the half-crown plate. I have 
only seen it on one or two shillings with the mint-mark harp, and one 
with the mint-mark bell. 

Harp No. 10 is very similar to No. g, but has a flat head, and 
a curious projection in front of the foot; it has appeared in shillings 
under portcullis, bell, and crown, and on half-crowns with the two 
latter mint-marks. 

Harp No. I i is a common pattern in the late round shield period, 
and was again reverted to under mint-marks (P), (R), and star. 
It is often very difficult to distinguish from NO.7, which was also 
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. used at the same time. The principal difference is in the shape of 
the head. 

Harp No. 12 has rather fine lines with a sort of eagle's head. 
-1 have only found it on one shilling with the mint-mark anchor, 
and on two half-crowns with mint-mark triangle struck over anchor. 

Harp No. 13 I have not, so far, found on a shilling, though it is 
fairly common in the half-crowns with mint-mark triangle and star. 
It has a curl to the right at top left, and a scroll ornament on the 
top right. It is very similar to No. 8. 

~arp No. 14 is a debased edition of No. II~ and may easily be 
mistaken for it. It became general under the mint-mark tun with 
the square shield. 

Harp No. 15 is again a debased type of No. 14, and exists on 
some half-crowns with mint-mark (R) only. 
. Harp No. 16 is apparently a rough copy of No. I or NO.3. It 

-~ccurs under star, eye, and sun of Type 4, and the sun and sceptre 
mint-marks of Type 5, in which type it is the usual pattern in both 

\ 

shil1.,ings and half-crowns. 
Ha~p No. 17, as I have previously mentioned, is the shape 

used on the Briot coin with the mint-mark anchor. I have only 
found it on one Tower coin, the shilling with that mint-mark, to 
which I have drawn special attention in the context. 

As an instance of the lack of finality that confronts a student 
of these prolific issues, since this paper was completed (I had hoped 
finally), other varieties have been discovered; the cross calvary, 
Type la, and the upright anchor and castle issues, Type Ie, have 
added yet another to our list of harps; viz., that which I have 
numbered 3a and inserted in the plate of harps. 

This extraordinary emblem exhibits a lion's instead of a bird's 
head, on the fore-front, and I have secured a specimen with the 
mint-mark anchor and found another in Miss Helen Farquhar'S 

" ' Collection with the mint-mark castle. I imagine that these two 
coins are from the same die, my specimen with the mint-mark 
anchor probably having that mint-mark overstruck on the castle, 
though it shows very little trace of such over-striking; but in addition 
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to these Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton has a specimen of Type la, 

mint-mark cross calvary, which of course is without the Welsh 
plume, and which exhibits this new harp, and he points out that 
this harp was also used on some of the gold coins of the same period. 

In conclusion, I have again to express to Miss Farquhar, to the 
President, to Mr. Carlyon-Britton, and to other Numismatic friends, 
my grateful thanks for the assistance which they have so readily 
afforded me for a close examination of their many specimens of the 
minor varieties which I have attempted to describe in this paper. 

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE TABLES OF VARIETIES WHICH FOLLOW. 

These tables are headed with the type and mint-mark varieties, and the dates 
of issue of the latter, and are divided into columns which show the various die 
varieties of each type and mint-mark and dates of issue of the latter. The types 
are based on Hawkins' enumeration of them, with such additions and modifications 
as have been noted in the context and rendered necessary by discoveries since his 
valuable work was written. 

The first column shows the number of the die (starting from No. I in each 
different type and mint-mark), in the order of the longest obverse legend discovered, 
down to the shortest. 

The second column shows the presence or absence of pellets by the mint-mark. 
The third column shows the different abbreviations of the King's territorial 

titles (of which there are 19 wordings), and these are numbered I to 19 on the list 
below; some of these, however, do not exist in the shilling values. 

There are also five different ways of abbreviating those titles, which are used 
throughout the series, and to identify these the letters "a" to "e" are used in 
conjunction with the figure which denotes the actual lettering; thus a coin which 
reads MAG . BRI . FRA . ET HI . REX will (if the following table is referred 
to) be found to be legend 7c, whereas if it had the addition of the pellet after the 
word ET· it would be classed as legend 7b, i.e., 

No. I. MAG! BRIT! FRAN! ET • HIB ! REX Ia. Same, ! stops, no pellet 
(Note, this reading is not known on a 

Tower shilling) 
after ET 

lb. Same, pellet stops, pellet 
after ET 

Same, pellet sto~s, none 
after ET 

IC. 

Id. Same, but : stops, pellet 
after ET 

Ie. Same, : stops, no pellet 
after ET 
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NO.2. MAG! BRIT! FRAN! ET . HI ! REX 
NO.3. MAG! BRIT! FRA ! ET • HIB ! REX 

NO.4. MAG! BRIT! FRA ! ET . HI ! REX 

NO.5. MAG! BRIT! FR ! ET . HIB ! REX 

No.6. MAG! BRI ! FRA ! ET . HIB ! REX 

NO.7. MAG! BRI! FRA! ET· HI! REX 

No.8. MAG! BRI ! FR ! ET . HIB ! REX 

NO.9. MAG! BRI !FR ! ET . HI ! REX 

No. ro. MAG! BR ! FRA ! ET • HIB ! REX 

No. II. MAG! BR ! FRA ! ET . HI ! REX 

No. 12. MAG! BR ! FR ! ET . HIB ! REX 

, 
No. 13. MAG! BR ! FR ! ET . HI ! REX 

(Not known on a shilling.) 
3a. Same, ! stops, no pellet after 

ET 
3c. Same, pellet stops, none 

after ET 
3J. Same, but without any 

stops at all. 
4b. Same, pellet stops, pellet 

after ET 
(No varieties of stops m this 

reading.) 
(No varieties of stops in this 

reading.) 
7a. Same, ! stops, no pellet 

after ET . 
7c. Same, pellet stops, none 

after ET 
7d. Same, but : stops, pellet 

after ET 
7J. Same, but without any stops 

at all. 
(No varieties of stops in this 

reading.) 
9a. Same, ! stops, no pellet after 

ET 
9c. Same, pellet stops, none 

after ET 
loa. Same, ! stops, no pellet after 

ET 
na. Same, ! stops, no pellet after 

ET 
Iza. Same, ! stops, no pellet 

after ET 
13a. Same, ! stops, no pellet 

after ET 
13b. Same, pellet stops, pellet 

after ET 
13c. Same, pellet stops, none 

after ET 
13d. Same, : stops, pellet after 

ET 
13e. Same, : stops, no pellet 

after ET 
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No. 14. MA ! BR ! FR ! ET . HIB ! REX 

No. IS. MA ! BR ! FR ! ET • HI ! REX 

\ 

No. 16. M ! BR ! FR ! ET . HIB ! REX } 

No. 17. M ! BR ! FR ! ET • HI ! REX 

No. 18. MAG! BR ! FR ! ET • H ! 

No. 19. MA ! BR ! FR ! ET • H ! 

I4a. Same, ! stops, no pellet 
after ET 

14e. Same, : stops, no pellet 
after ET 

ISa. Same, ! stops, no pellet 
after ET 

ISC. Same, pellet stops, none 
after ET 

ISd. Same, : . stops, pellet after 
ET 

Ise. Same, : stops, no pellet 
after ET 

(These two readings not known 
on shillings.) 

(No varieties of stops m this 
reading.) 

(No varieties of stops m this 
reading.) 

The fourth column gives any special remarks on the obverse design of the coin. 
The next three columns refer to the reverse only, the fifth column giving the 

pellets by the mint-mark, the sixth the variety of the harps as enumerated on the 
plate illustrating those varieties, and the last column any remarks on the reverse 
design and legend on the coin. 

All the coins enumerated and illustrated are in the Author's collection, except 
where the ownership is otherwise indicated in the reverse remarks column. 
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SHILLINGS OF THE TOWER MINT OF CHARLES 1. 

. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND DIE DIFFERENCES. 

P ellets Pellets 
by by 

Die Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE t.-King's head in collar and mantle. Square shield on reverse. 
Mint-mark lis, issued July 7th, 1625. 

Nil 3 : before CAROL VS Nil Mint-mark to left of cross. 

2 Nil 

3 Nil 

4 ·L 

5 ·L·R 

Q Nil 

7 Nil 

8 Nil 

9 Nil 

10 Nil 

.I2 • L 

13 ·L 

I4 Nil 

15 Nil 

.16 

17 

Nil 

Nil 

3 

3 

3C 

3f 

4 

6 

7f 

9C 

(Fig. I, PI. I.) 

Obverse die of NO.2 

No stop whatever on 
obverse. 

No stops whatever on 
obverse. 

(Fig. 2, PI. I.) 

From die of No. 1>2. 

From die of No. If· 

Nil 

:R 

Nil 

Nil 

·R 

:L:R 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

·R 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

: before CHRISTO, mint-mark 
to left of cross. 

: CHRIS/TO: A VS / PICE: R 
/ EGNO 

Mint-mark to left. 
CHRIST /0 . A VS / PICE • R 

/EGNO 
No stop after REGNO 
(Col. Morrieson). 
Mint-mark to left of cross. 
CHRI S / TOA VS / PICER I 

EGNO 
(Col. Morrieson.) 
CHRIS I TO: AVS I PICE : R 

IEGNO 
Mint-mark to right of cross. 
CHRIST /0 . AVS/PICE.R 

/EGNO 
CHRISTO / A VSPI I CERE I 

GNO 
Mint-mark to left of cross 
(Col. Morrieson). 
Mint-mark to right of cross. 

CHRI / STOA V I SPICE I 
REGNO 

Mint-mark to left. 
CHRIS I TO·AVS I PICE·R 

/EGNO 
Mint-mark to left. Same 

divisions. 
Mint-mark to left. Same 

divisions. Pellet before 
CHRISTO 

Mint-mark to right. From die 
of NO.9. 

Similar to No.8, but CHRITO 

2 Error CHRITO Mint-mark to 
left. CHRIT I 0 • A VS I 
PICE·R I EGNO 
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Pellets 
by 

Die Obverse 
No. Mint-

mark. 

1 Nil 

2 Nil 

3 ,L 

I Nil 

2 ·L 

3 Nil 

4 Nil 

5 ·L·R 

6 .L 

7 ·L 

8 ·L·R 

I 

2 

3 ' 

4 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 
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Pellets 
by 

Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Rarp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. 

mark. 

TYPE l.-Mint-mark cross calvary. Issued June 29th, 1626. 

13a Possibly from die of 
No. 16, lis, over
struck. 

I3a From die of No. I 

13a Cross calvary over lis. 
Lis die No. 12 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

3 

I 

I 

A most curious harp. Mint
mark to right. 83 grains 
only. 

CRRI / STOA V / SPICE / 
REGNO 

Mint-mark to right . Divisions 
as last (from a different die). 
Overstruck on lis. 

Do. 80 grains only 
(R. Carlyon-Britton). 

TYPE la.-Slightly different head in ruff and armour. 

IIa 

13 

138 

13 

13 

Mint-mark cross calvary. 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

.R 

Nil 

Nil 

(Fig. 3, PI. I.) Nil 

Nil 

I 

3 

I 

I 

This and all following have 
mint-mark to right of cross, 
except where shown otherwise 

(Col. Morrieson) . 
CRRI / STOA V / SPICE / 

REGNO Reverse die of No. 
I, Type 1 

(Col. Morrieson). 

Reverse die of lis NO . 3. Mint
mark overstruck. Mint-mark 
to left 

(Col. Morrieson). 
79 grains only. 

2 CRRI / STOA V / SPICE / 
REGNO An overstruck die 
on lis. 77 grains only. 

3a 79 grains, legends as last 
(British Museum). 

TYPE la.-Mint-mark negro's head. Issued June 29th, 1626. 

9 

13 

12 

From the obverse die 
of cross calvary No.2, 
overstruck with a 
very wide negro's 
head. 

(.Fig. 4, PI. I.) 

Nil 

·R 

Nil 

Nil 

I 

3 

CRRI / STOA V / SP~CE / 
REGNO 

(R. Carlyon-Britton). 

Same reading 
(Col. Morrieson). 
Same reading. Die of No. I. 

Same reading 
(Bri'tish Museum). 



Pellets 
by 

Die Obverse 
No. Mint-

mark. 

Nil 

2 Nil 

3 ·L 
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Pellets 
by 

Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No . Mint- No. 

mark. 

TYPE la.-Mint-mark castle. Issued April 27th, 1627. 
12 

13 

Probably from the Nil 1 Same divisions. 
negro's head die read-
ing HIB; see Type Ie 

The bust breaks the 
inner circle, but not 
the legend. 

(Fig. 5, PI. I.) 

Nil 

Nil 1 

CHRI / STO • AV / SPICE / 
REGNO 

From the die of No.2 
(Col. Morrieson). 

TYPE lb.-Obverse of Type I, but plume above the shield of reverse. 

Nil 

Nil 

: I·
L 

I 

Mint-mark lis. 

13a I (Fig. 6, PI. I.) 

I3!l Probably No. 12 lis. 

Nil 

Nil 1 

Mint-mark to right of plume. 

Die of No.1 
(Col. Morrieson). 

TYPE lb.-Mint-mark cross calvary. 

9a I Struck over the lis. I Nil I 1 I Mint-mark overstruck 
. (Col. Morrieson). 

I4a Do. . L· R I Not overstruck 
(F. A. Walters). 

TYPE lc.-Obverse of Type la, but plume over the shield of reverse. 

13 

Nil 

2 Nil 12a 

3 Nil 13 

Mint-mark cross calvary. 

.L.

1

R I 
N'l I 

I I 
Error CHISO for CHRISTO 
(Col. Morrieson). 
(British Museum.) 

TYPE lc.-Mint-mark negro's head. 
Almost identical, and Nil 1 Mint-mark to right of plume. 

probably the same No "arms" to cross in the 
die as No. I, Type la, quarterings. 
but this shows a very 
narrow negro's head 
mint-mark, which 
may be caused by 
double striking. 

(Fig. 7, PI. I.) 
This die ta,s evidently 

been altered from 
MA! to MAG! 

(Fig. 8, PI. I.) 

From NO.3, Type la. 

Nil 

Nil 

Mint-mark to left of plume. 
This coin shows the arms to 
cross extended to the edge of 
the coin, and is the only one 
I have ever seen so decorated 
with the plume over shield 
reverse. The legend is 
thereby divided 
CHRIS / TO·AVS / PICE·R 
/EGNO 

Mint-mark to right of plume. 
This coin omits the arms to 
cross 

(Col. Morrieson) . 



Pellets 
bv 

Die Obverse 
No. Mint-

mark. 

I Nil 

2 Nil 

3 .L 

4 ·L 

5 Nil 

6 Nil 

. 7 ·L 

I Nil 

2 ' Nil 

3 Nil 

4 .L 

5 

6 

Nil 

Nil 

2 ·L.R 

3 ·L 

4 ·L 

5 ·L 
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~,f:dl Pellets 
by 

Remarks--Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks--Reverse. 
Mint- No. 
mark. 

TYPE lc.-Mint-mark castle. 

Nil 

Nil 

13 From die of NO.3, Ia. Nil 

13d (Fig. I, PI. 2.) . L· R 

13 Obverse mint-mark Nil 
struck over the ne-
gro's head. Possibly 
from NO.3 die of that 
mint-mark, Type Ia. 

(Fig. 2, PI. 2.) 
13b Obverse die of NO.2. L. R 

castle, Type Ia. 
13 Over negro's head. . L. R 

(Col. Morrieson.) 

(Col. Morrieson.) 

From the die of NO.2 
(Col. Morrieson). 
Mint-mark to left of plume. 

Mint-mark to right of plume, 
which is much broader and 
more flowing than the last 
coin and succeeding types, 
like the plume on negro's head 
shillings. 

Mint-mark to left of plume 
(R. Carlyon Britton) . 

3a A new type of harp with a 
lion's head 

(Miss Helen Farquhar). 

TYPE lc.-Mint-mark anchor. Issued July 3rd, 1628. 

I3e 

13e 

13B 

13e 

13e 

Mint-mark struck over 
negro's head. This 
variety must there
fore exist in that 
mint-mark, but I 
have not seen it with 
: abbreviations in 
this reading. 

(Fig. 3, PI. 2.) 
From the die of No. 1. 

Mint-mark not over
struck. 
Do. 

Obverse die of NO.3 
(Fig. 4, PI. 2.) 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

4 Reverse mint-mark is not over-
struck, and is to left of plume. 

Reverse not overstruck 
(A. H. Baldwin). 

4 From die of No. I 
(Col. Morrieson). 

3a (British Museum.) 

4 (R. Carlyon-Britton.) 

3a A lion-headed harp, possibly 
struck over castle NO.7. 

TYPE lc.-Mint-mark heart. Issued June 26th, 1629. 

14e No colon after BR. • L· R 
Bust breaks legend. 

15a Bust breaks legend. • L. R 
(Fig. 5, PI. 2.) 

15a Bust breaks legend. • R 

15e Bust breaks legend. • L. R 

15e Bust breaks legend. Nil 

4 Mint-mark to left of plume 
(R. Carlyon-Britton). 

4 Mint-mark to left of plume. 

4 Mint-mark to left of plume. 

4 Reverse of No. I 
(Col. Morrieson) . 

4 (Col. Morrieson.) 



Silver Coins oj the Tower Mint oj Charles I. 77 
, 

I 
Pellets Pellets 

by by 
Die Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE lc.-Mint-mark plume. Issued June 23rd, 1630. 

Nil Ise Bust breaks legend. . L. R 4 A curious coin showing the 
(Fig. 6, PI. 2.) square-topp'ed shield of Type 

I on reverse. Extra. before 
CHRISTO 

2 ·R is Bust breaks legend. ·L.R 4 ? die of No. I 

(R. Carlyon-Britton). 

TYPE 2a.-Obverse somewhat similar to la, but bust exhibits more armour. Reverse oval shield 
garnished, surmounted by CR 

Mint-mark plume. 

.L·R 

2 .L.R 

3 ·L.R 

4 Nil 

S ·L 

S 

8 

8 

9 

6 .:-L.R IS 

7 .L.R IS 

8 .L.R IS 

9 ·L·R IS 

IO ·L.R IS 

(Fig. 7, PI. 2.) 

..: .. L.R 

· ·L 

. :.L.:.R 

· :-L.R 

. : .L.R 

. :.L.:.R 

. :-L-:·R 

.:.L.:.R 

· :-L . R 

.L.R 

S 

S 

6a 

S 

S 

A pellet each side of and 
between CR and each side of 
shield . 

Pellet each side of and between 
C R and each side of shield . 

Pellet each side of and between 
CR 

6a Pellets by C R and between . 

S Error CHRSTO for CHRISTO . 
Pellet each side of and 
between C R 

6a (Col. Morrieson.) 

6a (Col. Morrieson.) 

S (Lincoln & Son.) 

TYPE 2a.-Mint-mark rose. Issued June 30th, 1631. 

2 .L.R 

3 . :L . R 

4 ·L·R 

S ·L·R 

6 .L.R 

9 

13 

Isa (Fig. 8, PI. 2.) 

IS 

IS Die of NO.4 

IS Do. 

· :.L.R 

·L 

Ni l 

Nil 

.L·R 

:.L.R 

S 

S 

S 

S 

Pellets between and each side 
of C R 

No pellets anywhere on the 
reverse. 

Die 'of NO.3. 

6a (Col. Morrieson.) 

S Die of No. I 

I (Spink & Son). 



Silver Coins of the Tower Mittt of Charles I. 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

Die Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE 2b.-Obverse of 2a, reverse plume above shield, similar to 2a, surmounted by C R 
Mint-mark plume. 

I .L,:'R 

2 • :-L-:·R 

3 ·L.R 

4 • :-L.;oR 

I ·L 

2 ·;·L 

3 Nil 

4 .L·R 

5 Nil 

5 

5 

5 

5 

9 

9 

12a 

The entire bust within .; ·L.; ·R 
the inner circle. 

(Fig. T, PI. 3.) .L·R 

.L·R 

8 Mint-mark to left of central 
plume. 

4 Mint-mark to left of the central 
plume. Groups of 7 and 5 
pellets in legend 

(Miss Helen Farquhar). 
8 Mint-mark to left of plume. 

8 Do. 
(British Museum.) 

TYPE 2b.- Mint-mark rose. 

Mint-mark struck over . L· R 
the plume. 

Mint-mark struck over • L. R 
the plume. 

(Fig. 2, PI. 3.) 

4 

4 

Pellet below each letter C R 

Mint-mark to left of central 
plume. 

4 (Col. Morrieson.) 

4 Mint-mark to left of central 
plume 

(R. Carlyon-Britton). 
4 Die of No. T 

(A. H. Baldwin). 

TYPE a.-Obverse has bust with long hair, lovelock and falling collar. Reverse has an oval 
shield garnished, with C R at sides. 

Mint-mark harp, issued June 21st, 1632. 

I ·L.R 

2 ·L·R 

3 Nil 

9 Mint-mark to left of 
King's crown, which 
impinges on legend 
space. 

9 Mint-mark to left of 
King's crown, which 
impinges on legend 
space. The harp 
mint-mark is bird
headed, a variety 
which I have only 
noticed on one other 
coin, viz., the reverse 
mint-mark of NO.4. 
Extra before 
CAROLVS 

(Fig. 3, PI. 3.) 
loa Bust within circle. 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

9a C R now at sides. No pellets 
anywhere on reverse. 

9 No pellets anywhere on reverse. 



Pellets 
by 

Die Obverse 
No. Mint-

mark. 

4 Nil 

s Nil 

6 · L·R 

7 .L·R 

8 Nil ./ 

9 .L.R 

Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 79. 

Legend 
No. 

l oa 

IS 

Pellets 
by 

Remarks-Obverse. Reverse 
Mint-
mark. 

TYPE 3-continued. 

F rom the die of NO.3 Nil 

Similar head and crown • L • R 
to No. 1. 

.L·R 

. R 

.L.R 

.L · R 

Harp 
No. 

9 

6a 

s 
9a 

s 

s 

Remarks-Reverse. 

No pellets anywhere on reverse. 
Bird-headed harp as mint
mark. See obverse remarks 
of No. 2 

(Col. Morrieson). 

An inverted V for A in 
AVSPICE. 

10 • L IS A very curious coin, . L· R 6a 
wi th a head similar to 
the portcullis coin, 
quite confined within 
the inner circle. 

II • L. R .- I3a Another of this curious . L· R 6a 
bust. 

(Fig. 4, Pl. 3·) 
12 .:. L IS Head in circle. . L· R S 

13 .L-:.R 

·L . R 

2 .L·R 

3 .L·R 

4 Nil 

S ·L · R 

6 .L · R 

7 · L · R 

8 ·R 

9 Nil 

10 ·L·R 

9a .: .before CAROLVS .: ·L· : ·R 9 Possibly a proof 
(Miss Helen Farquhar). 

TYPE 3.-Mint-mark portcullis . Issued July IIth, 1633. 

12 

Isa 

Large head, now en- . L · R 
tirely within the 
inner circle. 

·L·R 

Head smaller, and well . L· R 
within inner circle. 
Do. .L.R 

Head of NO.3. . L· R 

Isa Head slightly larger • L· R 
and better. 

(Fig. S, Pl. 3·) 
Isa As last. • L· R 

Isa Head of No. 1. 

Isa Head of NO. 3· 

Isa 

.L · R 

·L·R 

.L·R 

9 

7 (Col. Morrieson.) 

10 

S (British Museum.) 

S (Spink & Son.) 

s 

8 

s 

S 

7 



80 Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

Die Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint~ No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE 3a.-Obverse of the last, but h as no inner circle. Reverse has a round shield, without C R 
and without inner circle. 

Mint-mark bell, issued June 27th, 1634. 
I • L. R IS Mint-mark very small. . L . R ga 

(Fig. 6, PI. 3.) 
2 • L· R IS Mint-mark very small. • L. R 10 (Col. Morrieson.) 

3 .L··R 

4 .L.R 

5 .L.R 

2 

3 .L.R 

4 .L.R 

5 .L.R 

6 Nil 

IS 

IS From die of No.!. 

.L·R 

·L·R 

.L·R 

10 (Col. Morrieson.) 

ga 

II 

TYPE 3a.-Mint-mark crown, issued June 18th, 1635. 
12 

12 

Fine work and letter- .: .L.: ·R 
ing. Proof-like in 
appearance, but has 
been considerably 
circulated . ? crown 
over bell. 
Do . .L·R 

7 (Lincoln & Son.) 

7 CR. Carlyon-Britton.) 

-: ·L·:-R 10 

I5a (Fig. 7, PI. 3.) .: ·L· :·R 
I5a Different die,with head . L· R 

further back, and not 
direct under the mint-
mark. 

IS 

7 

7 

7 

7 .: .L ·R I5 a 

8 -: .L-:.R I5a 

" L . R I I (Lincoln & Son.) 

.: .L·:·R II (Lincoln & Son.) 

9 II (British Museum.) 

TYPE 3a.-Mint-mark tun. Issued February 14th, 1635/6. 
I . L . R I5a • L . R 7 

2 ·L·R IS 

3 Nil IS 

4 Nil IS 

5 Nil IS 

6 ·L·R IS 

7 · L·R IS 

The word ET is clearly . L· R 
struck EP 

.L·R 

7 

II 

Obverse of NO.3. . L· R II Error CHRISTO spel,t 
CHRISO 

(Col. Morrieson). 
Do. . :-L-: · R 7 ? From die of crown No. 4 

overstruck 
(R. Carlyon-Britton)., 

? die of NO.3. . L' R 7 Error CHRISTO spelt 
CHRSTO 

(R. Carlyon-Britton). 
This coin has a much . L . R II 

larger head, truncated 
higher up than usual. 
(Fig. 8, PI. 3.) 



Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 81 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

Die Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE 3b.-Obverse 9f Type 3, reverse similar thereto but with Welsh Plume above the oval shield. 

I 

2 

Mint-mark harp. 

Nil 

Nil 

This and the following 
are the only two coins 
at present known of 
this type which is 
inserted here (though 
of course really issued 
concurrently with 
Type 3 harp), to 
conform to usual 
type numerals. 

(Fig. I, PI. 4.) 

.;.L·:·R I2 

but 
varied 
head. 

This reverse has the oval shield 
with C R at the sides, but is 
also surmounted with the 
Welsh plume. The only 
known reverse die of this 
mint-mark known so deco
rated 

(Miss Helen Farquhar). 

. : .L. : ·R As last. Die of the last. 

TYPE 3c.-Obverse that of 3a, reverse has the 'Welsh plume above round shield. 
Mint-mark bell. 

·L·R I 2 

2 .L·R I3 

3 .L.R IS 

I ·L ·R IS 

2 -L·R IS 

3 -: .L.;oR IS 

4 ·L IS 

·L·R IS 

A round, well-executed I .L·R IO 
coin, probably a 
proof, and struck in 
a collar. 

(Fig. 2, PI. 4.) 
.L·.R Not so neat, a f( cur- II 

rent" coin. 

Do. .L·R II 

TYPE 3c.-Mint-mark crown. 

.L·R II 

.L·R IO 

(Fig. 3, PI. 4·) Nil II 

Nil IO 

TYPE 3c.-Mint-mark tun. 

The only coin known ! L . R 
of this type and mint-
mark with the Welsh 
plume. 

(Fig. 4, PI. 4·) 

II 

Extra stop after REGNO. 
Mint-mark to the right of 
the central plume, which is 
nea t and small. 

Mint-mark to the left of 
central plume 

(Col. Morrieson). 
Mint-mark to left of central 

plume 
(F. A. Walters). 

Mint-mark to left of central 
plume. 

Mint-mark to right of plume 
(Col. Morrieson). 

Mint-mark to left of plume. 

Mint-mark to left of plume 
(British Museum). 

Mint-mark to left of central 
plume 

(Col. Morrieson). 

G 



82 Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

Die Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks- Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE 4.-Aberystwith head, small XII behind bust, reverse square shield. Inner circles both 
sides. 

Mint-mark tun. 

I Nil 18 A very rare reading. ·L,R I4 

2 Nil 18 Obverse of No. I. .L 1'1 (Col. Morrieson.) 

3 Nil 15 (Fig. 5. PI. 4·) ·L·R I4 Similar to No. I . but different 
die . 

4 ·L 15 • L·R 14 

5 Nil 15 ·R 14 (British Museum.) 

TYPE 4a.-Much smaller head, similar to smaller Aberystwith. Figures of value still small. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Nil 

· L 

· L·R 

Nil 

Nil 

Mint-mark tun. 

13 

15 (Fig. 6, PI. 4.) 

15 

19 Very rare reading. 

..L 

·R 

.L·R 

·L·R 

.L·R 

II I (British Museum.) 

TYPE 4b.-Small head. varying. Large figures of value behind the head. 

:1 
.L·R 

Nil 

I .L·R 

2 Nil 

3 .L · R 

4 Nil 

5 .L.R 

6 .L·R 

7 ·L·R 

13 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

Mint-mark tun. 

1 (Fig. 7, PI. 4 ·) 

I
·L

.
R I 

.L·R 

TYPE 4b.-Mint-mark anchor. Issued May 8th, 1638. 

Anchor is upright. . L· R 

Do. .L·R 

Do. (Probably from . L· R 
the die of No. I.) 

Anchor is upright. . L· R 
(Probably from the 
die of No.2 .) 

Anchor upright, die of • L. R 
No. I. Narrow bust. 

Anchor prone, shank . L· R 
to right. Broad head, 
round-shouldered 
bust. -

From the die of No.6. . L ·.R 

12 

Anchor is upright. 
I • 

Do. 

Anchor prone, shank to left. 

Do. 

Anchor prone. shank to right 
(R. Carlyon-Britton). 
Anchor is upright. Possibly 

reverse of No. I. 

Anchor prone, shank to right. 



Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

Die Obverse L egend Remarks- Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
No. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE 4b.-Mint-mark anchor (continued). 

8 Nil 15 Anchor prone, shank . L . R 14 Error REGNOO. Anchor 
to right. Bust as No. prone, shank to right. 
6. 

9 Nil 15 Do. ·L,R 14 Anchor prone, shank to left. 

IO ,R 15 Do. ;L·R II Do. 

II • R 15 Anchor prone, shank . L . R 14 Anchor upright. 
to left. Bust as No. 
6. 

12 . R 15 Do. .L .R II Anchor prone, shank to left. 

13 ·L·R 15 Do. ;L.R 14 Do. 
(Fig. 8, PI. 4.) 

14 Nil 15 Anchor prone, shank . L . R II 

to left. Bust as No. 
Do. 

6. 

15 ·L·R 15 Do. .L 14 Do. 

16 Nil IS Do. -: ·L· ;OR II Do. 

17 Nil IS Do. .L·R 14 Do. 

18 • L. R . 15 Anchor prone, shank • L· R 14 Do. 
to left. Narrow bust, 
similar to No. I , 

Type 4a. 

T YPE 4b.-Mint-mark triangle. Issued July 4th, 1639. 

I Nil 

2 Nil 

6 

6 

6 

IS 

Round-shouldered bust . L· R 

Do. -:·L-:·R 14 
(Fig. I, PI. 5.) 

Almost identical with . L. R 14 
No.1. 

ReadsMA! BRI! FRA! . L ; R 
ET.HI! B ! REX 

14 Reverse mint-mark 

An extraordinary 
reading in any case, 
but with the B added 
to HI in this way, 
doubly so. 

From obverse die an- . L; R 
chor NO.7. 

anchor. 

II (H. A. Parsons.) 

G2 

over 



Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

ie D 
N 

Obverse Legend Remarks-Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
o. Mint- No. Mint- No. 

mark. mark. 

TYPE 4c.-Older and better head, more like the bust on Briot's anchor shilling.l 
Mint-mark anchor. 

I .L.R 6 This and the Museum ; L· R 
specimen are the only 
coins showing this 
bust and the anchor 
mint-mark which I 
have seen. Anchor 
prone, shank to left. 

(Fig. 2, PI. 5.) 
A photograph is also 

shown (Fig. 3, PI. 5) 
of Briot's shilling for 
comparison. 

17 A curious shaped harp, only 
hitherto noted on some of 
Briot's shillings and half
crowns with the mint-mark 
anchor. Anchor prone, shank 
to left. 

1 NOTE.-In this connection the two curious half-crowns, mint-mark triangle over anchor, in Miss 
Farquhar's and Colonel Morrieson's collections, apparently made from Briot's puncheons but of 
Tower workmanship, and also the unique 0 crown in the British Museum, also made from 
Briot's puncheon, should be noted. 

·L.R 

2 .L.R 

3 

4 

Nil 

·R 

5 ·L·R 

I 

2 

3 

5 

. R 

Nil 

Nil 

·R 

3 

6 

9 

TYPE 4c.-Mint-mark triangle. 

Head exactly as the . L . R 
last-named coin with 
the anchor mint-mark 

II 

II 

12a Very scarce reading. 

,L·R 

.L·R 

·L·R 

.L-R 

Triangle is struck over the 
anchor. From the die of 
anchor No. 13. 

The Irish harp high up, touch
ing quartering line. 

Die of NO.4. 

TYPE 4c.-Mint-mark star. Issued June 26th, 1640 . 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7a (Fig. 4, PI. 5.) 

·L·R 

.L,R 

.L·R 

·L·R 

·L.R 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Mint-mark struck over anchor 
(Col. Morrieson). 

TYPE 4c.-Mint-mark triangle in circle. Issued July 15th, 164I. 

1 Nil 7 • L . R ' II 

2 ·L·R 

3 ·L 

7 

7 

.L·R 

.L.R 

II 

II (Col. Morrieson.) 



Die 
No. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

I 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles I. 85 

Pellets Pellets 
by by 

Obverse Legend Remarks--Obverse. Reverse Harp Remarks-Reverse. 
Mint- No. Mint- No. 
mark. mark. 

TyPE 4c.-Mint-mark (P). Issued May 29th. 1643. 
Nil 6 ,L-R II 

.L.R 6 (Fig. 5. Pl. 5.) ·L·R II . 
• L·R 6 Obverse of NO.2. ·L·R I4 (Col. Morrieson.) 

Nil 6 .L·R I4 

TYPE 4c.-Mint-mark (R). Issued July 15th. 1644. 

Nil 6 ·L·R 16 

Nil 6 .L-R 14 

·L.R 6 .L·R 14 (R. Carlyon-Britton.) 

TYPE 4c.-Mint-mark eye. Issued May 12th, 1645. 

.L.R 6 -L·R 16 

-L.R 6 Obverse of No. r. ·L·R II 
(Fig. 6, Pl. 5.) 

.R 6 .L·R II (R. Carlyon-Britton.) 

Nil 6 .L.R II (British Museum.) 

TYPE 4c.-Mint-mark sun. Issued November roth, 1645. 

·L·R 6 Obverse of eye No. 1 .L.R 16 Reverse of eye No. r. 
overstruck. 

·R 6 Possibly not overstruck, -L·R 16 Also not overstruck, and from 
otherwise very similar. a different die. 

.LoR 6 ,L·R 16 

TYPE 5.-A long. narrow. coarse-featured head. and debased type of coin. 
Mint-mark sun. 

6 

6 I 
Bust as early sceptre. 

Do. 

·L·R 

lL.R 

16 

16 

TYPE 5.-Mint-mark sceptre. Issued February 15th, 1646/7. 

lliL.R I 6 I(Fig.7,P1.5.) ,L.R 16 

TYPE 5a.-A Slhort. broad, and older bust. with coarse features. 
Mint-mark sceptre. 

6 I (Fig. 8, Pl. 5·) I·L.R I 16 



• 



THE COINS OF THE SHREWSBURY MINT, 1642. 

By LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORR1ESON, F.S.A. 

(Revision. ) 

II N the paper, under the above heading, printed in volume xii, 
pp. 195 to 21 I, there are some points which require . . . 
revislOn, . ViZ. : 

POUNDS. 

OBVERSES. 

pp, 198, I99·-
A is found with reverse No. 4 as well as NO.2. 

\ 

HALF-POUNDS. 

OBVERSES. 
p.200.-

A is found with reverse NO.3, not No.6 .. 

REVERSES. 
p.201.-

2 should read: Mint-mark one pellet. Value, with pellet 
each side, and three thin plumes. Declaration, RELIG· PROT' 

LEG ANG· LIBERT· PAR 1642. A pellet between words of 
legend (PI. II, Fig. 17). This reverse is found with obverse D. 

Note.-The variety of fine work must be given a number to 
itself, 7. 

3. In line 2, 7 for 2, and is found with obverse A as well as 
C and F. 

6 is found with obverse F, and not with A and E. 
7. Mint-mark one pellet. This reverse is similar to No.2, 

but the declaration reads LIBER. I t is of much finer work 
(Pl. II, Fig. 18), and is found with obverse E. 

HALF-CROWNS. 

P· 203·-
C is found with reverse No.8 as well as Nos. 2 and 3. 



88 The Coins of the Shrewsbury Mint, I642. 

REVERSES. 

P· 204·-
6. The correct number of the illustration is 40, not ,. 
8 is found with obverse C, as well as with Band F. 

TABLE A. 
OBVERSES WITH REVERSES. 

-

{ Obverses A B C D 
Pounds ... ... with 

Reverses 2,4 3 I 2,4 

{ Obverses A B C D E F 
Half-pounds ... with 

Reverses 3 1,4, 5 3 2 , 7 3,6 

{ Obverses A B C 
Crowns ... ... with 

Reverses 4 ' I, 3, 4, 5 2 

{ Obverses A B C D E F 
Half-crowns ... with 

Reverses I 4,8 2,3,8 2,3,4,5,9 3 7,8 

{ Obverses A B 
Shillings ... ... with 

Reverses I I, 2 

TABLE B. 

REVERSES WITH OBVERSES. 

I 

{ Reverses I 2 3 4 
Pounds ... with 

Obverses C A,D B A,D 

{ Reverses I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Half-pounds ••• with 

Obverses B D A,C,F B B F E 

{ Reverses I 2 3 4 5 
Crowns ... with 

Obverses B C B A,B B 

{ Reverses I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Half-crowns ... with 

Obverses A .c~ D iC,D,E B,D D Oxford F B,C,F D -

{ Reverses I 
Shillings ... with 

I 
Obverses I A,B B 

, 
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ROYAL CHARITIES. 

PART IH.-Continuation Of TOUCHPIECES FOR THE 
KING'S EVIL. 

JAMES H TO WILLIAM III. 

By HELEN FARQUHAR. 

R
N our last volume! we followed the fortunes of the" healing

piece" throughout the reign of Charles H, and we 
~ noticed that on the accession of James the new King 

was well situated with regard to " touching for the Evil," 
insomuch as just before the death of Charles a small medal, price 
5s., had taken the place of its larger prototype, valued at 9s. 

On the termination of Baptist May's account, as Keeper of the 
Privy Purse, he acknowledged the possession of 1905 healing-pieces, 
which presumably bore Charles H's name.2 But Montague, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer under William III, in passing the 
account on May 18, 1696, endorsed the document with some words 
which suggest that some of these medals were recoined after the 
death of Charles II, for they were not issued until April, the King 
having died in February. 

" Altho' this' Acct determines the 6th Febr y 1684," thus runs 
Charles Montague's minute, "There is allowance made for medalls 
delivered the nth April 1685 wch are not to be allowed in any 
Succeeding Acd." 

It does not seem probable that two months and more after the 
death of Charles II healing-pieces should have been sent out from 
the Mint, bearing the name of the late King, when a very slight 
alteration in the die would have substituted that of his successor. 
Neither would May, whose responsibility ended with the life of his 

1 British Numismatic J ournal, vol. xiii, pp. 95-r63· 
2 Baptist May's second account, running from March 25, r673, to February 6, 

1684-5. Declared Accounts, Pipe Office, Roll 2796. 
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master, have ordered fresh medals after February 6, when he stated 
his possession of I905 pieces. 

On the passing of 'his account £4I60 rrs. rrid. was still owing 
to the Mint in his name' from the Treasury, and this charge, allowed 
to him in the reign of yYilliam III, included the I905 medals left 
in his custody, which must therefore have passed free of expense 
into the hands of Grahme, the Keeper of the Privy Purse of the new 
King. It seems not unlikely that some of these healing-pieces may 
have been returned to the Mint to be reissued on the rrth of April 
with altered legend. This matter is perhaps of small importance, 
as the greater part of th,is small store must have been used by James 
in the month of March, and it is fair to state that I have never seen 
a touchpiece struck from an altered die. There would, however, 
possibly have been time to make new dies from the ~old puncheons. 

JAMES II 'S GOLD HEALIN~PIECE. 

J ames, as we shall see, began to heal on March 4, and the 
appointment of James Grahme as Keeper of the Privy Purse is 
noted by the late Colonel Josceline Bagot in his autobiography of 
Grahme as " dated April I685."1 

1 Colonel J atnes Grah1ne of Levens, p. 38. The brother of the late Colonel Bagot
Mr. Richard Bagot, kindly looked up this matter for me, but told me that the letter 
conceming James Grahme's reappointment to the office, which he had already held 
under the Duke of York, is much tom and that he cannot give me any further 
information respecting the precise date . Grahme had, in 1675, married a Maid of 
Honour to the Duchess of York. He officiated as Keeper of the Privy Purse to this 
Princess in 1679-seeibid., 38-and, according to the Dictionary of National Biography, 
soon after was acting in the Same capacity to the Duke of York; but Ed. Cham berla yne, 
in his Angl2:ce Notitia, p. 155, and p. 200 in 1677, and p. 201 in 1679, prints Grahme's 
name as Keeper of the Privy Purse to the Duke. Although he spells it Grimes, there 
can be little doubt that Grahme is intended. In Anglice Notitia, p. 200, of 1676, the 
place was held by Lord Duras, a naturalised Frenchman, and it seems probable that 
Grahme may have succeeded him in the course of that year or early in 1677, for the 
Earl of Feversham, as Louis Durfort, Baron Duras, had then become, ,,,ent as 
Ambassador to France in 1677. Previously to his elevation, ill 1673, to the English 

/ 

I 
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Possibly May continued to act until then, or perhaps he 
handed his r905 medals to Nathaniel Crew, the Clerk of the Closet
or his deputy Thomas Donkley, or returned some of them to the 
Mint to be recoined, but in any case the issue of April II should not, 
I think, be confused with a grant of £250 noted from James II's 
Exchequer on April 8, because this payment does not find a place 
in May's receipts from the Treasury, wherein the last item consists 
of £500 on January 9, r684-5.1 Neither did May have authority 
in the matter, as it appears, after February 6. 

Presumably Grahme entered on his new office in time for the 
great Easter healing,2 for which a large quantity of medals would 
be required. About rooo would be issued for £250, and the money 
being only paid as an instalment, many more may have been ordered. 

A letter signed by Henry GUy,3 the Secretary of the Treasury, 
is dated from the Treasury Chambers, April 8, r685, and is addressed 
to the" Honble Sir Robert Howard, Audr of his Mats Receipts of 
Exchange," and orders that certain moneys" to be paid this weeke 
into the Exchequer" should be at once reissued for various purposes. 

Amongst many items, small and great, we read: "To the 
Comrs of Mint for healing Medalls by way of advance £250 : 0 : 0." 

The next piece of evidence which has met my eye is a warrant 
for £500 under date July 25, r685, again signed by Guy. This 
document, kindly shown to me by Mr. W. V. Daniell, concerned 
another advance to the Commissioners of the Mint to provide healing 
medals. 

These two . sums added together would not supply more than 
about 3000 gold pieces, and we .must assume that a considerably 
greater outlay occurred in the first year after the accession of James, 
judging from the expenditure chronicled a little later in the reign. 

Peerage, as Baron Duras of Holdenby, he is mentioned in the earlier volumes by 
Chamberlayne under his French title, Marquis de Blanquefori;, as Privy Purse to 
the Duke of York, and even later, for he so appears in the issue of 1674, p. 230, but 
in 1675, p. 200, he is entered under his English title. 

1 Calendar of Treasury Books, vol. vii, p. 1488. 
2 Easter day fell on April 19 in 1685. 
• MS. State Papers Domestic, Jac. II, uncalendared, vol. i. 
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But we must remember that the 1905 medals in - hand bring 
the number up to little short of 5000, and we might possibly add 
many more, when such few papers as are to be found in the Public 
Record Office, referring to the Treasury under James, have been 
ably calendared for our use, as are those of Charles II. The fact 
that I have found no evidence, beyond the two items mentioned 
above, cannot be taken as any indication that no more money was 
paid into the mint, for apart from the yet unsorted condition of the 
State Papers Domestic, to which I have referred, we are not so well 
placed with regard to quantity as is the case with the Treasury 
entries of Charles II. A great number of documents immediately 
preceding the Revolution of 1688 disappeared with James on his 
retirement from England, and although some few Stuart Papers, 
now at Windsor Castle, were saved from the wreck and are in process 
of careful arrangement, they do not provide us with much financial 
information concerning James II.I 

A very limited number of State Papers Domestic may be seen in 
the Public Record Office, extending from 1685 to the end of 1688, and 
these five volumes I have been permitted to examine. But these 
documents being as yet uncalendared, I have not found it easy to be 
certain that no item has escaped my eye. 

Fortunately the " King's Warrants"2 for the greater part of 
James II's reign arid certain Mint Rolls, also in the Record Office, 
afford much help. 

To the accident that the affairs of the Privy Purse were still 
under discussion in the reign of Queen Anne, we owe the preservation 
of Grahme's healing accounts for the year 1687, to which I shall 

1 Purchased partly in r 805 by the Prince Regent, afterwards George IV, from the 
Abbe James Waters and partly in r822, after prolon~ed negotiations, from Dr. Robert 
Watson, who had acquired them in r8r6-r7, these documents, known as the Stuart 
Papers, contain very little matter antecedent to r7r6. The portion referring to 
James II was ably calendared in r902, and is contained in vel. i, pp. r to r60. The 
entire collection is not yet published, but this fact does not affect the period now un.der 
discussion. 

2 Public Record Office, T, 52, series, vol. x, running from February, r684-5 , 
to April, r 686, vol. xi from May, r686, to January, r 686-7, and vol. xii, January, 
r686-7, to May, r688. 
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later have occasion to refer. l These are helpful, although some
what confused, and not altogether in agreement with the Mint 
accounts, being, in truth, but the recapitulation of a statement 
now mlssmg. A certain amount of correspondence elucidating them 
may be found in Anne's Treasury Papers. 2 A few insignificant 
items in Grahme's accounts cover a longer period than others and 
range from February, r684-5, to the 27th of December, r687, whilst 
payments were received by him as late as r688. 

But we are almost in the dark as to the earlier part of 
James II's reign, when, according to the documents quoted on our 
p. 9r, payments for the healing money were made directly to the Mint 
from the Exchequer. 

We have Mint accounts3 running from September, r684J to 
July, r686, but these contain no mention of healing-pieces. Had the 
Mint Master, Thomas Neale, with his coadjutors, Charles Duncombe 
and James Hoare, charged on this Mint Roll for touchpieces, as 
Neale did in his statements of the following years, our position 
would have been clearer. This omission is the more unfortunate, 
because information concerning coronation and naval medals, 
equally remote from the ordinary expenses of coinage, salaries, 
etc., is to be found in the first Mint Roll of James II. In the reign 
of Charles II we have seen4 that it was only when rendering special 
details concerning money derived from the Dunkirke treasure, that 
Slingsby, then Master of the Mint, entered certain expenses for 
healing-pieces on an official Pipe Roll. But as regards James we 
must rest content with Grahme's explanation, given in a letter to 
Queen Anne,5 that " during the time he was Keeper of the Privy 

1 Declared Accounts, Pipe Office, Roll 2797, and Ibid., Audit Office, Bundle 2021, 
Roll 6. These documents, excepting in some minor details, are duplicates, and as 
the latter is fragile, being on paper instead of parchment, I shall generally give 
reference to the Pipe Office Roll by preference. 

: MS. Treasury Papers, Anne, T. I, vol. lxxxiii, No. IIO; vol. lxxxv, No. 82 ; 
and vol. lxxxix, Nos. 141 and 142. 

, Declared Accounts of the Master of the Mint, Pipe Office, Roll 2094, and 
Warden's Account, Audit Office, Bundle 1603, Roll 68. 

4 See British Numismatic Journal, vol. xiii, pp. 141-143; Declared Accounts, 
Pipe Office, Rolls 2088 and 209!. 

5 MS. Treasury Papers, T. I, vol. lxxxv, No. 82. 
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Purse and always before, the charge of the healing was paid out 
of the same, but the King finding it arises to a Greater Sum than 
formerly was pleas'd some time before he left the Kingdorrie to order 
a Privy Seal for that pticular service w ch past in yor Petrs name." 

The first official notice which has rewarded my search in regard 
to James Grahme as Keeper of the Privy Purse to the King, is an 
order for a Privy Seal, under date July 4, 1685, with a contemporary 
note saying that it was drawn on the 8th.l But this concerns 
£20,000 per annum for the ordinary expenses of his office and 
no mention is made of healing. Other warrants follow on 
January 12, 1685-6,2 and on November 9, 1686,3 for a similar 
purpose, and again on May 17, 1687,4 February 21, 1687-8,5 for 
the (( use and service of our Privy Purse without acct," the sum not 
exceeding £20,000 being always specified. But under date" 26 day 
of April 1687 " we find the first order written to the Commissioners 
of the Treasury for a Privy Seal to which Grahme's explanation can 
refer. 6 Too long to quote in full, I note that it gives to Grahme 
or his assigns power to obtain "by way of Imprest upon Acct

" 

such sums of money as "ye shall thinke necessary for 
the provision of Angel gold or otherwise Medalls or pieces of Crowne 
Gold to be used by us in healing together with all other Charges 
attending the said service." 

The Privy Seal itself is not available, but we know that the 
sum authorised must have been £4000, and the King's signature 
must have been affixed on the 30th of April, for Grahme drew £rooo 

M 

" in part paymt of the sum of iiijli by Writt of Privy Seal bearing 
date XXXth April in the third year of his said Mats Reigne."7 
A further advance of £255 was made under these same Letters Patent. 
This Privy Seal of April, 1687, was in turn either reinforced or 

1 King's Warrants, P.R.O., T. 52, vol. X, p. I57. 
2 Ibid., p. 268. 
3 Ibid., vol. xi, pp. I77-I78. 
, Ibid." vol. xii, p. IIO. 

6 Ibid., vol. xii, p. 403 . 
. 6 Ibid., vol. xii, p. go. 

7 Declared Accounts, Audit Office, Bundle 202I, Roll 6. 
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superseded by a fresh document on the 3rst of October in the King's 
fourth year.1 

. 

And I might venture to suggest that these documents were 
supplementary rather than subversive of the old allowance, made 
regularly to the Keeper of . the Privy Purse, which was in r667-8 
granted under Charles II at a fixed sum.2 

The Mint Master's account,3 running from July 22, r686, to 
the last day of September in r687, refers to this new Privy Seal of 
r688, which is somewhat strange seeing that it was not issued until 
after the conclusion of the account. The Master, in his table of 
expenditure, under the head of " Money paid upon Acd for various 

M C 

purposes," claims for and is allowed" ye value of xiij iiij Medalls 
of gold for healing delivered Mr. Grahme pursuant to sevll orders 
of ye Lordes Comrs of ye Treasry between ye second of Feb'ry r686 [7 J 
and ye viij of Naber r687; as by ye said Orders and ye Receipts 
of ye said Mr. Grahme appeares. The value of wh said meddalls 
as directed by Ires under ye privy seale of King James ye second 
bearing date ye xxxj4 day of October in ye iiij year of his Reigne 
to be allowed to this Accomptant and to be sett in sup upon ye sd 
Mr. Grahme in order to his Accompting for ye same amounting to 

L L L 

MMMCCCXLjli XVS iijd. 
James Grahme's Declared Accounts cover this particular period 

and, in the evidence of expenditure which he produces, go back 
a little further and advance slightly beyond t.he Mint Roll. From 
Grahme himself we learn that yet another thousand medals were 
expended between the 8th of November, r687, and the 27th of 

1 Ibid., and Declared Accounts, Pipe Office, Mint Accounts, Roll 20g7. 
2 See British Numismatic Journal, vol. xiii, pp. 145-48. 
3 Declared Accounts, Pipe Office, Roll 20g5. 2 FeiTry. 1686 being according to 

O.S. , comes within the limits of the account, but the 8th of November overlaps its 
conclusion on September 30th. It was, however, not presented until May 8, 168g, 
when it passed the Exchequer under William and Mary. 

4 This Privy Seal is more than once mentioned in the Mint Rolls, and Grahme 
gives the " tenour " of it in his accounts, but Queen Anne's auditor of the Exchequer 
mentions that the original was, in 1704, no longer to be found. 
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December following, and it is somewhat startling to realise that he 
actually produced evidence that 14,364 touchpieces were given to 
the sick in the course of one year, namely between January 7, 1686-7, 
and the 23rd December following. 

But it will be well to return to the accession of James and see 
what information we can glean from the newspapers of the earlier 
part of his reign. 

J ames II lost no time in announcing his readiness to touch for 
the Evil, a practice which commended itself to his love of self
mortification. The London Gazette gives evidence of this fact under 
date March 4, 1684-5. "His Majesty," runs t.he official account, 
" was graciously pleased this day to begin to Touch for the King's 
Evil and will continue to do so till Easter. "1 

Again a sidelight is thrown on the number of healings during 
the later months of 1685, continuing until after the Easter of 1686. 
J ames, unlike his brother, suffered an unlimited crowd of patients 
to approach him, but like Charles, postponed his receptions during 
the hot season, for fear that infectious diseases, more prevalent in 
summer, should be spread by the crowds of patients. 

Of this recess the newspapers give notice, but attract attention 
to the great number of persons he has received during Michaelmas, 
Xmas and Lent. 2 The King had, so reads the official declaration, 
under date April 8th and April 21, "been graciously pleased since 
September last to Hea,l Publickly for the Evil Weekly and many times 
oftener till Easter, in which time he healed several Thousands, 
the great part of which were Inhabitants of London and Parts 
adjacent." It was then ,announced that he would, because the 
"warm Weather approacheth," discontinue the practice unless 
required to heal urgent cases and" such as come from Parts remote." 
This temporary cessation was to last "until towards Michaelmas 
unless on Progress." 

/ 

The exception in favour of certain patients was a concession 

1 London Gazette, No. ZOI3. 
2 Ibid., No. zIz8, April 8, and No. ZI3I, April ZI, I686. Easter fell on 

April 4th in I686. 
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on the part of James, but we must remember that Charles also often 
healed privately between the usual seasons. 

The weekly healings were resumed in due course, and under 
date September 30, and again on October 8, r686, we find the 
London Gazette1 giving notice of the place where tickets for the 
ceremony were to be obtained. (( His Majesty is graciously pleased 
to appoint to Heal weekly for the Evil upon Fridays, and hath 
commanded his Physicians and Chyrurgeons to attend at the Office 
appointed for that purpose in the Meuse upon Thursdays in the 
Afternoons to give out Tickets. Hereof all Ministers of Parishes 
are required to take Notice and to be careful to Register the Certifi
cates they give in a book kept for that purpose." 

The eminent surgeon, John Browne, writing in the reign of 
Charles II, at the end of r683, had suggested that a blank copy 
of the authorised certificate should be printed and sent to (( every 
Bishop of his Diocess and these signed by their own Hands and 
Sign Manual, and thence should be communicated to every Surrogate 
throughout his Diocess, who at their several Meetings and Visitations 
should acquaint their Brother Ministers thereof or distribute the 
same to them.' '2 

We noticed in the latter days of Charles II,3 that this desired 
copy of the official pass was placed by the King's order in the Parish 
Registers, and it may be of interest to offer· our readers the words 
of the certificate, as used in the reign of his successor. By the 
kindness of the Reverend J. D. Paton, Vicar of South Stoneham 
Church, Southampton, I am in a position to print the document ,. 
which he has been so good as to copy for me. I t is pasted in the 
beginning of the earliest register at South Stoneham and runs as. 
follows, differing hardly at all from the printed directions issued 
in the London Gazette in the reign of the late King. 4 

1 L ondon Gazette, No. 2178, September 30, and No. 2180, October 8, 1686. 
• Browne's Charisma, p. 84. 
3 British Numismatic Journal, vol. xiii, pp. II5-II6. 
• In the London Gazette, No. 1976, October 27, 1684, it had been notified that 

by the Order in Council of the previous January 9, this registration was rendered 
compulsory. But seeing that it was still neglected, the certificate, almost word 

H 
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" The Coppy of a Certificate to be given to such as are afflicted 
with ye King's Evil. We the Ministers and Churchwardens of the 
Parish of S : Stoneham in ye County of Southton doe hereby certifie 
that N.F. of this Parish-Aged about __ yeares is afflicted as 
we are credibly informed with the desease called the King's Evil 
and to the best of our knowledge has not therefore [sic]l been 
touched by His Majesty for the said desease. In testimopy whereof 
we have hereunto set our handes and seales this __ day of __ 
A.D. __ Vicar __ Churchwardens __ Registered by me __ dated 
1685·" 

The entry in Parish Registers of the names of those to whom 
certificates had been granted is by no means uncommon,2 but 
these registers also show that many sufferers were spared the expense 
of the journey by the King's kindness in touching at all times of 
the year when on progress. 

The neglect of the command to register the names of the patients 
provoked a fresh order, published in the London Gazette, No. 2270, 
under date September 19-22, 1687. "His Majesty having been 
pleas'd in the late Progress to touch for the Evil about 5000 Persons, 
His Majestie's Sergeant Chyrurgion hath observed a great Neglect 
in the Ministers at the several Parishes in not keeping (as they 
ought to do) an exact Register of those for whom they have Certify'd 

for word as that which I have given in our text, was set forth in the public Press, 
Dr. Crawfurd, in his King's Evil, p , IIO, gives a slightly varied certificate of earlier 
date, 25 OCtober, 1684, at Waterfall, near Leek 

1 "Therefore" in the usual copies reads" heretofore," 
• In the Gentleman's Magazine, voL 45, pt, I, New Series, p, 38, under the title 

of "More Worcestershire Superstitions," the writer, Mr. J. Noaks, mentions the 
entry in the register at Chaddesley Corbett, under date November 24, 1685, of the 
certificate granted to one Gervase Burford, and Dr. Crawfurd, p, III of The King's 
Evil, gives instances from various registers, and also publishes from churchwarden's 
accounts, sums of 5s, or lOS, granted for the expenses of the journey, Dr. Magrath, 
in his Flemings in Oxford, voL i, p, 453, shows Daniel Fleming as noting in his private 
accounts a payment' in 1669 of £10 to his brother, " towards his charges in going 
unto London to get the King's touch for ye Evil," whilst on January 3, 1684-5, he 
enters, voL ii, p, 351, the donation of 6d, to a " Poor man troubled with ye King's 
Evil," probably a wayfarer whom he met. 
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in order to their obtaining Tickets to be touched. For want whereof 
several Abuses have been committed and many that have been 
Touched before, producing Certificates as if it had not been so, 
had New Pieces of Gold given them contrary to the established 
Order of which the respective Ministers therefore are required to 
be more careful for the future." 

By the kindness of the Rev. R. S. Medlicott, now Rector of 
Newbury, but late Vicar of Portsmouth, I have the figures from the 
Register of St. Thomas a Becket's Church in the latter town. 

Isolated cases in April, r685,. suggest the usual expeditions to 
London, but ' in the year r686 we find 7 and 63 persons respectively 
touched on consecutIve days, namely August 29 and 30, whilst r5 
had been presented to the King's hand at another date, unfortunately 
undecipherable, in the same month. Again, in r687, we notice 
88 cases on August r6. 

But these numbers are as nothing compared to those reported 
by Bishop Cartwright,1 who on August 27, r687, received James 
in his diocese, whilst on the same journey which included the visit 
to Portsmouth as above mentioned. 

J ames II touched the sick in great numbers; 5000 indeed, as 
we have seen on this particular progress, of a few weeks' duration. 
No fatigue seemed to be too great for him. Anthony a Wood, under 
date September 4, r687, writes that, visiting Christchurch, Oxford, 
" being Sunday he went about 9 of the Clock, into the Cathedral, 
where he touched that Morn, and the next about 7 and 800 People."2 
Wood's language is rather indefinite, and he may mean that between 
700 and 800 were touched in the course of the two days, but his 
use of the word" and" is indicative that James received 700 on 
the Sunday and 800 on the Monday. Bishop Cartwright is more 
precise, and shows that the activities of Charles were certainly 
rivalled by his brother. Visits to seek a cure from James were 
not prompted, we must remember, as had been the case with regard 

1 Diary of T. C, commencing Aug, r 686 and terminating October r687, Camdea 
Society's Publications, vol. xxii, pp. 74-75. 

• Lives of Leland, H earne, and Wood, vol. ii, p. 353· 
H 2 
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to his predecesor on the throne, by any excitement such as that on 
which Lord Macaulay remarks as being due to political reaction 
at certain periods of his reign. 1 "The number," writes this historian, 
speaking of healings under Charles II, " seems to have increased or 
diminished as the King's popularity rose or fell ." 

To what cause the unprecedented flow of patients to James was 
due, it is not easy to guess, but the frequency of the healings 
in r687 is mirrored in the use of the King's curative powers 
as a simile by the Quakers in an address, thanking James II 
for his Declaration of Indulgence. They said that until then they 
had been held to be "men of seditious Principals," and this was 
" such a sore Evil, as could only be cured by your Majestie's Royal 
Hand. The gentle Touch of your Sovereign Mercy hath effectually 
done it and healed us not only of the smart, but the reproach of our 
Sufferings. "2 

The Progress partly described in r687 by the Bishop of Chester 
was not even at the beginning of the King's reign whilst he was 
still popular, nor was there cause for the enthusiasm which compelled 
Charles to touch 600 persons at one sitting immediately after the 
Restoration. But it may well be that the Declaration of Indulgence, 
whilst it alienated some of his subjects, caused a revulsion in his 

. favour amongst the Dissenters, who equally with the Roman Catholics 
profited thereby. 

Bishop Thomas Cartwright notes 800 persons coming to be 
healed in Chester, besides others at Holywell, in three days, during 
the visit of James, in August, r687, to Cheshire and Wales. 3 We 
find the Anglican prelate explaining that after the King's levee 
on August 28 he, Cartwright, "attended him into the choir where 
he healed 350 persons." 

The next day James started at half-past six in the morning 
for St. Winifred's Well in Flintshire, then called Holywell, "to 

1 History of England, vol. iii, p. 479, ed. 1855. 
• London Gazette, No. 2273, Sep. I, 1687. 
3 Diary of T. C., p. 74. 
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dine and heal,"l but the number touched is not specified. After 
his levee « he had mass in the presence chamber, where he eat," 
and from thence the Bishop again attended him into the choir 
of the Cathedral, « where he healed 450 people, from thence to a 
penthouse where he breakfasted under a state and from thence he 
took horse about ten of the clock."2 

A note3 appended to Cartwright's Diary tells us that the King 
left \Vindsor on the r6th of August and went through Portsmouth, 
Bath, Gloucester, ~Torcester, Ludlow, Shrewsbury, and Whitchurch, 
arriving at Chester on the 27th. 

\ iVe have records of the healings at \i\Torcester4 and also, as 
we have seen, at Portsmouth. vVe are' told that he held a service 
in Worcester Cathedral, and at Portsmouth it is traditionally said 
that he performed the rite « on the Ramparts 'above the Grand 
Parade."5 According to the Registers of St. Thomas's Church, 
it must have been on this occasion that James touched 88 persons. 
Portsmouth was a favourite resort both of Charles and his brother 
J ames, and the visit of r687 was made further memorable by the 
latter's presentation of some fine plate to the parish church of St. 
Thomas a Becket. 6 

Curiously enough, in spite of the many instances of touching 
for the Evil at Portsmouth in these two reigns, Charles healing 

1 St. Winifred's Well was much frequented by J ames II's Catholic subjects, 
and miraculous cures have even of late years been reported to be brought about by 
bathing in its waters. A comparatively short time ago, as the effect of some draining 
in the neighbourhood, the well dried, but after a time the water came back and the 
pilgrimages have recommenced. 

2 Diary oj T. C., August 30, 1687, p. 75. 
3 Note" a " by the Rev. Joseph Hunter, who in 1843 edited the Diary in his 

own possession. 
• Gentleman's Magazine, New Series, vol. 45, part i, p. 38, 1856-More 

Worcestershire Superstitions, by J. Noake. 
S Hants Field Club and Archceological Society's Proceedings, vol. vii, part iii, 

p . xlii. Fifth Excursion, July 28, 1915, by the Rev. R. S. Medlicott, then Vicar of 
Portsmouth. 

• Ibid., "Tvvo faire Flaggons plaine and one small silver patten," the latter 
still remaining in the church. 
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frequently there, and James receiving in the years 1685 to 16871 
no fewer than 177 persons within the city, patients still visited 
London for relief. It is noticeable that Worcester, although included 
by James in his healing progress, had under Charles II countenanced 
the rival healer, namely Valentine Greatrakes, to whom a dinner 
at the expense of flo 14s. was voted by the inhabitants of the 
Cathedral city. This person, known as "Greatrakes the Stroker," · 
who for a brief period in the reign of Charles II healed by touch and 
prayer, used the formula: " God Almighty heal thee for his mercy's 
sake." He seems to have handled his patients much as was done 
by the King, but for the fact that he gave them no touchpiece or 
keepsake. 2 Seeing that Greatrakes is depicted pressing the sores 
of a poor lad, I ~ave borrowed a copy of William Faithorne's plate 
of this "healer" as our frontispiece,3 although he, dying in 1683, 
was no rival of James, who might not have treated his claims with 
the same contemptuous tolerance as his brother Charles had extended 
to " the Stroker " and other honorary" Faith healers" of his day.4 
The name given Greatrakes by Dr. Henry Stubbe, in writing of him 
as "The Miraculous Conformist," in contradistinction to Thomas 
Rodwell, a dissenting preacher, who had also professed such powers, S 

brings us to the discussion of the attitude assumed by James to the 

1 Infonnation received from the Rev. R. S. Medlicott, obtained by him from 
his successor, the Rev. W. H. David, from the register of St. Thomas a Becket's Church, 
Portsmouth. This volume gives, as regards James, three isolated names on Aplil 5, 
9, and 13 respectively in 1685, I on March 28, 1686, 15 on August 15 (?), 7 on the 
29th and 63 on the 30th of the same m~nth, and 88 as stated above in August, 1687' 
The large numbers in both 1686 and 1687 suggest receptions held at Portsmouth. 

• [bid., and Notes and Queries, June, 1864, p. 489. 
• This plate was originally engraved by Faithorne the Elder for his "Brief 

Account of Mr. Valentine Greatraks and Divers of the Strange Cures By him lately 
Perfonned Written by himself in a Letter addressed to the Honble. Robert Boyle 
Esqre. 1666." It has been several times reproduced and my thanks are due to 
Mr. W. V. Daniell for the copy of the plate in this volume. 

4 Much controversy was raised, resulting in ·the defence mentioned in our last 
note, which was published as an answer to David Lloyd's Wonders no Miracles, 
which was itself a reply to the Miraculous Conformist, by Henry Stubbe, 1665-6. 

6 Rodwell was condemned to death by Judge Jeffreys, but the sentence was 
revoked by King Charles. See The King's Evil, p . 120. 
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Protestant or Catholic rendering of the healing service which, as 
we have seen, was usually performed in our cathedrals or churches. 

White Kennet, made Bishop of Peterborough by George I, 
but already in Holy Orders at the time with which we are dealing, 
and therefore to be trusted because speaking from personal observa
tion, wrote in his R egisters Ecclesiastical and Civil in the margin of 
Charles II's healing service, "This, I think was the only Office 
changed by K. James II and performed by his popish priests."! 
Dr. Crawfurd, in his King's Evil, points to the simultaneous 
appearance in 1686, in Latin with English rubrics and wholly in 
English, of two editions of the pre-Reformation Healing Prayers. 
This ritual is according to the usage of Henry VII,2 and contains 
the invocation to the Virgin Mary, omitted in the services of Elizabeth, 
and the three Stuarts, who preceded James II on the throne. 

Whilst Dr. Crawfurd considers that this publication justifies 
White Kennet's remark about the change in the form of the office, 
he found no evidence of the attendance of the Catholic clergy.3 
He, on the contrary, brought forward much valuable testimony 
concerning the ministrations of the Protestant bishops, quoting the 
Diary of Cartwright of Chester, to which we have referred, and that 
of Simon Patrick, Dean of Peterborough and afterwards Bishop of 
Chichester and Ely successively.4 ." On Ash Wednesday5 the King 
was pleased to touch," writes Patrick, discussing the attitude of James 
on his accession towards the Anglican Church, " and the chaplains of 

1 Registers containing Matters of Fact Towards Discovering the History of 
England, p . 731 of edition of 173I. 

2 Published by Henry Hills, the Court Printer. Copies may be seen in the 
British Museum wholly in English, 1037. a. 18, and in Latin with English rubrics, 
3407. c. 101 and 6. b. 10. The latter, in the King's Library, passed through the 
hands of George III and was rebound for him with his royal monogram, but was, of 
course, not used by this monarch. For the English version see the King's Evil, 
pp. 132 - 136. 

3 King's Evil, p. 136. 
• Autobiography of Simon Patrick, published in 1839, from his own manuscript 

at Oxford, p. 105. 
5 This was the Ash Wednesday immediately after the accession of James-

ergo March 4, 1684-5, see our p. 96. 
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our religion attended and read the prayers as usually has been done." 
Dr. Crawfurd also instances the ministrations on one occasion of 
Thomas White, Bishop of Peterborough.1 

It has been left for Dr. Magrath, Provost of Queen's College, 
Oxford, to explain to us that James did indeed at times, so early 
as the second year of his reign, dispense with the services of the 
Anglican clergy.2 I have, moreover, found proof in the Treasury 
Papers and Pipe Rolls, that Father Petre, the Confessor of James II, 
officiated at healings from October, 1687, onward as Clerk of Closet. 

Dr. Magrath, editing the private correspondence of the House 
of Fleming, quotes a letter written by Dr. Thomas Smith, Bishop 
of Carlisle, and addressed to Sir Daniel Fleming, under date June 3, 
1686, which definitely proves that before the appointment of Petre, 
J ames called in his Catholic clergy to his assistance at Healings. 
But the words of Smith point to the fact as an innovation of recent 
date. 

" Last week," wrote the Bishop of Carlisle, (( his Majesty dis
missed his Prot: Chaplains at Windsor from attending at ye Ceremony 
of Healing web was performed by his Romish Priests: ye service 
in Latin as in Hen: 7th time I pray Sir, that not anything 
of ye News above be known to come from me. "3 

Dr. Magrath, 'in the preface of his interesting second volume, 
refers to the following passage in Luttrell's Diary of slightly earlier 
date, that is to say in May, 1686.4 

(( The 23rd," writes the industrious collector of news, Narcissus 
Luttrell, (( being Whitsunday the King touched for the evill, but 
had not as usual any of the bishops, but his own priests." 

We may note that Thomas Sprat, Bishop of Rochester, had 
on the 29th of the previous December, namely at the end, according 

1 The King's Evil, p. 139-quoting Letters from the Bodleian 
2 The Flemings in Oxford, vol. ii, pp. xiv and xv, and 159. Vol. lxii of the 

Oxford Historical Society's Publication. Dr. Magrath's first volume appeared in 
1903 and the second in 1913. 

3 Letter written from Rose Castle, Cumberland, June 3, 1686. 
• Narcissus Luttrell's Diary, vol. i, p. 376, and The Flemings in Oxford, note 5 

to p. 159, and preface, pp. xiv, xv. 
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to new style, of the year 1685, been sworn Clerk of the Closet to 
J ames II, and, according to the statements of the Declared Accounts 
of James Grahme, he, as Privy Purse, delivered 12,492 medals 
into the ' hands of that Prelate between January 7, 1686-7 and 
October 28, 1687, whilst his entries against Father Petre only extend 
to 1872 pieces from the latter date to the 23rd of the December 
following. 

Edward Petre, second son of Sir Francis Petre, came of a devout 
Catholic family, and belonged to the Society of Jesuits. He enjoyed 
the entire confidence of James, who on his accession to the throne 
summoned the priest to Court and shortly afterwards gave him the 
superintendence of his Chapel. In 1686 the King conferred upon 
him the name of Privy Counsellor, but this honour, although not 
revoked, was, owing to public dissatisfaction, suspended for a time; 
the title was, however, finally bestowed on him in 1687.1 

The London Gazette of the lIth November makes the official 
announcement: "This day the Honourable and Reverend Father 
Petre, Clerk of the Closet to his Majesty, was sworn of his Majesty's 
most Honourable Privy Council, and accordingly took his place 
at the Board."2 The historian, John Lingard,3 speaks of Petre 
as appearing in Chapel on November 6, the Sunday preceding this 
event, in the dress of a secular priest, as Clerk of the Closet to the 
King, but it seems that he had already officiated at Healings a week 
earlier, and I might even suggest that when James was on progress 
the service "vas probably conducted by Petre at Holywell, whither 
obviously Bishop Cartwright did not accompany his royal 
master. 

We must, however, call attention to the fact that all the prelates 

1 Petre fled to France the night before his royal master left \iVhitehall, and never 
saw James again. He finished his life in 1699 as Rector of the College of St. Omer, 
a post he had held since 1698. 

2 London Gazette, No. 2294. In the Privy Seal of October 30, 1688, Edward . 
Petre is described as " Our Rt. Trusty and Wellbeloved Councellour ye Reverend 
Father-Edward Petre." See Declared Acco2mts, Pipe Office, Roll 2797. 

~ Lingard's History of England, vol. xiii, pp. II4-II5, edition of 1839. 
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in attendance on James were, with the exception of White/ very 
complaisant to the King's wishes. Cartwright was notorious for 
his subservience to James, and although he died in the Protestant 
faith in Ireland, whither he had followed his master in ~689, and 
held Anglican services ~t St. Germains, it was said that he did more 
work for the. Roman Church in England before the Revolution than 
if he had actually adopted its tenets. 2 

Sprat, like Cartwright, was a tool of James and was imprisoned 
for a short time on suspicion of conspiracy for his Restoration, but 
did not carry his advocacy to the length of following the King into 
exile. 

Crew, who was already Clerk of the Closet under Charles, and who 
had been promoted by the new King at the end of the year r685-6 
to the office of Dean of the Chapel Royal, was more mean-spirited 
than either Cartwright or Sprat, and deserted James, voting for his 
abdication. It was reported that, even in the lifetime of Charles II, 
Nathaniel Crew, second son of Lord Crew of Stene, Bishop of Oxford 
and afterwards Bishop of Durham, owed such favour as he possessed 
to the Duke of York, who had procured for him his original appoint
ment as Clerk of the Closet in r669 in succession to Walter Blandford, 
Bishop of Oxford. 

Whilst all went well with James, Crew was the most servile 
of all his followers. In December, r685-6, Henry Compton,3 
Bishop of London, was suspended from all duties connected 
with his see, for his steadfast opposition to James' innovations 
In Church matters.4 He was not deprived of his revenues, but · 
in September, r686, Sprat of Rochester, Crew of Durham, and 

1 Thomas White of Peterborough, a man of strong and honourable character, 
was one of the bishops who, with Sancroft, incurred the enmity of James by opposing 
the second Declaration of Indulgence in May, 1688. 

2 Burnet's History of His Own Times, vol. iii, p. 144, ed. 1833. 
,3 Compton was reinstated under William and Mary, and amongst other offices 

resumed his attendance as Dean of the Chapel. 
4 Luttrell enter~ in his Diary, vol. i, p. 368-" 18 Dec. 1685. His Majestie 

hath dismissed the Bishop of London from his place as dean of the chappell royal. 
The 29, the Bishop of Dnrham was sworn dean of his Majesties chappell royal and the 
Bishop of Rochester, clerk of the closet to his Majestie." 
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White of Peterborough, were appointed to administer his see. 
These three, together with Cartwright, are noted as attending the 
Healings of James, and as concerns Sprat, Crew, and Cartwright, 
it seems likely that the King would have met with little opposition 
if he wished the service conducted according to pre-Reformation 
rites. It seems, therefore, certain that at times James did use 
the ministrations of the Anglican bishops and at others those of 
his own confessor. The English or Latin version, published by 
royal command in r686, would be in requisition according to 
circumstances, the former read in the Cathedrals by the Bishops, 
the latter in private chapels 'such as Windsor and Holywell. 

The fact that Sprat succeeded Crew as Clerk of the Closet in 
December, r685-6, possesses the following element of interest as 
regards touchpieces . . 

Grahme, in his accounts, makes a separate charge for 662 
medals, "which when ye said Accompt was stated remained in 
ye hands of Thomas Dunckley, Depty to ye Rt Reverend Father 
in God N athaniell Bishop of Durham late Clerk of ·our · Closett for 
ye service of Our Healing." ~rahme states that these medals 
cost £r64 r7s. 4d., and it is difficult to place them with regard to 
date, for they are not included in the r4,400 healing-pieces, or, to 
be more arithmetically accurate, r4,364,1 for which Sprat, Petre 
and " James Pearse Esqre2 Our Sergeant Surgeon" were made 
to vouch as expended in r687. The allusion to Nathaniel Crew of 
Durham instead of the Bishop of Rochester, if it be not a slip of the 
clerk's pen, points to the pieces as the residue from some former 

1 The total is given in the Declared Accounts as 14,400, but the separate items 
for which Sprat and Petre were responsible-12,492 and 1872 respectively-make 

14,364. 
: I have been unable to find the date of Pearse's appointment, but it must have 

been made in the time of Charles II , for Chamberlayne mentions him as " Chirurgeon 
to the King's person and Chirurgeon General to all his Majesties Army and Navy "
in 1684-see AnglitB Notitia, 15th edition, p. 180. He reappears as "the first 
Chimrgeon" in 1687, ibid., 16th edition, p. 159. The I 7th edition gives us, in 1692, 
William Van Loon in his place, and Luttrell, writing on October 19,1693, says, " Mr. 
Pearse, Surgeon Generall to the late King died lately "-Diary, vol. iii, p. 208, and 
Miege 's New State of England in I 69 ~ associat es Thomas Gardiner with Van Loon . 
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account, not now extant, of the first year of James II's reign, for 
Thomas Dunckley, or Donkley as his name is more frequently spelt, 
served the successor of Crew as well as himself, so that we should 
have expected at the end of r687, at which time the (( Accompt 
was stated," to find him designated as Deputy to the Bishop of 
Rochester. 1 His service dated from a time antecedent to that 
of the Crew of Durham, for the latter came in r669 into the plac~ 
of Clerk of the Closet, whilst Donkley already kept the books as 
Keeper of the Closet in r667, if not before. It is possible that 
Donkley was superseded in his duties by Fergus Grahme on the 
appointment of Father Petre, for his brother, James Grahme. Keeper 
of the Privy Purse, writing many years later to Queen Anne about 
her father's healing medals, told her that he could not (( render a 
regular account" because (( the care of that matt r 

" had been in the 
hands of his brother Fergus then in exile. 2 

I have in a former volume drawn attention to the kindness 
displayed by Queen Anne towards James Grahme. 3 It is obvious 
that the hurried departure of King James left the Keeper of the 
Privy Purse with his affairs in disorder. But enough evidence was 
available to satisfy Anne, who acted on her father's letters of Privy 
Seal which, as was averred in I704, " cannot now be Executed without 
further Directions which Her Present Majesty has been pleased by 
Lres under her Privy Seale bearing date ye xxvj day of April in 
ye Third year of Her Reigne to give." Consequently Grahme was 
in a very awkward position, being, as Edward Harley and Robert 
Bridges, the Auditors of the Exchequer, expressed it, (( upon his 
Accompt" for £I250 advanced him by the Exchequer "and 

1 Donkley's name still appears as Keeper of the Closet in Chamberlayne's 
Anglice Notitia, p. 138, 16th ed., of the year 1687, at a fee of £5 per annum. 
In 1692, 17th ed., no name is printed as the holder of this office of Clerk. p. IIO. 

Chamberlayne's useful pUblication appeared about every other year, but not regularly, 
being sometimes pri-nted two years in succession, whilst it occasionally missed a 
longer period. 

• MS. Treasury Papers, T. 1, vol. lxxxv, No. 82. 
3 British Numismatic Journal, vol. xi, pp. 281-7 
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also for the value of I4,400 Medalls received at the Mint 
3592' I7s. gd."l 

The matter had presumably been already brought into Court 
in the reign of William, for we find a significant entry in the 
King' s Warrants under the heading (( Mr. Grahme Stop of 
Process."2 Addressed to (( the King's Remembr in the Excheqr 
or his Depty

" in the Whitehall Treasury Chamber under date (( 29 
Jany I69I," a warrant directs this official (( to forbear making 
out or issuing forth any Process at the King's suit against James 
Graham Esqr. or his Security and in case any Process be already 
issued you are imediately to superseed the same till further Order." 
It is possible that this mandate refers to Grahme's temporary 
imprisonment on charges connected with Jacobite risings, he 
having surrendered on his own recognizances; but he was 
never very deeply in William's black books, and ultimately 
took the oaths, acknowledging his sovereignty on the death of 
James II. Be this as it may, we find Grahme writing both to Queen 
Anne3 and to the Lord High Treasurer4 concerning the sum of 
£1250 for which a distringus was out against him. 

These appeals met with a certain amount of sympathy, Lord 
Godolphin writing a: minute: (( Disch ye Issues and Stay process 
till first day of next term, he having promised ye acd shalbe finished 
in ye meantime-if not proceed without further order." The 
Queen's comment was (( 1250' imprested do be discharged by a 
Tally." The Danny manuscripts show that on December 10, 1703, 

1 MS. Treas~try Papel's, T. I, vol. lxxxix, No. 142. 
2 King's Warrants, T. 52, vol. xiii, p. 493, Presumably the allusion to the 

Exchequer refers to the sum of £1255 which had been paid to him for healing-pieces, 
but other references in the Treasury Papers of William concern only the affairs of 
Bagshot Park, a grant of the Royal Lodge there having been made to Grahme by 
James II. 

3 MS. TreaS1,tlY Papers, T. I, vol. lxxxv, No. 82, minuted April 19, 1703. 
4 Ibid., vol. lxxxiii, No. no. In tIllS undated letter addressed to the Rt. Honble. 

Sidney Godolphin, Lord High Treasurer of England, Grahme says that" his indis
position had obliged him to return into the Country for the Recovery of his Health," 

. but that he intends "speedily to return and finish the said Acco' agt next 
Tenne." 
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Anne actually gave the money to Grahme of her "freegift and 
Royl bounty."l 

The Keeper of the Privy Purse himself sets down that he paid 
£1250 back into the Exchequer on 9th of December, 1703, and 
£5 on the 9th of February following-a total of £u55-the sum 
which he stated that he had received in two payments between 
Michaelmas 1687 and 1688 of £1000 and £255 respectively.2 

But he, as we have seen, was not the loser, and his entire charges, 
inclusive of £934 I2S. 6d. still owing to himself at the conclusion 
of his term of office, were allowed by Anne-Edward ' Harley 
suggesting that as the certificates cited in the document could no 
longer be found, words must be inserted in Anne's warrant accepting 
the evidence-and this was done. 3 

By these letters of Privy Seal under date April 26, 1704, 
Grahme was released from his liabilities, and his Privy Purse 
Account was dedared on the 14th of July following and amounted 
to £5782 lOS. 3d., some of the money having passed through his 
hands so late as November 14, 1688. The account terminates with 
words clearing Grahme from the debts " for ye Service of his said 
late Mats Healing begun ye vij Jan 1686 and ended at Xmas 1688." 
His receipt for the £934 I2S.6d., owing to him upon it, is affixed 
to the audited account,4 under date 23rd 'August, 1704. The price 
·of the medals works out at 5s. each. From the intricate details 
of his statements we glean that he expended, besides the actual 
touchpieces, £157 lOS. on 540 pieces of ribbon at 6s. 6d. each roll, 
that the salaries of persons he employed in the service were rated 
at £200 a year and reached £575 6s. 8d. between February 7, 1684-5 
and December 24, 1687-and that the passing of his account ca:me 
to £46 13S. 4d. 

1 Danny MS, in the collect ion of Colonel Campion. 
• Such small discrepancies between the Mint, E xchequer, and Grahme's own 

accounts are to be found in several places. 
3 MS. Treasury P apers, T. I, vol. lxxxix, No. I4I, dated March 29, I704. 
4 Declared A ccount, Audit Office, Bundle 2021. No.6. The receipt is not on 

t he Pipe Office document. 
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Let us see whether the Mint Accounts cast any light on the 
later expenditure. 

The Declared Accounts of the Mint Master from September 30, 
r687, to the same date in r688, again refer to the delivery to Grahme 
of I3'{00 medals "psuant to sevl1 orders from the Lords Comrs 
of ye Treasy " and this time the value is only noted at £2748 I6s. 8d. I 

The fact that the dates of the Mint series do not cover exactly the 
same period as the Declared Accounts of Grahme, the one over
lapping the other, makes it difficult to disentangle the issues. But 
it is strange that if this consignment be, as there appears reason to 
believe, a fresh delivery of medals and not a restatement concerning 
pieces partly foreshadowed in the account running from July, r686, 
to Michaelmas, r687,2 they are not, with the exception of about 
1000 medals, charged for in Grahme's Account which runs on in 
certain items to 1688. Nevertheless, the price of the first r3'{00 
being allowed to Neale, it would seem that he could not successfully 
bring forward the charge a second time unless these were different 
medals. The change in price also is puzzling, but cannot, I think, 
indicate the making of a cheaper medal, but rather that part payment 
had been made, for we know that to the end of James' sojourn in 
England about 5s. covered the expenses of each healing-piece. 

True it is that many of James II's gold touchpieces are lighter 
than others, some weighing little more than 26t grains, but the last 
entry in the Mint Accounts of his reign determines the price so 
late as November 14, r688, as being just over 5s. apiece. 

The Declared Accounts running from the end of September, 
r688, to the 30th of the same month in 1689, embrace the conclusion 
of James II's medal expenditure, and both receipts and output refer 
to 1000 healing-pieces delivered to " James Grahme Esqre by order 
of the Lords Comrs of ye Treasy signified by Henry Guy ye Xiiij 
November 1688 which said Meddalls amounted in money to ye said 
Sume CCW. ijs. vj."3 

1 Declared AccMmts, Pipe Office, Roll 2096, which passed the Exchequer 
May 13, 1690. 

• I bid., Roll 2095. See our p. 95. 
a Declared Accounts M int, Pipe Office, Roll 2097, declared April 6, 1693. 
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The unsatisfactory nature of such disjointed accounts, 
unsupported by any lists of Treasury payments such as were available 
under Charles II, leaves us in doubt as to the total of James II's 
activities as a healer. But it is safe to believe that he cannot have 
spent less than about £3000 a year on healing. I learn from 
Dr. Clippingdale that he, several years ago, in looking through 
manuscripts of James II's fourth year, namely February to December, 
r688, noted a statement that in these last months of his reign £23,000 
was expended for the " Privy Purse and Healing Medalls." This 
should imply, deducting the usual £20,000, allowed for the general 
needs of the office, that the touchpieces came to £3°00. 
Dr. Clippingdale thought that he had taken his note from the State 
Papers, but, · unfortunately, neither he nor I have been successful 
in finding it again. But if we add £2748 r7s. 8d., or the major 
portion of it, from the Mint Accounts running from Michaelmas, 
r687, to September 30, r688-a portion only, in that some of the 
healing-pieces must belong to the concluding months of r687-to the 
£25r 2S. 6d. expended in November, r688, we attain much the 
same result . If, on the other hand, we believe that the charge for 
r3,400 medals in the Mint Accounts between September, r687, and 
Michaelmas, r688, to be only a repetitio'n of the Mint Master's state
ment concerning the money advanced in the earlier months of r687, 
we are left with a very small supply for the last year of the King's 
reign. The affairs of the realm no doubt distracted the thoughts 
of James by the Michaelmas of r688; William was already planning 
his invasion and there was little time for ritual and ceremonies, 
nevertheless Sir Henry Maxwell-Lyte, in his History oj Eton College, 
refers to a healing by James II at Eton on September, r688,1 and 

1 History of Eton College, p. Z61, ed. 1889. "Roderick [the Headmaster] 
allowed six of his pupils to be touched for the King's Evil at Eton on the 7th of 
September, 1686, with other parishioners, but when James II again went through 
the ceremony there just two years later, none of the scholars required the exercise 
of his reputed powers." Sir Henry gives reference to Brit. Mus. Addit. Sloane MS. 
4843, folio 396, where it is stated that by entries on a leaf in the Eton Parish Register 
it appears that" no less than 54 of the School and Parish were touch'd for the Evil 
from Sep. i h 1086 to Sep. 6, 1688. Of the School were John Juxon, Rob'. Lee, 
Edwd Smith, Riehd Gore, The Honble Mr. Charles Cecill, Mr. George Cecill." , 
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we moreover have seen that medals for healing were actually in 
request so late as November r4, by which time William ~as already 
on English soil, and these were gold rp.edals at 5s. apiece. 

We may, I think, therefore safely dismiss once for all any 
theory that James II reduced his healing gift to an insignificant 
silver token until driven from his Kingdom, and it would seem hardly 
necessary to give any further details on this question were it not that 
they embrace such history of the silver piece as is known to us. But 
the suggestion made by certain writers that the steady increase of the 
number of patients drove the King into further economies before 
his exile is scarcely fair to this much abused Monarch. He reigned 
but a very short time and yet his gold touchpiece is by no means 
rare.1 He had an immense reverence for all religious services, 
and so long as his seignorage on the gold coinage continued, he did 
no more than profit by his brother's reform in the reduction in size 
and weight. His gold touchpiece usually turns the scale at about 
29 grains. I have handled specimens as light as 26' 6 and as heavy 
as 30' 5, and no doubt the rule of 30 grains decreed by Charles II 
continued in force. We have not the precise date when the silver 
piece was made, but it must have ·been fairly soon after James vacated 
the British throne. Lord Pembroke, in his Numismata Antiqua, 
implies that it was struck during the Irish Expedition of March, 
r688-9, to July, r690. He illustrates the silver touchpiece of this 
king with the words: "The H ealing Piece of K. James 2 struck 
in silver in Ireland,"2 and in the Pembroke Sale Catalogue of 
r848 it was entered amongst" Irish Coins, Tokens etc."3 

N either Lord Pembroke, nor the compiler of his index, gives 
his authority for supposing the medal to be of Irish origin, but 

1 Curiously enough, in spite of this fact, there is no gold touchpiece of James II 
included in the collection at Keir made by Cardinal York. It therefore seems likely 
that only the silver examples were accessible to Prince Henry Stuart living in exile . 

. 2 Part 4, t. I2, of N~t1nis1nata Antigua in tres partes, with an Index by Joseph 
Ames, Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries, published I746: Plates of the collection 
of Thomas Herbert, 8th Earl of Pembroke. 

3 Lot 2 IO, costing IIS with a Lennox farthing token of James I and a 
St. Patrick's farthing. 

I 
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it is figured in this illustrated catalogue of his cabinet in company 
with the gun-money, which has always been attributed to a 
member of the Roettiers family.l John Roettiers was, at the 
moment of James II's effort at holding Ireland, crippled in the 
hands2 and there is great probability that Norbert Roettiers, 
who in 1695 followed his king to France, may have been responsible 
both for gun-money and touchpiece. It was said that he " fled to · 
France,"3 and it is quite possible that he had supplied James II 
with dies from London and feared discovery. 

I have found no record of a "Healing" in Dublin, but 
, Voltaire, in his Siecle de Louis XIV,4 implies that it was before 
the Irish expedition that the exiled King commenced touching in 
Paris. We may rather incline to the belief that in this case it was 
Norbert's uncle Joseph Roettiers, who had formerly served Charles II 
in England, and was in 1682 made Engraver General of the French 
mint, who would more easily supply the English Monarch's need, 
being upon the spot. In view of the change in workmanship and 
design from the gold touchpiece of 1685, copied from that of 
Charles II of 1684, to the new silver substitute, there is every 
probability that either Norbert or Joseph, and not John, is the maker 
of the latter, but there is great similarity in the technique of all 
the Roettiers, and it is unsafe to dogmatise. We may, however, 
carry the matter further and draw attention to the strong resemblance 
between this final touchpiece of James II and the first healing-piece 
used by his son, to whom Norbert Roettiers was official engraver, 
so that the balance of evidence is in Norbert's favour. 

But to return to the earliest notice of James II as a healer in 
Paris. Voltaire, no believer in miracles at any time, naturally 

1 The Coinage of Ireland in Copper, Tin, and Pewter, by Philip Nelson, p. I9I; 
British Numismatic Journal, vol. i, pp. I7I-264. 

2 "Portraiture of the Stuarts," Part ii, by Helen Farquhar. British Numis
matic Journal, vol. vi, pp. 23I-232. 

3 Commons' Journals, vol. xi, p. 776. See also British Numismatic Journal, 
vol. viii, p. 2II, for various rumours concerning the members of the Roettiers family. 

• Siecle de Louis XIV, tom. i, p. 300, edition of I878 (tom. xiv of (E1-wres 
d'Arouet de Voltaire). 
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scoffed at the want of tact displayed by an exile dependent on his 
French cousin's bounJy, in touching for the King's Evil in France, 
whether he derived his powers from his Gallican ancestry or from 
Edwar~ the Confessor.1 It was immediately after describing his 
arrival in Paris that Voltaire speaks of this ceremony, and before 
his mention of the preparations for the Irish invasion. It is evident 

. that James II, who continued to call himself King of France, as did 
also his son on the death of the elder James, was treated by Louis XIV 
with kindly toleration in this respect as in all others. 

This courtesy must have been considerably extended towards 
healing, for the silver pieces are not abnormally rare, although 
not so common as they would have been had they been used in the 
weekly ceremonies in England. They exist, as did the gold, struck 
from varying dies, but there is more change in the design for the 
silver than in the gold, and it is by no means· improbable that the 
larger and rarer silver variety may have been used for healing in 

LARGE SILVER TOUCHPIECE OF JAMES II. 

1 Ibid., "Au milieu des humilations .de ce roi fugitif et des liberalites de 
Louis XIV envers lui, c'etait un spectacle digne de quelque attention de voir Jaques 
toucher les ecrouelles au petit convent des Anglaises, soit que les rois anglais se soient 
attribue ce singulier privilege comme pretendants a ia couronne de la France, soit 
que cette ceremonie soit etablie chez eux depuis Ie temps du premier Edouard." 
Later Voltaire again refers to the English custom of healing, and speaking of James, 
says: "On a pousse le ridicule jusqu'a dire que, ses reliques avait gueri un eveque 
d'Autun de la fistule. "-Ibid., p. 306, note 3. A manuscript in the British Museum, 
Addit. MSS. 203II, ff. 8-I2, records this reputed cure at the convent at Challiot on 
September 26, I70I, where the heart of James II had been recently buried. The 
Bishop, aged eighty, had suffered for forty years from an ulcer in his eye which had 
r ecently become much inflamed, but was suddenly cured after his saying Mass at the 
convent. At the grave of James, another miracle was report ed by the Cure of 
Pouvain as vouchsafed to a lame youth on November 25, I70I.-Ibid., pp. I3-I 5· 
Such stories were no doubt circulated with a view to procuring the late King's 
canonization. _ 

I 2 
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Ireland, as Lord Pembroke suggests, and struck in Dublin from dies 
sent from France, whilst the smaller and slightly thicker pieces 
were made on the King's return to France! to replace the original 
dies, which may easily have been left in the Emerald Isle when James 
again retired into exile in July, 1690. 

SMALL SILVER TOUCHPIECES OF JAMES II. 

Seeing the difficulty of reproducing a medal in very low relief, 
I have caused a plate to be made from a magnified photograph of 
the larger and rarer piece, that our collectors may by comparison 
place their specimens. Without such magnification the differences 
are not sufficiently marked as to be visible in the ordinary illustrations 
in our text. 

The mystery of the admission ticket used by James II during 
his reign remains to be solved. At a time when passes of brass, tin, 
or lead were used in every t h.eatre and place of amusement, it seems 
improbable that a paper or cardboard ticket should have been sub
stituted for the Soli Deo Gloria admission piece. I might put 
forward the suggestion that James continued the use of his brother 's 
tickets, whilst in England, marking them with a nick in the edge. 
There was no particular reason for melting them on the accession of 
J ames, save the change in the King's name. But none has been 
seen by me struck from altered dies, although many tickets must 
have been almost immediately required . Possibly some fresh 

1 The gold pieces, Med. Ill ., vol. i, p. 6II, No. 19, are made from two differing 
dies, the rarer having no pennant to the ship. The salver, Med Ill., vol. i, p . 6II, 
No. 20, shows two pairs of dies, the one about 2 millimetres larger than the other. The 
smaller, although a trifle thicker, weighs usually about one grain less. The larger 
has no dot after REX, and the water under the ship and the rigging show different 
treatment. Lord Pembroke's plate portrays the larger piece. 
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copper token was issued and may yet be found, the rarity of survival 
being explained by the fact that the copper coinage of William would 
readily absorb any such passes left in the Mint, when no longer in 
use. If, however, "Sergeant Chirurgeon Pearse" had the tickets 
in his charge they would naturally find their way into the Irish 
melting-pot to be converted into gun-money.1 

In Ireland the touchpiece itself being reduced to the value of 
3d. it would have been a senseless extravagance to use a pass which 
might be made, over-struck as gun-money, to do duty for half-a
crown. In France, as in Ireland, it is unlikely that the patients 
were so numerous at each healing as to necessitate tickets--and 
we must remember that the supreme attraction of the gold piece 
was now at an en,d. 

But a truce to speculation; let us hope that the problem may 
yet be solved, though it will confront us again in the time of Anne. 
Under William such passes were useless, for the King would not 
touch, and Mary was too loyal a wife to put forward a claim either 
of heredity or unction superior to her husband's. 

Nevertheless, for the sake of continuity, it is well to report and 
sift such rumours as are current concerning heaEng in the days of 
J ames II's immediate successors. 

No collector of touch pieces need be told that neither William 
nor Mary impressed their name upon a healing-piece. It was, 
therefore, with some surprise that I noticed the date 22 February, 
I69I, in the published report of the Washington MSS. amongst the 
King's Evil items.2 A receipt from Baptist May appeared to be 
so dated, but May, although he lived until 1698, was not, as we have 
seen, Keeper of the Privy Purse to James, and William Bentinck, 
Earl of Portland, was III I69I holding this post under 

1 Whether Pearse accompanied the King in his flight, I have no evidence, but 
he was not employed by William and Mary (see our page r07, note 2). Copper was, 
however, smuggled over to Ireland to make money, and Pearse would, no doubt, 
supply any pieces in his possession. 

• "A Relic of the King's Evil," by Col. Fielding Garrison, M.D., Proceedings of 
the Royal Society of Medicine, vol. vii, p. 228. 
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William III,! whilst Mrs. Ann Van Goldstein was serving Mary 
in the same capacity.2 This entry, therefore, could neither refer 
to money expended for James, who before 1691-2 had failed in his 
Irish venture3 and was receiving the hospitality of Louis XIV 
at St. Germain, nor to his successors on the throne. The matter 
was explained, by Colonel Garrison's courteous reply to my enquiry, 
as a misreading of the original manuscript. The figures, he said, 
should have been printed 1681, and I should hardly call attention 
to this clerical error, but that it might have been accepted as evidence 
of healing performed by William or Mary. 

It appears that the afflicted were unprepared for the blank 
refusal of William to touch at Hampton Court at Easter, 1689. 
He saw the crowd awaiting his coming, the sick having travelled 
twelve miles from London to obtain his help, many of them halt 
and lame. "It is a silly superstition," said the King; "give the pOOl, 
creatures some money and send them away. "4 Lord Macaulay 
wrote that on one occasion William was importuned into touching 
a single patient, but he only said these words: "God give you better 
health and more sense." 5 

1 Chamberlayne's Anglice Notitia, 17th edition, 1691, p. 145. The office was 
later taken up by Casper Frederic Henning. See Treasury papers, T. I , Anne, 
vol. 79, No. 86, where, in May, 1702, he is described as " keeper of the Privy Purse 
to the late King, William III." Chamberlayne, in 1700, 19th edition, p. 494, leaves 
the office blank, and Miege, in his New State of England in 1701, does the same, but 
he mentions a deputy, "Mr. Sayers," p. 84. It seems likely that the post was for 
a time vacant after Portland had sent in his resignation. 

2 Chamberlayne's 17th edition, p. I7L 
, James returned to France after the battle of the Boyne, fought on July I, 

1690, and arrived at Brest on the loth of that month. 
4 Macaulay'S History of England, ed. 1855, vol. iii, 480. See also Monsieur 

Guillaume de Lamberty's Memoire de la Derniere Revolution en Angleterre, vol. ii, 
p. 216. Speaking of Easter, 1689, the author says, "Le Roi vint cependant de 
Hampton Court a Londres et etant attendu au Parliament il n'y alIa pas a cause des 
fetes, et renvoya d'y aller au Mercredi d'apres Piques. II ne toucha pas les Ecrouelles, 
ni ne lava pas, comme de coutume, les pieds aux pauvres, auquel il fit pourtant 
distribuer des aumones." 

5 Macaulay, as above, quoting Paris Gazett~ of April 23. 1689. I have been 
unable to find a copy of this paper. 
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Whether William's charity in this solitary instance took the 
form of the crown piece, the value of his father-in-Iaw's gold touch
piece, we cannot say, but the blessing was characteristic of his usual 
bluntness, and perhaps as devoutly spoken as the ordinary formula 
of the French King, "Le roi te touch, Dieu te guerisse," or even the 
words of the prisoner Charles I in a moment tob hurried for any 
ritual: "God bless thee and grant thee thy desire."l 

Macaulay gives reference to Whiston's biography as proving 
that the latter credited William's touch as successful in the single 
instance in which it was applied. 2 But although Whiston professes 
a general belief in the efficacy of healing, I have been unable to 
trace this statement, and it is not in agreement with his remark in 
his Life and Writings, published less than half a century after the 
death of William III, wherein he asserts his belief that neither this 
monarch nor his wife ever attempted to heal. 3 The Athenian 
Mercury, a periodical which filled, in the reign of \Villiam, the place 
of the Notes and Queries of to-day, in answering the question raised 
in the year I6gI: "What are we to think of the Kings of England 
who by their touch, only, cured the Evil? " gave a short dissertation 
on healing which clearly relegated the practice to the past as one 
which had already died out.4 

The monarch's whole heart was set on the defence of Holland, and 
he cared not to waste his energy and feeble health on a ceremonial in 
which he did not believe, and with him popularity counted for naught. 

" Mary II," says Miss Strickland, " dared not, and her spouse 
would not, perform the ceremony."5 

1 Browne's Charisma, p. 135. Bwwne tells a story of a man whom the Guards 
prevented from coming near the King, who was being removed from the Isle of 
Wight. Charles is reported to have said: "Friend, I see thou art not permitted 
to come near me, and I cannot tell what thou wouldest have, but God bless thee 
and grant thee thy desire." 

2 History of England, vol. iii, p. 48r. 
3 Life and Writings of William Whiston, published 1749, part ii, p. 443· 

Although himself a clergyman of the Church of England for many years, Whiston 
became a Baptist in 1747. and had at all times been a curious critic in Church matters. 

• Athenian Mercury, vol. ii, No. 24. Answer to question 22. 

5 Queens of England, vol. viii, p. 203. 
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I t is certain that the adherents of James were delighted at 
this, and Macaulay reports that" the parents of scrofulous children 
cried out against his cruelty," and that the" Jacobites sarcastically 
praised him for not presuming to arrogate to himself a power which 
belonged only to legitimate sovereigns."l Rapin de Thoyras, in 
his Hist011Y of England, wrote: "The late King William III of 
glorious memory was so persuaded he should do no injury to persons 
afflicted with this distemper by not touching them that he refrained 
from it all his reign." 2 Dr. Crawfurd calls attention to the fact 
that William's own physician also asserted that no such attempt was 
made by this King. s 

It may well be that Mary was unwilling to put forward her 
claim to the " Divine Right" of healing, whilst her father was still 
touching the sick at St. Germains, and it is said that Anne was at 
first held back by a feeling that the throne was not rightfully her 
own, but should by inheritance belong to her young brother. 
Mr. R. E. C. Waters, to turn to more modern writers, remarks in 
his Parish Registers of England, that" the expense and superstition 
of this practice were equally distasteful to William III," and he 
believes that "he was the first King of England who possitively 
refused to touch patients." "His refusal, however," he proceeds, 
"was interpreted as a confession that he was no rightful King; 
and Queen Anne's Ministers thought it politic to revive an ancient 
observance, which was calculated to confirm the people in their 
loyalty to their sovereign."4 

But, with the permission of our readers, we must postpone 
the discussion of the resumption of healing in the reign 
of Queen Anne until the pages · of our next volume again extend 
their hospitality to my researches into the" Royal Charities." 

1 Macaulay, p. 480. 
! Tindal's Translation, edition of 1743, vol. i, p. 137. 
3 Sir Richard Blackmore's Preface to Treatise on the King's E V1:1, quoted by 

Dr. Crawfurd, p. 139 of his King's Evil. 
, Parish Registers of England, p. 8:4. 



THE CENTENARY OF OUR MODERN COINAGE INSTITUTED 
IN FEBRUARY, I8I7, AND THE ISSUES WHICH PRE
CEDED IT IN GEORGE Ill's REIGN. 

BY' LIEUT.-COLONEL H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A. 

HIS month, February, I9I7, sees the celebration of the 
centenary of an event of much interest to the members 
of this Society, viz., that of the introduction of the 
coinage of this realm as we now know it, for it was on 

February I3th, I8I7, that the exchange of the new money for the 
old was inaugurated. Not only was a new coinage introduced, 
but a new standard, a single one of gold. Up to that time silver 
had been' current as well as gold, which led to a fluctuation of the 
value of gold in comparison with that of silver. The guinea, the 
then principal gold coin, was originally issued by Charles II as a 
twenty-shilling piece, but I think none was ever procurable for 
twenty silver shillings. The premium varied till I7I7, when it 
became fixed at one shilling, and since that date the guinea has 
ever since been reckoned as a twenty-one-shilling piece, that 
mythical coin so dear to professional people, Secretaries of Clubs, 
etc. 

Samuel Pepys, in his Diary for October 29th, I660, gives an 
example of the variation of the guinea: " Thence by coach (having 
in the Hall bought me a velvet riding cap, cost me 20S.)" to my 
taylor's, and there bespoke a plain vest and so to my goldsmith to 
bid him to look out for some gold for me; and he tells me that 
ginneys, which I bought 2000 not long ago, and cost me but I81d. 
change, will now cost me 22d.; and but very few at that price. 
However, some more I will have, for they are very convenient and 
of easy disposal." Again on June I3th, I667, he writes: " I cannot 
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have my 200 pieces of gold for silver, all being bought up last night 
that were to be had, and sold for 24 and; 25s. per piece." The 
reason for this was that it was the time of panic, when the Dutch 
fleet destroyed our ships at Chatham. Owing to the then worn 
state of the silver coinage the premium rose in 1695 to ten shillings, 
but after the great recoinage of 1696-7 it fell in 1698 to one shilling 
and sixpence, and finally in 1717 it was officially fixed as above 
mentioned at one shilling. 

This introduction of a single gold standard with all other metal 
coins as tokens was a bold step and was eventually followed by all 
the principal countries of the world with the exception of China and 
Mexico. The new gold coin was thus described : "Each piece to 
be of the value of twenty shillings, and of the weight of five penny
weights three grains l~o;.1;oOo troy weight of standard gold. 
Every such piece of gold to have for the ~bverse impression the 
head of his Majesty, with the inscription of GEORGI US III. D.G. 

RRITANNIAR. REX. F.D. and the date of the year, and for the 
reverse the image of St. George armed, sitting on horseback, en
countering the dragon with a spear, the said device being placed 
within the ennobled garter, bearing the motto HONI SOIT QUI 

MAL Y PENSE, with a newly-invented graining on the edge of 
the piece. The said piece of gold to be current and lawful money 
of the Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and to be called a 
sovereign or twenty shillings piece, and to pass and to be received 
as of the value of twenty shillings of lawful money of Great Britain 
and Ireland in all payments whatsoever." (Ruding, vol. ii, p. 121.) 
This weight of the sovereign works out as might be expected to 
23'27447 as ~~ of that of the -guinea, I29~~ grains. 

This design of St. George and the dragon was adopted from a 
gem designed for Lord Spencer; Sir Joseph Banks having seen it 
was so pleased with it that he recommended it for adoption. Its 
beauty was much appreciated at the time and has continued with 
interruptions till the present day. It has been adversely criticized 
on the impossible position of the rider. Ruskin describes it thus: 
" The horse looks abstractedly into the air-St. George has nothing 
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on but a helmet-the very last piece of armour he is likely to want 
-he puts his naked foot well forward for the dragon to bite, and 
is about to deliver a mortal blow with a sword which cannot reach 
him by a couple of yards." 

It is curious that though all the accounts of the nation had 
been reckoned in pounds, hitherto there had not been a coin that 
was actually of the value of 240 pence. A half-sovereign was also 
,ordered to be coined. These coins, or rather their successors, are 
now very rarely seen, and may be looked on by some as curiosities. 
It is to be trusted that this scarcity will be of short duration, and we 
may at some early date again welcome the reappearance of the 
<t thick un." 

The silver coins were the crown, half-crown, shilling, and six
pence, and later the usual Maundy money. As these were in future 
to be tokens only and to represent merely fractions of the sovereign, 
and to prevent those coins from being melted down into bullion 
as soon as they appeared in circulation, it was ordered that out of 
a pound weight troy of standard silver sixty-six shillings be coined 
instead of sixty-two, i.e., 87i grains instead of 92-£-. It was further 
ordered that silver money should be legal tender only for sums 
under forty shillings. 

The first coins to be issued were the half-crown, shilling, and 
sixpence. This was done on February r3th, r8r7, when four 
principal offices in London were opened for the exchange of the 
new coins for the worn out old ones. These were, firstly, Bank of 
England; secondly, Southsea House; thirdly, " Guildhall" ; fourthly, 
Goldsmiths' Hall, and in addition to these were sixteen subsidiary 
offices; the private banks also helped by doing the necessary work 
for their clients. The amount issued for this purpose was £2,500,000. 
All the coins were dated r8r6, having been coined in anticipation 
at the latter part of that year. The dies for these coins were 
engraved by Thomas Wyon, Junior, from designs by Benedetto 
Pistrucci. This was about the last work of Wyon, who died 
on September 22nd, 18r7. The Maundy money appeared at 
the Maundy Thursday distributions. The sovereign came into 
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circulation on July rst. the half-sovereign on October roth, and the 
crown in October, 1818. 

The description of these coins is as follows :-

Sovereign.-Obverse, head to right laureate, tie bow and 
two ends; hair short; neck bare. Legend, GEORGIUS III 

D : G: BRIT ANNIAR : REX F: D: 1817. The other dates 
are 1818 and r820. Reverse, as on the proclamation already 
given, with the addition of the letters B.P. incuse, the initials 
of Benedetto Pistrucci, the engraver, on the ground below the 
broken spear. 

Half-sovereign.-Obverse, head as On the sovereign . Legend, 
GEORGI US DEI GRATIA ;r8r7. The other dates are 1818 
and r820. Reverse, angular shield crowned bearing the arms of" 
first and fourth, England; second, Scotland; and third, 
Ireland. The arms of Hanover On an escutcheon of pretence 
crowned. Legend, BRITANNIARUM REX FID: DEF:., 

Benedetto Pistrucci was the engraver. 
The edges of the gold coins are grained. 

Crown.-Obverse, head as on the sovereign. Legend, 
GEORGIUS III D: G: BRITANNIARUM REX F: D: r8r8. 
Other' dates 1819 and r820; under the head PISTRUCCI in 
very small letters. Reverse, as on the sovereign, with 
PISTRUCCI in small letters between the ground and the garter. 

On the edge, DECUS ET TUT AMEN ANNO REGNI 

, LVIII or LIX. On those of r8r9 the regnal year is LIX or 
LX, and On 1820 LX. 

These crowns were very carefully issued, and Ruding, vol. ii, 
p. r64, describes their first appearance as follows :-

" Four hundred of these pieces were delivered to each of the 
bankers in London, with the following very singular caution, from 
which it should seem that the mint considered them rather as 
medals to be placed in cabinets than as coins for regular currency: 
'The bag contains ten paper parcels, each parcel holding forty 
pieces, making the whole contents of the bag 400 crowns or £100 
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value. It being desirable in the first issue of the new crowns, that 
the pieces should come into the hands of the public as perfect as 
possible, it is recommended to the bankers, in the distribution of 
them, that they should use precautions to prevent the impression to 
be injured, as much as possible.' " 

From the beautiful condition that the majority of these crowns 
are in, the public appear to have acted up to the ideas of the mint 
by carefully preserving them. 

Half-crown.-Obverse, bust to right showing the back, 
laureate tie bow with two long ends GEORGI US III DEI 

GRATIA I8r6, also r8I7. Reverse, the arms as on the half
sovereign in an ornamented shield within the garter, bearing 
its motto surmounted by a crown from which proceeds the 
collar of the Order of the Garter surrounding the Garter with 
the jewel pendant at the bottopI. Legend, BRITANNIARUM 

REX FID: DEF: On the garniture of the shield on the left 
side are the letters incuse W.W.P. for William Wellesley Pole, 
the Master of the Mint, and on the right W for Thomas Wyon, 
the engraver. 

The brutal appearance of the King with the ugly bare shoulder 
,caused great dissatisfaction, so in the May following other dies were 
prepared. 

No. z.-Obverse, bust similar to that on the crown, but 
without engraver's name below. Legend in large letters 
GEORGI US III DEI GRATIA 1817. Other dates 1818, 1819, 
and 1820. Reverse, crowned shield surrounded by the garter 
as on No. I, but ungarnished, and the crown covers the garter 
instead of being over it. Legend in large letters, BRIT ANNIA

RUM REX FID : DEF : 

Edge milled. 

The dies for this coin were engraved by Pistrucci. 

Shilling.-Obverse, bust similar to that on the crown, but 
the tie ends are straight. Legend, GEORGIUS III D: G: 

BRITT: REX. r8I6. Other dates I8r7, 1818, r8I9, and r820. 
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• 
Reverse, similar to that on the second half-crown, but the 
shield is garnished and the garter is not so close round the 
shield. The design fills the whole field, leaving no space for 
a legend. In the garniture of the shield are the letters W.W.P. 

and W. as on the first half-crown. 
Edge milled. 
Sixpence.-Both obverse and reverse are similar to those 

of the shilling, only smaller. Same dates and edge. 

The dies for these two coins, as well as that for the first half
crown, were engraved by T. Wyon from designs by Pistrucci. 

Maundy Money.-Fourpence.-Obverse, bust as on the 
shilling. Legend, as on the half-crown, 1,817. Other dates 1818, 
1820. Reverse, a large figure 4 crowned, interrupting the legend. 
Legend, same as on the half-crown with a pellet below the figure. 

Threepence.-Obverse and reverse same as on the four
pence, except that the figure is 3. Same dates. 

Twopence.-Similar, but the figure is 2. Same dates. 
P enny.-Similar, but the figure is 1. Same dates. 

The edges of all the Maundy money are plain. 
The legends on all these coins commence at the bottom. 

A great number of patterns, proofs, and trial pieces for the 
issue were struck, as was exemplified when a collection formed by 
the Wyon family was dispersed a few years ago at Messrs. Sotheby's 
sale rooms. The late Mr. Montagu had previously collected a large 
number of these pieces, which are set forth in Messrs. Spink's cata
logue of that collection, where some of them are illustrated. 

There was no change in the copper coinage, except that in 
December, 1817, it was proclaimed that all copper monies issued 
prior to the proclamation of July 27th; 1797, which introduced the 
copper twopence and penny, should no longer be current. 

Having described these .coins, it is now necessary to go into the 
question of the reason of the introduction of this new coinage. 
During the long reign of George III there had been a fairly regular 
issue of gold coins, guineas and half-guineas, of the former coinages; 
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these appeared in every year up to 1799 with the exception of the 
year I7So. After 1799 the only mintage of guineas was that of ISI3, 
which was issued for the use of the troops going to the Peninsular War. 
The coinage of half-guineas was continued up to ISI3, and are 
found of every year except 1761, '67, '6S, '70, '71, '79, 'So, 'S2, 'S3, 
'92, '99, IS05, '07, and '12. 

In order to ease the lack of silver coins a third-of-a-guinea was 
introduced in 1797 and coined every year till ISI3, with the exception 
of IS05, '07, and '12. 

In 1762 a quarter-of-a-guinea was struck, but owing to its size 
was easily lost and thus caused complaints. These quarter-guineas 
were therefore gradually withdrawn by not being reissued when paid 
into the Bank. 

Of the guineas there are six different types; of the half-guineas 
seven; and of the third-of-guinea three. 

Of the guineas the first three types are 'very nearly alike, only 
differing by slight variations of the bust. They were all by the 
same engraver Richard Yeo. 

1st Type.-Obverse, ' laureate bust to right; the wreath is 
composed of a few large leaves. Legend, GEORGIUS III DEI 

GRATIA. 

Reverse, similar to that of the last issue of George nil Gar
nished shield crowned. This crown divided date. Legend, M.B.F. 
ET H. REX. F.D. B. ET L.D.S.R.I.A.T. ET. E. 1761. 

2nd Type.-Obverse, bust similar to No. I, but more bust is 
shown, more hair, one curl of which comes o~er left shoulder, and 
the wreath is more compact, being formed of small leaves. The 
same legend. 

Reverse, as No. 1. Dates 1763, '64. 
3rd Type.-Obverse, as No.2, but the face is broader and 

fatter. Same legend. 
Reverse, as No. 1. Dates 1765 to 1773 inclusive. 
4th Type.-The dies of this coin were engraved by Thomas Pingo. 
Obverse, somewhat similar to No.' 2, but not so much hair, 

and the head interrupts the legend. Sarpe legend. 
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Reverse, as No. 1. Dates 1774 to 1786 inclusive, with the 
exception of 1781. 

5th Type.-The dies for this coin were engraved by Lewis 
Pingo. 

Obverse, bust like NO.4 only smaller; not so much hair, and 
there is no curl over the left shoulder, and the tie has a loop and 
two ends instead of only two ends as on the previous bust. Legend 
as before. 

Reverse, a heart-shaped shield crowned; date below, breaking 
legend. Legend commencing at left, of dates 1787 to 1799 inclusive. 
This type is commonly known as the spade guinea, from the shapE 
of the shield being that of the ace of spades. 

On January 1st, 1801, the Union with Ireland took place and 
an alteration of the King's titles was proclaimed: that of titular 
King of France was dropped, and it was ordered that in future 
he should be called simply the King of the Britains. 

The arms were also ordered to the following: 1st and 4th, those 
of England; 2nd, Scotland; 3rd, Ireland; and the electoral arms 
on an escutcheon of pretence · ensigned with the electoral bonnet. 
In 1817 the electorate of Hanover was changed into a kingdom in 
consequence of the Treaty of Vienna, when the bonnet was altered 
to a crown. 

6th Type.-The dies for the above were engraved by Lewis 
Pingo, who copied the head from a model by Marchant. 

Obverse, head to right laureate, the hair short and showing 
the ear. Legend as before. 

Reverse, a plain pentagonal shield with the arms as described 
in the proclamation of 1801 surrounded by the garter, which is 
surmounted by a crown; the tongue of the garter divides the date 
1813. Legend, BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR. 

The first five half-guineas are like the corresponding guineas. 
The dates are of the first 1762; 2nd, 1763; 3rd, 1764 to 1774 in
clusive; 4th, 1774, '75, '76, '77, '78, '8r, '84, '85, and '86; the 5th, 
1787 to 1800 inclusive, with the exception of 1792 and '99. 

The sixth h:=ts the obverse of the fifth half-guinea, and th~ reverse 
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similar to that of the sixth guinea. Dates ISOI, '02, '03. Seventh 
has the obverse and reverse similar to that of the sixth guinea. 
Dates IS04, '06, 'oS, '09, 'ro, 'II, and 'r3. 

The dies for all the three types of the third-of-a-guinea were 
engraved by Lewis Pingo. 

1st Type.-Head laureate to right, with short hair. Legend, 
GEORGIUS III DEI GRATIA. 

Reverse, a crown as on the spade guinea; date below, breaking 
the legend. Legend, beginning left of the date, MAG. BRI. FR. 

ET. HIB. REX. Dates 1797 to ISOO inclusive. 
2nd Type.-Obverse, the same as No. L Reverse, as No. I, 

but the date is below the crown. Legend, commencing from the top, 
.:. BRITANNIARUM REX FIDEI DEFENSOR. Dates ISOO, 
'02 '03 . 

3rd Type.-Obverse, as the sixth guinea. Reverse, as NO.2. 
Dates rS04, '06, 'oS, '09, '10, 'rI, 'r3. 

The quarter-guinea is similar to the second guinea. Date 1762. 
It was, however, in the silver and copper currency that the 

great deficiency was found , especially in the former. 
With regard to the silver, this deficiency commenced in the 

latter years of George II. In 1750 and '51 issues were made of 
crowns, half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences. As regards the crowns 
and half-crowns, no more were to be coined until the great recoinage 
of -rSI7-a matter of fifty-six years. Shillings were coined in I75S, 
and sixpences in 1757 and' 5S. Odd pieces of Maundy money, mostly 
pennies, were struck in various years of the last decade of his reign; 
these, however, as regards currency may be considered as negligible. 
It will thus be seen that when George III came to · the throne there 
must have been a lack of silver money. At that time the country 
was deeply engaged in the Seven Years' War, and the Government 
were probably loth to embark in a coinage of silver, hoping that at 
a time in the near future it might be able to do so with profit. This 
may be considered false economy, for many years had to elapse 
before the occasion arose. In 1763, in honour of the Earl of North
umberland being appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, £roo worth 

K 
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(zooo pieces) of shillings were especially coined to be used by him 
as largesse for the people of Dublin. These pieces are commonly 
known as the Northumberland shilling. The dies were probably 
engraved by Yeo, and may be described as follows: Obverse, the 
King's bust in profile to the right, hair long, laureate, in armour 
with slight drapery fastened on the shoulder by a brooch. Legend, 
GEORGIVS III DEI· GRATIA The reverse is similar to those 
of George II with nothing in the angles, but with the date I763; 
edges milled with diagonal lines. 

It was not, however, until I787 that any proper issue of 
shillings and sixpences was made, though patterns for the former 
,appeared in I764, I775, I778, and I786. This year shillings and 
sixpences were struck to the value of £55,459. The dies were 
engraved by Lewis Pingo. The sixpence differs from the shilling 
only in size. 

Obverse, the King's bust in armour slightly draped to the 
right, hair long, laureate. Legend, GEORGIVS· III· DEI

GRATIA' Reverse, the arms contained in four pentagonal shields 
placed crosswise with the star of the Garter in the centre. The 
upper shield bears the arms of England and Scotland impaled; 
the lower one Ireland. France is to the right and Hanover to the 
left; a crown is placed in each of the angles and the date below. 
Legend commencing to the left of the date ·M·B-F-ET-H·REX·F·D·B-

- ET-LD·S·R·I·A·T-ET·E-. 

Of the shilling there are various dies, two of the obverse, the 
one differing from the other by omitting the dot over the head 
which is found with reverse No. z, and five of the reverse. (I) No 
semee of hearts on the field of Lunenbergh and six strings to the 
Irish harp. (z) The same, but with seven strings to the harp. 
(3) Semee of hearts and six strings. (4) The same, but seven strings. 
5) Same as 4, but no dot each side of date. The edges of all have 

the diagonal graining. These were adapted from the pattern of 
I786, which has no dot over the head on the obverse and on the 
reverse has no semee of hearts, seven strings to the harp and no 
dots beside date; edge diagonally grained. There are proofs with 
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plain edge 1787: (I) Obverse, no dot over he<l;d, with no dot after 
DEI, with reverse NO.2; the specimen in my cabinet weighs IIS 
grains, and is from the Bergne, Wakeford and Montagu collections. 
(2) Dot over head on obverse and reverse No. 1. (3) Dot over 
head and reverse NO.3. Of the sixpences there is only one obverse 
die with the dot over the head and two reverse: (r) No semee of 
hearts and six strings to harp. (2) Semee of hearts and six strings. 
The edges are diagonally grained. There are proofs of both of these 
with plain edges. Like the· shilling, there is a pattern sixpence of 
1786, but in this case there is a dot over the head in the obverse, 
and the reverse differs by having only six strings to the harp; the 
edge is also similarly grained. 

Very few of these coins · could have passed into circulation, 
the great numbers now existent being in excellent preservation. 
In many cases they appear to have been preserved for card counters 
or for curiosities. A great number were probably melted down, as 
by that time the coins then in use had become very light from 
excessive wear and teal~. 

This same year Droz, the engraver at Soho, issued a pattern 
shilling having on the obverse the King's head and neck to the 
right, long hair, laureate. Legend, GEORGI US III· D· G· MA· 

BR F· ET H- REX 1787. Reverse, G.R. in monogram crowned 
with a sprig of laurel each side, edge straight grained. 

In 1790 and '91 the same artist issued proofs either for a six
pence or a farthing; obverse like the reverse of his 1787 pattern 
shilling and the reverse the figure of Britannia and the date. 
Legend, BRITANNIA. The figure of Britannia on the one dated 
1790 is similar to the figure on the first issues of the farthings, and 
has the date in the legend, while that of r791 has the figure as on his 
well-known pattern halfpennies of that year, and the date below. 

In 1798 a last attempt was made to cope with the lack of 
change, but the endeavour which was made by a private firm came 
to naught. 1 cannot do better than give Hawkins' account of it :
" In the year 1798 Messr~. Dorrien & Magens sent a quantity of 
bullion to the Mint to be coined according to the law, which had 

K2 
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never been repealed, by which it was enacted that anyone sending 
bullion to the Mint might have it coined into money upon payment 
of certain dues. The whole was actually coined into shillings from 
dies varying very slightly from those of 17S7, but with the date 
179S, and no dot over the head; but the very day on which the 
bankers were, by appointment, to have received the coin, an order 
of Council was received commanding it all to be melted, upon the 
ground that the proceeding had been irregular, and that no coinage 
was lawful without the sanction of a Royal Proclamation. Very 
few indeed of these pieces escaped the crucible."1 Maundy money, how
ever, was issued up to as late a period as ISOO. The first of this to be 
issued was a threepence in 1762. The obverse was similar to the 
Northumberland shilling, and had the usual reverse of a crowned 
numeral with the customary legend. There are several · reverse 
dies, one of which has greater space by the date. 

Of this type groats were issued in 1763, '65, '66, '70, '72, '76, 
'So, 'S4, and 'S6. Threepences in 1762, '63, '65, '66, '70, '72, 'So, 
'S4, and 'S6; half-groats in 1763, '65, '66, '72, '76, 'So, 'S4, and 'S6, 
and pennies in 1763, '66, '70, '72, '76, '79, 'So, 'SI, 'S4, and 'S6. 

In 1792 the whole set was struck from new dies; the bust on 
the obverse was similar to the 17S7 shilling, but with no stops. The 
reverse had small thin figures surmounted by a small crown. These 
pieces have been commonly called « wire money." 

Similar sets were issued in 1795 and ISOO, but the reverses have 
larger and thicker figures and the crowns are larger. In ISOO there 

. are two dies, the second one differing from the first in having stops 
in the obverse legend. Of these I have not come across the 
half-groat without the stops. 

The copper coinage followed on somewhat the same lines as 
the silver. The last issue of halfpennies and farthings in the reign 
of George II is dated· 1754 (Mr. Montagu, in his Copper Coins of 
England, p. 92, states that this date was continued on the coins for 
ten years), forty-six halfpennies and ninety-two farthings being 

1 Hawkins, Silver Coins of England, 3rd edition, p . 41 2. 
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coined from one pound avoirdupois of copper. The first issue of 
these denominations under George III appeared in 1770, and was 
of the same weight as those of 1754. Obverse, bust of the King 
to right, laureate in armour; legend, GEORGIVS· III· REX· 

Reverse, the usual figure of Britannia to the left, date below; legend, 
BRITANNIA. 

The dates on the halfpennies are 1770 to 1775. There is one 
dated 1772 in which by some error the King's name is spelt GEORIVS, 

the second G having been omitted. This error was quickly found 
out and the coin was suppressed, a correctly spelt one being issued 
in its stead. The dates on the farthings are 1771 to 1775, though 
Montagu doubts the existence of that of 1772. I do not know of 
one. There was a corresponding issue of halfpennies for Ireland 
only which bears the dates 1766, '69, '75, '76, '81, '82, and '83· 
Obverse, head, laureate, to the right; legend, GEORGI US III 

REX. Reverse, crowned harp to left, date below; legend, 
HIBERNIA. In 1781 the head was changed for a bust like that on 
the fourth guinea. Twenty-two years had to elapse before there was 
another issue of copper coins. In 1797 the Government contracted 
with Mr. Mathew Boulton, of Soho, Birmingham, for the striking 
of copper twopence and pennies at the rate of one ounce avoirdupois 
to the penny. The idea of this being that the coin could be used as 
a weight. Boulton had to find the copper-some 500 tons. The 
dies were engraved by C. H. KUchler, an artist employed by him. 
These were of quite a new design, having a broad raised rim on both 
sides with the letters of the legends incuse. Obverse, the King's 
head to the right, laureate and draped, a small K under the shoulder; 
legend, GEORGI US III· D: G· REX. Reverse, Britannia seated 
on a rock to the left, her shield at her side, waves beneath to the 
right, a three-masted ship in the distance. In her right hand she 
holds an olive branch, and in her left the trident, under the shield 
SOHO. Legend, BRITANNIA. 1797. 

There is a variety of the twopence with no stop after REX. 

Proofs of these coins were struck in gold, silver, gilded bronze, 
bronze and copper, and of the penny also in tin. 
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The peculiar feature about this issue is that it is the first 
appearance of these denominations in this metal. The twopence was 
not repeated, but the useful penny was continued. These coins, 
from their massive appearance, were nicknamed "cartwheels." 
Patterns for halfpennies and farthings of similar design were struck, 
but none was issued for circulation. 

In 1799 halfpennies and farthings appeared struck by 
Mr. Boulton at Birmingham. Owing to a rise in the value of copper 
he was authorised to strike them at the rate of thirty-six half
pennies instead of thirty-two to the pound, and the farthings in 
proportion. They differ from those of 1797 in not having the 
broad rim and the incuse lettering. They are by the same engraver, 
Kuchler. 

Halfpenny. Obverse, bust somewhat as before, . but no K . 

. Leg.end, GEORGI US III DEI GRATIA REX. Reverse, figure as 
before, 1799 below; legend, BRITANNIA. . On both sides a rim 
.of dots on the outer edge. The edge is slightly grained in the middle. 

The farthing differs in having the date 1799 under the bust on 
the obverse and 1. FARTHING between two rosettes below the 
figure on the reverse'. 

Nothing corresponding to these sets was issued for Ireland. 
In the ten years immediately preceding this issue, Mr. Boulton 

and his firm had produced a vast number of pattern coins, principally 
halfpence. The earlier pieces, 1788-91, were designed by F. Droz, 
an artist brought from France, and the later ones by KUchler a 
German. These coins are described in extenso in Montagu's Copper 

- Coins of England. 
The last issue of copper coins occurred in 1806, '07. It had 

been found that the price of copper had increased since 1797, that 
the twopence and penny were worth more as metal than as coin; 
consequently they found their way to the melting-pot. The new' 
coinage was therefore ordered to be lighter, viz., at the rate of 
twenty-four pennies instead of sixteen to the pound, the halfpence 
and farthings in proportion. The issue consisted of pence, half
pence and farthings. Obverse, bust of King to right, laureate, a:1;J.d 
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sli~ht draping; legend, GEORGIUS III· D: G· REX, date 1806 
or '7 below bust. Reverse, similar to the halfpenny of 1797, but 
without the date. 

The border on both sides and the graining on the edge are 
similar to the 1799 coins. 

There are proofs of these coins dated 1806 in silver, bronze 
gilt, bronze, and copper, 1807 in gold, silver, and bronze, but those 
of this date are restrikes. 

There. was a corresponding issue for Ireland, but this was struck 
the year before, 1805. The pennies and halfpence were of this 
date, but the farthing did not appear till 1806. Obverse, similar 
to the English halfpenny of 1799 but with stops in legend. Reverse, 
crowned harp to left, date below; legend, HIBERNIA. 

It will be remarked that these issues all vary in weight, 
consequently after 1806 there were no less than two pennies, three 
halfpence and farthings, all of different weights. This anomaly 
continued till 1817, when all those struck previ9us to 1797 were 
demonetized and called in. 

The season of chaos, which may be considered to have lasted 
from 1787 to 1817, may be divided into three periods, viz., the 
three decades. 

1787-97.-During this decade practically nothing was done by 
the Government to restore order. It went so far .that it directed 
the Mint officials to find out how much the current silver coins were 
below the proper weight . The officials after experiment reported 
that they were considerably below, and there the matter rested. 

The fabricators of false money now stepped in, especially in 
Scotland, where for some unaccountable reason the common people 
would not receive coins bearing the head of George III. A large 
number of counterfeit halfpence appeared. "The Magistrates of 
Edinburgh at this time (1789) took cognizance of the fraud and the 
principal person concerned was prosecuted. Although seven of such 
halfpence were worth little more than one penny sterling, yet they 
passed current in Scotland for twenty-four for a shilling" (Ruding, 

p. 93)· 
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The public then took the matter of small change into their 
own hands, and that large series of tokens, principally halfpence 
and farthings and a few pence, as set forth in Atkins' Tradesmen's 
Tokens of the Eighteenth Century, now appeared. The first on the 
scene were those of Anglesea, which bear the date I787. Atkins, 
p. 63, considers the penny of I784 an imitation. These differ from 
the large series of tokens issued in the previous century, for as those 
of the seventeenth century were struck for various tradesmen in nearly 
every village in the country, those under review were issued in the 
principal market towns and were of the same size as the regal coins, 
and the variety of designs was almost innumerable. The designing 
of these became a perfect business, which had its headquarters in 
Birmingham, where also they were struck. Many chose their own 
designs, but others seem to have been content to select a stock one 
and to have the edge impressed with their special inscription. Some 
appear to have been issued for collectors, such as Skidmore's Churches 
and Gates of London, and Kempson's Buildings of Birmingham. On 
the introduction of the regal cartwheel coins of I797 and '99 these 
tokens dropped out of use. Many hundreds of tons of them must 
have been struck, for evenriow the majority of the dirty copper 
coins found in the marine store dealer's bowl is composed of them. 

I797-I807.-In this decade much greater efforts were made to 
cope with the difficulty, but ended in making confusion more con
founded. These efforts were made in every metal and even by 
notes. 

In November, I797, the seven-shilling piece or one-third-of-a
guinea in gold appeared. This may have helped the scarcity of silver, 
but it was a case of robbing Peter to pay Paul, for after I799 no more 
guineas were coined till I8I3. A more important event had taken 
place earlier in the year, for on February 26th an Order of Council was 
issued authorising the Bank of England to suspend cash payments. 
At that time the lowest note allowed by law to be issued was £5; 
so to ease matt~rs an Act was passed in Parliament suspending this 
law. The Bank thereupon gave notice that it would issue notes 
for one and two pounds, which it accordingly did. These notes 
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were very useful, and may account for the cessation of the coinage 
of guineas, but probably the real reason for that was the high price 
of gold. They were extensively forged, but the fabricators of these 
forgeries whenever convicted paid the penalty by a premature ending 
of their lives by the hands of the common hangman. For this 
offence, between 1805 and 1818, 207 people (some being women) 
lost their lives (Maberley, p. 19). The country bankers followed 
suit and issued notes for a guinea, pound, and ten shillings, and even 
occasionally for one shilling. The gold question had to a certain 
extent been met, and there now remained that of the silver. 

To establish the depreciation of the coins at the beginning of 
this period, in 1798 the Mint officials repeated the experiments they 
had made in 1787 respecting the actual wear of the coins. The 
deficiency amourited in the crowns to 3~ n per cent.; half-crowns, 

991 . h'll' 1964 .' 82294 91101 per cent., s I mgs, 243280 per cent., SIxpences, 3 8037 

per cent., and the increased deficiency in the course of the eleven 
years in the crowns to 'H% per cent.; half-crowns, 1~~~ per cent. ; 
shillings, 53-~~9 per cent.; sixpences, 3HH per cent. (Ruding, 

p. 98). 
The Government in 1797 had a large quantity of Spanish silver 

dollars which had been found in captured vessels, and it was decided 
to countermark these at the Royal Mint and use them for small 
change. On March 6th, 1797, a notice was published that these 
would be issued by the Bank of England for this purpose at the rate 
of 4s . 6d. each. Before this was done it was discovered that the 
bullion value of the dollar was 4s. 8d., so that the rate on March 9th 
was altered to 4s. 9d. The countermark selected was the punch of 
the King's head used for stamping plate at Goldsmiths' Hall and 
was placed on the obverse. The appearance of these counterstruck 
coins gave rise to various kinds of witticisms, such as " Two kings' 
heads do not make a crown," and also a more scurrilous 
one :--

" The Bank, to make their Spanish dollars pass, 
Stamped the heaq. of a fool on the neck of an ass. " 

The new coins were at first very popular and some 2,325,099 
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were issued, representing a value of £SS2,2II os. 3d. (Maberley's 
Token Money oj the Bank oj England, p. 10) . This plan, however, 
was found not to answer; other people besides th~ authorities had 
Sp.anish dollars, and by simply punching these with the King's 
head they raised the value from 4s. 8d. to 4s. 9d. at the expense of 
the Bank, as it was impossible to distinguish between the properly 
and improperly stamped ones. 

In a very short time a number of regular counterfeit pieces 
appeared. In I798 and again in 1804 patterns for official dollars 
were struck, but the matter went no farther. In the former year 
Messrs. Dorrien and Magens made their abortive effort, already 
mentioned, for the coinage of shillings. 

Early in 1804 it was decided to try to defeat the counterfeiter 
by altering the countermark, which was done by substituting the 
King's bust on the Mallndy penny die of 1800 enclosed in an octagon. 
This, however, was unsuccessful, for in a very short time forgeries 
appeared. 

This new countermark not proving satisfactory, the assistance 
of Mr. Boulton was applied for. He replied by asserting that he 
had a process which would (( totally prevent clandestine innova
tion" (M aberley, p . 17). This consisted in overstriking the dollar 
with a new design which would totally obliterate the original one. 
This new dollar was a curious combination, as the obverse was royal 
and the reverse referred to the Bank of England. The engraver 
of the dies was Kuchler. 

Obverse, bust as on the copper penny of 1797; legend, 
GEORGI US III DEI GRATIA. Reverse, the figure of Britannia 
as on copper penny of I797 within a band, a mural crown above; 
in the band over the figure, FIVE SHILLINGS; below, DOLLAR; 

legend, BANK OF ENGLAND 1804. Proofs in silver and copper 
were struck and there are slight variations of dies. These dollars 
began to be issued on May 21st, the date which marked also the 
withdrawal of the countermarked pieces which were ordered to be 
exchanged for those of the new type. This new dollar caused a 
good deal of comment. William Cobbett, in a political tract, writes 
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about the « arms" of the Bank of England: « What arms the 
Bank may have or how it became entitled to any arms at all, or 
whether arms ought · to be held in esteem after having been so 
bestowe'd, are questions which, if we had more leisure, it would be 
perhaps worth while to discuss." (Maberley, p. r6.) Notwith
standing Mr. Boulton's bold assertion, counterfeits appeared within a 
few days. 

Though no authority was ever given, the Spanish smaller pieces 
of silver money are found with the countermarks : the half and 
quarter dollar with both, and the eighth with the earlier one. 

Various firms copied the example of the Bank of England and 
countermarked dollars with their own private marks, for use in 
their own works and neighbourhood. 

In r804 the Bank of Ireland was authorised to issue its tokens. 
These, like those of the Bank of England, were designed by the same 
artist, C. H . Kuchler, and were struck at Boulton's works at Bir
mingham. These were struck also over Spanish dollars · and passed 
current as Six Shillings Irish. The obverse is similar to that of the 
English dollar. Reverse, Hibernia seated to left, in her right hand 
a palm branch, her left resting on a harp; on the ground, K; below . 
figure, r804 SIX SHILLINGS; legend, BANK OF IRELAND TOKEN. 

Proofs were struck in silver and copper. 
The Bank of Ireland went farther than its sister Bank in assisting 

the currency of the country by issuing, in r805 and '6, tokens for 
smaller denominations, viz., Tenpence and Fivepence Irish. These 
were designed by Lewis Pingo. 

Obverse, draped armoured bust, laureate, to the right; legend, 
GEORGIUS III DEI GRATIA REX. Reverse, in six lines, BANK 

TOKEN TEN PENCE IRISH r805 or 6. 
The Fivepence is similar, but on the Reverse has FIVE instead 

of TEN. 

As regards the copper coinage the decade commenced with the 
appearance of the" cartwheel" twopence and penny, followed in 
r799 with that of the halfpenny and farthing. This sufficed for a 
few years and caused the disappearance as before mentioned of 
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that large series of the eighteenth-century tokens. In 1805 the value 
of copper reached the price of £zoo per ton, which made the metal 
value of the 1797 issue greater than its monetary one, consequently 
the coins were promptly melted down. This caused a shortage in 
copper money, and tradesmen's tokens again made their appearance. 
The Government met this, as before stated, by the striking of the 
1806-7 pennies, halfpence and farthings. This order was the last 
which was executed by Boulton for copper coinage, and no other 
regal issue was made till 18z1, when a farthing designed by 
B. Pistrucci became current. The pence and halfpence had to wait 
till 1825. Of the 1806-7 coins there were struck: of pence 150 tons,. 
halfpence 427t tons, farthings 22t tons, in all 600 tons. (Davis, 
Nineteenth-Century Token Coinage, p. xix.) 

In Ireland, in like manner, the situation was eased by the issue 
of pence, halfpence, and farthings in 1805-6. 

1807-1817. 

The gold coinage of this period was of a very small quantity, 
for gumeas were struck only in 1813 and they were issued for the 
use of the troops abroad. The half and third of guineas bear the 
dates 1808, r809, '10, 'II, and '13. This little issue of gold was 
doubtless due to the high price of this metal, for in 1812 the guinea 
was worth 27 shillings according to the Mint price of gold, conse
quently the gold coins became very scarce. Mr. Berkeley Milne, a 
banker of Reading at this time, proposed to issue a gold token for 
40 shillings, but at the request of the Prime Minister none was 
put into circulation. (Davis, p. xxviii.) 

The silver coinage during this period reached its lowest state. 
The Bank practically ceased its issue of dollars and the want of 
small silver change became greatly felt. The regal shillings and 
sixpences had become, from constant wear, mere thin discs of metal~ 
all the original design having become obliterated. The difficulty in 
identifying these discs as money is amusingly given in Charles 
Dickens' Lije oj Joey Grimaldi, where the lucky discovery of a piece 
of metal which looked like tin enabled two hungry youths to get 
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:some refreshment at a public-house, the landlord taking it as a 
.sixpence. This is given in extenso in British Numismatic] ournal, 
vol. ii, p. 4, in an article entitled" Some National Characteristics 
Numismatically Exemplified," by our late Member Mr. F. 
Stroud. 

The issue in 1805-6 by the Bank of Ireland of the Tokens for 
ten and five pence Irish, had stopped the circulation in that country 
-of these worn discs, many of which were spurious and which were 
known as "slap" tokens, many having simple letters or figures 
stamped on them, as if to warrant their genuineness. These were 
exported to England and thus increased the money difficulties. 
The increasing price of silver likewise caused a shortage of change, 
for though dollars could be procured, the smaller coins were very 
scarce and the want caused much inconvenience. In I8n the price 
of silver had become so high that the Bank on March nth issued a 
notice that in future, owing to the bullion value of the dollars being 
higher than its monetary value, 5s., these coins would be received 
and issued at the rate of 5s. 6d. each. The Bank at last decided to 
attempt to deal with the question of small change. The authorities 
issued a notice, dated June 26th, that they were about to issue tokens 
for 5s. 6d., 3s., and IS. 6d. The 5s. 6d. token was never issued for 
circulation, but patterns in silver and copper exist. The engraver 
was J. PhilIp. 

Obverse, draped and laureate bust to left, on i!runcation two 
mullets; legend, GEORGIUS III DEI GRATIA REX. Why the 
bust should be facing left instead of right can only be accounted 
for as an error of the engraver. There are two reverses : 1st, 
Britannia seated left, holding in her right hand a spear, her left 
resting on a shield; below, in three lines, FIVE SHILLIi-J"GS 

AND SIXPENCE I8n; legend, BANK OF ENGLAND TOKEN; 

2nd, within an oak wreath in four lines, BANK TOKEN 5s. 6d. I8n ; 
below tie of wreath, in small letters, LP. 

There are mules of these with obverse and reverse of the 1804 
dollar. 

The other tokens, those for 3s. and IS. 6d., were issued in great 
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numbers, and in all probability were of great convenience to the 
public. The dies were engraved by L. Pingo. 

Obverse, bust as on the 1787 shilling; legend, GEORGI US 

III DEI GRATIA REX. Reverse, within an oak wreath in four 
lines, BANK TOKEN 3 SHILL. I8II . The IS. 6d. is similar but 
smaller, and has on the reverse IS. 6d. instead of 3 SHILL. There 
are proofs of both of these in silver and bronze. 

The weight of the three shillings is 9 dwt. II gr., and of the 
IS. 6d. 4 dwt. 171 gr. 

The other date on these tokens is 1812. As may be expected, 
counterfeits soon appeared. 

All the different coins 'and tokens then current had its humorous 
side, as is shown in a letter to the editor of the Gentleman' s Magazine 
for September, I8II, as follows :-

Mr. Urban, 
The following curious pheRomenon occasioned by the present 

state of British currency deserves to be recorded, and may be of 
use to the future Historian who shall consult your pages :-

£ s. d. 
A Guinea made of Standard Gold, weight 5 dwts . 

9 grs. passes by law for only .. I I 0 

A Guinea 3 grains lighter is worth as Bullion .. I 5 6 
A Crown Piece made of Sterling Silver, weight 

19 dwts. 8 grs., passes by law for only .. 0 5 0 

A Bank Dollar weighing 2 pennyweights less 
and the silver 2!d. an ounce worse is current 
for .. 0 5 6 

A Half-Crown Piece of Sterling Silver, weight 
9 dwts. 16 grs., passes by law for only .. 0 2 6 

A Bank Token weighing 5 grs. less and Silver 2!d. 
an ounce worse is current for .. 0 3 0 

The lesser Bank Token for Eighteenpence weighs I dwt. 2 grs. 
less than a Shilling and a Sixpence and the Silver is also 2!d.an 
ounce worse. 
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Any person who buys an ounce. of Standard gold and pays . 
for it in Coin, will receive Ten-pence in change out of Four Guineas 
and Two Seven Shilling Pieces. 

The One Pound Bilnk of England Note purports to be the 
representation of full S dwts. 3 grs. Standard Gold, but at the present 
nominal price it will purchase not quite 4 dwts. 4 grs.; its deficit 
is full 23 grains and its consequent depreciation 3S. 8td. 

Yours, etc., 
B. S. 

(Davis, pp. 2 and 3.) 

In 1812 the Bank authorities decided to change the designs on 
their smaller tokens and T . Wyon was selected as engraver of the 
dies . Obverse, King's head laureate to right; legend, as before. 
Reverse, as in 18rr, but the wreath is of oak and olive. There are 
silver proofs of both, and the dates 1812, '13, '14, 'IS, and '16. 

A pattern for ninepence also was struck, but was not put into 
circulation. The obverse was the next year used for the tenpence 
Irish. It was similar to the three-shillings except in size and value. 
There are proofs in silver and copper; all of these were struck at 
the Soho Mint, Birmingham. As in 18rr, counterfeits of these very 
soon appeared. 

The example of the Bank was immediately followed by local 
authorities and private firms"and tokens for 4s., 3S., 2S. 6d., 2S., IS. 6d., 
IS. , and 6d. soon appeared. As these were lighter in proportion to those 
of the Bank the latter began to disappear, being melted down to 
form bullion for the new pieces. It was found that on an average 
four of these local shillings weighed the same as a Bank 3S. token. 

The Government came to the rescue and a statute was passed 
on July 29th, 1812, making the tender of the Bank~rs' tokens illegal, 
but they were not finally abolished until the following year, by an 
Act which received the royal assent November 26th, 1813. 

The Colonies had been using the Spanish dollar for their own 
currency, but the demand for dollar silver to make these local 
tokens in England caused a cons.iderable exportation of these coins. 
The Colonial officials, to stop the depletion of their currency and 
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the export of dollar silver, devised various means. The West Indies 
chopped their dollars into bits and countermarked them, or else, as 
in Trinidad, stamped a large octagonal hole in the centre. New 
South Wales took another method: a circular piece about the size 
of a farthing was struck out of the centre, the small piece was 
restamped to pass for fifteen pence, while a rim round the hole 
in the larger piece on the obverse bore the legend FIVE SHILLINGS 
and on the reverse NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Thus a dollar and its alteration raised its joint value to 

6s·3d. 
India was also a buyer in this Spanish silver market, for in 18n 

the East India Company at their Madras mint issued dollars, over
struck with a Persian inscription, to pass for two rupees. 

The value of dollar silver reached its highest value, 7s. per 
ounce, in the last quarter of 1813 and then gradually dropped, with 
the exception of the period of the Waterloo Campaign, till in July, 
1816, the price was 4s. Iod. (Davis , p . xxiv). The Government was 
therefore able to purchase silver for its great recoinage at a reasonable 
rate. 

The Bank tokens continued current after the issue of a new 
coinage until it was considered that there was a sufficiency; this 
occurred in 1818, and the tokens were then gradually withdrawn, and 
finally disappeared as such in 1820. 

The Bank of England, in a Return to the House of Commons, 
stated that from 1804 to 1815 it had issued dollars and tokens to 
the amount of £4.457,649 4S. 6d., but the amount it had redeemed 
had exceeded that figure by £105,859 3s. 6d., showing the large 
number of forged countermarked dollars that must have been sent 
in (Maberley, p. 41). 

The Bank of Ireland anticipated its sister Bank in the issue of 
the medium sized token by putting into circulation, in 1808, one for 
thirty pence Irish designed by L. Pingo. Obverse, as on the Ten
pence 1805, but date below bust. Reverse, Hibernia as on the six 
shillings 1805: below, in two lines, xxx PENCE IRISH; legend, 
BANK TOKEN. 
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In 1813 it issued another tenpence Irish designed by G. T. 
Wyon. Obverse, from the pattern ninepence 1812. Reverse, within 
wreath of Shamrock in five lines, BANK TOKEN 10 PENCE IRISH. 

The issue of local copper tokens continued till it reached its 
maximum in 18II-13. The issuers copied the example of t~e 

Government in striking twopences and pennies in 1797, for whereas 
in the last decade the majority issued were halfpence, now they 
were pennies and many twopences; even the overseers of Birming
ham Workhouse issued, in 1813, some for sixpence and threepence. 
In 1817, after the introduction of the new money, the unauthorised 
.issue of tokens attracted the attention of the Government, and on 
July 27th an Act was passed to prohibit their circulation after 
June 1st, 1818. An exception was made on behalf of the penny 
tokens of Sheffield and Birmingham until, with regard to the former, 
1823 and the latter 1820. 

On considering these events, three things strike the attention. 
Firstly, the great difficulty the authorities found themselves 

faced with in regard to the extraordinary high price the metals used 
for coinage purposes rose to, for the bullion price at times exceeded 
the monetary value. 

Secondly, the universality of the forger. No coin, however 
small, appears to have escaped his attention. One piece in particular 
seems to have attracted him, the Spanish dollar. In a report made 
to the Spanish Ambassador in London it was stated that in 1796 in 
one single factory in Birmingham the weekly value of the output 
was 100,000 Reales, roughly £250 in value. (Spink's Numismatic 
Circular, vol. xxiii, p. 551.) 

It must be noted, however, that these were for export. No 
collector of the coins of this reign can omit the forgeries, as under 
the circumstances 'they form part of the series. 

Thirdly, the Spanish dollar-what would the country or the 
empire have done without it? It practically saved the situation. 

Just one hundred years after this time our empire is undergoing 
a time of stress. How thankful we should feel that we have not to 
undergo the extreme inconvenience borne by our great-grand-parents 

L 
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owing to the deficiency of small change; so let us handle 
any" Bradburys" that may come our way and be thankful that 
up to the present we have not been reduced to iron money. 

In compiling this paper I have consulted, amongst others, the 
following authorities: Ruding's Annals of the Coinage, Kenyon's 
Gold Coins of England, Hawkins' Silver Coins of England, Atkins' 
Tokens of the Eighteenth Century, Davis' Nineteenth Century Token 
Coinage, and Maberley's Token Coinage of the Bank of England. 
The last two have been extr~mely useful and they contain excellent 
accounts of the period under review. 

[TABLES A, BAND C. 
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EXAMPLES OF ENGRAVED COINS SELECTED 
FROM A COLLECTION FORMED BY MRS. ELLA 
PIERREPONT BARNARD. 

"]\,i HE memorials here described belong to the series commonly 
Y-...~ I rI ,~ 
(;)/ ~ r known as " Love Tokens" : a misnomer, seeing that quite 
~ I as many such pieces relate to birth or to death as to 

betrothal or marriage. Hence" Hatch, Match, and Dis
patch Tokens," if not too frivolous, would be a more suitable title; 
while some, such as, e.g., Nos. 99, 195, 200, 233, 235, 240, 243, 272, 
312, and perhaps 27, below, would fall outside even these extended 
limits, as probably would those the inscriptions on which are reversed 
for sealing. . 

For most of them coins were evidently employed, the types and 
legends of which were usually obliterated for the purpose. Often both 
sides have been so treated, but frequently one only has been utilized, 
the other face remaining blank. Or, again, one side has been 
smoothed and re-used, the other retaining the original coin-type. 
Occasionally the coin has not been defaced at all, the mere addition of 
the required inscription, generally somewhere in the field or round the 
edge, having been considered sufficient. Specimens are sometimes 
found for which medals, or simply blank flans, have served the purpose, 

as in the case of, e.g., Nos. 199, 232, 243, 244, 246, 250, 25 1, 25 2 ,257, 

282, 289, 320, 321. 
The fashion seems to have prevailed from about 1700 to 1850, 

and apparently was chiefly, though not exclusively, favoured by the 
humbler classes. Consequently a large proportion of these simple 
records are more or less rude of execution and obviously" home
made"; but many are manifestly the work of professional hands, and 
these often reach a high level of excellence. 

As a rule they are engraved. In the latest years of the above 
period punched specimens appear, a method of treatment uncommon 
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before. Rarely they are indented. Of those in the following list all 
are engraved except where otherwise is stated. As already remarked, 
the inscriptions on some are reversed for sealing. Now and again 
examples are found that are neatly holed near the edge, or, much less 
frequently, with a loop attached, for suspension round the neck or 
elsewhere. Each is, of course, unique. 

In the catalogue here printed, where in an inscription there is 
more than one line, the end of every line except the last is marked 
with a vertical stroke; while an interruption in a legend or an 
inscription is indicated by a horizontal stroke. Nearly all have circles 
added, but these are not mentioned unless they are more or less 
elaborate. 

Those dated are arranged in the order of the earliest date they 
bear, which is not necessarily the order of their making, and sometimes 
cannot be: e.g., No.2. 

The description" On a halfpenny" need not always be taken as 
meaning that an English Regal halfpenny was used: often halfpenny 
tokens, or " Birmingham Halfpence" (i.e., Atkins's" Imitations of the 
Coinage "), were employed for the purpose. 

Pieces marked" P. " are by professional engravers. 
Some of the following are noticed in Batty's Copper Comage of 

Great Britain, 1868-98, references to which are accordingly gIven. 

The subjoined proportions in this list may be of interest :-

A. Dated-I93. Undated-I 29. 

B. Above halfpenny size-80. Halfpenny Size or under-

C. Silver- 60. Copper (including a few brass and one lead) 
-262. 

Since writing the above my attention has been called to a similar 
collection, numbering about 270 examples, made by the late Mr. 
Thomas Hodgkin, some account of which is given in his Rariora 
(I, 95-6). The term he coined for these pieces was Pig1Zora 
Pauperum, which might serve well enough for such as relate to pledges 
of affection, but, as we have seen, w~ould not embrace all varieties. 
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I. PIECES OF HALFPENNY SIZE AND UNDER. 

A. DATED.-

I. I H I 1700. Above is a star in a circle. All within an 
ornamented circle. On the reverse of a halfpenny of 
William II 1. 

2. HENRY· GODDEN· BORN· 5' FEB· 1702. On the edge of 
a farthing of 1777, which has been hammered up. P. 
See No. 33. 

3· Obverse.-Robert I Evens I Died Set'em' I III 1717. 
Reverse.-A Druid seated before the stump of an oak. 
On a copper coin: size Mionnet 6. The obverse is punched, 
which was unusual at so early a date. P. Obviously Welsh. 

4. Jo.feph I Daz"ley I June ye Il" £729. On the reverse of a 
halfpenny of 1694. .p. [Plate I.] 

5. CHARLTON I PALMER Nobr 8 I 1731. On the reverse of 
a farthing of Charles I I. 

6. Obverse.-Ifaac I Lugg [dividing] 17-31 I is I halfpeny. 
Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. Neatly holed. 

7. RC I MP I 1740. Above is a heart. On the reverse of a 
Middle Brass of Nero. Holed. 

8. P: Stapilton I to I A. Dickinfon I 1747. Attended by 
flourishes. On the reverse of a Pistarine (Peseta) of 
Philip V , of Spain (1700-51). The Pistarine was in 1766 
worth IId. English (Snelling), in 1808 only Sid. (Ede). 

9. Obverse.-, A squirrel sitting, to right, and eating. Legend 
above: Joseph B£llz'on. Sept" £2' £750. Reverse. A 
pointer standing, to left. Above is scratched AI. On a 
halfpenny. All P. except the two letters on the reverse. 
Billion is a diminutive of Bill. 

ro. Obverse.-Samull Barber I Born Reverse.-March I The 
5 I 1751. On a halfpenny. [Batty, II, 39 2 , No. 3962A. ] 

I I. Obverse.-E. Normansell Born Nov" £9 I £75£. Reverse.
A pair of flaming and bleeding hearts side by side, 
overlapping, transfixed by two arrows in saltire; above are a 
couple of doves billing. On a halfpenny. N ormansell was a 
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Cheshire family, the last syllable being the O.E. selle, "seat," 
. "dwelling." P. The symbol on the reverse was traditional: 
the reader will recall to mind the ironical remark of Queen 
Margaret to King Richard in Shakespeare's Richard I If, IV, 
iv, 27I. 

12. Obverse.-SARAH I BLINKer I 175 I. Below is an orna
ment. Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. 

13. ANN I SANDERS I I752. On the reverse of a halfpenny of 
William I I I (?). 

14. A cock standing on a torse. Legend round: .f£e1'l1Y-
Brooks--I 754. On the reverse of an undecipherable half
penny. P. This crest is found with the coat of Brooke 
(Burke, General A rm01Y, yd edition). 

15. Obverse.-An heraldic rose. Legends round: (Outer) 
WILL~'~ STEERS: BORN: MARCH: (Inner) y' .15 . 1754. 
Reverse.-A shield charged with the coat of Steere: [Or J, a 
mullet [sable J, impaling ...... a fess chequy ...... between 
three leopards' heads . ..... , with helm, crest of a demi-lion 
holding an axe, and mantling. The helm and crest are 
turned to the sinister. On a halfpenny. P. The impaled 
coat may be for Rayne, of Stoke Neyland, Suffolk: Sable, a 
fess chequy or and azure, betwee1t three leopards' heads of the 
second. (Papworth, p: 765.) Steer is "Storr," the Scandi
navian "big," "strong." [Plate I.J 

16. Obverse.-E· R . I BORN I DEC I9 I I755. All within a 
chaplet .of oak leaves. Reverse. -- The fac;ade of an edifice 
of Tuscan architecture, with festooned curtains. Legend 
round: THE TEMPLE OF LOVE. On a halfpenny. P. 

17. In the centre J. W within three concentric ornamented circles. 
Legend round: Ig WEBB BORN DEeMER 31 1755. Outside 
this are three other ornamented circles. On the obverse of a 

halfpenny of 1773. P. 
18. M---B, separated by a cross. Above is a crown between 

two stars; below is I755. On the reverse of a halfpenny of 

William III. [Batty, 11,459, No. 4455.J 
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19. I*A I 1755. Within a double circle of punched dots. On 
the reverse of a h;:t1fpenny of George 1 I: I st issue; young 
head. P (except the circles, which evidently were added later). 

20. Obverse.-MARY SWINBURN I J755. Reverse.-A heart 
transfixed bran arrow. On a halfpenny. 

21. PHILIP I REEFFER I I756. On the reverse of a halfpenny of 
William IlL P (?). 

22. Obverse.-EDWIN I DAVIS I 1756. Reversed for sealing. 
Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. Holed at the top. P. 

23. Obverse.-Robt I Holme I I757. Reverse. A royal arched 
crown with cap. Below are two sprays. On a halfpenny. 

24. Obverse.-Mary I Roberts I 1761. Reverse. -M.R. The 
obverse is on the reverse of a double liard of the Empress 
Maria Theresa (1745-80), struck for the Austrian Netherlands. 
The ;everse inscription is across the head of the Empress. P. 
[Plate 1.J 

25. T* S I 1762. A rudely hatched line above and below. On 
the reverse of a halfpenny of William IlL 

26. Obverse.-ELIZ: I WICKS, I OXON. Within an ornamented 
circle. Reverse.-Aug,' 9 I I76J. In the centre of a sun in 
splendour, which extends to the edge of the flan. On a 
halfpenny. P. Good work. [Plate 1.J 

27. Obverse.-Eliz. I Saunders I I764. Within a chaplet of 
flowers. Reverse.-A lozenge charged with the arms of 
Saunders :-Sable, a chevron ermine between three bulls' heads 
cabossed argent. Within Chippendale-type surroundings ot 
shell- and scroll-work and flowers. On a shilling, or other 
silver coin of similar module, if on a coin at all. P. These 
arms were borne by (I) Saunders, of Down House, Ealing, 
Hants; (2) Saunders of Pentre, Pembrokeshire. If Elizabeth 
was of Pentre, she was daughter of David Saunders, who died 
in 1750. This may be a private card-counter. 

28. Obverse.-Elz'zabeth I Spoone1~. I LOjVboj\f I j764' All 
attended by flourishes and within an ornamented CIrcle. 
Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. P. Good work. 
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29. Obverse.-IN° ELLY IS: SHIELDs I J765. Above are scrolls. 
Reverse.-A full-rigged ship sailing to left, with only courses 
anc~ topsails set. On a shilling, or other silver coin of 
similar module. P. 

30. Obverse.-Thos I Butler I Feb Y 25 I769· I EP (added later 
and rudely). Reverse.-Sarah I Bunh I I7 Dr 1766. On 
a halfpenny. P (except the addition). 

3 I. Obverse.--J. B. Ma1/riner I I768. On the left is a crocodile's 
(?) head, and below it a right 'hand in a wrist-ruff pointing to 
" Marriner." On the right is a pot with a rose growing in 
it, and below that a sea-horse. Reverse.-A sailor standing, 
facing to left, wearing a three-cornered hat, horizontally
striped jersey, and vertically-striped trousers, and holding up 
in his right hand a stick. The ground and, in the distance, 
a house and two trees are shown. On a halfpenny. P. 
" Marriner" is evidently J.B.'s calling, not his surname. 

[Batty, 11,458, No. 4443.J 
32. Obverse.-R. Rookes I I7-68, separated by a heart transfixed 

by two arrows in saltire. All attended by scroll-work. 
Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. P. 

33. ELIZA --BEARFOOT-- THOMAS-- LYON --FEB. 

16. 1768. On the edge of a halfpenny of George II (2nd 
issue; old head), which has been hammered up and cut into 
five scrolls to receive the inscription. P. Good work. Cp. 
Nos. 2, 43, 68, 70, 82, 97. 

34. Obverse.-A man in irons, hanging from a gibbet: the 
ground is shown. Legend round: I CURTIS HUNG IN 

CHAINS NEAR SARUM MAR 14 [continued at the foot of 
the gibbet and divided by it] 17--68. Reverse.-[Legenct 
continued from the obverse l FOR THE MURDER of WOLF 

MYERS [continued within a circle in the centre] Dec. 28 1707. 
On a halfpenny. This execution evidently attracted local 
attent-ion. I t was carried out at Harnham, not at Fisherton, 
which was the usual place of capital punishment for Salisbury. 
The Harnham gallows were on the Blandford Road. [Ex 
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inform. Mr. F. Stevens, Curator of the Blackmore Museum, 
Salisbury. The circle in the centre of the reverse represents 
"The pit where the Body was found: Jan. 25, 1768," an 
inscription which appears within it on a variant. The murder 
is commemorated in canto IV of Miss Child's The Spinster 
at Home in the Close 0.1 SaNsbury, 4th . edition, Salisbury, 
1844, pp. 188-202. The last instance of hanging in chains 
took place in 1834, in which year the practice was abolished 
by statute. (Statutes 0/ the Unitea J(ingdom., XII I, 589, 
25th July, 1834; and see Notes and Quen·es, 1883, 6th 
Series, viii, pp. 182, 353, 394.) 

35. SI Jones [attended by flourishes] I Born 12th I ApI 1768. On 
the reverse of a farthing of Charles II, which has 1672 
engraved on the head, the year of the first issue of this 
coin. P. [Plate 1.J 

36. ISABELLA I GAITSKILL I I769. Above IS an heraldic 
rose. On the reverse of a halfpenny of the "Imitation of 
the Coinage" series, either No. 228 or 229 on p. 390 of 
Atkins' Tokens 0.1 the Eighteenth Century. P. Gaitskill is 
apparently one of several variant forms, the origin of which 
is to be found m the hamlet of Gaisgill, near T ebay, in 
vVestmorland. 

37. Obverse.-john I Mawby I London [dividingJ I7-69· 
Within arabesque decoration. Reverse.- The whole flan is 
fitted with elaborate arabesque decoration. On a halfpenny. 
P. Very finely executed. 

38. Obverse.-ilfijs JVelly. Reverse.-Crook= I Shanks I I769· 
On a halfpenny. 

39. Obverse.-H K. I 1770. Reverse.-A dove standing on the 
ground, facing to left. On a halfpenny. P. 

40. Obverse.-E.T. Below is a pair of flaming hearts side by 
side, overlapping, and transfixed by an arrow. Reverse.
Born I AugS 20 I 1770. On a halfpenny. 

41. Obverse.-Cook I fo/eph. Reverse.-I770 . On a halfpenny. 
Rude work. 
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42. Obverse.-El£zl' I Cooper I Born May I)" 5 I770' Within 
an ornamented circle. Reverse.- E C in cypher. On a 
halfpenny. P. [Plate I.J 

43. Nath l L£ttle--ob I8--April-I77I--A g ed--73· 
On the edge of a 1St type halfpenny of George III, which has 
been hammered up and cut into six scrolls to receive the inscrip
tion. P. Excellent work. Cpo Nos. 2, 33, 68, 70, 82, 97. 

44. M E, decorated with fronds, I 1771. On the reverse of a 
halfpenny of George I I: 1 st issue; young head. P. 

45. Obverse.-IoHN I CUFF I 177 I. Reverse.-T--T sepa
rated by a fish haurient. On a halfpenny. Only the fish 
appears to be P. It is easier to say what the fish is not, 
than what it is; but, if it be heraldic, the reverse may relate 
to a woman of the Tench, Tubb, or Troutbeck families. 
Cuff is the A.S .. name" Cuffa." 

46. Obverse.-George I Harding I born I I772 . Reverse.--A s 

man standing, facing, with his arms akimbo. On a halfpenny. 
Rudely holed in the centre, as though it had been "nailed to 
the counter" as false coin. P. 

47. Obverse.-SARAH I BUGGINS I BORN I OCTR 10 I J77 2 • 

Above is a decoration of two fronds. Reverse.
WOOTTON I OXON. Above and below are fronds. On 
a halfpenny. 

48. Obverse.-joshua I jackson I I773· Below are two fronds. 
The whole within a hatched circle. Reverse.---Blank. On a 

halfpenny. P. [Plate I.J 
49. Mifs I F * Watkinson I Scaisbrick I I774· Within an orna

mented circle. On the reverse of a 1st type halfpenny of 
George I I I. Scaisbrick is probably Scarisbrick in Lanca

shire. P. 
50. Obverse.-E.G. I 1774· Reverse.-A sun in splendour: face 

shown. On a halfpenny. [Batty, II, 52 4, No. 5155.J 
51. Obverse.-JEAN I MOTE I DUnDE I 1774· Reverse.-A 

brig sailing to left. On a halfpenny, the edge of which has 
been hammered up but is uninscribed. 
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52. Obverse.-JB, in cypher. Surrounded by several ornamented 
circles. Legend round (within the outermost circle): this is 
the 8 of april ye[arJ I775. Reverse.-A pair of hearts side 
by side, surrounded by geometrical and other ornamentation. 
On a halfpenny. P (?). 

53. J776 I MT, in cypher. Within a wreath. On the reverse of 
a -halfpenny of George II: 1st issue; young head. P. 

54. Obverse.-G 1776 R I jj * ~. Scattered ~bout the field are 
floral ornaments. Reverse.-j MH in cypher, surrounded by 
fronds, among which, at the top, is I776. On a halfpenny. 
P. 

55. 1776. Legend round : MARY THORP. On the obverse of 
a halfpenny of 1772, the field of which is cut out round the 
figure of Britannia on the reverse. 

56. Obverse.-A heart transfixed by two arrows in saltire and 
ensigned with 1776. Legend round: Cha/ Chapman May 
I7 I776. Reverse.-A slaughter-house. in which a butcher 
is about to poleaxe a bullock. The edge of the flan has been 
cut into the outline of an heraldic rose. On a halfpenny. The 
obverse and the edge-cutting only are P. 

57. I7--76 within a wreath and divided by a - bleeding heart 
transfixed by two arrows in saltire. Legend round: JAMES, 
PEARCE· ANN· BERREY. The points are decorative. The 
whole surrounded by a rope-pattern circle. On the obverse 

of a halfpenny of 1775. P. 
58. Obverse.-A--A separated by a star and two small leaves 

(of the tea-plant ?) I 1777. Above is a celestial crown, and 
around is a slight wreath. Reverse.-A cutting from the 
tea-plant: stray leaves to right and left. Below is be sober. 
On a shilling. or other silver coin of similar module. P. 

59. Obverse. - lAMES I HIGGS I I777· Reverse. - MARY I 
SOUTHEY. Below is a heart transfixed by three arrows, one 
in pale, two in saltire. On a halfpenny. P (?). 

60; Obverse.-R * L I I777. Above are four small stars: right 
and left are a couple of nondescript ornaments and two little 
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broad-arrows. Reverse.-Blank, except for a small star In 

the centre. On a halfpenny. [Batty, II, 475, No. 4603A.] 
6r. Obverse. -M A, in decorated italics, I r 777. Within an 

ornamented circle. Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. P. 
62. Obverse.-An1z I Chadwick. Reverse.-A C I r777. On a 

halfpenny. Punched. Rude work. [Batty, II, 397, No. 4000.] 
63. Obverse. - A heart transfixed by two arrows in saltire. 

Legends round: (Oute1~) IOSEPH ~< DAVIS * r 777 (Inner) 
SUSANAH * DAVIS i;,. Reverse.-Two drawn cutlasses in 
fess, and below them a pair of flint-lock pistols in saltire. 
Legend round: WHEN· THIS, YOU, SEE· REMEMBER· 
ME. On a halfpenny. P. The weapons on the reverse 
suggest that Joseph Davis was a man-of-war's man, and the 
legend, in various forms, is common on these pieces, especially 
upon those of sailors. It occurs, too, as a ring-posy: e.g'., 
that given on p. 360 of W. J ones's Fz'nge1~-Rz'ng Lore, 1877. 

64. Robert I Dyde I Born I jamta1~y I 6, I778. Within five 
ornamented circles. On the obverse of a halfpenny of 17 r 8. 

P. 
65. Obverse.-A man, facing to right, in a tye-wig and with a 

three-cornered hat under his right arm, holding in his left 
hand the right hand of a woman, who with her other hand 
offers him a goblet. Legend, behind the man: MY· LOVE· 
SHEE--(unjinished). Reverse.-A pair of hearts side by 
side, overlapping, transfixed by two arrows in saltire. Above 
are an arched crown and, attached to it by a lover's knot, a 
ribbon inscribed LOVE--UNITED, separated by the knot; 
below is * I778*. The whole within a rope-circle. On a 
halfpenny. P. Good work. 

66. Obverse.-John I Bunker I july I I779. Flourishes in the 
field. Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. P. 

67. Obverse.-A S A, in cypher, I 1780. Above is a spray with 
a si~gle rose. Reverse.- When I this y02t see I remember 
me I tho many miles I wee dz'stance be I jO Ellis. On . a half
penny. Holed through the centre of the rose on the obverse. 
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68. In° Finnzs Dec. 6. 1780. Ori the edge of a halfpenny 
of George I I (I st" issue; young head), which has been 
hammered up. P. Cp. Nos. 2, 33, 43, 70, 82, 97. 

69· Obverse.-Walr Tenent I 6' I Ketty Kelly I JanY 2 £78£. 
Below is a flourish. Reverse.-A pair of hearts side by side, 
overlapping, en signed with W T 6' K K. On a halfpenny. 
P. 

70. IN--MEMORY--OF--GEO~--HIGGS. On the edge 
of a I st type halfpenny of George I I I, which has been 
hammered up and cut into five scrolls to receive the inscrip
tion. Upon the king's head is M *' N, and upon the figure 
of Britannia is 17 I 81. P. Good work. Cpo Nos. 2, 33, 43, 
68, 82, 97. 

7r.-Obverse.-L * V I R * V I 1782. Reverse.-A brigantine 
sailing to left: incuse. On a halfpenny. 

72. On the obverse ofa shilling of 1711, across the head, IS*S I 
to I M * W; in the field, vertically, May £-£7S3, divided by 
the head. P. " IS " perhaps stands for Isaac. 

73· Obverse.-N B, in floriated cypher, I MARSTON I £783. 
. Within an ornamented circle. Reverse.-A monkey seated, 

with a cocoa-nut in each hand and her young one on her back. 
Upon a label issuing from the latter's mouth is "1ne some 
Mamma." On a halfpenny. P. There are 29 Marstons in 
England. 

74. M B, in cypher, I 1783. On the reverse of a milled shilling 
of Charles I I. P. 

75· Obverse.-Jane I Morfield I YORK I 1783. Decoration to 
right and left. Reverse.--J M, in cypher. On a half
penny. P. 

76. Obverse.-STEN CHALK I £783. Surrounded by decoration. 
Reverse.-A saw-pit, with two men at work. On a half
penny. . Probably P. 

77. Obverse.-Abr'" Duke I Born I Deer 24, £783. Below is a 
man mounted on a horse which is jumping a two-barred 
fence. Reverse.- Blank. On a halfpenny. P. 

M 
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78. Obverse.-T S, in cypher, I 1784. Within an ornamented 
circle. Reverse.-M R, in ·cypher, I 1784. Within an 
ornamented circle. On a halfpenny. P. Excellent work. 

79. Obverse.-N E, in cypher, I 1784. Reverse.-M M, in 
cypher, I 1784. On each side is a circle very similar in 
pattern to those on No. 78, and the whole treatment seems 
to indicate that both pieces are the product of the same hand. 
On a halfpenny. P. Excellent work. 

80. Obverse.-J.B. I & I B.F. I 1784. Severally enclosed within 
curved lines, those round the & being in the form of a heart. 
Reverse.-Legend round: NON OBLITUS. In the centre 
is J' S above a rose. On a halfpenny. P. 

8 I. Obverse.-J + H I I784. Above is a heart pierced hori ... 
zontally by an arrow. Reverse.-E + T. Below is an arrow. 
On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

82. ELlz--CORNISH-- OB: IO --MARCH -- 1785-
.tE: 62. On the edge of a half-crown of 17°7, which has 
been hammered up and cut into six scrolls to receIve the 
inscnptIon. P. Excellent work. Cpo Nos. 2, 33, 43, 68, 

70, 97· [Plate 1.J 
83. Obverse.-J T I to I W K I 1785. Reverse.-}/ot the mark 

of I cold friendship~ Flourishes above and below. On a 
shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. P. 

84. Obverse.-J OHN . THOMAS I 1785. Scrolls above and below, 
Reverse.- A full-rigged ship sailing to left. On a half
penny. P. 

85. Obverse.-A ! SLATER I 1785. Reverse.-Blank. On a 
halfpenny. Neatly holed in the centre. Indented. 

86. Obverse.-Maria I Knivet011 I 1785. The date in an oval 
garland; the whole within an ornamented circle. Reverse.
Elfin I Sephton. Below are a corn-bin (?) and a couple of 
doves holding in their beaks a cord with a lover's knot in it: 
one is perched on the bin, the other flying. Floral orn~ments 
on either side. The whole within an ornamented circle. 
On a halfpenny. P. 
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87· Obverse.-Sarah Riley I Born June 25 I I786. Reverse.-
V M, in cypher. On a halfpenny. P. 

88. Obverse.-S. Beeslay I Sepr 6 I I786. Reverse.-S+B I 1786. 
On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

89· ' Obverse.- Will'" I Chapm,an Born I Novr If\ I786, about I 
Io ,Mi1tzdes before 7 I in y M01/ning in the I Parish of St. 
Leonard I Shoreditch. Reverse. - W C, in ornamented cypher. 
Below is Died 26, March, I790' Probably on an eighteenth
century halfpenny token. P. 

90. Obverse.-Eliz * I Woolhouse I 1787. Reverse.-Elizebt (all 
cancelled: a false start, as is shown also by the lines drawn for 
the guidance of the remainder of the intended inscription). 
On a halfpenny. 

9 1. Obverse.-love me I true as j do I you and Pity me I that '11Ja1ds 
a tast I fo these exalted I pleasures Jo I Crick I I787. Re
verse.-vouchsife I me 0 lord the I afiistance of I thy holy 
spirit I ann richar I ds 1787. On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

92. Obver~e.-I * R I I787. Within a douhle wreath. Reverse.
A church. Above it, within a garland, S.o. On a halfpenny 
of George I I: I st issue; young head. 

93. S * R I 1787. On the reverse of a 1st issue halfpenny of 
George III. 

94. Obverse.-R F, in cypher, within an oval trace. Legend 
round: frindship I787. The whole within a circular trace. 
Reverse.--J W, in cypher, within an oval trace. On a half
penny. P. This combination of an upright oval within a 
circle is always very effective on a coin. An English example 
is the obverse of the Enniscorthy halfpenny token of 1800 
(Atkins, p. 352, Nos. 1-4; Dalton and Hamer, p. 521, 
Nos. 1-4); a Fre~ch one is the obverse of the . fine 5 sols 
piece of I 792 (Millin , p. 36, and PI: xix, No. 70). A horizontal 
oval within a circle, as, e.g., on the obverse of the Dundee 
halfpenny token of 1796 (Atkins, p. 295. No. 12: Dalton and 
Hal1'Zer, p. 405, No. 16), is perhaps less pleasing to the eye. 

95. Obverse.- TAT, in cypher, surrounded by small flourishes, 
M2 
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etc. Reverse.-A heart transfixed by three arrows, one til 

pale, two in saltire, dividing I7-88. On a halfpenny. P (?). 
96. Obverse.-·S SIB C, both in cypher; along one side, 1788. 

The whole within an ornamented circle. Reverse.-U pon an 
altar inscribed UNITED I By I LOVE are a pair of hearts 
side by side, flanked by flowers. At its foot are more 
flowers, etc. On a haifpenny. P. , 

97. MARY LYLE 4 MAY I788. On the edge of a Half 
Pistarine of Ferdinand VI of Spain, dated I757, which has 
been hammered up. P. See No.8, and cpo Nos. 2, 33,43, 
68,70, 82. 

98. Obverse.-A sailor and a woman standing, facing one 
another, hand in hand. I n an oval between them is 

J S S I I789· Reverse.-Our· Voig'e I is long wee I will 
maintain I but hope once I more to meet a I gain (between 
flourishes) I J789. Below is a dove sitting on a heart, with 

. fronds to right and left. The whole within a dotted double 
circle. On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. P (?). 

99. Obverse.-The I HEALTH I of I GEORGE I III. Reverse.
And 1 the happin- I e[s of his pe I ople re[tor- I ed, I 789. 
On a halfpenny. A medalet, of amateur make, relating to 
the recovery of the King from his second attack of insanity. 

100. Obverse.-Francis I Boughton I I789· Reverse.-A bird 
standing. On a halfpenny. Boughton of Yorkshire bore 
martlets, but the bird here shown does not resem ble one. 

lOr. JOHN I RAWSTORN I 113olton I I790' Lancaslzz're. On 
the obverse of a Macclesfield halfpenny token dated I789. 
(A tkins, p. I I, No.8, 9, or 10.) P. Bolton is, of course, 
the town, not part of the name. 

102. Obverse.-Thos I Brown I I790' Reverse.-Blank. On a 
shilling, or other .sil ver coin of similar module. Neatly holed 
at the top. P. 

103. Obverse,-W Lewis I I790' Within an ornamented circle. 
Reverse.-A. Lewis. Within a similar circle. On a half
penny. Neatly holed. 
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104. Obverse.-A man wearing a three-cornered hat and full
skirted coat, with a churchwarden pipe in his hand, standing 
by the wall of a house. Legend round: T· Jones. 
Reverse.-A dimidiated heart, the dexter half hatched vert, 
the sinister azure, transfixed by two arrows in saltire. Above 
it is TRUE TIL DEATH' 17-90 divided by the heart. On 
a halfpenny. See on No. 159, and cpo No. 173. 

105. Obverse.-D XL' I79I. On either side is a frond. Reverse. 
-D L, in· cypher. Above are two fronds. On a halfpenny. 
P (?). 

106. Obverse.-NI I BULET '1 79 1. Reverse.-The same. On 
, a halfpenny. " Ni" probably stands for Nicholas. The 

forms Bullet and Bullitt appear, and according to Professor 
Weekley (Surnames, 1917, p. 128), this is a nickname, " Bull
head." 

107. T. Roe, I79I. on the reverse of a halfpenny of George II ; 
I st issue: young head. 

108. W--T' 17-92, in the field, and divided by the king's 
head, on the obverse of a sixpence of 1787. P. 

109. Obverse.-Betty , f;Vzg-ht To , Mr , Mnur I I 792. Reverse. 
Set me as , A Seal upon I Thi1ie Heart , For Love is , 
Strong as ,Death. On a halfpenny. P. Song of Songs, viii, 6. 

110. Obverse.-john , Tattersall , I793. Below each name is a 
horizontal frond. Reverse.-C C, in ' cypher. On a half

penny. P. 

I I I. Obverse.--S H 'I793. Amid fronds. Reverse.-On a torse 
a dexter arm embowed, in plate armour, holding a bared 
sword. Below · it J * P. On a halfpenny. P. . This crest 
was used by Phillpotts, of Gloucester; Porter of Troquam, 
Kirkcudbright; and Parker of Passage, co. Cork. (Burke, 
Genn-al Armory, 3rd edition.) 

112. Obverse.-T* M, in very florid italics, 1794. Reverse.
God save ' R ,Monk. On a halfpenny of George II: 1St 
issue; young head. P. 
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1 13. Obverse.-Martha I Brown. A frond between the names. 
Reverse. I Ware I 1794. Two sprays below. On a shilling, 
or other silver coin of similar module. P. 

114. T K W, in cypher, I I795. On the reverse of a halfpenny 
of George I I: 1st issue; young head. P. 

1 IS. Obverse.-On the obverse of a Norwich halfpenny token 
(apparently Atkil1s, p. 152, No. 24) 1-7-9-5 in two 
lines, divided by the bottle; the latter inscribed BRANDY I 
j K, in cypher. Re~erse.-j /(, in ornamented cypher. 
P. 

I 16. eLI 1796. On the reverse of a halfpenny of William II I 
and Mary. Rude work. ' 

I 17. Obverse.-J1;faygaret I Hudson I I7~6. Reverse. - Blank. 
On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

I 18. Obverse.-j RIM Pickard I Nvemr 
22 I I796. Reverse.

M Pick. I when thus I you see rem I em,beY 11'tee I thau 
[= though] meny I miles whe I distant bee I j Rothery . . On a 
halfp,enny. Rude work. 

119. Legend round: G, &, A SLOW,. Across the centre is a 
heart transfixed by an arrow and Married I J anY, 1 st I797. 
On the reverse of a shilling of George I I: I st issue, young 
head. P. [Plate I.] 

120. Ms I E H, in decorated i.talics, I 1797. On the reverse of a 
Cronebane halfpenny token (Atkins , pp. 353, et seq.), with edge 
inscription PAYABLE AT CRONEBANE LODGE OR IN DUBLIN. P. 
" Ms " is presumably for" Mistress." 

I 2 I. Obverse.-Maria I Crosby I Uxbridge. Reverse.-june 9'" I 
1797 I M C. On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

122. T Lock I I798. Reverse.- T L, in cypher. On a halfpenny 
of George II: 1st issue; young head. The reverse only 
is P. 

123. Obverse.-joh1l I Scardijield I I798. Reverse.-Round a 
star the legend, in two Jines: (Outer) When this you see 
remember me tho' (Inner) many miles we r1istant be. On a 

halfpenny. P. 
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124. Obverse.-Prefgrav I I799. Reverse.-SPE, reversed for 
sealing, and at one side 179 (ttnfimshed date). On a 
halfpenny. The obverse only is P. [Batty, II, 471, 

No. 4574.J 
12 5. W P, in cypher I SEP" 2 I I 799. On the reverse of a half

penny of the "I mitation of the Coinage" ~eries: No. 430, 

on p. 394 of Atkins. P. [Batty, II, 453, No. 4406.J 
126. A pair of flaming and bleeding hearts side by side, over

lapping, and transfixed by two arrows in saltire: the dexter 
heart inscribed W S, the sinister one A P, both in cypher. 
Fronds to right and left. Above is I7-99 divided by an 
original hole; below is I Ith March. On the obverse of a 
sixpence -of 1787. P. Good work. 

127. Charles Downing, arranged in a continuous circular cypher, 
enclosing Dec" 6 I I80'O within a small ornamented circle. 
The whole surrounded by a ribbon circle~ On the reverse 
of a shilling of George II: 2nd issue; old head. P. 
Beautiful work. [Plate I.J 

128. Thomas Wonnull, arranged as in No. 127, but the letters 
are larger, and there is no enclosed circle or date in the 
centre. On the reverse of a shilling of George I I: 2nd 
issue; old head. P. 

129. Mary Wormull, arranged as in No. 128. On the obverse 
of a shilling of 1787. P. 

130. Sa?'ah Wormull, arranged as in No. 128, but with an 
enclosed circle in the centre. On the reverse of a shilling of 
George II : 2 nd issue; old head. P. N os. 128-130 are all 
admirable work, and appear to have been executed by the 
same professional hand, as also perhaps was No. 127 ; hence, 
although only No. 127 is actually dated, they are all placed 
here together. . 

13 I. Obverse.-R C U7, in cypher, amid floral and other decora
tions. The whole within a double ornamented circle. 
Reverse.-A cypress, and, shadowed by it, 1801. On a 
halfpenny. The obverse only is P. 
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132. Obverse.-E, TIP,' A TAYLOR, Aged 2 years, 1801. 

Rev. Whilfon' Taylor, 1803. On a halfpenny. The 
obverse at any rate is P. The styles of lettering on the 
two faces are quite different, and the reverse is evidently later. 

133. Louisa, Brown , BORN iD 180 I. On the reverse of a 

farthing of 1799. P. 

134. Obverse.-W. Booth' Aged 5 '1802. Above the name is 
a scroll, below it a frond bearing a single apple (?). Reverse.
A couple of doves standing on the ground, billing. Between 
them are two fronds, above them others bearing fruit. On 
an eighteenth-century halfpenny token with edge inscribed 
PAYABLE IN ANGLESEY LONDON OR LIVERPOOL: see Atkins, 

P·402 . P. 

135. W'" Wyatt, Born FebY 2I I 1804. On the obverse of a 
sixpence of 1787. P. Wyatt is a diminutive of Guy. 

136. Obverse.-Within a circular trace a bird standing, facing left, 
and holding a piece of seaweed (?) in its beak. Above is 
1804, below, on a ribbon, is THE LIVER. The whole within 
an ornamented circle. Reverse.-The GiftJ zs small, But 
love' zs all. Within an ornamented circle. On a halfpenny. 
P. There seems to be little doubt that this is a Liverpool 
piece. The arms of the city are commonly blazoned as 
A rg-ent, a cormorant sable, beaked a1'td legg-ed gules, holding 
il't z'ts beak a piece of the seaweed called laver inverted vert. 
The bird in the coat is often called a "lever,)) the Low Dutch 
Laffiar, or spoonbill. It is probable, however, that both 
" laver)) and "lever" are canting inventions of the later 

heralds, and that the origin of the bird is to be found in the 
eagle of St. John, and that the "seaweed)) is the planta 
genzsta of King ] ohn, the founder of the corporate town. 
Both _ of these objects appear on the ancient seal of Liverpoo 
(See a forthcoming paper on the subject by Mr. Robert 
Gladstone.) The reverse legend was a ring-posy: ] ones, 

Ring-lore, 399. 
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137. Obverse.-Britannia standing, with spear and shield, but no 
helmet, and leaning against an altar-tomb with an urn on the 
top and inscribed Mifs I Mary Ann I, CARLTON I Upwood 1 
Born I Novr I4t1' I805. 'Reverse.-Favor I £s I deceitfull, 
and Beauty I z's vaz'n,' I but, a Woman that I feareth the 
Lord I she shall be I praised. The whole within a floral 
circle. On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. 
Neatly holed at the top. P. Upwood is a village in 
Huntingdonshire. Mary Ann, daughter ~f James and Mary 
Ann Carlton, was baptized Nov. 17th, 1805. (Upwood Regz's
ters.) The reverse legend is from P1/'OV. xxxi, 30. [Plate I. J 

138. Obverse.- W M C, in ornamented cypher. Reverse.-
Married'i JanY 9th I 1809. On a shilling, or other silver coin 
of similar module. P. 

139. Obverse.-A pair of columns, of no particular Order, sup
porting a floral festoon on which kneel two cupids holding 
sprigs, which they cross. Below, in succession, are a star, 
the initials S C, and a frond. In a compartment connecting 
the bases of the columns is july 26t1

, I8I I. Behind this, 
grouped together, are a quiver in pale and Cupid's bow and 
torch in saltire. Reverse.-The Lord's Prayer, in italics, in 
eleven lines. (The long f is used.) The whole within a 
wreath. On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar 

module. P. [Plate I.J 
140. A pair of hearts side by side, towards which two arrows 

point from right and left respectively, Above is Cupid, 
flying, with bow and arrow. Below a couple of doves hold 
between them in their beaks a twig of myrtle (?). At the 
bottom is 1812. Legend round, very faint, and rudely added 
later: WHEN THIS you see Remember me. Reverse.
Blank. On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module . 
All but the legend is P. If myrtle be the right reading, 
it would suit the tradition. The myrtus eanjugula of 
Cato was sacred to Venus (Pliny, Hz'st. Nat., XV, 36,37); 
cpo Formosae myrtus Vener£ (Verg., Ee!., VII, 62); and 
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see Folkard, Plant Lore, 1892, pp. 454-7, etc., also Low 
Country Jetton No. 74, on p. 204 of Barnard's The Casting
Counter and the Counting-B.oard, Oxford University Press, 
1916. [Plate I. ] 

141. Obverse.-S + M I 1813. Above is an adze, to the left 
a saw, to the right a mallet, and below are'; square and pair 
of compasses. Reverse.-A three-decker line-of-battle-ship 
sailing to left; below it is a fish. On a shilling, or other 
coin of similar module. Evidently the token of a ship's 
carpenter. 

142. Obverse.-I W. I r8I5. Within a wreath of bearded wheat 
and flax (?). Reverse.-A plough. Above is a spray of 
flax, below are two ears of wheat united by a lover's knot. 
On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. P (?). 
Obviously the token of a husbandman. For flax see 

No. 17 I. 

143. I ODDY I Born Feby 23 I 182 I. 
ments indented. On the reverse 
Oddy is a diminutive form of Odo. 

Below are floral orna

of a halfpe~ny of 1799. 

144. Obverse.-A I X· TOKEN· I X· OF· LOVE I X FROM· G· 
PAIN I X TO'HIS' X I X SISTER X I X 1835 X. Re
verse.-WHEN . I THIS, YOU' I SEE· REMEMBER I ME· 
UNTILL' I I· GAIN· MY· X I . LIBERTY · X I X X X. On 
a halfpenny. Punched. On" Liberty" see No. 275. 

145. Obverse.-W H I Love I B01"n. vVithin a heart. Below is 
May 13-- 1840, separated by the point of the heart, and 
beneath that two fronds. Reverse.-W hm this I this you see 
Rem: ember me when I I A m, Dead and Rott I en. take up 
this I Heart and thi1zk oj I me when i am I Quite Forgott I e11. 
Apparently on a halfpenny token. N eady holed at the top. 
Punched. . 

-
146. Obverse.-HENRY I WELLS I AGED I 48. Reverse.-

HENRY I WELLS I AGED I II I i 84 2 . Both sides are de
corated with scroll-work. On a halfpenny with half-grained 
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edge, like that of the issues of 1806-7. Punched. Perhaps 
a father and a son are here commemorated. 

147. Obverse.-J I MOORE I AD 15+ I 7 YEAR Reverse.
REM I EMBER I ME I 1848. On a halfpenny. Punched. 

B. UNDATED (or z'ncompletely dated). 

148. Peter I Halverson I Born Septr- I the I6tlt I [unfi1tished year
date J. On the reverse of a halfpenny of George I I : 2nd 
issue; old head. P. Second half of the eighteenth century. 

1+9. August I the 29 [no year J. Above are flourishes. On the 
reverse of a halfpenny of William II I. P (?). Eighteenth 
century. 

ISO. K. Brooke I Jan 2/1t [no year J. On the obverse of a half
penny of 1770. Latter part of the eighteenth century. 

IS!. D K--ttJ--W T--july 17 [no year J. Round the head 
on the obverse of a Bank of England eighteen-penny token 
of I g I 3. P. Whether the month and day on pieces such as 
this and No. ISO denote an anniversary, or whether the year 
is to be gathered from the date of the coin cannot, of course, 
be guessed. 

152. Obverse -Crest of a talbot's head issuant from a crest
coronet. All within an oval surrounded by an elaborate border 
of scroll, shell, and leaf ornament. Reverse.- W S, in cypher, 
within several ornamented circles. Halfpenny size. P. 
Very fine work. Second half of the eighteenth century. A 
talbot's head was used as a crest by the senior ' branch of the 
Sotheby family, and this fact, taken in conjunction with the 
initials' W. S. and the period of the piece, suggests that it 
was engraved for William Sotheby, F.R.S" F.S.A. (1757-
1833), the well-known litttratezw and fr:iend of Scott, Words
worth, Coleridge, Byron, Moore, Southey, Rogers, Hallam, 
Joanna Baillie, and other leading literary celebrities of the day. 
(See Diet. Nat. Biog., s.n.). Except, therefore, that it is 
engraved, not struck, this may perhaps be classed with such 
pieces as, e.g., the Grendon halfpenny of 1842. (Durand, 
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Midailles et fetons des Numismates, Geneva, 1865, p. 35, and 
pI. II I, 7.) [Plate I. J 

153. A grotesque full-face surrounded by elaborate arabesque 
ornamentation. On the reverse of a halfpenny of William I I I. 
P. Admirable work. See on No. 243. 

154. A sailor. with a long pig-tail, presenting a woman with a bag 
of money (?) and some other object, which is not clear [the 
" bag" m:::.y be a bottle and the other object a wine-glass J. 
She offers him flowers. Behind each is a frond, and below is 
f/V G B. On the reverse of a Pistarine, dated 1785, of 
Charles I II of Spain. (See No.8.) Neatly holed at the 
top. Late eighteenth century. 

155. Obverse. - MARY I MOSS. IN I SLEEP & IN I THE 
GRAVE I THE KINGS NO I BETTER I THAN THE I 
SLAVE. All within a circle of fronds. Reverse.-A man 

. playing the fiddle to two women; all standing. On a halfpenny. 
P. The costumes show this piece to be of the latter part of the 
eighteenth century. [Plate 1.J The obverse legend appears 
to contain a proverb, but I have not found it in any collection. 

156. Obverse.-A C, in cypher, within a broad border of leaves. 
Reverse.-On a square altar are a pair of flaming hearts side 
by side, overlapping, and transfixed by two arrows in saltire. 
To the left of it a couple of doves are sitting beneath a tree 
and billing. In the sky is a celestial crown. On a shilling, 
or other silver coin of similar module. P. Very good work. 
Eighteenth century. [Plate I.J 

157. Obverse. -Hannah I Wzlliamso1z I HULL. Reverse.
Blank. On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. 
P. Eighteenth century. 

158. Obverse.-W P, in cypher, between flourishes, within a heart. 
Reverse.-A peacock, close, standing on a vase; the rest of 
the fiel? filled with conventional twigs (?) an~ flowers. On a 
shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. P. Eighteenth 
century. The second initial on the obverse, combined 
with the badge on the reverse, seems to indicate that the 
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surname here is Peacock. A Peacock close apparently was 
borne only by Peacock, of Finchley, Middlesex, whose arms 
were Sable, three peacocks close argent. (Burke, Ge1'Zeral 
Armory, 3rd edition.) 

159. Obverse.-A shrub, the central twigs of which are bent into 
the form of a heart. Perched on either side of the latter are 
a couple of doves, facing one another. Legend round: 

" R. JEATT. DARTMOUTH. Reverse.-A heart transfixed 
by two arrows, all within three concentric chaplets. The 
heart is dimidiated (cp. No. 104), the dexter half hatched sable, 
the sinister gules. These hachures, however, are not likely 
to be heraldic and signify colours, and probably dimidiated 
hearts, though perhaps suggested by heraldry, merely indicate 
the union of . two hearts, carrying the overlapping of a pair of 
hearts a stage or more further (cp. the treatment on No. 173). 
On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. Neatly 
holed. P. Eighteenth century. 

160. Obverse.-WHEN I This you see I Remember me I and keep 
, me in your I Mind let all the I World say what I they will I 

SPeak. Reverse.-[Legend round] 0.1 me as you find. In the 
centre is W K, in cypher, and below it is a pair of hearts side by 
side, overlapping, and transfixed by two arrows in saltire. On 
a shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. P. Eighteenth 
century. For the obverse legend, cpo Nos. 281, 304. 

16 I. W 0, attended by flourishes. On the reverse of a shilling of 
17I I, of which the type only has been obliterated for the 
initials, the legend remaining. P. Eighteenth century. 

162. Obverse. SA. Above is Health & Love " below are an 
open right hand and, beside it, a perforated heart. Reverse.
My heart I never will I be at Ease I Till our hearts I and 
hands be I Joind like these. Below are a pair of hearts side 
by side, overlapping, and two clasped right hands. On a 
sixpence, or other silver coin of similar module. Holed in 
two places, one hole having worn through. P. Eighteenth 
century . . The clasped hands formed the traditional symbol 
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of plighted faith, the" Fides" that is familiar to us on Roman 
gems and coins, and also on mediceval betrothal rings. See 
the reference to "hand-fasting" in Shako John, I J, i, 532. 
The shields of baron and femme were sometimes joined by 
clasped hands, instead of being impaled: e.;:., n /ans. Cumbo 
er Wesbn. Antz"q. Soc., XII J, 279. See also Larwoocl and 
Hotten, History of Sz"gnboards, 1898, p. 493. 

163. Obverse.-M I & I I X O. Reverse.-A heart between 
two fronds which are tied together by a lover's knot. On a 
sixpence, or other silver coin of similar module. Holed. 
Eighteenth century. 

164. Obverse.-A cutter sailing to left. Reverse.-Two arrows 
in saltlre. On a shilling, or other silver coin of similar 
module. Probably eighteenth century. 

165. Obverse.-W B. Below is a fiery star. Reverse.-A F. 

Below is a fiery star. On a shilling of William II I. Probably 
eighteenth century. 

T66. Obverse.-W1LLIAM I MC I GAREL. Above IS a frond. 
Reverse.-Mc IE' T. Below is a frond. On a shilling of 
William I I 1. P. Eighteenth century. 

167. Yours I erc I I: L, reversed for sealing. On the reverse of a 
shilling of Charles I I (7). P. Eighteenth century. 

168. Obverse.-Uirtue I NoN I Favoribus, reversed for sealing. 
Reverse.-An illegible cypher. On a halfpenny. Late 
eighteenth century. The inscription on the obverse is 
apparently blundered for Virtute non favore. [Batty, II, 
525, No. 5165.J 

169. ANN I Brown, reversed for sealing, within a circle of dots. 
On the reverse of an Edinburgh halfpenny token of 1791, 
apparently Atkins, p. ·312, No. 25. P. End of eighteenth, 
or early nineteenth, century. 

t 70. Obve!se.-T. Leigh, reversed for sealing, attended with 
flourishes. Reverse.-The lay-out of a house and garden (?). 
On a halfpenny. Apparently second . half of eighteenth 

century. [Batty, II, 451, No. 4347B
.] 
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171. A bunch of the flax plant, the ;;tem dividing RN-RN, 
reversed for sealing. On the reverse of an undecipherable 
halfpenny. Eighteenth century. Flax was an emblem of 
the , housewife. I ts blossom, too, was a feature in certain 
love ceremonies. (Folkard, Plant Lore, 1892, p. 52.) 

172. Obverse.-Walls I Hereford, reversed for sealing. Reverse. 
--Crest of an eagle statant, to sinister, on a torse, reversed 
for sealing. On a halfpenny. Probably late "eighteenth 
century. P. Wall of Derbyshire bore eagles. 

173. Obverse.-I· ANDREWS, as legend on the left side of the 
obverse of a much worn halfpenny of George II: 2nd issue; 
old head. Upon the King's head is engraved a frond. 
Reverse.-Two bleeding hearts side by side, each transfixed 
by an arrOw. The arrows cross in saltire after passing 
through the hearts. The latter are hatched gules, which may, 
or may not, be intended to indicate colour. Second half of 
eighteenth century. See Nos. I04, 159. 

I74. Obverse.-Thos McMzllen I G MCGrz'gor. Reverse.-A pair 
of hearts, each transfixed by an arrow and united above and 
below by semicircular bands. The rest of the field is filled 
with sprays (of flax? See No. 171). On a halfpenny. P. 
Eighteenth century. 

175. Obverse.-A man and woman standing, full-faced, and 
holding hands: each has a wine-glass in the disengaged hand. 
The floor' is flagged. Legend round: INo LEE MY HART 
IS ONELY TRUE TO THE. Reverse.-A pair of flaming 
and bleeding hearts side by side, overlapping, but with no 
line of separation between them (see on Nos. 104, 159 173) 
transfixed by two arrows in saltire. Above them is LOVE. 
On a halfpenny. Neatly holed. Judging from the costume, 
this is early eighteenth century. Evidently g iven b the 
woman. 

176. Obverse.- W B, in decorated cypher. Above is Ald.vatfJ. 
Reverse.-A full-rigged ship sailing to right: the fore course, 
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and the fore, main, and mizen topsails only are set. On a 
halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

177. Obverse.-J H C.H, in cypher. Reverse.-A sailor stand
ing on the shore, full-faced; in his right hand he holds a 
grog-glass; upon the ground beside him lies his bundle, with 
a stick ' thrust through it. Upon the sea is ,a square-rigged 
vessel, stern on, to signify departure. On a halfpenny. 
Holed. The obver~e at any rate is P. Eighteenth 
century. 

i 78. Obverse.-W R, in cypher. Reverse.-A full-rigged ship 
sailing to left. In the exergue, below the sea, is WILLIAM. 
On a halfpenny. 

179. Obverse.-A winged woman (probably Fame) standing and 
blowing a trumpet to right; below is a round buckler, and 
below that a lower arm and hand in armour holding a bared 
scimitar; above all is a palm (?) branch. Reverse.-Blank. 
On a halfpenny. Rude work. Eighteenth century. 

180. Obverse.-A raven perched on a branch of thorn; above is 
Caw. Reverse.-A sun in glory (or star of eight rays). 
Legend round: STUL TUS Tibi, apparently meaning, " I am 
a fool where you are concerned.", Probably on a halfpenny 
token. The obverse only is P. Eighteenth century. The 
Cawthornes of Lincolnshire bore ravens; and the obverse is 
an interesting example of a rebus. 

181. Obverse.-D F below a wheatsheaf (fesseways). 
above: N EQUID NIMIS. - Reverse.-Blank. On 

Legend 
a half-

penny: probably one of the imitations of the coinage series; 
Atkins, pp. 385-394. Second half, of eighteenth century. 
Since the legend is the motto of Fouler, of Scotland, it is 
likely that this is the surname indicated by the F of the 
inscription; but the wheatsheaf, or garb, does not appear in 
the ~rms, or as a crest, of Fouler. The well-known Latin 
proverb occurs in Terence, Andrz'a, I, i, 34. 

182. Obverse.-S S, in cypher. Reverse.-A dove perched on a 
bough and holding an olive (or a myrtle ?) branch in its 
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beak; below is a heart transfixed by an arrow. On a half
penny. The obverse is P. Eighteenth century . . 

183. Obverse. - A D, in ornamented cypher. Reverse.-, A 
cinerary urn. On a halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

184. Obverse.-John 1 Whz'te; 1 OXON. Reverse.-Crest of 
a horse's head, bridled, 011 a torse. On a halfpenny. 
Eighteenth century. 

185. Obverse.-W G. -I Reverse.-A cutter sailing to left. On 
a halfpenny. Probably late eighteenth century. 

186. Obverse.-JAMES 1 DOUGLASS 1 JANE 1 TOMPSON. A small 
frond on either side. Below is a pair of hearts side by side, 
overlapping. Reverse.-. A full-rigged ship sailing to left. 
Above is SpeNcer. On a halfpenny. P. Second half of 
eighteenth century. 

187. Obverse.-A pair of flaming and bleeding hearts side by 
side, overlapping, and transfixed by two arrows in saltire. 
Legend round: WHEN· THIS· YOU· SEE· REMEMBER· 
ME. Reverse.-Slight indications of a name having been 
begun: A N is just faintly legible. On a halfpenny. P. 
Probably late eighteenth century. 

188. Obverse.-M T C, in decorated cypher. Reverse.-A pair 
,of hearts side by side, overlapping. Within a double orna
mented circle. The field is scored with horizontal lines. 
On a halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

189. Rob Carswell. On the reverse of an I5Ile of Man half
penny of 1786. P. Late eighteenth, or early nineteenth, 

century. 
190. Obverse.- WZ:llz"a [unfinished] 1 Clemetshaw. Reverse.

WILLIAM. On a halfpenny. Eighteenth century. 
19 I. Obverse.-Ann I Dendy. Below is a twig. Reverse.-

From [unfinished]. On a halfpenny. Eighteenth century . 
. Dendy and Dandy are forms of Andrew. 

192. Obverse.-FANNY 1 SPICER. Reverse.-F 5, in cypher, 
within a wreath. On a halfpenny. Eighteenth century. 

193. A tree, the two lowest branches of wh.ich are carried round 
N 
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the flan to form a border; encircling the head of the tree, in 
a sunk three-quarter circle, is the legend: J : T : STOCKER -t ..... 
B : FAT. On the reverse of a halfpenny of George II I; I st 
type (I 770-5). P. Good work. Late eighteenth, or very 

,r early nineteenth, century. The forms Fatte and Ie Fatte, of 
the woman's name, are found in early records; see, e.g., 
Bardsley, Dz'ct. of Englz'sh 'and Welsh Surnames, I90I, s.v. 
I t is not certain, however, that the obvious explanation there 
given is correct. [Plate I.] 

I94. Obverse.-G * H, within a wreath. Reverse.-Two church
warden pipes in saltire, above them a decanter, below them 
a punch-bowl; on each side a wine-glass with long spiral 
stem. On a halfpenny. Second half of eighteenth century. 

I95. WILKES I and I Liberty. On the reverse of a shilling of 
William I I I : new coinage, Bristol Mint. Political medalet, 
probably engraved between I 768 -:-70. Wilkes is a variant of 
Wilkins. 

196. Obverse.-A Hamzit01'l I Fenchurch I Street I I06. Re
verse.-~ a CrOW11, I Reward. On a halfpenny. Neatly holed 
at the top. P. Probably second half of eighteenth century. 
The inscription on ' the reverse suggests that half-a-crown 
would be paid for its restoration if lost. Perhaps 'that was the 
cost of its engraving. 

197. Obverse.-MARY WARREN, arranged in a circle. , Within 
a broad grained circle. Reverse.-A large heraldic rose 
within an ornamented circle. On a halfpenny. P. Excellent 
work. Second half of eighteenth century. [Plate II.] 

198. Obverse. - BETTY I HOWORTH I BURY. , Above are 
fronds, belOw are a couple of doves regardant, each holding 
in its , beak a twig [of myrtle (]; between them is a sprig 
bearing an oak-apple (?) and an acorn. , ,Reverse.-Blank. 
0,~ ' a halfpenny. ' P: ', Neatly holed at ,the top. Late 
eighteerlth 'century . . 'J u'dging: from the " surname, the Bury 

, must be ' that in LancasHire";,, ,; " ' ;: ,; ' ," 
199. Obverse.-I I MAEVX. A flourish below. Reverse.-The 
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same. On a brass flan: module No. 8 Mionnet. Eigh-
teenth century. 

200. Obverse.-Spence I operator I for Teeth I Grays Inn I Lane. 
Reverse.-The hand of the - dentist holding up for the 
inspection of a patient, whose head is shown, a recently 
extracted molar. The dentist has a lace ruffle at his wrist . 
.on a halfpenny. Rude work. Early eighteerith century. 

20r. Shifty I Doctor I alias I Derby Ram I fi'-om Town. On the 
. reverse of a halfpenny of George I I: 1st issue; young head. 

Rude work. Eighteenth century. For an account of the 
legendary monster known as the Derby Ram, see Notes and 
Quen·es, Feb. 24, I9I7, pp. I54-5. In connexion with the 
myth a ram was adopted as the mascot of the 95th (Derby
shire) regiment. 

202. Obverse.-A fox running to left. Below are two thistles 
crossed; above is T ALIO, presumably for "Tally Ho!" 
Reverse.-Blank. On a halfpenny. Apparently second half 
of eighteenth century. 

203. Jonathan I Swain Cook[ added in very small letters J I Henry C. 
On the reverse of a halfpenny of the Imitations of the Coinage 
Series: probably No. 228 on p. 390 of Atkins. 

204. Obverse.-il1y heart is jixt I I wzll not Range I I love my 
Choice I too Well to Cha1ige. I I.e.. . . .. [rest obliterated]. 
~eversc.-I hope the heart I that now is free I Will think of 
that I which pants for Liberty. Below are two hearts side by 
side; that to the left winged, that to the right chained and 
transfixed by an arrow. On a halfpenny. P. Eighteenth 
century. One of a couple has jilted the other, who cannot 
forget. The obverse legend was a ring-posy: see Jones, 
Ring- Lore, p. 399, and No. 207 below. 

205. Obverse.-- A man and a woman holding hands. Legend 
round: JAMES.·.BRIANT. ·.E.·.BUSBEE. Reverse.-A pair 
of flaming hearts side by side, overlapping, and transfixed by 
two arrows in salt ire. On a ribbon round is LOVE-AND-

UNITY, divided by a lover's knot in the ribbon. On a 
N 2 
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halfpenny. P. Late eighteenth century, as shown by the 
costumes on the obverse. 

206. Obverse.-A rose. Legend round: JAMs ROUND--

HAN: WALKETT. Within an ornamented border. 
Reverse.-A man's arm and a woman's clasping hands. 
Above are a pair of flaming hearts side by side, overlapping, 
and transfixed by two arrows in saltire; below is a lover's 
knot. Legend round: OUR· HANDS, AND· HEART, 

SHALL' NEVER· PART. This looks like a ring-posy. On 
a halfpenny. P. Excellent work. Late eighteenth century, 
as shown by the costumes on the reverse. [Plate I I.] 

207. Obverse.-Legend round: Edward Skinner. Across the 
field Martha I Pitfield. Above and below the latter inscrip
tion are fronds. Reverse.-My heart is fix'd I I cannot 
Range I I love my choice I To well to CHANGE. At top and 
bottom are fronds similar to those upon the obverse. On a 
halfpenny. P. Apparently late eighteenth century. For the 

_ obverse legend see No. 204. [Plate II.] 
208. Obverse.-In the centre of the coin I· NASH. Below, in a 

curve, DEVONSHIRES . ST. Reverse.-In the centre of the 
coin 1\11. Legend round: THIS·GIFT·THO· SMALL· 

SHALL · NOT · BEE . ALL. Probably a nng-posy. On a 
shilling, or other silver coin of similar module. P. Late 
eighteenth century. 

209. Obverse.--JG, in cypher, surrounded by radiated ornamenta
tion. Reverse.-M R, in cypher, surrounded by similar 
ornamentation. On a halfpenny. The cyphers alone seem 
to be P. Eighteenth century. 

210. Obverse.-TJ/VT (?), in cypher. Within a broad ornamented 
circle with shells at the top and bottom and floral decoration 
at, the sides. Reverse.-A quatrefoil within a broad circle 
with scroll-work at the top and bottom. On a halfpenny. 
P. Second half of eighteent~ century. 

2 11. Obverse.--j j, in decorated cypher. Reverse.-RJ. On a 
halfpenny. Eighteenth century. 
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2 I 2. Obverse.-j B, in decorated cypher. Within a circle orna
mented with flowers. Reverse.-J B, within a similar circle_ 
On a halfpenny. The cypher on the obverse alone appears 
to be P. Eighteenth century. 

2 13. Obverse.-j C, in decorated cypher. Reverse.-. M F, in 
decorated cypher. On a halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

2 14. Obverse.-H G, in decorated cypher. Reverse.-Blank. 
On a halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

2 I 5. G J, in decorated cypher. On the obverse of an undecipher
able halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

216. Obverse.-F 5, in cypher, surrounded by small flourish€s, 
etc. Revf!rse.-M j, in cypher, surrounded in a similar way. 
On a halfpenny. P. Eighteenth century. 

2 17. Obverse.-C R, in cypher, surrounded as in No. 2 r 6. 
Reverse.-A 5, in cypher, similarly surrounded. On a half
penny. P. Eighteenth century. 

21 8. B B, in cypher, surrounded much as in Nos. 2 16-7. On the 
reverse of an undecipherable halfpenny. P. Eighteenth 
century. Nos. 216-218 seem to be by the same hand. 

219. W L, flourished. On the reverse of a shilling of William 
I I I (?). P. Eighteenth century. 

220. Obverse.-A teapot. Reverse.-A jug. On a halfpenny. 
Punched. Probably latter part of eighteenth century_ 
Perhaps the tea-pot for the woman, a beer-jug for the man. 

22 I. Obverse.-IOHN I HAWS·. Above and below is leaf orna
ment. Reverse.-The whole flan is filled with a rudely exe
cuted vase of flowers. · On a halfpenny. Eighteenth century. 

222. Burg-ess. On the reverse of one of Bolingbroke's Norwich 
halfpenny tokens, which one is not clear. (Atkins, p. 15 I, Nos. 
15-17.) P. End of eighteenth, or early nineteenth, century. 

I 

223. John I Thomlinson I ES1r. On the reverse of one of 
Bolingbroke's Norwich halfpenny tokens. (Atkins, p. 151, 

No. 15.) P. End of eighteenth, or early nineteenth, century. 
224. Obverse. - fohn I Leighton I N.castle. Reverse. -

Nicholas I Tem,perley. On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

Probably late eighteenth century. 
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225. Obverse.-joHN I ROP I [the rest unintelligible J I jW I 
NOO [along the side]. Reverse.-SARAH I W. I SARH 
[inverted]. On a halfpenny. Indented. Rude work. 

. 226. Obverse.-ET. Below is a heart transfixed by two arrows in 
saltire. Reverse.-.£T. On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

227. Obverse.-A fleur-de-l ys. divid ing 67 - 54 ; to the left is A. 
[an unfinished A?]. Reverse.-AM. On a halfpenny of 
1699. Eighteenth century. The figures on the obverse 

.!11ight conceivably indicate the ages of a husband and wife. 

228. Obverse.-J--C, separated by a broad arrow, I J.e. 
Reverse.-J---H, separated by the King's head on a half
penny of 1807. Punched. Rude work. 

229. Obverse.-C W I BO. Reverse.-A pair of hearts side by 
side, the (heraldic) dexter one, the man's, pierced by an 
arrow. On a halfpenny. Rude work. 

230. TH in raised letters within a sunk oblong compartment: on 
each side of the latter a small heart is impressed. On the 
reverse of a halfpenny of Charles 1 I. P. 

23I. Obverse.-WEN, in cypher, I Nye [inverted], upon the 
head and bust of the King on a halfpenny of 1775. Reverse. 
-WEN and WP, both in cypher; near the edge z·s. 
Apparently unfinished. P. 

232. Obverse.-AB, in monogram. The A is italic. the B, which 
is double, is Roman. Apparently cut for sealing. Reverse.-
A flower. On a small copper ,flan, size 4t Mionnet. P. 

s 
233. Obverse.-J. LUNT. Reverse.-:~. Legend round: (above) 

3 

MEMORANDUM (below) PRO--FIT. On a halfpenny. 
Apparently a business piece. The inscription in the centre of 
the reverse perhaps means that 12S. were paid, and 15s. 

received, for some article, yielding a profit of 3s. 

234. A vase. Above it a dove regardant. On the reverse of a 
1st issue halfpenny of George II I. Probably late eighteenth 
century. 
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235. Obverse.-THE I 1Rewarb I · of I MERIT. Attended by 
flourishes. Reverse.-Biank. On a shilling, or other silver 
coin of similar module. P. Eighteenth century. [ep. 
Batty, J I , Nos. 4598A-D.] 

236. Obverse.-An arched crown surrounded haphazard by Sand 
6 (or 9), each repeated four times. Reverse.-The same. 
On a halfpenny. Punched. 

237,. A shield charged with the arms of the Carpenters' Company 
of London: Argent, a chev:ron engrailed between ' three pairs 
o.f compasses, expanded at the points, sable: The scutcheon 
has a double-engrailed top, and is suspended from a ribbon
bow and flanked by an oak (?) branch to the dexter, and a 
palm hranch to the sinister; below is an un inscribed ribbon. 
The style is that seen in the "Wreath and Ribbon," or 
" Sheraton," book plates of the second half of the eighteenth 
century. On the reverse of a halfpenny of 1770-5. P. 

238. Mesl£e1" honntte et brave pasteur du Saint-Evangzle ne a 
Constantine qui en mourant a demande pardon aDieu d'avoir 
enseigne a ses paroissie11s la doctrine de t Ecrt"iure Sainte . 
.In three concentric circles, with an arrow in the middle 
pointing to the first word in each circle. . On the reverse of a 

French centime of r853. P. 
239. Obverse.-Crest of a lion sejant, collared, on a torse. 

Reverse.-BIank. On a halfpenny. P. 
240. Presented by I jint Bolton. Below the first line is a frond; 

below the second a cricket-bat, ball, and wickets. Beneath 
these is America inverted. On the obverse of a halfpenny of 
r860 (?). P. 

24I. View of Gloucester Cathedral from the North. On the 
rev~rse of a shilling of George II: I st issue; young head. 
P. Admirable work. [Plate I1.J 

242. -J-B- I GOMBAULT. On the obverse of a latten jetton 
of the Corporation of the Vitriers-Peintres sur Vern of 
Paris, the reverse of which is dated 17 I 5. The head of 
Louis XI V was obliterated at the time of the French 
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Revolution of 1789, and the above name substituted. See 
Feuardent, Jetons et M enaux, I904, I, pp. 427-8, where 
eleven similar examples are given. 

I I. PIECES OF LARGER 1\1 ODULE. 

A. DATED. 

243. Obverse.-ABRAHAM I BUTEUX I BORN· IULY I THE: 
g I 17 22. Within an ornamented circle surrounded by a broad 
border of elaborate arabesque design with it female face at the 

e 

top. Reverse.-PETER I BOUVIER I AUGUST Y 13 I 1740 . 

Within an ornamented oval surrouhded by a broad border 
similar in style to that on the obverse, but with a second, and 
grotesque, face at the bottom. On a brass flan of 11

9"6 module. 
P. Admirable execution. The name of Jean Bouvier appears 
in the Register of the French Church in Glass House Street, 
London, under June 1st, 1699; and, in Vol. VII of the 
Proceedz'ngs of the Huguenot Socz'ety, under the heading 
" Foreign Artists of the Reformed Religion," mention is made 
of" Fran<;ois Bouvier, Ancien," with the dates 1609 and I613. 
The grotesque face on the reverse bears a very strong 
resemblance to the kindred faces often engraved on old watch
cocks. These two men were probably engravers on metal, 
and the piece under consideration was in all likelihood a 
specimen of their skill. Possibly they were partners. 

Cp. No. 153. [Plate 11.] 
244. A man and a woman dancing together. Behind the man a 

dog capers. Legend above: ELIZ. SLAUGHTER· 1755. 
Legend below: JNO° DINGLEY. On the reverse of one of 
the Admiral Vernon medals for the proposed attack on Havana, 
July, 1741: see Medallzc llhtst1~atz'ons of British Hz'story, 
II, PP' 555-6, Nos. 177-9. Rude work. 

245. John I Nash. born I NO'll'I3· I757 I Braintree. in I Eftex. 
All within three ornamented circles. On the reverse of 
a half-crown of George II: 2nd issue, "Lima" 1746. P. 
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Aomirable work. Neatly holed at the top with two piercings. 
See No. 249. [Plate II.] 

246. Obverse.-Maria I Isabella I Iacoba I Moretzts. Reverse.
Obz'z't I 23 ·feorz·z' 11768. On a copper flan : module No. JO-I I 

Mionnet. P. This lady c, was probably a member of the famous 
family of printers at Antwerp. According to M: Max Roose's 
Catalogue du Musee Plantin-Moretus, 5th ed., 1902, the head 
of the Plantin Press from 1757 to 1768 was Franc;ois Jean 
Moretus (17 I 7-68). He married Marie Therese Josephine 
Borrekins, who directed the business from 1768 till her own 
death in 1797, when she was succeeded by her four sons, 
Jacques Paul Joseph (1756-1808), Louis Franc;ois Xavier 
(1758-1820), Franc;oisJoseph Thomas (1760-1814), and 
Joseph Hyacinthe (1762-1810). If we assume that Marie 
I sabella] aco ba was a daughter of F ranc;ois Jean M oretus, her 
first baptismal name would be that of her mother, and the third, 
the feminine counterpart of her eldest brother's, would be due 
to her grandfather Jean] acques Moretus (1690- I 757). Three 
of Fran<;ois Jean's sons, it may be noted, ·were given the 
masculine equivalent of their mother's name Josephine. " 
(Professor Edward Bensley, in Notes and Querws, 12 S. I II, 

Aug., 1917, p. 399.) [Plate II.] 
That the fashion illustrated by these eng raved pieces 

prevailed on the Continent may also be seen from os. 
238, 242 above, and from items .which appear in Numis
matic catalogues: e.g-. Nos. 5144-6 (marriages : Dutch), 
5J56 (marriage: French). 5157 (baptism: German) 5158 
(baptism: Dutch), in Sc,~ulman's Catalogue, No. L V II , OV. , 

1912. Their dates range from about 1625 to 1856. 
247. Obverse.-Hannah I Cookfon I Born Dee'" 2I I I 769, in

scribed on a funeral monument surmounted by an urn. On 
the left a woman, bending over the tomb, touches the urn 
with her left hand and kisses her right hand to it. Grass is 
apparently indicated on the ground. Reverse.-A lands ape 
showing a small country-house (or farmstead), trees. pastures. 
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and hedges. The sky and douds are particularly well 
f'xpressed. On ,lan ' Anglesey penny token of 1784-90, with 
edge-inscription reading: ON DEMAND IN LONDON LIVERPOOL 
OR ANGLESEY. P. 

248. THE· GIFT· Of' MARY· THOMAS' TO . SARAH· WOOD
ROW· BORN':29' MAR: 1772. On the edge of a dollar of 
Ferdinand VI of Spain, dated 1754, which has been slightly 
hammered up. The lettering is cut out of the solid and has 
a filling of black enamel wjth a silver border left above and 
below to hold the latter. P. Very skilful work. F or the 
treatment, cpo No. 302. 

~ 

249. Hannah 1 Humpherys 1 Born Deer y. 4, at 1 Seven 0 Clock 
e 

y 1 Fornoon' l I775· All within two ornamented circles. On 
the reverse of a half-crown of Anne; 2nd issue. P. Admir
able work. Perhaps by the same engraver who executed 

No: 245. [Plate II.] 

250. WILLIAM 1 -- MANN -- I -~LONDON -- I' --1775 
Flourishes above. On the reverse of the Death 

Medal of Queen Mary II. kJedall£c Illustrations oJ Brt"t£sh 
Hzstory, II, p. I I I, No. 343. P. [Plate 11.] 

251. Obverse.-J-Villz'am Wells 1 Mary Wood 1 I776, III a com
partment flanked by a pair of hearts, each transfixed by two 
arrows in saltire, 1 Love for Love. Reverse.-A basket of 
fruit and flowers. On an oval copper plaque, It in. X 11.\) in. 
P. Good work. 

252. Obverse.- Mis 1 Bettey I Willm 1 I780. Reverse.-B-
W, separated by a floral decoration. On a copper flan, 
size lot Mionnet: possibly on some foreign coin of that 
module. 

253. Ann 1 CHARLOTTE IlDowncs I MARCH 17 1 I782. All 
within- an ornamented circle. On the reverse of the cartwheel 
penny of 1797. The date 1804 has been added to the rim of 
the obverse. p, Excellent work. 





256 obv. 
257 rev. 

ENGRAVED COINS. PLATE III. 
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254. SARAH I WASH BOURNE I BORN· SEpR 1 ST I 1784. An 
within a wreath. On the reverse of a milled crown of the 
29th Charles II (1677-8). P. 

255. Obverse.-E T, in cypher, separating AP· --29 I I793 in 
an oval trace. Reverse.- L C, in cypher. Apparently on a 
light penny token. P. 

256. Obverse. - Arney I Thornicroft I ,I797. Decorated with 
. fronds. Reverse.-A couple of doves, on perches, fadng one 
another and billing. 'Behind each is a frond. Legend 
above: A Pledge of Love. On an Anglesey penny token. 
P. [Plates II, IlL] 

257. Obverse. - Plesance Wagg born I July I9 : I797. my 
father I & mother I do love and I wish to meet in heaven I 
above. All in highly decorated italics within an ornamented 
border. Reverse.-The whole surface is covered with most 
elaborate decoration. In the middle a naked child reclines. 
On a brass plaque, I 170 in. X I ~ in., with the corners cut off 
to brm an octagon. Neatly holed at the top. P. Beauti
fully executed. [Plate II I.] 

258. Obverse.-A GIFT FROM A LOVEYEAR I W. In the 
field round the King's head on the obverse of a cartwheel 
penny, no portion of which has been obliterated. Re
verse.-THIS PE I NNY PEICE I G lIVE TO THE 
WH I EN YOU SEE I I T PRAY THINK I ON ME I 1798. 
Very rude work. The donor's conception of the spelling of 
" lover" was presumably based upon his own pronunciation 
of the word. 

259. JOHN' FOSTER JULY Ist JAMES' FOSTER· 1799. On 
the edge of the cartwheel twopenny-piece of 1797. This 
example perhaps commemorated the birth of twins, to which 
a twopenny-piece might have been considered appropriate. 

260. A Lee, I Feb): 22~ I 1802. A floral decoration below the 
name. The whole within a wreath. On the reverse of a 
crown-piece of William II L P. 
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261. W Bolton 1 26 May 1 I8o] I S Bolton. Attended by 
flourishes. On the obverse of a cartwheel penny. Neat 
holing at the top begun, but not finished. 

262. Lidia Smidt 1 Born 4 Feb" I 1806. Attended by flourishes. 
On the reverse of a cartwheel penny. P. 

263. W£lliam Pr£est 1 Born 8a, juley 1 1808. Attended by 
flourishes. On the reverse of a cartwheel penny. P. 

264. To the 1 Memory of 1 M r fohn Wells, 1 D£ed 1 April 191 
1810. On the reverse of a penny of 1806. Neatly holed at 
the top. P (?). 

265. Obverse.-Wm. 1 W£lkins 1 1aWrellCe 1 BORN FEBU

ARY 1 THE 9t!' 1 181 I. Attended by flourishes. Reverse.
A sprit-barge, light. with mainsail, foresail, and jib set, 
sailing to left. On a cartwheel penny, the legends on both 
faces of which remain intact. The obverse only is P. 

266. M rsl£annah Knight 1 Obz"t IIa' ja1ty r8I21.Aitat,58yea1's. 
On the obverse of a pillar dollar of Charles IV of Spain 

(1788-1808). P. 
267. Mary //Ileatyard- -died I5 December I8I]. On the 

obverse of the Bank of England dollar of 1804, in the field 
behind and in front of the king's head. P. This fine · coin, 
as is well known, was overstruck on the Spanish dollars by 

Boulton's powerful machinery . .. which aimed at entirely 
obliterating the types and legends of the latter, and commonly 
succeeded in doing so. On some specimens. however, slight 
traces of the original stamping remain, and on the piece 
under consideration small portions of the legends are faintly 
discernible on both faces, enough to show that this was 

a dollar of Charles IV of Spain. (Se~ on the subject 
Phillips, The Token Money of the Bank of Englandr .N.D., 

pp. 15-16.) A meteyard was, of course, a yard measure: 
originally a draper's name. 

268. Thi · Walter 1 Ann Everson 1 May love and 1 Friendship I 

Never be forgot 1 1818. Within an ornamented circle. On. 
the reverse of a cartwheel penny. . P. 
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269. Obverse.-Nov I 6 I L--K I 1818. In the blank spaces 
of the field on the reverse of a crown piece of 1696. 
Reverse.-church'd-- same day, in the field behind and 
in front of the king's head. Married and churched on the 
same day? 

270. L--X I Dec I XIX I [18JI8. On the obverse of a pillar 
dollar of Charles IV of Spain, dated 1805. The initials are 
separated by the king-'s head, the rest of the inscription is on 
the head. The initials and the workmanship suggest a 
connexion with No. 269. 

27 I. l/Vhen this I )'O'bt see Reme I mber me when I I am far away I 
j Bayley I March £ I £8£9. On the reverse of a cartwheel 
penny. 

272. Obverse.-j, D, Vines, IlVIalmsbury I Wzlts May i" I £ 825. 
Within a wreath. Reverse.-Monmouth I Gaol I Life and 
Liberty. On a cartwheel penny, the obverse of which (the 
reverse here) has not been obliterated. Apparently the work 
of a gaol bird. 

273. Obverse.-Within a heart Be kind to I Your Mother I And 
Love you[rJ I Brother I £825. Legend round. Thomas 
Pa1'tridge * Wzll£am Partridg-e. Reverse.-A I Token of I 
Love & Respect I From I T * Partndge I To I W 
Partridge. Probably on a cartwheel penny. Neatly holed 
at the top. 

274. An East Anglian fishing-smack (?) sailing to right, with all 
canvas set. On the mainsail is YS (for "Yarmouth 
smack" ?); in the field to the left is 7, and the hull separates 
I--H; below the sea is £829. On the obverse of a 
cartwheel penny. The" 7 " may be the number of the boat, 
but it is usual, at any rate nowadays, for that to be put on the 
bows and mainsail. 

275. Obverse.-A Token I from I John Chaj711,an I Aged 20 I 
£832. Fronds and scrolls fill up the spaces. Reverse.~ 

When i this you see I remember me I until I i get my I liberty. 
Below are a couple of doves, billing, with a heart between 
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them. Scrolls fill up the spaces. Probably on a cartwheel 
penny. Punched. P. "Liber.ty" was the word for <i!

sailor's leave at ' least as far back as 1758 (see New Eng-. 
Diet.), and is still in use in the navy. Cp. Nos. 144, 276, 288, 

310. For the style and spelling, tf No. 276. [Plate ilL] 
276, Obverse.-W· p iS' P I 0:0, inscribed on a heart, upon which 

stand a couple of dov~s facing one another; on either side is 
a spray (of myrtle?); ~bove, in a small compartment, is 1832. 

Reverse.-W hen I this you see I remember me I untill i g-et 
my I liberty. Below are a heart and scroll-work. Probably on 
a cartwheel peony. Punched. P. Judging from the style 
and spelling, this seems to be by the same hand as No. 275, 
which see, too, for" Liberty." 

277. Obverse.-J B I 1832. In a shield. All within an orna
mented border. Reverse.-Keep This I and think OF I me 
when I Far away. Within an ornamented border. Probably 
on a cartwheel penny. Punched. 

,278. Obverse.-" A man standing, full-faced. On his legs are 
chains; with his right hand he holds a churchwarden pipe to 
his mouth, in his left is a bottle. Below, in a compartment, 
is R jlfusg-rove I Lfie March I2 I IS33· On each side is a 
horn of plenty, from which issue plants; at the bottom is a 
spray. Reverse.-A woman standing, full-faced, with an 
open parasol in her left hand. On each side ot her is a pot 
holding flowers. Above her are sprays. Below is Eliza 
Parkes, with a spray beneath. Probably on a cartwheel 
penny. Punched. 

2 79~ Obverse.-A man, with wrists and ankles fettered, bidding 
farewell to a woman. Above them flies a dove with a twig 
of myrtle (?) in its beak. All within a wreath. Reverse.
Tho time may I Paft and years may I Fly· And every hope I 
Decay and die' And I every pleasing dream I Be set· Yet thee 
i I Never can forget. I E. Parkes. Probably on a cartwheel 
penny. The obverse engraved, the reverse punched. With 
"the reverse inscription cpo that on N 0.295. This and the 
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preceding piece relate to the same persons, and were perhaps in
tended to be mutually exchanged. No other instance of a pair 
has been met with. The word" Life" on the obverse of the 

, . - ' 

former token, taken in conjunction with the man's fetters on 
both obverses and theinscriptiori on the reverse of the latter 
token, suggests that Musgrove was a convict who had 
received a life-sentence. 

280. Obverse.-I: B. j a heart, inscribed to, transfixed by two 
arrows In sCl-ltire and dividing 18-33 j L . B. Reverse.
Entland j Farewell and j all I leave behind I my Kind Love 
to I My Mother I who always I did prove I I<ind. Probably 
on a cartwheel penny. Punched. P. 

28T. Dear aunt I M Cook Wen I this you see reM I ber Me An 
Bear it in I your Mind let all * I the World say What I they 
Will i sPeak of Me I As * you find ,,~ H * H* I Rye 'X< __ * 

1834. The two last stars are separated by the topsails of a 
brigantine, sailing to left. On either side of the vessel is a 
star. On the reverse of a cartwheel penny. For the legend 

cp. Nos. 160, 304. 
282. A leaden flan, of cartwheel penny size, bearing across the 

field an inscription in seven lines, of which the last two alone 
are legible and read :-Love I 1834. The other face is 
blank. Pieces of this class in lead are uncommon. 

283. Obverse.-I335 I When this I you take in I hand thz"nk of j 
your Cursed j Son in A I fo-;:igen I Land I S P. Reverse.
if you j wait till i j return you j may 'li/ait till j the ' day of I 
Doom. Probably on a cartwheel penny. Punched. 

284. Obverse.- JOHN' GOUGH· j AGED· IS' HAPPY· IS, I 
THE· HO'UR . THE · j PRISONER· IS . FRE' j & BRAKE· j 

THE· CHANES . OF . j SLAVERY. Above is LOVE, and 
beneath that a couple of doves billing. Floral decorations 
fill up the blank spaces. Reverse.-A three· masted vessel, 
to right, with no canvas set. Above the foremast is an 
increscent moon with 'a face in it, above the mizen is a sun in 
glory, and at the main-mast head a dove perched. In the 
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exergue is 1835. Probably on a cartwheel penny. Punched. 
Judging from the age of the lad named, this is perhaps the 
piece of a ship's apprentice. Cp. No. 3 I 6. 

285. Obverse.-· · JOHN' I EARL· fD I 19' 1835. Below. between 
floral decorations, is a heart transfixed by two arrows in saltire. 
Reverse.-A dove flying. Legend round: H· HAMMOND· j[) 
20. Probably on a cartwheel penny. Punched. P (?). fD 

seems to be an abbreviation for "aged": cpo No. 288. 
286. Obverse.-HENRY I BARTRAM I AGED 2 I I SEPTEM

BER· 2 I 1842. Scroll-work at the bottom. Reverse.

When I This you I THINK· ON I ME. Outline of a 
SEE 

house below. Probably on a cartwheel penny. Punched. 
287. Obverse.--- Tho' lost to s£ght I To mem'1J' dear. Above and 

below are decorated semicircles, and within the latter one is 
1842. Reverse.-A ~ight hand, in the open palm of which is 
a heart; all within a tressure of six inverted arches, imposed 
on a star of six points. Probably on a cartwheel penny. 
Punched. P (?). The heart in hand was the sign of the 
Fleet Marriages (see Numzsmatic Chronzde. 3rd series, XI, 
97, NO·5). but these had been abolisned in 1754. For the 
origin of the much disputed quotation on the obverse, consult 
Notes and Querz'es, 12 S. II, Oct. 7, 1916, p. 290; Ib£d., 
Oct. 21, 1916, p. 336, and Nov. II, 19 16, p. 399; cp., too, 
Cicero, De A mz'cz't£a, cap. VII : " [Amici] absentes adsunt." 

288. Obverse.-. PETER· PEEL' I fD 23 I EDMUND· PEEL I 
AGED 17 1843 I LOVE I and I LIBERTY. Reverse.-A full
rigged ship sailing to the left. Probably on a cartwheel penny. 
Punched. P (?). For fD see No. 285; and for " Liberty" 

No. 275. 

'E. UNDATED (or doubtfully dated). 
289. OJ:>verse.-A man and woman, in costume of the latter part 

of the eighteenth century, seated facing one another at a round 
table. convivially employed. In the foreground is a dog, on 
the wall a girandole. Above IS a faintly scratched legend, 
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which appears to have been intentionally obliterated: of it only 
Nicholas R . ..... , and I77 [5 ?], remain legible. Reverse.-
A farmstead with its surroundings and belongings: a hand
cart full of manure, a well and windlass, a dovecote, a wheel
barrow, and a pond with ducks on it. In the foreground 
stands the farmer, and beyond a fence are a farm-hand and 
cattle. In the distance is a church. The sun shines on the 
house. On a large thin flan : size Mionnet 15. 

290. Obverse.-j. C. M W, in decorated cypher. Above, in 
small letters, is "Love and Friendfhip." The whole within 
a floral circle. Reverse.-On the left, upon a round altar, 
are a pair of hearts side by side, one already transfixed by an 
arrow and ensigned with the word "Love"; below are a 
quiver and a torch in saltire; above the hearts are a couple 
of doves ensigned with the word (( Friendfhip "; on the 
right stands Cupid about to discharge an arrow at the 
unwounded heart. Legend round: "Draw Cupid draw and 
make that Heart to know, The mighty Pain its fuffering 
Swain does for it Undergo." Probably on a light penny 
token. P. Good work. Eighteenth century. The in
scription on the reverse is altered, to suit the person and 
design, from the opening lines of a song in D'U rfey's Pilts 
to Purge Melancholy, 1719, V, 305-6, with a tune by Mr. 
Motley :-" Draw, Cupid, draw, and make fair Sylvia know 
The mighty Pain her suff'ring Swain does for her undergo." 
Designs of this general character may very well have been 
suggested by gems: cp., e.g., PI. LIV, 13, in Vol. II of 
C. W. King's A1ttique Gems and Rings, 1872. [Plate IlL] 

291. When thz's you see I Pray think on me I Thomas Harding. 
Above is a decoration; below is Cupid approaching a square 
altar upon which is a flaming heart. On the obverse of a 
dollar of Ferdinand VI of Spain (1751-8). P. Second half 
of eighteenth century. 

292. Catharine J Morris. On the obverse of a pillar dollar of 
Charles I II of Spain, dated 1783, in the field in front of tbe 

o 
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King's head. Looped for suspension. P. Late eighteenth or 
early nineteenth century. 

293. Obverse.-Charlotte * I Worrall aged I 17 years. Below is 
an ornament. Reverse.-' A sentry, with musket · and fixed 
bayonet at the (long riRe) shoulder, standing on the shore; 
upon the sea is a full-rigged ship, apparently getting under 
way. The whole within a border of small trefoils. On an 
oval copper plaque, It in. X It in., rolled out from an 
eighteenth-century halfpenny token, the edge inscribed 
PAYABLE IN ANGLESEY LONDON OR LIVERPOOL (see Atkins, 
p. 402). P. The sentry is perhaps a marine. Apparently 
end of eighteenth, or early nineteenth, century. [Plate II 1.J 

294-. Obverse.-A butcher walking to left and carrying on his 
shoulder a tray with a joint in it. In front of him is a house, 
behind him a doubtful object (a false start erased ?). Above 
is an uninscribed .ribbon. Reverse.-A basket (unfinished). 
On an eighteenth-century penny token, the edge inscribed 
ON DEMAND IN LONDON LIVERPOOL OR ANGLESEY (see Atkins, 
p. 398). End of eighteenth, or early nineteenth, century. 

295. Obverse.-Henry Preston. I Aged 22. I Elizabeth Harri
ma11. I Aged I8. Above are Love & Unity, and a radiated 
eye; below are a wine-glass and crossed pipes and Health & 
Love. All spaces are filled with either floral decorations or 
scrolls. Reverse.-Tho' time I may pals . and I Years m.a)1 
fly, & I every hope decay I & d-ie, and every I Joyful dream 
be I set, but thee I I never Can I forget. Probably on a 
cartwheel penny. P. End of eighteenth, or very early 
nineteenth, century. For the reverse inscription cp. No. 279. 

296. Obverse.-M M in floriated italics. Above is a spray of 
flax (?) and, in an exergue below, a smaller one. Reverse.
M, and, within a square, I P in cypher. On the reverse and 
obverse respectively of a half-crown of 1696. The obverse 
engraving alone is P. Eighteenth century. 

297. Obverse.-T M, in cypher, I Moffat, half encircled by a large 
flowering frond. Reverse.-j J, in cypher, surrounded above 
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by a similar frond. On a half-crown, perhaps of Anne. P. 
Probably latter part of eighteenth century. 

298. Obverse.-MICHL MCCARTY, at the top on a scroll. A sailor, 
in striped trousers, and a woman, standing, hand in hand, on a 
stone pier. In the offing is a brig (or perhaps the fore portion 
of a full-rigged ship or a barque) sailing to left. Reverse.
T.M. A man and woman, standing, full-faced, she holding his 
right arm. To the left is a tree, in the right distance a house. 
On an eighteenth-century penny token, the edge inscribed ON 

DEMAND IN LONDON LIVERPOOL OR ANGLESEY (see Atkins, 
p. 398). P. About 1795-1800, rt.s the costumes show. 

299. Obverse.-A man in a cocked hat standing, full -faced, and 
. playing the fiddle. Within an ornamented circle. Reverse.
Blank.-Perhaps as a light penny token. End of eighteenth 
century (?). 

300. Obverse.-Pc. I KW. Legend round. I was the brothe1'" 
OF draGOONS, followed by a grotesque face in profile. 
Reverse.-A cat and another grotesque face in profile. On 
an Irish Regal penny of I805. 

30r. Obverse.-Dear Rebeca accept I this as I toke1i of love I from 
your I affectionate j. Reed. The exergue is filled with an 
elaborate floral decoration. Reverse.-The whole flan is 
filled with a highly elaborate floral decoration, and within an 
oval wreath at the top is j R, in cypher. Probably on a 
cartwheel penny. P. Admirable work. Early nineteenth 

century. [Plate IlL J 
302. The figure of Britannia on the reverse of a cartwheel 

penny converted into a woman standing, facing to the left, 
and pointing to a lover's knot between a couple of doves. 
The edge has been chamfered, and cut out in the solid is the 
legend: THE· MAN· OF' SIN· MUST· TRUELY· FALL· 
JESUS' WILL· rJ< !tt. There is a filling of black enamel to 
hold which a thin border of copper has been left above and 
below the lettering. P. Very skilfully executed. Early 
nineteenth century. For the treatment cpo No. 248. 

o 2 
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303. A woman seated in a chair on the shore, facing to left, 
holding in her left hand an anchor, as the emblem of hope, 
and waving her right hand to a departing ship in the offing. 
All within two slightly ornamented circles. On the reverse 
of a cartwheel penny. Early nineteenth century. 

304. Obverse.-A man standing with three female children beside 
him, all full-faced. Legend round: Ebenezer--Grim 28. 
In the exergue: Betsey Maryan I Harriet. Reverse.-Whe1z 

r 

this I you see remembe I me and bear me I in Your mind let I 
all the world say I what they will I dont prove to I me Unkind. 
Probably on a cartwheel penny. Holed. Apparently all P, 
but the figures are somewhat grotesque. Early nineteenth 
century. The reverse legend is a variant of that on Nos. 160, 
28I. [Plate IlL] 

305. Obverse.-On a shore stands a man in fetters taking off his 
hat to a departing ship. In the exergue: T Brownhill I 
aged 20. Below is leaf decoration. Reverse.-TB aged I 
52 SB aged 5I I WB aged I3 I MB I8 SB 22 I EB 24 
SB 26 1MB 3 I G B 29 ffor get 11'le I not. Below are two 
churchwarden pipes in saltire. Probably on a cartwheel 
penny. Early nineteenth century. Was T. Brownhill a 
Botany Bay convict ? 

306. Obverse.-A full-rigged ship sailing to left. Reverse.-A 
succession of concentric circles enclosing in the middle a 
geometrical flower with overlapping petals. Possibly on a 
cartwheel penny, but, if so, the edge has been grooved. P. 
Good work. Early nineteenth century. [Plate IlL] 

307. A--L I to I S --L, on the reverse of one of the beautiful 
thalers of the Prince-Archbishop of Salzburg in Bavaria, 
dated 1632. The initials are separated by the figure of 
St. Rupert, Bishop of Salzburg; the" to" is on his pall. The 
dat~ of the added inscription is doubtful. P. 

308. A W, in decorated cypher. On the obverse of a cartwheel 
penny, the type alone of which has been obliterated, the 
raised rim with its legend remaining. P. Contemporary 
with the coin (1797), or early nineteenth century. 
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309. lid S, in decorated italics. Below are a pansy and a scroll
ornament. On the obverse of a cartwheel penny. P. Cp. 
" Pray you, love, remember, And there's Pansies [penseesJ
that's for thoughts." (Shak: Hamlet, IV, v, 176.) 

310. WHEN I THIS , YOU I SEE· RElYEMBER I ME . UNTIIL I 
I· GET· MY· I LIBERTY. On the obverse of a cartwheel 
penny. Rude work. Early nineteenth century. On 
" Liberty," see No. 275. 

311. M G. Below is a dove flying. In the field on the reverse of 
an Isle of Man penny of 1786, no part of which has been 
effaced. P. 

312. Obverse.-The king's head on a penny of 1806, or 1807, 

turned into a representation of " Farmer George." Re
verse.- Britannia turned into a woman, doubtless meant to 
represent Queen Charlotte, sitting on a chair before a round 
table; on the latter is a decanter, in her right hand she holds 
a wine-glass. P. The obverse especially is well executed. 
This is apparently a contemporary lampoon on certain of the 
peculiarities of George I I I and his consort. The nickname 
of " Farmer George" dated from the notorious King's 
Speech of 1 770. 

,3 I 3. H P, in cypher. On the reverse of a penny of 1806. P. 
Early nineteenth century. 

314. IOHN I LOB LEY. On the obverse of a penny of 1806 or 
1807. Punched. 

315. Obverse.-U7":"D":" I Thougltlostto I to sight to I memory 
Dear. Below is a star of five points between small orna

ments. Reverse.-j ":" D ":" I Absent but I not Forgotten. 
Below, imposed upon an uninscribed scrull, is a heart trans
fixed by two arrows in saltire. Judging from the edge, this 
is upon a penny of 1806 or 1807, but the style, which is 
that of N u. 280, suggests that it is not earlier than 1830. 
Punched. For the quotation on the obverse, see No. 207. 

3 16. Obverse.-William I Roberson I Aged 17 I Thomas Rober
son I Aged 15. All spaces are filled with scroll and flora 
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decoration. Reverse.-Happey I Is the houre, the I Prisoner 
is set I Free, and breaks I His chains of I SLA VERy . . At 
the top the sun shines; in the exergue is scroll-work. 
Judging from the edge this is upon a penny of 1806 or 1807, 

but it is in the style of Nos. 275-7, and probably of their 
period. Punched. P. Possibly these lads were apprentices. 
Cp. No. 284. 

3 17· Obverse.-O do not I forg-et me thou I gh out of your sig-ht I 
to roam far away I be ll1-y doom My I thoughts are still I with 
you by 'day I and by night I Reverse.-And 'lOzlll be .till 
laid I in my tomb. I Bel1jamil1- Elliss I Mary Elliss I A token 
of love from I an ulifortul1-ate I Brother Samuel Elliss. 
Probably on a cartwheel penny. Punched. P. The style is 
that of No. 280, which· suggests its date. 

318. A. COTTOM I TO I W. ROBINSON I FORGET ME NOT. 
Between the third and fourth lines is a spray of roses. On 
the obverse of a Barnsley nineteenth-century penny token. 
(Davis, p. 175, No. 76.) The Barnsley tokens were undated, 
but were issued from about 1811 to 1817. P. 

319. Obverse.-JMC. Reverse.-JWC I JMC. On an un-
obliterated Irish penny of 1822. The third M is incised, all 
the other letters are punched. Rude work. This, and its 
halfpenny, were the last coins issued of the Irish series. 

320. Obverse.-A gateway of Roman-Ionic architecture, with a 
wall attached, and within it a pavilion; ground and sky are 
shown. Reverse.-Blank. On a copper flan of the module 
of the cartwheel two-penny-piece, but only half its thickness. 
P. Probably early nineteenth century. 

32 I. Obverse.-View of Dover Castle: below is DOVER 
CASTLE. Sunk within an engrailed border of eight arcs. 
Reverse.-Blank. On an oval silver plaque, I! in. X Ii in. 
P. Excellent work. [Plate I I I. ] 

322. J~mes II Gun-money half-crown: large size (1689): the 
reverse type and legend obliterated and the flan filled with 
an elaborate arabesque design. P. Excellent work. 



NOTE ON LIEUT.-COLONEL R. BRUNTON'S ALLEGED 
RIGHT TO THE PORTUGUESE COMMANDER'S STAR. 

By LIEUT.-COLONEL J. H. LESLIE. 

{lJPINIONS vary as regards the genuineness of Lieut.
® ~ Colonel Richard Brunton's Portuguese Commander's 
~.I'V"-~ Star, described in Doctor Payne's Paper, vide pp. 235-40 

of the British Numismatic Journal of 1916 (vol. xii). 
I have often discussed the point with Doctor Payne, and agree 

that Officers who may have been in command of a regiment, even 
temporarily, during a battle were entitled to the Star (Clausy 5 of 
Art. II of the Decree of 28th June, 1816), but no one has even been 
able to show that Brunton had command of any body of troops, 
-at any time. He may have been present at the eight battles, etc., 
which are named on the leaves of this Star, but, as the names of 
three battles (Arroyo de Molinos, Almaraz, and Maya) are on it which 
were not authorized by Article I of the Decree instituting it, the 
Star stands self-condemned as a fake. 

The Star in Colonel Murray'S collection (mentioned by Doctor 
Payne) bears an unauthorized battle name-" Gariz "-on one of 
the leaves, but even that cannot make Brunton's three battle 
names valid. This, too, must be a" fake." "Gariz " was only a 
combat (February, 1814). 

The 2nd clause of Article II of the Decree granting the Star is 
very clear-" Only battles and sieges above mentioned can be 
presented as a claim for collars or medals. No other fights or 
services can be advanced for the distinctions afforded by this Decree." 
Arroyo de Molinos, Almaraz, Maya and Gariz are not mentioned. 
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If Brunton had been entitled to the Portuguese Star, a fortiori 
he could have received the English Gold Medal (or Cross). I43 
Officers (British and Portuguese) of the Portuguese Army received 
this, including three Officers of the 6th Ca\adores (for Fuentes 
d' Onora, Vittoria, and Pyrenees)-Brunton's regiment, but Brunton 
did not receive it . 

The case is on all fours with that of a man who wears medals 
or clasps to which he is not entitled. He has no right to wear them. 
Brunton had no right. 



NOTE ON LIEUT.-COLONEL R. BRUNTON'S "ALLEGED 
RIGHT" TO THE PORTUGUESE COMMANDER'S STAR. 

DEAR SIR, 

A REPLY BY A. A. PAYNE, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. 

N ORMANDALE, 
LANGSETT ROAD, 

SHEFFIELD, 
October 27th, 19I9. 

I beg to thank you for your kindness and courtesy in having 
sent me a copy of Colonel J. H. Leslie's remarks respecting Lieut.
Colonel Richard Brunton's Portuguese Commander's Star, stating 
that he still considers this decoration to be a " fake." 

. Colonel Leslie "agrees that Officers who may have been in 
command of a regiment, even temporarily, during a battle, were 
entitled to the Star," therefore why sho~ld he condemn the decoration 
as being a forgery because he cannot obtain any record of Brunton's 
service? 

I t is most difficult to find any record of the services of these 
English officers who joined the Portuguese army, for instance-

Lieut.-Colonel Sir Henry Pynn, Kt., C.B. This officer, after 
being a Lieutenant in the South Devon Militia, was recommended 
by Lord Rolle for an Ensigncy in the line, to which he was appointed 
in the 82nd Foot, in I799; Lieutenant, 28th November in the same 
year; Adjutant, 7th September, I804; and Captain, 30th May, 
I805; soon after he was appointed Major of Brigade to Brigadier
General Crosbie in Sussex; and on the 82nd Foot being ordered 
on foreign service, he volunteered to accompany it, being then 
junior Captain in the 2nd Battalion. He commanded the left centre 
Company at the Battles of Roleia and Vimiera; and in I809 he 
was app~inted Major and attached to the Portuguese Army under 
Lord Beresford. He served in I809 as Major of the 3rd Portuguese 
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Regiment, and in 1810 became Lieut.-Colonel in the I8th 'Portuguese 
Reg~ment, and commanded a detachment of the 5th Brigade in 
the action at Fuentes d' Onor, on which occasion he was mentioned 
in the despatch relative to the battle, and for which he has received 
a medal; he continued in the South of Spain during all the operations 
of Lord Hill's corps d'armee; he was present at the Battles of Vittoria, 
Pyrenees, and at the latter he commanded his Regiment and was 
dangerously wounded; his name was mentioned in the despatches 
of that battle; he continued five months ill of his wound at Vittoria, 
and on the 1st January, 1814, he resumed the command of his 
regiment on the River Adour; his regiment distinguished itself 
in the action of Garrizl (15th February), on which occasion his 
name was sent to the Duke of Wellington by Sir W. Stewart, for 
promotion; he also commanded it at the Battles of Orthes and 
Toulouse, and finally was appointed Colonel of that corps; the 
4th June, 1814, he received the brevet of Lieut.-Colonel in the British 
Service. On 17th December, 1815, the Prince Regent of Portugal 
appointed him Lieut.-Governor of Valencia. He received medals for 
the Battles of Fuentes d' Onor, Pyrenees, and Orthes; was a Knight 
of the Tower and Sword of Portugal and a Companion of the Bath. 

Vide Royal Military Calendar, 1820, vol. v, pp. 69-70. 
In the Portuguese List he is only credited with one battle

Pyrenees-for his Star, and is then mentioned as Colonel. On his· 
Star that was in the collection of the late Colonel John Murray 
the following battles were inscribed thereon, viz., Fuentes d' Onor, 
Pyrenees, Gariz and Orthes. 

On his Cross only five campaigns are allowed him and he is. 
styled Brigadier. His Cross had vj ? 

He was awarded the English Gold Medal for Fuentes d' Onor, 
Pyrenees, Orthes and two Clasps. 

Major George Hr. Edward Murphy, Captain on retired full 
pay, 2znd Foot-

Ensign, 27th November, 1805; Lieutenant, 2nd July, 1807; 

1 Garris or Gariz is in the Pyrenees, at no great distance from Orthes. Vide 
History of Europe, by Archd. Alison, F.R.S., vol. xviii, p. 238. 
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Captain, 25th October, r8r4; Major, roth January, r837. Died 
22nd June, r85!. 

Major Murphy served in the Peninsula from December, r808, 
until the end of the war, including actions at Albeigana and Grijo, 
passage of the Douro, capture of Coimbra, siege and capture of 
San Sebastian, passage of the Bidassoa, action at Bidart (wounded), 
battles of Nivelle, Nive, gth, roth (wounded), nth, r2th and r3th 
December; blockade of Bayonne, action of St. -Ellemo, and Battle 
of Toulouse. He received the Gold Medal for Toulouse, and the 
Silver Medal with four Clasps for the Pyrenees, St. Sebastian, 
Nivelle and Nive. 

Vide Hart's Army List, r85r, pp. 88-r07. 
You will observe that though he was awarded the English 

Gold Medal and the Silver Medal with four Clasps, no mention is 
made in the Army List about his Portuguese services. 

His name in the list of those who were granted the Portuguese 
Commander's Star is mentioned as Major Jorge Murphy (Geo. Hr. 
Edw. ?), 23rd Portuguese, and that he was only credited with having 
been at two battles-Nive and Toulouse. 

In the list of awards of the Cross his name is the seventieth below 
that of Brunton and he is there styled Tenente (Lieutenant) 'Jorge 
Murphy, with a Cross for three campaigns. 

Again I give below the names of' some of the English officers 
who received the Portuguese Commander's star, but who were 
not granted a Gold Cross or a Gold Medal. 

Major Diogo (James) Johnstone, 5th Portuguese, and Lieut.-
Colonel 24th Portuguese. 

Major Joao (John) Marcus Clements. 
Major Henrique Rayney, afterwards Major-General. 
Major Guilherme O'Hara. 
Major Antonio Periera Quinland. 
In the Royal lvfilitary Calendar, r820, vol. v, No. 26r6, there is 

more than a page recording Major James johnstone's service, but 
nothing is mentioned of his ever having commanded a regiment, 
and though he is only credited with three battles for his Star-Vittoria, 
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Pyrenees, and Nivelle-he was present with the Portuguese at · 
Campo Mayor, Olivenza, Badajoz, Albuhera, attack on Pollas, at 
Salamanca, capture of Madrid, battles of Pyrenees and attack near 
Arrounte. 

Again the only record of the services of Lieut.-Colonel John 
Marcus Clements in the Royal Military Calendar, 1820, No. 1727, 
is, Cornet 18th Dragoons, 6th July, 1804; Lieutenant, 4th November, 
1805; Captain 5th West India Regiment, 28th August, 1806; 
Captain 18th Dragoons, 20th August, 1807; Brevet-Major, 12th 
April, 1814 and Lieut. -Colonel, 21st January, 1819. 

As I stated in my previous article in vol. xii of the Journal, 
Colonel William Mayne commanded the Loyal Lusitania Legion, 
and though he was placed in command of 2000 troops, his name is 
not found amongst the recipients of either the Portuguese Star or 
Cross, nor of the Gold Cross or, Gold English Medal. It will be 
remembered that Colonel Mayne was present at the Battle of 
Waterloo, 15th June, 1815, as a Lieutenant of the 1st Life Guards. 

These instances will demonstrate in what a careless and 
inaccurate manner officers' records were kept both at home and 
abroad. 

With these facts confronting us I fail to understand why Colonel 
Leslie should continue to condemn Colonel Richard Brunton's Star 
as a " fake." 

Besides the decoration is so handsome, one would think the 
expense of its manufacture would deter a man from obtaining it 
whilst still in the Army, as he would be liable to censure if found 
wearing it. 

I am, Sir, 

Yours sincerely, 

A. A. PAYNE. 

To Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson, F.S. A. 



LONDON AS ILLUSTRATED UPON THE GREAT SEALS , 
UPON MEDALS, AND IN ALLIED ENGRAVINGS. 

By WILLIAM MARTIN, M.A., LL.D., F.S.A. 

OHE main object of this paper is to draw attention to a 
source of information, hitherto somewhat neglected, 
concerning the appearance of London in Stuart and later 
times. By so doing, a lead may perhaps be given to 

the discovery or recognition of the original views from which the 
illustrations upon the Great Seals were drawn, as well as those 
upon certain selected medals and in, engravings which I desire to 
put forward. 1 

As historians and students of the past, we are favoured in the 
possession of a number of attempts to depict, during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, London as it appeared to our ancestors. 
It would seem that the re-birth of the Old Learning had for one of 
its immediate results the representation of localities, representations 
which sometimes approximated to plans, but which more often 
were more nearly allied to pictures. In the fifteenth century, 
people had seemingly tired of the pictures which served as back
grounds merely to the painting of events in the lives of the saints 
and of events upon which religion was based. Although these 

1 I wish here to thank the Society of Antiquaries of London for permission 
to photograph the casts which they possess, and to Mr. George Clinch, F.G.S. 
lYly thanks are also due to the authorities at the Guildhall, and to lYlr. Kettle 
and Mr. Lambert for allowing me to illustrate the specimens in their custody. 
I was also kindly permitted to obtain copies of engravings in the Crace 
Collection at the British Museum. 
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backgrounds were admirable paintings, conventionally expressed, of 
groups of dwellings and interiors with which the artists and their 
wealthy patrons were acquainted, yet the desire at length asserted 
itself for viewing these buildings in their true relation to one another 
and the groups of buildings in greater and more faithful detail. 
Satisfaction of this desire proceeded to the length that interest in 
the picture was, in the main, centred upon the distant view. The 
figures then, occupying but a subordinate situation, were relegated 
to the rank of ornamental detail, or were employed for the adornment 
of borderings. In other instances, the saints vanished wholly, 
leaving behind them the cartographic element of the picture; and 
then a label might be attached denoting what was left to be this 
place or the other place as fancy dictated. An example of a 
picture without saints, produced at a time when saints were con
sidered of prime importance, can be seen in The Nuremberg Chronicle 
of I493. In this work, a view of a city is shown in conjunction with 
a description of London, the intention evidently being to create the 
impression in the mind of the reader that London was illustrated 
in the woodcut. Casual inspection, however, is sufficient to show 
that no part can be identified with our Tudor City. There is, 
indeed, a walled enclosure with a river at its base, but there is not 
another feature in the picture to identify it with London of the 
fifteenth century. 

When, however, we reach the Elizabethan period of a hundred 
years later, artists were shaking off tradition and striking out on 
the new lines. Backgrounds, through having been brought to the 
front of the picture, became improved topographically, and more 
faithful illustration of cities, as well as of many individual buildings 

• of which those cities were composed, was secured. Although the 
general trend of the development of the backgrounds of early pictures 
was thus from the illustration of uninteresting ' detail to securing 
virtually the whole attention of the onlooker, yet there remained a 
class of picture' which failed to move with the times and continued 
to retain, as background, architectural or cartographic ' detail. In 
consequence these backgrounds did not receive the attention ,~"hich 
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would have been bestowed upon thefIl had they fallen into fashion 
so as to stand by themselves and had they not been made to appear 
as merely accessory. In this conservative type of picture, the figure 
in the fore-front remained paramount, while the prospect beyond, 
relatively of trifling importance, competed with flat ornamental 
detail. It is, however, this background \-vhich, when cartographic, 
I desire to emphasise and to bring forward for close consideration. 

If these backgrounds are to be treated as serious contributions 
to information they must, in common with other sources, be dealt 
with on systematic lines; and must be considered in their relation 
to some type we possess or the existence of which we surmise. For 
present purposes, it is sufficient to say tbat the map-views of the 
late Tudor and of the Stuart periods fall into well-defined groups, 
each of which is distinguishable by a prototype of comparatively 
independent origin. It is by the fidelity, accuracy, and authenticity 
of the prototype that its successors must be judged; and it is foolish 
to dogmatise from the representations of a singh~ map when no 
comparison is made or is possible with the original representative 
of the group or family to which it belongs. It is a common fault 
among writers upon the period now in question to secure a single 
specimen of a view of London, and, without reference to the history 
of the specimen or to its family, to base conclusions on its literal 
representations. The single specimen may, of course, be an original, 
or what may safely serve as an original, but, on the other hand, 
it may be but a copy of a copy, with all the degradings, comparatively 
speaking, from the 'original which seem to be inseparable in successive 
copyings. Views and maps of this derivative character may well 
be styled" degraded views," meaning that the view in question is 
not an original representative of the family to which it belongs, but 
is a copy, first hand, second hand, and so on, as the case may be. , 

As an example of the degradation of a simple feature, I may 
mention a case where a fence or paling, which, in the original view, 
shows a portion at right angles to one extremity, appea.rs in a remote 
copy like a huge flagstaff with flag flying. Sometimes these repre
sentations of old London partake more of the nature of maps than of 
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views; sometimes they are more views than maps; and sometimes 
they present equally the character of both maps and views. A con
venient term, therefore, for use in discussion, which would include 
the whole of them, is " map-view." 

With these prefatory remarks in mind, the consideration may 
be entered upon of that variety of London views which, from the 
time of Charles I to the time when Windsor, more delectable to 
George III than London to his predecessors, was substituted for 
London on the Great Seals. Whether the City was honoured by 
being seen between the horse's legs on the Great Seals, or whether 
the City conferred dignity upon the monarch who bestrode the horse, 
I know not; probably the combination of a London view with an 
impression of the reigning monarch was of mutual benefit. 

In order to give a truer idea of the value of these views of London 
upon the Great S~als, I propose in the first place to deal with a 
few map-views which have attributes in common with those on the 
Seals . 

. An early example of cartographic attempt at portraiture occurs 
on the well-known corporate seal of the City. of London, c. I224. 

In the showcases of the Guildhall Museum, well-executed 
reproductions are on exhibition, and prints of these have often 
been published. At present, I am without information as to the 
making of the casts; the full extent, therefore, of their authenticity 
and accuracy must be in abeyance until this knowledge is forth
coming. · There is nothing, however, to indicate that they are 
other than exact copies of the original seal. The obverse shows 
in the foreground the river at the foot of the city wall. The wall 
has a central gate with flanking towers, while other towers appear 
at intervals along the length of the wall. The buildings shown 
include what may be the Tower on the one extremity, and possibly 
Baynard's Ca~tle on the other extremity of the City. The spire 
of old St. Paul's is ingeniously worked into the front fold of the outer 
garment of Sf. Paul, who conspicuously presides over all. The other 
buildings have not been recognised, although doubtless they were 
known when the seal was executed. The reverse is also interesting 
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cartographic ally. To some extent it reproduces features of the City 
as they appear on the obverse, the central gate, however, being less 
elaborately indicated, while the flanking tower:3 are absent. 

With these views, on the common seal of the City, may 
be compared the attempts in the Matthew Paris manuscripts, c. 1236, 
as figured in Gough's Topography.l Both these sets of views 
are of importance as illustrating the condition at the time of the 
art of representing topography. 

A later example of a borough seal, one in which the town is 
well represented, can be seen in the case of Shrewsbury. The 
whole field of the seal, which is some three inches in diameter, is 
occupied by a view of the town in bold relief. In the centre stands 
the Abbey, protected in the foreground by the embattled walls 
of the town with its three gates, each ~f which has a portcullis. The 
gates open to bridges which span the full-flowing Severn. The 
seal bears date 1425, and js thus some two hundred years later than 
the London example. (26 ] ourn. Brit. Arch. Assoc. [I870J, p. 215, 
Plate 13, Fig. 1.) . 

These views, however, preceded representations of London 
on the Great Seals by a considerable interval. Coming nearer 
to the period in question, there is a series which should briefly be 
considered in order that the addition to cartographic knowledge 
contributed by the Great Seals may still better be realised: 

Passing various isolated attempts, we arrive at t~e great work 
of Saxton, whose maps of the counties of England and Wales were 
published as a complete collection in 1579. One of these is of 
special interest here-that which includes a bird's-eye view of 
London. The map containing London bears date 1575, and arrests 
attention by reason of its possible connexion with one of those five 
celebrated county tapestries by Richard Hyckes of Barcheston in 
Warwickshire. It will be remembered that William Sheldon set 
up a factory in the time of Henry VIn for tapestry-weaving at 
Barcheston under the management of Hyckes. From the tapestry 

1 B rit£sh T opography [I780], vol. i, p. 85. 
p 
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which includes London, we can gather what our forefathers thought 
London and the surrounding area looked like when plotted as a 
map. We may smile a,t the attempt to depict London, but I wonder 
how many of us who are not cartographers or artists, if called upon 
to sketch London as s~en from a height, would succeed in producing 
a picture which was beyond reproach. In the tapestry we may 
note what attracted the attention of the map-maker. Thus old 
London Bridge, old St. Paul's, and Lambeth Palace were emphasised, 
as also the Tower, while in Southwark the hall of the Palace of the 
Bishops of Winchester-always a notable feature in later maps
can be picked out with ease. Other erections can also be named; 
but, manifestly, before one could venture to describe the actual 
external appearances of these edifices, much additional and con
firmatory evidence would be necessary. 

The loss of many maps and views which has taken place has 
often been attributed to their having been affixed to walls and 
having perished ' with them. This opinion that maps were used 
as wail-coverings receives a slight measure of confirmation from 
the existence of cartogr~phical tapestry. 

There are several resemblances between the tapestry-map of 
London and adjacent counties to the west and the map of Middlesex 
by Saxton with the south-eastern counties of r575; but although 
Saxton's map cannot well have been without its influence upon 
the cartoon for the tapestry, yet the resemblances are not sufficiently 
close to enable the tapestry to be styled a copy. 

The next view in my list is as picturesque as its otigin is doubtful. 
It occurs as an inset to the map by Hondius of Great Britain and 
Ireland, a map included in Speed's compilation of r6ro. The inset 
is allied to the representation which surmounted one of the triumphal 
arches erected in honour of James I when, in r604, he entered the 
City. (The Arches of Triumph by Stephen Harrison, r604.) In 
what material the adornment was executed is not clear, nor indeed 
whether it was in the "fiat" or in relief. The probabilities are 
that it was in the nature of a model. The inset to Hondius' map 
may perhaps have been taken from the draft for the triumphal 
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arch; it certainly has the appearance of the copy of a model. The 
inset, however, shows Southwark, a suburb absent from the repre
sentation on the arch. 

But whoever was the originator of the inset, its presence leads 
up to the engraving of a picture by Delaram, who died in I627, 

and the first of the equestrian portraits, whether on the Great Seals 
or elsewhere, which have London as a background. In all the 
backgrounds St. Paul's is the dominant feature, London Bridge 
and the River also standing out prominently. The Tower, however, 
comes in for less attention. Perhaps this was due to the successive 
monarchs preferring to show their cla~m to the affection of Londoners 
through the medium of the Cathedral rather than through the Royal 
Fortress which commanded the south-eastern extremity of the City. 
If we are fortunate enough to see Southwark retained in our back
grounds, we can readily identify St. Saviour's Church, the cathedral 
of the new diocese of Southwark of to-day, while occasionally we 
observe what appear to be a theatre and a bear-pit. In the equestrian 
pictures these and other buildings such as churches are seen 
in plenty. The background in Delaram's picture of James I contains 
enough of Southwark to show a rotund structure with a basal 
enlargement which, in the absence of positive evidence, we may 
label, provisionally, the Globe Playhouse of Shakespeare. It will 
be noticed how the artist has painted out much of Southwark in 
order to secure a mound of sufficient dimensions and dignity for 
the proud horse to be shown forth. In many of the other equestrian 
portraits which employ this mound in their composition, the artist 
has raised its height and left us with nought in Southwark or with 
scarcely more than soaring chimney-pots. We must, therefore, be 
thankful that, in the James I picture, Southwark, with the 
round theatre like that in the Hondius inset, has been left us. 

The next in the series to which I wish to refer is an equestrian 
figure of Charles I with the foreground largely occupied, as before, 
by the mound. In the example, it will be seen that, in Southwark, 
the Bishop of Winchester's Hall is absent, but at the extreme west, an 
open-topped round structure with unusual buttresses is drawn. 

P 2 
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This same view occurs in substance in other equestrian portraits 
of the same period. What these buttresses really serve is not clear. 
It is likely enough that they are not buttresses merely but some 
degraded representation of a feature which was present in the original 
sketch from which by stages they were derived. Possibly they are 
views of external staircases to the playhouses, if the structures 
are what they seem to be. A buttress not unlike one of these occurs 
in that unfaithful view of the playhouse which is found in Hollar's 
panorama of London of I647. Occasionally, the background in 
question is detached from an equestrian figure. When this is the 
case, two round structures are discovered. Whether these detached 
views precede the execution of the equestrian portraits or whether 
the views have been taken from the portraits is difficult to say. 
I have some recollection that they have occasionally been attributed 
to Hollar; but if this were so, it by no means proves that Hollar 
was their originator. It will be noticed that, when detached, these 
views show more than do the portraits. This raises the question 
whether the additions to the houses which fringe the southern bank · 
of the River were added by the engraver after having detached the 
picture, or whether they were copied from the earlier view from which 
the backgrounds may have been taken. With some hesitation, 
I incline to the opinion that the view was independent of the portrait 
and that the additions are referable to a derivative specimen of a 
view then extant. At any rate, this background, whether accessory 
to a picture, or forming the picture itself, may be recognised by 
the absence of the Bishop of Winchester's Hall and by the presence 
of those unadorned and buttressed circular towers, playhouses, 
or beat-gardens to which allusion has been made. "-

With the foregoing in mind, we are now in a better position 
to consider the backgrounds upon the reverses of the Great Seals 
and upon certain selected medals. We may commence with the 
reign of Charles 1. 

It would appear that on his acceSSIOn Charles I issued a 
proclamation stating his intention to employ the Great Seal of 
his father until a new Seal had been made. A late date for the 
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use of the Seal of James I was the 24th May, 1626. The first Seal 
of Charles I was used between 25th May, 1626, and 24th 
May, 1627. (26 ] ourn. Brit. Arch. Assoc. [1870J 164.) It contains 
on its reverse a running greyhound, but does not include a view. 
The second Great Seal, bearing date I627, introduces for the first 
·time a general or panoramic view of London. It forms the back
ground of the reverse, and is seen between the legs of the horse on which 
the king, in full armour, sits. It is impossible not to suppose that 
the designer or engraver of the Seal had in mind some such equestrian 
portrait with distant view as is to be seen on the engraving of James I 
by Delaram. In the impression under examination, London stands 
out well, many of its buildings being clearly defined. Thus there 
appear St. Paul's, with churches and stately erections in the vicinity. 
From the houses at the side of the River many" stairs" lead down 
to the water. Boats are seen above Bridge, while, below, sailing 
vessels are anchored. The heights to the north of London are 
raised mountains high, so as to form a screen behind the horse and 
its rider. In this example also we find that the artist has raised 
the mound, thereby expunging Southwark from the view. What 
was behind the mound we have, at present, no direct means of 
knowing. Surmise suggests what is shown conventionally in the 
same situation on other map-views. 

On a medal, commemorative of the King's return to London, 
in 1633, after the coronation at Edinburgh, a. model executed by 
Nicholas Briot (M-edallic Illustrations oj British History, I, 266-7), 
we have a curious picture of London. The sun is breaking through 
the clouds and, on the River, swans as large as boats _ are sailing, 
while the buildings in the City are suggestive of Chinese habitations. 

The third Seal of Charles I, 1640-1646, also bears London 
upon its reverse, but the impression of the seal in Wyon is not good, 
the view being iIl-defined. 

At the death . of Charles I, there emerges the Commonwealth 
with its Seals. Since, however, the Protector's seals which contain 
London are virtually reproduced in the Seal of Richard Cromwell, 
to which I refer later, further allusion to them is unnecessary. 
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Instead, I am submitting an equestrian portrait of Oliver Cromwell 
with London and Southwark in the - field. In passing, we note 
how much of Southwark has, as usual, been brushed over and how, 
on the Middlesex side of the River, there are to be seen the water
tower of Bevis Bulmar (1594-5) at Queenhythe and the Temple 
Hall with a church in the Strand behind it. The distance, however, 
between Queenhythe and the Temple has in the engraving been 
much compressed. 

On the Seal of Richard Cromwell we have a fine portrait of 
horse and rider, both of which are distinctly comparable to the 
statue of Charles I at Charing Cross. The field stands out with 
clearness, but not so clearly that we can identify all the buildings. 
London Bridge is not happily conceived; but possibly the cast or 
the original have not faithfully performed their task. 

We come now to Charles II. An engraving with London, as 
well as a portion of Southwark, is available for comp,arison with 
the views on the Seals. It shows incidentally another variation 
in the fashion of representing the sovereign on horseback upon a 
mound behind which the Capital can be observed. In many respects 
the view reflects Visscher's panorama of London, while in other 
respects it suggests Merian's representation of 1638. Along the 
south§'rn bank of the River are to be seen the Church of St. Olave, 
shipping, the south gate to the Bridge with its impaled heads, St . 
Saviour's Church, Winchester Hall, and, where the mound on which 
the horse is standing is lowering towards the west, a playhouse or 
bear-garden with flag flying. 

Passing now to the Great Seals of Charles II, from the solitary 
shapeless mass which the \i\lyons illustrate of the first Seal of this 
Monarch (Plate XXXV), 1 it was impossible to say whether it had 
borne a view of London. The rediscovery, bowever, of a nearly 
complete specimen of the first Seal in one of tbe volumes of the 
Clarendon State Papers (MS. Clarendon, 37, fol. 94) shows that 

1 The G1'eat Seals of E ngland, by Allan Benj amin Wyon and Allan Wyon 
[r887 ]. 
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no view of London was present. (The Times, October I9th, I9I5 ; 
Bodleian Quarterly Recnrd, No. 7 Supplement, 3rd Quarter, 
I9I 5·) 

The second Seal is also not of interest in our connexion, since 
the region between the horse's legs is occupied with a coursing ' 
greyhound above which there is an absence of ornamental back
ground. But the third Seal contains, with tolerable precision, 
London and Southwark. Among the other buildings huddled 
together in Southwark there appears a windmill at the western 
end of Bankside. The design of the Seal is feeble as compared 
with that of Richard Cromwell. 

The reverse of the fourth and last Seal of Charles II also bears 
a view of London and Southwark, but judging from Wyon's Plate 
XXXVIII, it does not add to our information. 

Before proceeding to the Seal of the next reign, a view on a 
curious medal may receive attention. The medal commemorates the 
acquittal, by a Middlesex Jury in I68I, of the Earl of Shaftesbury 
of an accusation of suborning witnesses on behalf of the Crovvll in 
"The Plot" as it was called. The copy exhibited is from the 
Guildhall Collection and shows well the buildings between London 
Bridge and the Tower. 

The example which Wyon gives of the only Seal of James II 
(Plate XXXIX) is too battered for useful observation to be made 
thereon. The Seals of William and Mary, and of William, also 
illustrate a view of London and Southwark. Good impressions of 
these Seals are desirable for close study. No view appears on the 
Seals of Anne. 

Before treating of George I, mention may be made of a medal 
of James III, as that ill-fated Prince desired himself to be called. 
The medal was probably issued from The Hague for distribution 
among Jacobites in this country. It is dated I72I and gives 
St. Paul's as rehuilt by Wren. It illustrates the Hanoverian Horse 
trampling upon the Lion and the Unicorn, while Britannia, seated 
hard by, deplores the misfortune. Fugitives carry off their goods. 
I t was executed by Otto Hameral1i when great exertions were being 
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made secretly to raise troops and to supply arms to insurgents in 
Britain. (Medallic Illustrations of British History, II, No. 63, 45+) 

As regards the Seal of the first king of the ,House of Hanover, 
in place of old St. Paul's, Wren's structure is introduced, while 
the Pool below London Bridge is crowded with shipping. The 
mound on which the horse is standing is sufficiently low not to 
expunge the southern bank of the River with its buildings. In the 
view which the Seal of George II bears, the style of the buildings, 
as also of London Bridge, although somewhat similar to that on the 
seal of George I, seems to have changed. Presumably a new draft 
from which the engraver worked had been supplied. The Custom 
House below the Bridge has come in for attention, otherwise the 
buildings on the northern bank occur with monotonous regularity. 

In the instance of the first Seal of George III, the mound at the 
base of the reverse has wholly obliterated Southwark. The second 
and third seals, as shown by Wyon, are much battered, but the 
accompanying note states that there" is a view of London, its 
Bridge, and the River Thames with many rowing and sailing boats 
thereon." In the fqurth' seal can be detected London Bridge with 
numerous boats on the River above the Bridge. Although by this 
date, January I, ISOI, when the seal was first used, the houses 
on London Bridge had been removed, their removal havi~g taken 
place in I757-S, houses above the arches of the Bridge are prominent. 

When the next, the fifth seal, of George III was used on 
August I, ISIS, London and Southwark were found to have given 
place to Windsor. Wyon says that this change" may, perhaps, be a 
token of His Majesty's love for Windsor, where he took pleasure 
in being regarded in the locality as a country gentleman" (p. I2S). 
Thenceforward, London with its adjunct across the Water, was 
banished from the Great Seals of England and, in consequence, 
for the London topographer, interest in the Great Seals ceases. 

By means of the foregoing series of illustrations, I have been 
able to direct' attention toa class of panoramic views which deserves 
close consideration. So far as the views on the Seals and medals 
are concerned, it is clear that, in order that thev may yield up the 
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utmost information of which they are capable, the examples for 
examination should be selected on account of the excellence of their 
background, the condition of the primary subject of the seal being 
of minor importance. The examples illustrated in 'Vyon's Great 
Seals oj England seem to have been chosen by reason of their all
round quality rather than by reason of this feature or of that showing 
superiority in execution. If, however, a component received 
priority of attention, it was probably the figure of the monarch 
which led to the selection of the example. It is hoped that specially 
fine examples of backgrounds in which London and Southwark are 
present will be brought forward in order that they may receive 
adequate attention at the hands of topographers. 

That the backgrounds require interpretation before definite 
conclusions can be reached respecting the exact disposition and 
conformation of the buildings represented, scarce a person will 
gainsay. How they are to be interpreted is a long story and cannot 
be entered upon here. Suffice it to repeat that map-views, of which 
these backgrounds form a class, must be allocated to their families 
and be judged by the aid of the prototype or representative of that 
family. That the backgrounds are not of a family is obvious, 
although many of them are closely allied to each other. By what 
prototype, then, can they be judged? I am not sure. It is one of 
my objects, as mentioned in the opening of the Paper, to elicit this 
information. Personally, I am without doubt that the engravers 
of the equestrian portraits and of the Great Seals did not themselves 
originate the views. The styles and subject-matter are so different 
that I am sure the views were borrowed. If we could find their 
originals, we should be adding to that magnificent collection of 
early London Views of which we are the inheritors, and possibly 
be adding originals which intrinsically may be of great worth by 
reason of the wealth of accurate detail which they contain concern
ing Elizabethan and Stuart London. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

January 17th, 1917. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

The ballot for the election of Mr. George Dennison Lumb and 
Mr. Charles Wakefield was taken, and they were duly elected. 

Exhibitions. 

Major P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.-Edward III: A variety of 
the noble, not previously known, being struck from an obverse 
die of the fourth coinage, first period, and an altered reverse die of 

\ 

the second coinage, .9 in the central compartment punched over 
the original It. 

Q 
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Mr. Fredk. A. \i\Talters.-Henry IV: A groat of unusual type, 
reading 061 GR1t R6X 1tIWI1, with an annulet and pellet at the 
sides of the crown and a trefoil on the breast. Reverse, a slipped 
tr~foil before LONDON. 

Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton.-· Edward IV : An unrecorded 
variety of the Canterbury penny of the royal mint. Obverse: 
6DVVltRD 061 GR1t R6X 1tIW; mint-mark, cross fitchee. Reverse: 
OIV jT1tSj01tRjTOR. 

] ohn Baliol.-A halfpenny, new to the Scottish series, being of 
St. Andrews, of rough-surface type. Obverse: + lOh1tHHES 

DEI GR1t, a pellet on the sceptre handle. Reverse: axv / IT1t / 

S1tH/ DRE, mullets of six points in the first and fourth quarters of 
the cross. 

Mr. ]. H. Daniels.-The seventeenth-century farthing of Mid
hurst referred to in Mr. Andrew's paper. 

Major P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.-Set of cardboard token 
money as used by German prisoners in the British Prisoners of War 
Camps at Rauen and Havre. 

Mr. Coleman Hyman.-Examples of the paper currency issued 
by Chambers of Commerce and Municipalities throughout France 
since the commencement of the War, and of aluminium currency, 
issued at Marseilles in r9r6. Also specimens of Russian paper 
war currency. 

Paper. 

Mr. William Dale exhibited a photographic slide of a carved 
capital of Norman date at the Abbey Church of St . . Martin de 
Boscherville, near Rauen, depicting a moneyer at work, which was 
probably the earliest representation of the subject in Western 
Europe. He said that the Abbey ",-,as founded in r05o, but M. de 
Vesly, Conservateur of the French State monuments, was of opinion 
that the pFesent building was not commenced until the early years 
of the twelfth century; Abbe Hermier, Cure of the Church, had 
pointed to a Benedictine touch in its architecture, and said that 
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the Benedictines did not come to Boscherville until 1II4, whilst 
Mr. Andrew thought from the costume of the moneyer that the 
capital was carved about II40. The standard die, which always 
bore the impression for the obverse of the coin, was seen fixed in 
an upright block of wood, and upon it lay the disc of metal. Above 
this the moneyer held in his left hand the tressel die within a twisted 
band, presumably of willow, which, with bent knees and a large 
mallet in his right hand, he was in the act of striking. The 
portraiture was grotesque, and from the fact that the carving was 
outside the church Mr. Andrew drew the parallel of the casting out 
of the money changers from the Temple as a possible explanation 
of its symbolism. 

In support of his contention that in Norman times dies were 
not supplied from London in all cases, but that certain royal mints 
had the privilege of making their own, Mr. Andrew illustrated the 
case of Gloucester, and exhibited slides of four coins of that mint. 
Of these, three were pennies of the ordinary issues of Henry 1's 
last two types, and the fourth was a coin from Mr. R. Carlyon
Britton's collection of Stephen::) reign, but bearing the name 
H enricus instead of the king's on the obverse, whilst for the reverse 
a die of Henry 1's last coinage had been re-used. The four coins 
showed curious eccentricities of lettering, in that the initial cross 
was plain instead of pattee, the square C had its upper ljmb curved 
like the loop of the letter P, and to the letter L a similar upper limb 
was added. Such letters were not known elsewhere, and the same 
punches seemed to have been used in the sinking of the dies for all 
the series. Therefore, he argued, as the fourth coin was issued 
in defiance of the King's authority, its dies could not have been sent 
from London, but must have been made at Gloucester, and it 
followed that the dies for the regular issues of Henry 1's reign 
which bore the same letters must also have had the same local 
.ongm. 

Mr. Andrew also exhibited a farthing token issued about 1660 

by John Stent, of Midhurst, Sussex, from the collection of Mr. J. H. 
Daniels. It bore as its design the initials I and M, under S, for 

Q2 
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John Stent and his wife, Mary; the initial of the surname being then 
usually placed above the others. On the screen he showed a pictur
esque view of Stent's old sl;1op, which still survives at Midhurst, 
and bears within its timbered gable the same arrangement of the 
three initials as on the token, with the date, 1660, below. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

February 2~th, 1917. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

The President read applications for membership from Mr. Ernest 
Henry Wheeler, of 56, Caledonian Road, N., and Mr. Thomas Henry 
Briggs, F.E.S., of Rock House, Lynmouth, North Devon. 

Exhibitions. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson.-His collection of coins of 
George III and Bank of England tokens, most of which are referred 
to in his paper. 

Mr. Grant R. Francis.-A complete series of the varieties of 
the half-crowns of the coinages during the last hundred years, and 
a similar series of the shillings, mostly in proof state; namely:-

Half-crowns: 1816, 1819, 1820, 1824, 1826, I83r, r839, 1887, 
r893, r902, 1911. 

Shillings: 1816, 1821, r823, r826, I83r, r839, 1887, 1893, 
1902, I9II. 

A complete set of the silver coins of Edward VII for the year 
1905, which Mr. Francis explained was seldom met with in its 
entirety. The reason why this coinage was so rarely found in fine 
condition was that practically the entire output of the mint was 
sent out to Malta, and very few pieces had survived. 
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The shilling was not quite a perfect com, having had some 
circulation. 

Also some of the rarest of the silver coins of the century, viz. : 
The half-crown of George IV, with rose, shamrock, and thistle, 

dated 1823. 
Crown of George IV, 1821,- with the error TERTIO in the 

inscription on the edge. 
""yon's pattern crown of George IV, 1825, with plain edgp. 
Pattern crown of William IV with the unusual date 1834, from 

the Montagu cabinet. 
The Gothic crown oj Victoria of 1853, with inscribed edge. 
The Victorian crown of 1893, with edge inscribed ANNO 

REGNI LVII. This was the only perfect specimen the exhibitor 
had yet seen. 

The Rev. Edgar Rogers.-A series of re-strikes of the Kuchler 
proofs of George III, both English and Irish, in copper, bronze, 
and copper gilt. 

A gilt pattern by Droz, 1788. - The only known example is in 
-bronze. It was published by Dr. Bousfield, and is in Fleet-Surgeon 
Weightman's collection.1 

The trial piece from the Daulton collection of a pattern reverse 
of 1790 for which Droz never designed an obverse. 

An interesting "mule" of the reverse just above described, 
with the earliest obverse of the series. 

Mr. A. C. Crane.-A series of the copper coinage of George III, 
including varieties of the Isle-of-Man issues. 

Mr. W. Dale.-A similar series. 
Mr. F . A. Walters.-A denarius of Carausius. Cohen No. 58. 
Obverse: IMPC CARA VSIVS P F A VG laureated . bust to 

right. Reverse: EXPECT A TE VEN I RSR in exergue 
Britannia welcoming Carausius. Found in Bath. 

Mr. L. A. Lawrence.-A penny of Edward the Confessor of the 
" voided cross and segments" type, Hawkins 222, overstruck on 

I The die broke, and the fracture in the lap of Britannia is very apparen t. 
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the martlet type, Hawkins 228, which preceded it. The reverse 
legend is + / PVREL ON P.LERINE, Warwick, and the moneyer should be 
DVRCIL. He is new for Edward the Confessor, but was at work for 
William I throughout the reign. 

Major W. J. Freer, D.L.-Examples of the two Jutland medals 
in bronze. . 

Paper. 

The President read a paper, which is printed in this Volume, upon 
"The Centenary of our Modern Coinage" to the following effect: After 
the Napoleonic vVars the attention of the Government was directed 
to the coinage, which had fallen into a very neglected state. In the 
summer of 1816 it was enacted that a gold sovereign of twenty shillings · 
should be the standard, and that the silver money should only be 
tokens. To emphasize this, and to reduce the chance of these coins 
ever being exceeded in their value as bullion, sixty-six shillings were 
ordered to be coined out of a pound Troy, instead of sixty-two as 
hitherto. On February 12th, 1817, the necessary proclamation 
appeared, and the next day the exchange of the old worn-out coins 
commenced. The first to be issued were the half-crown, shilling, 
and sixpence, which were dated 1816, followed ~t Easter by the 
Maundy money, in July by the sovereign, in October by the half
sovereign, and a year later by the crown. 

Colonel Morrieson then described the various issues of coins 
of this reign previous to that date. There had been a regular if 
insufficient issue of gold coins, and their various types were given. 
Of silver there had been practically only one issue of shillings and 
sixpences, iIi 1787, to the value of £55>459, not including an irregular 
issue of Maundy money, mostly for ceremonial purposes. Of copper 
there were three issues: halfpence and farthings in 1770-75; two
pence and penny in 1797, the first appearance of these denominations 
in that metal, with the halfpence and farthings in 1799; and pence, 
halfpence, and farthings in 1806-7. All these coins were of different 
weights, and those of the last two issues were struck at the Soho 
Min t in Birmingham. 

The author then divided the season of chaos, 1787 to 1817, into 
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three periods corresponding with the three decades, and described the 
various expedients taken to cope with the growing evil. In the first 
nothing was done, but there appeared, as in the previous century, a 
vast series of copper halfpenny and farthing tokens issued by private 
individuals throughout the country; these, however, disappeared on 
the appearance of the coins of r797 and r799. In the second, the 
Bank of England took the matter in hand, and after the suspension 
of cash payments in r797, issued banknotes of £2 and £r, an example 
which was immediately copied by the other banks, which issued 
notes down to so Iowa value as one shilling. At the same time the 
premier bank issued Spanish dollars countermarked by the king's 
head, as used at Goldsmiths' Hall for the stamping of plate, to be 
current for four shillings and ninepence. These being extensively 
forged, in r804 the countermark was altered to the king's bust, 
as used on the silver penny die of r800, placed within an octagon. 
For the same reason later in the year the Bank employed the Soho 
Mint to overstrike the dollars with a device which obliterated the 
original striking. On the obverse was the king's bust, and on the 
reverse a figure of Britannia, with the legend: "Bank of England 
dollar, five shillings." A rise in the price of copper necessitated 
a reduction of weight in the copper issue of r806-7, and in the last 
period the rise in the bullion value of both gold and silver was 
reflected in the money, and the dollar, which had originally been 
current for four shillings and ninepence, now had to pass for five 
shillings and sixpence. In r8n the Bank, owing to the demand for 
small silver, issued tokens for three shillings and eighteenpence. 
This issue, as before, was copied by private individuals, but their 
tokens were so light that on an average four of their shillings were 
lighter than a Bank three-shilling token. This was stopped by an 
Act of Parliament in r8r3, and a considerable number of copper 
tokens which had appeared at this time were prohibited in r8r8. 
The four facts most prominent in the history of the times were the 
scarcity of money, the high price of the various metals used for 
coinage, the ubiquity of the forger, and, lastly, the circulation of 
the Spanish dollar, which saved the situation. 
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ORDINARY MEETING. 

March 28th, I9I7. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. \V. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

The President reported an application for membership from 
Mr. John George T. West, of the Knowle, Abingdon. 

The Secretary read a letter from the Private Secretary to the 
Queen to the President, thanking the Society for the royal copy 
of the Journal. 

The ballot for the election of Mr. Thomas Henry Briggs, F.E.S., 
and Mr. Ernest Henry Wheeler was taken, and they were declared 
duly elected. 

Exhibitions. 

Captain Ryan.-Stephen: A penny of the rare profile type, 
Hawkins XVIII. Obverse: + STJEFNE:·. Reverse: + ROGIER: ON : 

cnN, Canterbury. 
Charles I: Sovereign of the Oxford mint, dated I642, and 

bearing the" declaration" in three lines. 
Henry VII: Shilling, mint-mark lys, and legend, ltarmlOVS 

Dl GR1r REX 1rrWI.tla Z · BR with small crosses for stops. 

Paper. 

A paper was read by Mr. H. A. Parsons on a hoard of Anglo
Saxon and other money found at Great Sojdeby, Gothland. Of 
the 2308 coins it comprised, 80I were of this country, · or imitations 
of Anglo-Saxon issues, and the bulk ranged trom lEthelred II to 
Edward the Confessor, but a few Norman pieces were present. 
With the exception of one type of Cnut and the three of Harthacnut, 
all the real types issued down to about the middle of the reign of 
the Confessor were represented, and to illustrate his subject the 
lecturer exhibited a specimen of each of these types from his own 
collection. Certain coins of William II, and others of about the 
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same period but of German origin, which were present, proved that 
the date of deposit of the treasure was between A.D. 1090 and lI05. 

The trove as a whole threw consiclerable light on the social and 
commercial conditions of the Scandinavian peoples of the day, 
for although some, at least, of the earlier coins were probably the 
loot of raids, or prize of tribute, the later portion with little doubt , 
was the result of mercantile enterprise in distant lands and seas, 
extending, as the hoard proved, from the Far East to the countries 
and isles of the West, and so marking for the Danes a new departure 
in the then universal advance of civilization. The hoard was of 
some value in furnishing materials for proving the sequence of the 
types of our later Saxon kings, and some tentative suggestions on 
this subject were offered by the lecturer. Finally, he expressed 
his indebtedness to Mr. Dale for having called his attention to the 
original report by Herre Schnittger of this interesting treasure 
trove. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

April 25th, 1917. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

The President reported applications for membership from 
Mr. Francis Lavery, of 28, Evered Avenue, Walton, Liverpool, 
and Captain C. L. V. Marno, 2nd London Regiment, New Oxford 
and Cambridge Club, Pall Mall. 

The ballot for the election of Mr. John George T. West was 
taken, and he was declared duly elected. 

The President proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. William Allen 
for the books presented by him to the Society, which was carried 
unanimously. 
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Presentations to the Library. 

Mr. \Villiam Allen, of Burton] oyce, presented to the Library of 
the Society a series of standard books of numismatic reference. 
These included a copy of Boyne's . Seventeenth-century Tokens, 
extended to four volumes by additions, and The Bazaar Notes, 
mounted in three folio volumes with beautifully illuminated notes 
in manuscript by Mr. Allen. 

Exhibitions. 

The evening was devoted to an exhibition of coms, which 
included the following items of special interest. A selection of 
British money of the late Celtic period from the hoard discovered 
at Hengistbuiy Head, by Mr. William Dale. A sceatta of Alchred 
and a cut halfpenny of Anlaf, kings of Northumbria, also a penny 
of Canute of the curious type illustrated · as G, a, in · Hildebrand, 
by Mr. H. A. Parsons. A penny of the last type of William II 
by the moneyer Sprot of Southwark, by Mr. R. M. Simon. A penny 
of Stephen's first type and the York mint bearing a crozier in the 
reverse legend, a feature of certain York coins of Henry I and 
Stephen to which Mr. H. A. Parsons had recently called attention, 
by Mr. W. Sharp Ogden. A series illustrating the numerous 
variations in the pennies of Edward III, by Mr. L. A. Lawrence. 
A collection of the Anglo-Gallic coinage of Henry V, VI, and VIII, 
which represented all the mints in France at which English money 
was then issued, and one of these was St. Quentin; also the groat, 
half-groat, penny and halfpenny of Calais, of the type known from 
its ornamentation as the pine-cone, mascle coinage of Henry VI, 
and the Tournay groat of Henry VIII, by Colonel H. W. Morrieson, 
President. An angel of Philip and Mary bearing the beaded inner 
circle, by Captain V. ]. E. Ryan. A beautifully preserved specimen 
of the Edgehill medal, in silver gilt, illustrating Charles I on the 
obverse, arid, as an equestrian figure on the reverse, Prince Charles, 
afterwards Charles II, who was present at the battle, and is 
iClentified by his initials P. C. above. Hitherto the example, also 
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in silver gilt, of this medal in the British Museum/ had been described 
as unique, by Mr. A. D. George. Eighteen (( touchpieces" and 
admission passes to the Ceremony of Touching in the Stuart period, 
by Miss H. Farquhar, who in the course of some notes upon them, 
in anticipation of her paper which will appear in the Society's 
Journal, remarked that it had been believed that James II was 
the first to reduce the weight of the touchpiece from 54' 3 grains to 
30 grains, but she had found documentary evidence that, although 
the proposal to so reduce the weight had been rejected earlier in 
the reign, it was adopted in I684, the last year of Charles II.'s reign, 
and she exhibited one of the three specimens only known to her 
of this small variety of his touchpieces. Sixty-two varieties of the 
seventeenth-century token, issued by M. Wilson of Dublin, by Mr. 
Lionel L. Fletcher. Early silver coins of the sacred City of Muttra, 
India, by Mr. William Charlton. And an example of the German 
silver medal struck to commemorate the so-called (( victory" of 
Scarborough and Hartlepool by the bombardment of December I6th, 
I9I4, exhibited by the Rev. Edgar Rogers. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

May 23rd, I9I7. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. "V. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

Captain C. L. V. Marno and Mr. Francis Lavery were elected 
members. 

The annual exhibition of war medals was held under the direction 
of Major Freer, who read a paper upon early regimental medals. In 
illustration of this he exhibited from his own collection, and from that 

1 Medallic Illustrations, i, p. 299, No. II9 . • 
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of Mr. B. W. Russell, numerous examples of the awards which, long 
before medals were issued by the Crown to non-commissioned 
officers and men, were presented by the officers of certain regiments 
at their own expense for bravery or merit. His subject and exhibi
tions also included medals of the first Volunteer movement during 
the Napoleonic Wars, and of the Militia, and Yeomanry then raised 
-a series of much topographical interest. 

Mr. Winter followed with a similar paper for the Journal upon 
regimental medals; and, in relation to an exhibition of crosses 
of the Legion of Honour bestowed upon British officers, he called 
attention to the gradual evolution in the details of the ornamentation 
of this famous decoration, which, for example, had led to the change 
in its name from" star" to " cross." . 

Mr. Henry Garside showed a bronze medal issued by the German 
prisoners interned at Liverpool, New South Wales, to commemorate 
their own captivity. 

Mr. Spink exhibited a case of the military decorations and relics 
of th~ late General Sir Frederick Edward Chapman, K.C.B., Royal 
Engineers, comprising the Grand Cross of the Bath, his ~edals 
and decorations for the Crimea, and his swords, seals, watch, 
telescope, etc. 

A silver medal, which had been presented" by the High Sheriff 
of Cork to Sergeant \Villiam Wildblood, Eighty-second Regiment, 
for exemplary conduct when supporting the civil power on Christmas 
morning, 1816," was shown by Mr. D. Glendining; also the gold 
medal of the Manchester and Salford Volunteers, awarded to 
Lieut. Nickolls, 1st Battalion, 1802; and an officer's silver belt 
plate of the Bristol Volunteers. 

Mr. E. E. Needes exhibited the Peninsular medal with two 
clasps, Talavera and Salamanca, and the star of a Knight 
Commander of Hanover of Sir C. Dalbiac, Lieut.-Colonel of the 14th 
Light Dragoons; the West African medal, with clasp "1900," 
and African general service, with clasp "N .. Nigeria," of the 
Middlesex R egiment; gorgets, in silver, hall-marked, 1804, of the 
68th Foot, and in .gilt, with honours, "Java" and "Niagara," 
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of the 89th Foot; and an early example of the West London 
Militia. 

A medal in silver of the unusual size of one and three-quarter 
I inches in diameter and one-thirty-second of an inch in thickness, 

awarded by the Board of Trade to Johann Reeckman, Junior, " For 
saving the lives of British Subjects." A West-African war medal, 
with three clasps, " I892," " I893-4," and" Sierra Leone, I898, 99," 
awarded to J. Hannah, a krooman on the Steamship Countess of 
Derby ,' and a medal in silver relieved by gilding given to George 
Lester, Captain of the Forecastle of H.M.S. Windsor Castle, on the 
occasion when the King of Portugal sought refuge on that vessel 
in 1823. 

Mr. T. K. Mackenzie showed a gorget of the Royal Scots of 
about the year I800, a pair of epaulettes of an officer of the I6th 
Light Dragoons of Waterloo times, a belt plate in silver, hall
marked I792, of the West Suffolk Regiment; and another for a 
pr.,ivate of the Scots Guards. 

A medal in pewter given by the Rajahs of Coorg to their troops 
before going into action, of a date prior to the annexation of Coorg 
in I834, was exhibited by Mr. Lawrence; and a bronze medal of 
"The First Volunteer Court held by Her Majesty at St. James's 
Palace, March 7, I860," by Mr. Andrew. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

June 27th, I9I7· 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A. , 
President, in the Chair. 

Paper. 

Lord Grantley and Mr. L. A. Lawrence communicated a paper 
descriptive of a hoard of French deniers and English silver pennies 
of the twelfth century recovered in Rome. The French coins were 
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of the Counts of Anjou, Chartres, and Provins, and the Abbot of 
St. Martin of Tours. The English pennies were of the first and 
second issues of Henry II, and none could be attributed to a date 
later than A.D. II8g. Also these late English pieces were the best 
preserved of all in the hoard. But French numismatists have hitherto 
dated some of the types of Provins present so late as A.D. IIg7, and 
it was suggested that, if the series were submitted to further examina
tion and study, the evidence of this find alone would probably 
antedate the later pieces by a few years, and thus bring them into 
agreement with the more certain date of the English portion of the 
find. The paper is printed in this Volume. 

Pres entation. 
Messrs. Spink and Son.-The Dictionary of Medallists-continued. 

Vol. 6. 
Exhibitions. 

Mr. F. A. Walters.-Oxford half-groats and penny of Charles I, 
namely, a half-groat of the "declaration" type, dated 1644; a 
half-groat with plume on the reverse and mint-mark lys, the obverse 
of which was from the same die as that for the preceding specimen, 
as evidenced by a small crack or line in it behind the King's head 
and b~low the numerals of value; and a penny with plume on the 
reverse and mint-mark lys as on the half-groat. 

Mr. H. Eldridge Stratton, of Newport, Isle of Wight.-Examples 
of "pieces-of-eight" which for generations had been washed up 
by the sea in considerable quantityl in Blackgang Bay, Isle of 
Wight. Mr. Andrew, who exhibited them on behalf of Mr. Stratton, 
remarked that as no other coins were found with them the inference 
to be drawn was that they formed part of the treasure of a wrecked 
galleon from the Spanish Main. Also, that as the coast of the Isle 
of \Vight was far out of the beaten track of such a vessel, and the 
latest date he had seen on any of the coins was .1701, it was possible 
that the treasure was lost with, or from, one of the galleons ~ which 

1 This fact' has given the name" Money Hole" to the actual site, and that of 
the bay itself is traditionally said to be reminiscent of a gang of wreckers. 

2 For an account of the action in Vigo Bay and the coins marked VIGO, see 
Miss Farquhar's paper, vol. xi, pp. 233-252. 
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had been taken by Sir George Rooke at Vigo on October the 12th, 
1702, when, on the homeward voyage with the captured and damaged 
treasure ships, his fleet was separated by a great storm in the Channel. 
Locally the coins were always credited to a lost ship of the Armada, 
but they were, of course, too late by more than a century for that fleet. 

He, however, took the opportunity of placing upon record the 
fact that about the year 1878, owing probably to volcanic disturbance, 
there was a series of remarkably low tides, and the fishermen at 
Hastings recovered from the sands far below the usual low-water 
mark a mass of gold coins which he saw in bulk immediately after 
the discovery. He was allowed but a brief examination, but 
sufficient to prove that they were Spanish doubloons of the date of 
the Armada. From another vessel of the fleet wrecked off Cromer 
he had the gilded morion and gorget of an officer, said by tradition 
to have been the captain, and on the gorget were medallions of 
Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain similar to their portraits upon the 
coinage. The recorded incidents of recovered Spanish treasure on 
our coasts were numerous, and would no doubt be familiar to the 
members present. 

The Rev. Edgar Rogers.-A series of fourpenny pieces of the 
years 1906 to 1908 illustrating the change in the die for the reverse 
which occurred in 1907. 

Mr. Henry Garside.- Examples of the Australian issue of florin, 
shilling, sixpence and threepence, dated 1916 and bearing the mint
mark M, for Melbourne. Mr. Garside said that 1916 was the first 
year in which silver money was coined in Australia for general 
circulation in the Commonwealth. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

October 24th, 1917. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. MORRIESON, R .A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

The Secretary reported applications for membership from 
Mr. \Villiam Howat, of Glaisnock, 458, William Street, Melbourne, 
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Australia, Mrs. Frank E. Dixon, of Mottisfont Abbey, Romsey, 
Hampshire, and Mr. G. Wuthrich, M.LE.E., of 81, Pursers Cross 
Road, Fulham Road, London, S. W. 6. 

The Royal Collection of Coins and Medals, Denmark, was 
elected to membership. 

The Rev. Edgar Rogers and Mr. W. Beresford Smith were 
nominated Auditors for the current year. 

Paper. 

Mr. F. Willson Yeates contributed a treatise on the coinage of 
Ireland during the rebellion of 1641-52, in which he reviewed the 
whole subject in the light of certain fresh documentary evidence. 
He submitted that this necessitated a reconsideration of the accepted 
attributions of the series, almost in their entirety, and offered the 
following rearrangement as the logical solution of the questions now 
raised :-

To ,the Confederated Catholics under their proclamation of 
November 15th, 1642, in addition to the Kilkenny halfpenny 
"and farthing-the crown, half-crown, shilling, and sixpence 
struck on the square flans, but « of the ordinary stamp." 

To the Lords Justices and Council of Ireland on behalf of the 
King and the English Parliament-the « Inchiquin " issues, 
1642~3, and the « Ormond" issues, 1643. 

To the Council of Munster on behalf of the English Parliament 
under an order of March 20th, 1645-6-the copper coinage 
of the four towns, Cork, Y oughal, Kinsale, and Bandon, 
which was to be current in the « garrisons"; also the 
Cork shilling and sixpence. 

To Colonel Michael Jones, commander of the forces of the 
Parliament in Ireland and deputy governor of Dublin 
Castle, in 1646-47-the « rebel" crown and half-crown. 

To Lord Ormond on behalf of the royalists under an order signed 
by him at Kilkenny on August 8th, 1649, directingThomas 
Reade to erect the King's mint there or elsewhere as he 
should find convenient for coining gold and silver according 
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to the way, manner, and form formerly used in England
the" blacksmith's" half-crown. 

To Lord Ormond, on behalf of the royalists, under an order signed 
by Prince Charles, as King, at Jersey, on November 13th, 
1649, to send officers and dies of the royal Irish mint to such 
port or place in Ireland as Prince Rupert, "admiral of 
all our ships now at sea," should direct, for the coining of 
the "bullion and forraigne coyne" in the prizes taken 
by him " and to be there put into money "-the " Dublin" 
crown and half-crown. 

In i1Iustr~tion of his paper, which will be printed in the Society's 
Journal, Mr. Yeates exhibited a specimen in copper of the half-crown 
struck upon the square flan, also casts and drawings of various coins 
and seals referred to in his arguments. 

The President thought that the order of 1649 to coin in the 
"form formerly used in England" might explain certain coins of 
rough workmanship which had hitherto been included in the 
English series as imitations of issues from the Tower mint, and 
showed four shillings of the class. 

Amongst other exhibitions were an example in silver of the 
shilling struck on the square flan, lent by Miss H. Farquhar; a 
" blacksmith's" half-crown with yet another variation from the 
recorded legends upon these pieces, by Mr. G. R. Francis; and 
numerous examples of this series of Irish money of necessity 
by the President, Mr. Francis, Mr. Bearman, and Mr. L. L. 
Fletcher. 

The President read the list of Officers and Council proposed 
for the ensuing year, and gave notice of the ballot in pursuance of 
the rules. 

Presentations to the Society's Library. 

Portraiture of our Stuart Monarchs ,. by Miss Helen Farquhar. 
From the authoress. 

The Wyons ; by Leonard Forrer. From the author. 
R 
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The Copper Tokens of Upper Canada " by R. W. McLachlan. 
From the author. 

The Annual Report of the Deputy Master of the Mint " by t~e 
author. 

ORDINARY AND ANNIVERSARY MEETINGS. 

November 30th, 1917. 

Lieut.-Colonel H. W. MORRIESON, R.A., F.S.A., 
President, in the Chair. 

Professor F. P. Barnard presented to the Library a copy of his 
recently published work, The Casting Counter and the Counter Board. 

Mrs. F. E. Dixon, Mr. ~Tilliam Howat, of Melbourne, Australia, 
and Mr. G. Wuthrich, M.LE.E., were elected members. 

ANNIVERSARY MEETING. 

The Honorary Secretary, Mr. Andrew, read the Council's report, 
as follows :-

THE COUNCIL'S REPORT. 

November 30th, 1917. 

The Council has the honour to present its Fourteenth Annual 
Report to the members. 

On November 30th,' 1916, the Society consisted of 18 Royal, 
10 Honorary, and 389 Ordinary Members. 

Since then the list of Royal Members has been reduced by I, 

and that of Honorary Members also by I. 

Of the Ordinary Members your Council deeply regrets to report 
that the roU of losses is unusually heavy. Mr. Winstanley Carlyon
Britton, the eldest son of your Director, fell in action on the Western 
Front for the sake of the Great Cause. He was an original Life
Member of the Society, and in pre-war days a regular attender at 
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the meetings. The sympathy of the members will be accorded to 
Major Carlyon-Britton and the family. 

In the decease of the Duke of Norfolk the Society was deprived 
of a Life-Member, and one who helped at the date of its foundation. 
The death of Mr. Henry Laver, F.S.A., will be a loss, not only to this 
Society, but to the rest of archceological England. He, also, was 
an original member and his work during a lifetime extended beyond 
the allotted span, in the preservation and elucidation of antiquity, 
has earned the highest praise. 

In the case of the loss of Mr. Charles Adolphus Briggs, F.E.S., also 
an original member, his brother, Mr. Thomas Henry Briggs, F.E.S., 
has succeeded him in his membership an.d interest in the Society. 
So, also, the late M~. John West, Corresponding Member of the 
Council for Abingdon, has been succeeded by his son, Mr. John 
G. T. West. These two instances disclose a continuing interest 
in the Society's work, which IS most gratifying to the 
Council. 

With the exception of the Rev. R. M. Serjeantson, F.S.A., a 
member for but a few months, in whom many of the members have 
lost a friend, the following who have died during the year 
were original members, or joined the Society within its first 
year. 

Mr. Percival Barratt. 
Mr. Charles Adolphus Briggs, F.E.S. 
The Rev. C. F. Jones. 
Mr. Edward Jones. 
Mr. Horace Lambert. 
Mr. John D. Robinson. 
The Rev.R. M. Serjeantson, F.S.A. 

The number of resignations received during the year is only 8, 
and that fact supports the explanation offered in the last Report, 
that whilst so many of the members are engaged in military or 
national service, the present figures are tentative, and will be subject 
to revision in the brighter future. 

R 2 
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It is most gratifying to the Council to report that the year has 
added II new members to the roll, namely :-

Mr. Thomas Henry Briggs, F .E.S. 
Mrs. F. E. Dixon. 
Mr. William Howat, of Melbourne, Australia, a life-member. 
Mr. Francis Lavery. 
Mr. George Dennison Lumb. 
Captain C. L. V. Marno. 
Mr. Charles Wakefield. 
Mr. John George T. West. 
Mr. Ernest Henry Wheeler. 
Mr. G. Wi.ithrich, M.I.E.E. 
The Royal Collection of Coins and Medals, Denmark. 

SUMMARY. 

Royal. I Honorary. I Ordinary. I Total. 

November 30th, 1916 ... 18 10 389 417 

Since elected .. . .. . - - II II 

18 10 400 428 

Deceased ... .. . .. . - I II 12 

Resigned .. . ... .. . I - 8 9 

November 30th, 1917 17 9 

The President, Lieut. -Colonel Morrieson. has again been able to 
preside at every meeting of the Society, and the general attendance 
has been well maintained, the exhibitions very good, and the papers 
read of both interest and importance. 

The sympathy of the members will go forth to Mr. Dale, who has 
lost his youngest SOIl, and to Miss H. Farquhar, who has lost her 
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nephew, both bravely fighting on the Western Front in the defence 
of civilization. 

The year has been of a somewhat uneventful character so far 
as the affairs of the Society are concerned, only broken by the 
interesting fact that it is the centenary of the commencement of 
the modern coinage in Britain. This event was commemorated by the 
President in a paper upon the comparisons, then and now, and the 
causes that induced the great reform of 1817. 

Members are doubtless aware that regulations under the Act 
for the Defence of the Realm have been made by the GovernmeI!-t 
which of necessity lay certain conditions and restrictions upon the 
printing and issuing of a journal such as that of the Society. They 
will also, it is thought, agree that it would be but a poor tribute 
to the national spirit of numismatists to expect contributors to be 
able to continue to write for the ] o~trnal just as if no war had ever 
disturbed the routine of the world. Fortunately it is far from the 
case. Military or national claims have directly or indirectly 
deprived the] ournal for a time-a very short period it is trusted-. of 
further contributions from such authors as Major Carlyon-Britton, Mr. 
HenrySymonds, Mr. J. Shirley-Fox, Dr. Philip Nelson, and Mr. Andrew. 

This fact would have necessarily entailed material reductions 
in the pages of the volumes were it not for the circumstance that the 
Journal happens to be one year late, for the volume issued last 
December and January was due at the previous Christmas, but 
unavoidably delayed by the above and other difficulties. 

That being so, the Council trusts that the next volume will be 
issued before the end of March next. It will be endorsed " Volume 
xii, 1916-17," and it is intended that the Journal will be continued 
annually from that date without attempting to make good the. missing 
volume until the advent of Peace. 

Once more the members are indebted to Miss H. Farquhar for 
the gift of a coloured plate in the forthcoming volume. Such 
illustrations are especially welcome in a journal devoted to historical 
numismatics, and to her and to Mr. Burton the thanks of the Society 
are due for those that have hitherto appeared. ' 
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No doubt due to the ever active interest of our Vice-President, 
Mr. J. Sanford Saltus, Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur, and now 
the first Vice-President of the Institut Franc;ais aux Etats-Unis, 
New York, the Executive Committee of that Institution has 
presented to the Society the third of ' the six impressions in bronze 
of its medal commemorating the recent French Mission to the United 
States. The members will appreciate the compliment paid to the 
Society by this act of courtesy. 

Mr. Hutchins, F.C.A., the Honorary Treasurer, will present his 
accounts to the members, and they will probably agree with the 
Council that the financial condition of the Society under his able 
management is eminently satisfactory. 

The Library continues to increase in numbers and utility under 
the direction ofMr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton; and the gift to it 
by Mr. William Allen of several volumes of standard works, beauti
fully illustrated and noted by him, will be appreciated. 

The thanks of the Society are due to Mr. Beresford Smith and 
Mr. Shepherd for acting as Auditors, and to Mr. Bearman and 
Mr. L. L. Fletcher for accepting the office of Scrutators of the ballots 
to be held to-night. 

Finally, all will heartily join in expressing appreciation of the 
generosity of Major Carlyon-Britton and Mr. Lumb in continuing to 
place the suite of rooms at 43, Bedford Square, at the free use of the 
Society. 

The Report was unanimously adopted, and a resolution was 
passed r~cording the appreciation of the members of the generosity 
of Major Carlyon-Britton and Mr. Lumb referred to in its concluding 
paragraph. 

Printed copies of the audited Balance Sheet having been 
distributed, Mr. A. C. Hutchins, 'as Honorary Treasurer, made his 
annual report, which was adopted; and a vote of thanks was 
rendered to him for his services to the Society. 
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THE BALLOTS. 

Mr. Bearman and Mr. L. L. Fletcher having been appointed 
Scrutators, the two ballots were taken, and they announced the 
results as follows :-

(i) That the members nominated by the Council had been 
elected, namely-

OFFICERS AND COUNCIL-SESSION 1918. 

President :-Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Morrieson, R.A., F.S.A. 

Vice-Presidents :-Miss Helen Farquhar; Major W. J. Freer, V.D., D.L., F.S.A.; 
The Right Hon. Lord Grantley, F.S.A. , D.L., J.P.; William Sharp Ogden, 
F .S.A.; The Rev. Edgar Rogers, M.A. ; J. Sanford Saltus, Chevalier de la 
Legion d'Honneur. 

Director :-Major P. W. P . Carlyon-Britton, F .S.A. , D.L., J.P. 

Treasurer :-Alexander C. Hutchins, F.C.A. 

Librarian :-Raymond C. Carlyon-Britton. 

Secretary:-W. J. Andrew, F .S.A. 

Coun-cil :-Thomas Bearman; William Dale, F.S.A., F.G.S.; Lionel L. Fletcher 
Grant R. Francis; Henry Garside; C. P. Hyman, J.P.; L. A. Lawrence, F.S.A.; 
Mellor Lumb; H. Alexander Parsons; Walter Lewis Pocock; Edward 
Shepherd; W. Beresford Smith; H. W. Taffs ; Frederick Toplis; Frederick A. 
Walters, F.S.A. 

AWARD OF THE JOHN SANFORD SALTUS GOLD MEDAL. 

(ii) That the ballot for the John Sanford Saltus Medal, which is 
awarded by the ballot of the members triennially to the member 
whose paper, appearing in the Society's publications, is in their 
opinion the best in the interests of numismatic science, had resulted 
in a majority of votes for Mr. L. A. Lawrence, F.S.A., in recognition 
of his treatise on the British Coinage from the reign of Henry II to 
that of Henry III. 

A resolution of thanks was accorded to the Scrutators. 

AN EXHIBITION OF ENGRAVED COINS. 

Professor and Mrs. Barnard having offered to exhibit the latter's 
remarkable collection, the evening was devoted to an exhibition of 
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that curious and interesting series of personal medals, usually home
made, which ' assumes the form of engraved coins. In her notes 
accompanying the collection, Mrs. Barnard explained that the term 
" Love Tokens" commonly accorded them was a misnomer, because 
that particular branch of the series was perhaps the least interesting. 

Many of these metallic records commemorate, sometimes 
seriously, sometimes satirically, political men and methods of the 
day; naval and military victories and, occasionally, misfortunes; 
views of cities and models of ships; the blazon of heraldry and 
the enterprise of trade; the call of religion and the lament of the 
prisoner; the huntsman and his hounds; the minstrel and his 
fiddle; the stage and the dance; the crime and the criminal, even 
the hanging in chains of a highwayman; for, as one of these little 
jettons has it, " all the world's a stage." 

Mrs. Barnard's exhibition included nearly all the above subjects, 
and some of the pieces were beautifully engraved. 

The paper is printed in this volume. 
Admiral the Marquis of Milford-Haven showed his beautiful 

series of coins engraved or stamped with naval designs and subjects. 
Most of these were upon the silver currency of the eighteenth century, 
and represented named ships carved with that love of detail and 
finIsh so effective in the sailor's art. One piece, in particular, which 
represented the wreck of a man-of-war, was a miniature on silver. 

Mr. Andre,:", . showed a set of political and military medals of 
this order engraved by the same skilful hand, on some of which 
whole armies in battle were drawn, whilst others depicted, satirically, 
passing events in Bethnal Green. 

Mr. Arthur Whitehead, of Salisbury, supplied the contemporary 
reports of the cause and manufacture of the medal which represented 
the hanging-in-chains of John Curtis for highway murder near 
Salisbury. Both Mrs. Barnard and Mr. F. W. Yeates exhibited 
specimens of this tragic memorial, one example giving even a 
detailed plan 6f the site. . 

Mr. Charlton showed a large collection of the class, both British 
and foreign. 
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Mr: J ames Berry, Mr. Taffs, and Mr. Fletcher also added 
interesting pieces to the series. In fact, the response to the Council's 
invitation to contribute to the success of this exhibition was so 
general and so abundant that it is quite impossible to do justice 
to it in a report. 

The President showed a series of silver coins commencing in 
the reign of Edward VI, which had been officially countermarked 
for fiscal purposes, and Mr. Lawrence showed that even forged imita
tions of the Spanish dollar had been accepted by the Treasury 
and duly countermarked with the head of George III. Mr. Tdffs 
and Mr. Hamer demonstrated that the principle of countermarking 
had been extended to the token issues. 
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED NOVEMBER 

DR. 

Expenditure. Income. 

£ s. d. 

To printing and binding the 1916 Journal, including By subscriptions 
reprints, plates, blocks, and expenses of dis-
tribution 

" printing and stationery 

" postages 
" expenses of Meetings 
" reports of Meetings 
" sundry expenses 
" secretary's travelling expenses 

" clerk to Council's fee 

" surplus 

Total 

32 5 13 
7 9 

o 

IS 18 0 

664 

59 6 

2 3 7 
52 10 0 
10 10 0 

285 12 2 

£7II II 8 

" compounded subscriptions 
" dividends and interest 

" I9 I 5Journalaccount 

18TH, 191.7· 

CR. 

£ s. d. 

331 16 6 

IS 0 0 

34 5 0 

330 10 2 

£711 II 8 



BALANCE SHEET, November 18th, 1917. 

Liabilit£es. Assets. 

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
To sundry liabilities 635 19 9 Investments-

" subscriptions received in advance 4 I o· Accumulated Fund 
£1,050 Consols at cost 577 10 0 

" J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund- General Purposes Fund-
Capital account (per contra) 161 16 2 £500 New South Wales 4 per cent. 
Add Income account II 18 I Stock 503 4 6 

173 14 3 J. Sanford Saltus .Medal Fund-

" Research Fund-
India 3t per cent. Stock (per 

Balance from last account 
contra) ... 161 16 2 

241 3 10 Research Fund-
Add Dividends on Investments 9 4 0 India 3t per cent. Stock 200 0 0 

250 7 10 1,442 10 8 

" General Purposes Fund- Subscriptions outstanding 40 19 0 

Balance from last account 488 II 7 Dividends accrued due ... 18 2 10 

Add interest and dividends 20 0 0 Library, at cost ... 125 4 0 

508 II 7 Cash at bank-
On deposit .,. 25 0 0 0 

Accumulated FUlld- On current account 420 I 3 
Balance from 1916 Account ... 438 II 2 ----- 67 0 I 3 
Add Surplus as above 285 12 2 

724 3 4 
----- -----

£:,296 17 9 £2,296 17 9 

AUDITORS' REPORT. 
We, the Auditors appointed to audit the accounts of the above Society, hereby certify that all our requirements as auditors have 

been complied with, and report to the Members that we have examined and compared the above accounts with the books and 
vouchers of the Society, and in our opinion they are properly drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the 
Society'S affairs, as shown by the books 0f the Society. 

November 27th, 1917. W. BERESFORD SMITH,} Auditor 
EDWARD SHEPHERD, S. 
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PATRON: HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE V. 

ROYAL MEMBERS. 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING. 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. 

H ER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA. 

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES. 

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS CHRISTIAN. 

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS BEATRICE . 

.In Alphabetical Order. 

HIS MAJESTY ALBERT, KING OF THE BELGIANS. 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS. 

HER MAJESTY QUEEN LOUISE OF DENMARK. 

HIS MAJESTY VICTOR EMMANUEL III., KING OF ITALY. 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF ITALY. 

HIS MAJESTY HAAKON VII., KING OF NORWAY. 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF NORWAY. 

HIS MAJESTY ALFONSO XIII., KING OF SPAIN. 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN O~- SPAIN. 

HER MAJESTY QUEEN CHRISTINA O. SPAIN. 

HIS MAJESTY KING MANUEL II. 

HER MAJESTY QUEEN AMELIA. 
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HONORARY MEMBERS, 1919. 

I?I Order of Election. 

1903. SIR H;ENRY CHURCHILL MAXWELL-LYTE, K.c.B., M.A., F.B.A., F.S.A., Deputy 

Keeper of the Public Records, 61, Warwick Square, London, S.W. I. 

1905. THE COUNTESS OF YARBOROUGH, BARONESS FAUCONBERG, BARONESS CONYERS, 

Brocklesbury Park, Lincolnshire, and', 17, Arlington Street, London, S. W. I. 

1905. THE MARQUIS DE SOVERAL, G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., 6, Granville Place, Portman 

Square, London, W. I. 

1905. MONSIEUR PAUL CAMBON, G.C.V.O., D.C.L., LL.D., French Ambassador, 

Albert Gate House, London, S. W. I. 

, 1905. VERNON HORACE RENDALL, Esq., B.A., Editor of the Athenceum, Bream's 

Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C. 2. 

1905. MONSIEUR GASTON CARLIN, Swiss Minister, 3, Portland Place, London, W. I. 

1911. ALFRED ANSCOMBE, Esq., F.R.Hist.S., 30, Albany Road, London, N. 4. 

191 I. THE MARQUIS GUGLIELMO IMPERIALI, Italian Ambassador, 20, Grosvenor 

Square, London, W. I. 

1912. ADMIRAL THE MARQUESS OF MILFORD HAVEN, P.C., G.c.B., G.C.V.O., 

K.C.M.G., A.D.C., F.R.G.S., Corfu. 
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MEMBERS.l 

The sign * szgnijies that the member has compounded for his annual subscription. 

1905. *a ABABRELTON, ROBERT, Esq., F.R.E.S., F.R.G.S., Post B",x, 322, 

Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa; 30, Killyon Road, Clapham Rise, 
London, S.W. 

ABERDEEN, THE PUBLIC LIBRARY, G. M. Fraser, Esq., Librarian, Aberdeen, N.B. 
ABERDEEN, THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, P. J. Anderson, Esq., M.A., LL.B., 

Librarian, Aberdeen, N.B. 

1914. ALLWORTHY, THOMAS, Esq., 127, King's Cross Road, London, W.e. 1. 

1906. AMERICAN NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, THE, 156th Street, West of Broadway, New York. 

1903. ANDREW, \V. J ., Esq., F.S.A., The Old House, Michelmersh, near Romsey, 

19°6. 

19 1 5. 

190 5. 

Hampshire. 

ANTIQUARIES OF LONDON, THE SOCIETY OF, Burlington House, Piccadilly, W. 1. 

ANTIQUARIES OF SCOTLAND, THE SOCIETY OF, Edinburgh, Alexander O. Curle, 

Esq., F.S.A., F.S.A.Scot., Secretary. 

ARBOUIN, FASSETT ERNEST, Esq., F.R.G.S., 8, Rue de Pons, Cognac, Charente, 

France. 

1904. ARMSTRONG, FRANK, Esq., 88 and 90, Deansgate, Manchester. 

1903. ASHBY, JOHN, Esq., J.P., The Close, Staines, Middlesex. 

1903. ASQUITH, THE RIGHT HON. H. H., P.e., K.e., 20, Cavendish 

19 1 9. 

19°3· 
19°5· 

19°3· 

19°3· 
1910. 

19°9· 

Square, W. 1. 

ATHILL, CHARLES HAROLD, Esq., M.V.O., F.S.A., Richmond H erald, College 

of Arms, London, E.e. 4. 

BAILEY, SAMUEL NORWOOD GRANT, Esq., B.A., LL.B., 9, Gray's Inn Square, 

W.e. 1. 

BAIN, R. DONALD, Esq., Aykleyheads, Durham. 
BAIRD, THE REV. DR. ANDREW B., 247, Colony Street, Winnipeg, Canada. 

BALDWIN, A. H., Esq., 4A, Duncannon Street, London, \V.e. 2. 

BALDWIN, PERCY J. D., Esq., 4A, Duncannon Street, London, W.e. 2. 

BARBltR, GEORGE WILLIAM, Esq., J.P., Park House, Englefield Green, Surrey. 

BARNARD, FRANCIS PIERREPONT, PROFESSOR, M.A., D.Litt. Oxon., F.S.A., 

Bilsby House, near Alford, Lincolnshire, Professor of Medireval Archreology 

in the University of Liverpool. 

*BARNARD, ROBERT, Esq., M.E., C.C.M., M.I.M.E., c/o Messrs. Gibson and 

Weldon, 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.e. 2. 

1 This list is revised up to January 31st, 1920. 
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1903. *BARNES, ALFRED W., Esq., 93, Fairlight Road, Hastings. 

1907. BARRETT, SIDNEY EDWARD, Esq., B.A., M.B., F.Z.S., The Limes, Tillingham, 

near Southminster, Essex. 

1904. BARTHOLOMEW, CHARLES WILLIAM, Esq., M.A., c.E., Blakesley Hall, near 

Towcester. 

1910. 

1910. 

BAYLEY, ARTHUR R., Esq., B.A., St. Margaret's, Malvern. 

BEARMAN, THOMAS, Esq., Melbourne House, Tudor Road, London, E. 9. 

BEAUMONT, EDWARD, Esq., M.A., I, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London, 

W.c. 2. 

BEDFORD, DUKE OF, K.G., F.S.A., Woburn Abbey, Bedfordshire. 

BELDEN, BAUMAN L., Esq., 847, Jersey Avenue, Elizabeth, New Jersey. 

BELFAST LIBRARY AND SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING KNOWLEDGE, F. J. P. Burgoyne, 

Esq., Librarian, Linen Hall Library, Donegal Square North, Belfast. 

BELFAST PUBLIC LIBRARY, G. H. Elliott, Esq., Chief Librarian, Belfast, 

Ireland. 

BELOE, E. M., Esq., F.S.A., Chase Lodge, King's Lynn. 

BERRY, JAMES, Esq., F.R.C.S., 21, vVimpole Street, London, W. I. 

BIRCH, JOHN DE GRAY, Esq., 29, Connaught Road, Harlesden, London, 

N.W.IO. 

BIRKENHEAD FREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES, John Shepherd, Esq., Librarian, Central 

Library, Birkenhead. 

1914. BIRKIN, LT.-COLONEL R. LESLIE, D.S.O., J.p., Edale House, The Park, 

Nottingham. 

1906. \ BIRMINGHAM PUBLIC LIBRARIES, Reference Department, Walter Powell, Esq., 

Chief Librarian, Ratcliff Place, Birmingham. 

1904. BLACKBURN FREE LIBRARY, MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY, THE, R. Ashton, 
Esq., Librarian and Curator. 

1904. BODKIN, ARCHIBALD HENRY, Esq., Recorder of Dover, 5, Paper Buildings, 

Temple, London, E.c. 4. 

1906. BOILEAU, LIEUT.-COLONEL RAYMOND FREDERIC, J.P., Ketteringham Park, 
Wymondham, Norfolk. 

1907. BOOTLE CENTRAL LIBRARY AND MUSEUM, THE, C. H. Hunt, Esq., Librarian 

and Curator, Oriel Road, BootIe, Lancd-shire. 

1904. BOUSFIELD, STANLEY, Esq., M.A., M.D., B.C., M.R.C.S., L.R.c.P., 35, Prince's 
Square, London, \Y. 2. . 

1903. "BOWLES, COLONEL HENRY FERRYMAN, J.P., M.A., Forty Hall, Enfield, 

Mid'dlesex. 

1904. BOYLE, COLONEL GERALD EDMUND, 48, Queen's Gate Terrace, London, 
S.W. 7 

I904. BRADFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY, Butler Wood, Esq., Librarian, Bradford. 

1903. *BRAND, VIRGIL M., Esq., 1251, Elston Avenue, Chicago, U.S.A. 

19Q 4. BRIDGMAN, :FRANCIS GEORGE, Esq., 13, St. Vincent Road, Southend-on-Sea. 
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1910. BRIGG, M. ALFRED, Esq., Carlinghow, Batley, Yorkshire. 

1917· BRIGGS, THOMAS HENRY, F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, RS.O., North 
Devon. 

1904· BRIGHTON PUBLIC LIBRARY, Henry D. Roberts, Esq., Director, Brighton. 

19°3 . . BRITTON, MAJOH A H. D., D.S.a., Furze Island, Poole Harbour, Dorset. 
190 7. BRITTON, MRS. A H. D., Furze Island, Poole Harbour, Dorset. 

1919. BROOKE, G. c., Esq., M.A., "Knowlt?n," Ashburton Road, Croydon. 

1909· BROOKLYN PUBLIC LIBRARY, 26, Brevoort Place, Brooklyn, U.S.A., E'rank 
P. Hill, Esq., Librarian. 

190 7. BROWNEN, GEORGE, Esq., F.C.S., Talnas, Grove Roati, Christchurch, Hamp-
shire. 

1915. BRUSHFIELD, A. N. Esq., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Budleigh, Halifax, Yorkshire. 
1904. BRUUN, HERR L. E., Gothersgade 101, Copenhagen. 

1903· BUCHAN, JOHN S., Esq., 17, Barrack Street, Dundee. 
1910. BURSTAL, EDWARD K., Esq., 32, Cathcart Road, London, S.W. 10. 

1903. BURTCHAELL, G. D., Esq., K.c., M.A., LL.B., M.R.I.A, Deputy King of 
Arms, 44, Morehampton Road, Dublin. 

191 I. BURTON, FRANK ERNEST, Esq., J.p., South Manor, Ruddington, Nottingham
shire. 

1903. CALDECOTT, J . B., Esq., The Stock Exchange, London, E.c. 2. 

1903. CALVERT, J. R, Esq., 63, Eastbank Street, Southport. 
1908. CAMBRIDGE, THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM, S. C. Cockerell, Esq., Director. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, F . Jenkinson, Esq., M.A., Librarian. 
CARDIFF FREE LIBRARIES, Harry Farr, Esq., Librarian, Cardiff. 

CARLYON, T. A, Esq., Connemara, 10, Castlemai~ Road, Bournemouth. 

*CARLYON-BRITTON, MAJOR P. W. P., D.L., J.p., F.S.A., 43, Bedford 

London, W.c. I. 

Square, 

,, 1911. CARLYON-BRITTON, RAYMOND c., Sub-lieutenant RN.V.R., 43, Bedford Square, 
London, W.e. I. 

[906. CARTER, ERNEST CHRISTISON, Esq., M.D., M.R.C.P., Oriel Lodge, Cheltenham. 

[906. CARTHEW, COLONEL RANULPHUS JOHN, J.P., Royal Field Artillery, Woodbridge 
Abbey, Woodbridge, Suffolk. 

1916. CASSAL, DR. R. T., Abertillery, Monmouthshire. 

1903. *CAVE, VISCOUNT, P.c., K.c., D.L., J.p., B.A., 4, New Square, Lincoln's 
Inn, London, W.e. 2. 

1903. CHALMERS, J. H., Esq., Holcombe, Moreton Hampstead, South Devon
shire. 

1915 CHAPIN, MRS. WILLIAM V., Brook's Mansion, 89, Mount Vernon Street, Boston, 

Mass., U S.A. 
1903. CHITTY, ALFRED, Esq., Ewelme, Grace Street, Camberwell, Melbourne, Australia. 

S 
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1914. CHRISTOPHER, RICHARD THORNEY, Esq., 'Bradford-on-Avon, Wil~shire. 

T906 . CINCINNATI PUBLIC LIBRARY, Ohio, U.S.A., c/o Messrs. Stevens and Brown, 

4, Trafalgar Square, London, S. W. 1. 

1910. CLARKE, MISS MARY WILLEY, Bourne Hall Cottage, Bushey, Hertfordshire. 

1912. *CLARKE-THORNHILL, T. B., Esq., 3, Carlisle Place, Victoria Street, London, 

S.W. I 

1904. CLEMENTS, LUTHER, Esq., Kingston Villa, 221, Peckham Rye, London, S.E. 15. 

1904. COLCHESTER, THE CORPORATION OF, H. e. Wanklyn, Esq., Town Clerk, 

Colchester. 

1904. COLDRIDGE, \VARD, Esq., K.e., M.A., 2, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London, 

W.e. 2. 

1909. CONGRESS, LIBRARY OF, Washington, D.e., U.S.A., Herbert Putnam, Esq., 

. Litt.D., LL.D., Librarian, c/o Messrs. Edward G. Allen and Son, Limited, 

14, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, vV. 2. 

1909. CORNWALL, THE ROYAL INSTITUTION OF, Truro, The Rev. W. Iago, B.A., and 

George Penrose, Esq., Secretaries. 

CRANE, ALBERT CHARLES, Esq., I I, Duckett Road, London, N. 4. 

CREE, JAMES EDWARD, Esq.; F.S.A.Scot., Tusculum, North Berwick, Haddington

shire. 

1903. *CRISP, FREDERICK A., Esq., F.S.A., Broadhurst, Godalming. 

1904. CROUCH, J AMES LEONARD, Esq., F.S.I., Common Room, Gray's Inn, London, 

W.e. 1. 

1913. CROUCH, WILLIAM, Esq., Friarscroft, Ayle~bury. 

1903. CURSITER, J. W., Esq., F.S.A.Scot., 26, Dublin Street, Edinburgh. 

1909. DALE, WILLIAM, Esq., F.S.A., F.9.S., The Lawn, Archer's Road, Southampton. 

1903. DALTON, RICHARD, Esq., Park House,Cotham Park, Bristol. 

1903. DANIELS, JAMES HERBERT, Esq., 90, Church Street, Brighton. 

1903. DAVIS, W. J., Esq., J.p., 8, Pakenham Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 

1917 . DENMARK, THE ROYAL COLLECTION OF COINS AND MEDALS, Copenhagen. 

1906. DENTON, SIR GEORGE CHARDIN, K.e.M.G., Hilltop, Headington Hill, Oxford. 

1904. DERBY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY, THE. W. H. Walton, Esq., F.L.A., Librarian, 

Derby. 

19 [4. DESICA CHARIAR, DIWAN BAHADUR T., B.A., Trichinopoly, Southern India. 

1910. *DEVONSHIRE, THE DUKE OF, Chatsworth, D erbyshire. 

1903. DICKINSON, FRANKl Esq., 12, Ferncroft Avenue, Hampstead, N.IV. 3. 

1917. DIXOIN, MRS. FRANK E., Mottisfont Abbey, Romsey, Hampshire, and Stoke 

- Lodge, Hyde Park Gate, S.W. 7. 

1908. DOYLE, ARTHUR JOHN, Esq., 19, West Lodge Avenue, London, W. 3. 

1913. DRING, E. .H., Esq. (Bernard Quaritch), II, Grafton Street, New Bond Street 

London, W. I . . 
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190,3 . . DRURY, G. THORN, Esq., K.C., B.A., 42, Roland Gardens, London, S.W. 7. 

1910. DUBLIN, THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND, ART DIVISION. 
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1904. DUBLIN, THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY, R. Lloyd Praeger, Esq., B.E., Librarian, 

19, Dawson Street, Dublin. 

1904. DUBLIN, TRUSTEES OF THE NATIONAL LIBRARY, Dublin. 

1903. DUNN, ALBERT W., Esq., 300, Scotswood Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

1909. DUPRIEZ, MONSIEUR CHARLES, 77, Avenue de Longchamps, Brussels, Belgium. 

1909. DUTERTRE-DELEVIELEUSE, M. LE DOCTEUR AUGUSTE, R.E., 12, Rue Coquelin, 

Boulogne-sur-1'vI er, France. 

[913. DUVEEN, GEOFFREY, Esq., 15, Stratton Street, Piccadilly, London, W. I. 

[90+. ECKERSLEY, JAMES CARLTON, Esq., J.p., M.A., Carlton Manor, Yeadon, 

Leeds. 

1915. EDEN, TERENCE, Esq., King's Own Royal Lancaster Regiment, 6, Cromwell 

Place, London, S.W. 7. 

[-904. EDINBURGH, THE ADVOCATES' LIBRARY, W. K. Dickson, Esq., Keeper, 

Edinburgh. 

1903. EDINBURGH PUBLIC LIBRARY, Hew Morrison, Esq., LL.D., Principal Librarian. 

1913. EDINBURGH, THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, F. C. Nicholson, Esq., M.A., Librarian. 

1904. EILOART, FREDERICK EDWARD, Esq., F.S.I., 40, Chancery Lane, London, 

19°9· 

190 4. 

19°3· 

19°3· 

19°3· 

19°3· 
19 1 5. 

19°3· 

IQOO. 

19°3· 

19°3· 
1910. 

190 7. 

19°3· 

W.e. 2. 

ELD, THE RF.v. FRANCIS JOHN, M.A., F.S.A., F.R.A.S., Polstead Rectory, 

Colchester. 

ELDER, THOMAS L. , Esq., 32, East 2yd Street, New York. 

ELLIOTT, ERNEST A., Esq., 41, Chapel Park Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea. 

ESCHWEGE, MAURICE, Esq., 47, Lime Street, Liverpool. 

EVANS, CAPTAIN C. L., R.G.A. On Active Service. 

FAGAN, GENERAL e. S. FELTRIM, F.R.G.S., Feltrim, Exete~ 

FARQUHAR, MISS Hr.:LEN, tI, Belgra.ve Square, London, S.\iV. r. 

FAULKNER, \ iV. J., Esq., Sutton House, Endon, Stoke-on-Trent. 

FENTIMAN, H., Esq Murray House Murray Road, Ealing Park, London, 

Vi. 5. 
FINLAY, LORD, P.e., G.C.M.G., 31, Phillimore Gardens,London, W. 10. 

FLETCHER, LIONEL L., Esq., Tupwood, Caterham, Surrey. 

FORRER, L., Esq., II, H ammelton Road, Bromley, Kent. 

Fox, CHARLES MASSON, Esq., Woodlane Cottage, Falmouth. 

Fox, HARRY BERTRAM EARLE Esq., Woolhampwn, Berkshire. 

Fox-DAVIES, A. c.' . Esq., 23, Old Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, Londo'~ , 

W.C.2. 
S 2 
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1907. FRANCE, LA BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE DE, Paris, c/o Messrs. Simpkin, Marshall, 

Hamilton, Kent and Co., Ltd., 2, 4, 6, 8, Orange Street, Haymarket, 
Lonoon, S. W. I. 

1912. FRANCIS, GRANT RICHARDSON, Esq., Lion House, Cambridge Road, Teddington, 
Middlesex. 

1907. FRANCKLIN, EDWARD, Esq., Gonalston Hall, Nottingham. 
1912. FRASER, GORDON, Esq., Adyar, Madras, India. 

1903. FREER, MAJOR WILLIAM J., V.D., D.L., F.S.A., The Stony-Gate, Leicester. 

1906. GARDNER, WILLOUGHBY, Esq., F.S.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., Y Berlfa, Deganwy, 
North Wales. 

1903. GARSIDE, HENRY, Esq., 46, Queen's Road, Teddington, Middlesex. 

1904. GERVIS, HENRY, Esq., J.P., M.D., F.R.C.P., F.S.A., 15, Royal Crescent, 
Bath. 

19°3· 

19°3· 
1914· 
190 4. 

19°9· 

19°9· 

GIBSON, HENRY, Esq., The Hut, Wembley Park, London, N.W. 10. 

GLASGOW, THE MITCHELL LIBRARY, F. T. Barrett, Esq., Librarian, 21, Miller 
Street, Glasgow. 

GLENDINING, D., Esq., 7, Argyll Street, London, W. I. 

GOODALL, ALEXANDER, Esq., 5, Maria Street, Kirkcaldy, N.B. 
GRANT LEY, LORD, D.L., J.P., F.S.A., Wallop House, Stockbridge, Hampshire. 

GRAY, WILLIAM EDWARD, Esq., F.R.G.S., 2, Rutland Park, Sheffield. 
GREENSLADE, EDWARD ACRAMAN, Esq., 200, Clarence Gate Gardens, London, 

N.W. I. 
GRIMWOOD, ARTHUR, Esq., Sudbury, Suffolk. 

GUILDHALL LIBRARY, THE, Bernard Kettle, Esq., Librarian, London, KC. 2. 

GWYER, JULIUS, Esq., 7, Argyll Street, London, W. 1. 

HAARER, JOHN W., Esq., 213, West Street, Joseph Street, Lansing, Michigan, 
U.S.A. 

HALE, JOHN ALBERT DEAKIN, Esq., A.C.A., 14, Finsbury Circus, London, KC. 2. 

HALIFAX PUBLIC LIBRARY, THE, Edward Green, Esq., Secretary and Librarian, 
Yorkshire. 

1919. HALL, HENRY PLATT, Esq., F.R.N.S., Toravon, Werneth, Oldham. 
1903. HAMER, S. H., Esq., Hon. Secretary The Halifax Antiquarian Society, Claremont 

Road, Halifax, Yorkshire. 

1919. HAMILTON-SMITH, G., Esq., Northside, Leigh Woods, Bristol. 

1904. HARBORD, PHILIP, Esq., J.P., Northwold Lodge, Norfolk. 
1909. HARDING, HARRY WARFHAM, Esq., Thornbrake Elsworthy Road, London, 

N.W·3· 
1916. HARRIS, DAVID THOMAS, Esq., Lynwood. Boldmere, Erdington, Birmingham. 
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1905. HARRISON, BERNARD GUY, Esq.; F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S., The Grove, Freshford" 

Somerset. 

1909. HARVARD UNIVERSITY, LIBRARY OF, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., William e. Lane, 

Esq., Librarian, c/o Messrs. Edward G. Allen and Son, Limited, 14; Grape 

Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.e. 2. 

1917· 

1908. 

1909. 

191 3. 

1906. 

HAWKINS, H., 57, Thirlmere Road, Darlington. 

HENDERSON, MAJOR JAMES SYDNEY, Trevone, falmouth, Cornwall. 

HIDDEN, WILLIAM EARL, Esq., F.G.S., IJ5, Central Avenue, Ocean Grove, New 

Jersey, U.S.A. 

HOBSON, GEOFFREY DUDLEY, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., 59, Pall Mall, London, S.W. I. 

HOCKING, WILLIAM JOHN, Esq., e.B.E., The Royal Mint, London, E. 1. 

HODGKIN, THOMAS EDWARD, Esq., Old Ridley, Stocksfield, Northumberland. 

HODGSON, VICTOR TYLSTON, Esq., F .S.A., Cuilcheanna, Ouich, Inverness-shire. 

HORSLEY, JAMES H., Esq., Chirton, Clifton Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

*HOWAT, WILLIAM, Esq., Glaisnock, 458, William Street, Melbourne, Australia. 

HOWORTH, SIR HENRY HOYLE, K.e.I.E., F.R.S., F.S.A., 45, Lexham Gardens, 

London, W. 8. 

HUGHES-HuGHES, MONTAGU EDWARD, Esq., J.P., F.S.A., Leez Priory, Hartford 

End, Chelmsford. 

*HUNTINGTON, ARCHER MILTON, Esq., The American Numismatic Society, 

Hispanic Society Building, 156th Street, and Audubon Park, New York, 

U.S.A. 

1906. HUTCHINS, ALEXANDER CONSTANTINE, Esq., F.e.A., 1 I, Pancras Lane, Queen 

Street, London, E.e. 4. 

1906. HUTH, REGINALD, Esq., 32, Phillimore Gardens, London, W.8. 

191I. HYMAN, COLEMAN PHILIP, Esq., J.P., The Royal Colonial Institute, Northllmber-

land Avenue, London, W.e. 2. 

1906. INGLIS, ROBERT ALEXANDER, Esq., B.A., Bulbul, Dorman's Park, East 

Grinstead. 

190 9. 
1918. 

JARMIN, ARTHUR MIDDLETON, Esq., F.R.Hist.S., IS, East Hill, Colchester. 

JUST, LEONARD WOLFGANG, Esq., A.e.A., 4, Hospital Street, Montreal, 

Canada. 

KING, CAPTAIN HORACE HERBERT, Brookside, North Chapel, Petworth, Sussex. 

KOCQ, ERNEST CHARLES, Esq., 39, Charleswood Street, Belgrave Road, London 

S.W. I. 

LAFONE, ALFRED WILLIAM, Esq., Springfield, Walton-on-Thames. 
LAYER, PHILIP, Esq., F.S.A., 3, Church Street, N. Colchester. 

LAVERY, FRANCIS, Esq., 28, Evered Avenue, Waiton, Liverpool. 

• 



• 

19°6. 

19°5· 
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LAWRENCE, ARTHUR M., Esq., 65, Holland Road, London, W. 

LAWRENCE, FREDERICK WILLIAM, Esq., M.RA.S., F .R.G.S., Hillcote, Lansdown, 

Bath. 

LAWRENCE, L. A., Esq., F.RC.S., F.S.A., 44, Belsize Square, London, N.W. 3. 
I 

LEE, ERNEST HARRY, Esq., 153, Musters Road, West Bridgford, and 7 I, Upper 

Parliament Street, Nottingham. 

LEEDS PUBLIC FREE LIBRARIES, THE, Thoma.s W. Hand, Esq., Chief Librarian, 

Central Free Public Library, Leeds. 

LEICESTER, THE MUNICIPAL LIBRARIES OF, C. V. Kirkby, Esq., Librarian, 

Leicester. 

191 I. LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, THE, 10, New 

Street, Leicester. 

1904. LEIGH PUBLIC LIBRARY, W. D. Pink, Esq., J .P., F.RHist.S., Librarian, Leigh, 

Lancashire. 

1914. LESLiE, LIEUT.-COLONEL JOHN HENRY, RA., retired, Gunnersholme, 

1913. 
1913. 

19°3· 

19°5· 

I9I 5· 
1915. 
1916. 

19°3· 

19°3· 
1904. 

. Melbourne Avenue, Sheffield. 

LINCOLN, FREDERICK WILLIAM, Esq., 69, New Oxford Street, London, W.c. I. 

LIVERIGHT, FRANK I., Esq., ·c/o Messrs. Bamberger and Co., Newark, N.J., 

U.S.A. 

LIVERPOOL PUBLIC LIBRARY, George T. Shaw, Esq., Librarian, Liverpool. 

LOCKETT, RICHARD CYRIL, Esq., J.P,! F.S.A.; Clonterbrook, St. Anne's Road, 

Aigburth, Liverpool. 

LONGBOTTOM, H . W., Esq., Haselmere, Queen's Park, Chester. 

LONGMAN, WILLIAM, Esq., 27, Norfolk Square, London, '.V. 2. 
LUMB, GEORGE DENISON, Esq., F .S.A., 31, Lyddon Terrace, Leeds. 

LUMB, MELLOR, Esq., 20, Clapham Park Mansions, Nightingale Lane, London, 

S.W·. 4· 
LYDDON, FREDERICK STICKLAND, Esq., 5, Beaufort Road, Clifton, Bristol. 

LYELL, COLONEL DAVID, R.K, M.lnst.C.E., IS, Essex Villas, London, 

W.S. 

1915. McEWEN, HUGH DRUMMOND, Esq., F.S.A.Scot., The Custom House, Leith, 

N.B. 
1903. MACFADYEN, FRANK E., Esq., 1 I, Sanderson Road, J esmond, N ewcastle-on-Tyne. 

1906. MAC ILWAINE, JOHN BEDELL STANFORD, Esq., RH.A., Stanford House, Foxrock, 

co. Dublin. 

MACKENZIE, THOMAS KENNETH, Esq., 363, Edgware Road, London, W. 2 . 

McLAC~LAN, R . W., Esq., J .P., F.R.S.C., Deputy Protonotary, 31 0, Lansdowne 

Avenue, vVestmount, Montreal, Canada. 

MANCHESTER, THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY, T.' H . Guppy, Esq., M.A., 

Librarian. Manchester 
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1903. MANCHESTER PUBLIC FREE LIBRARY, e. vV. Sutton, Esq., M.A., Librarian, 

Manchester. 

1914. *MANTON, MISS E. M., Oak Lea, 226, Edgeley Road, Cheadle Heath, Stockport, 
. Cheshire. 

1903. MANTON, J. 0 ., Esq., Oak Lea, 226, Edgeley Road, Cheadle Heath, Stockport, 

Cheshire. 

MAPPLEBECK, W. BATTY, Esq., Long Lane Farm, Rickmansworth. 

MARNO, CAPT. e. L. V., New Oxford and Cambridge Club, 68, Pall Mall, 

S.W.1. 

1903. MARTELLI, E. W., Esq., K.e., M.A., 4, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London, 

W.e. 2. 

MARTIN, JOHN, Esq., Clare House, Cressington Park, Liverpool. 

MATTHEWS, THE REV. DOUGLAS ,G., M.A., Sans Souci, Richmond Terrace, 

Brighton. 

MAYES, IVILLIAM, Esq., 101, Donegall Strp-et, Belfast, Ireland. 

MEHL, B. MAX, Esq., Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A. 

MILLER, HENRY CLAY, Esq:, c/o Messrs. Robert Goodbody & Co., 80, Broadway, 

New York. 

1903. MITCHELSON, THE JOSEPH e., COLLECTION, Connecticut State Library, George 

S. Godard, Esq., Librarian, Hartford, U.S.A. 

1907. MOREWOOD, GEORGE EDWARD, Esq., c/o T. Haviside & Co., 23 Leadenhall 

Street, E. e. 

1904. MORGAN, LT.-COL. W. LLEWELLYN, R.E., J.P., Brynbriallu, Swansea. 

1903. MORRlESON, LT.-COL. H. W., F.S.A., F.R.S.A., 42, Beaufort Gardens, 

London, S. W. 3. 

1906. MURDOCH, ANDREW, Esq., M.B., e.M., 24, Albert Road, Bexhill, Sussex. 

1903. J\![URRAY, DAVID, Esq., M.A., LL.D., F.S.A., 169, West George Street, Glasgow. 

1904. 2I.1URRAY, KEITH WILLIAM, Esq., F.S.A., 37, Cheniston Gardens, K.ensington, 

London, IV. 8. 

1905. NEEDES, EDWARD ERNES~, Esq., 141, Euston Road, London, N.W. 1. 

1916. NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, THE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPH ICAL SOCIETY OF, 

H enry Richardson, Esq., Librarian. 

1915. NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE, THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF, Basil Anderton, Esq., M.A., 

Chief Librarian. 

1909. *NEWELL, EDWARD T., Esq., B.A., Yale, 247, 5th Avenue, New York, 

U.S.A. 

1916. NEW SOUTH WALES, THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF, Sydney, Australia, c/o Messrs. 

Truslove and Hanson, Limited, 153, Oxford Street, London, W. r. 

1904. NEW YORK LIBRARY, Dr. J. S. Billings, Librarian, c/o Messrs. Stevens and 

Brown, 4, Trafalgar Square, London, IVe. 2. 
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1909. NEW YORK, THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, William Clifford, Esq., 

Librarian, . c/o Bernard A. Quaritch, 1 I, Grafton Street, New Bond Street, 

London, W. I. 

1910. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY CLUB ' LIBRARY, c/o Messrs . . Stevens and Brown 

4, Trafalgar Square, London, W.C 2. 

1909. NIKLEWICZ, HERBERT, Esq., 28, Park Place, Brooklyn, U.S.A. 

1919. NORRIS,H. E., IS, MarketPlace, Cirencester, Glos. 

[90S. NORTH, MAJOR SIR HARRY, Kt., Lemon Well, Eltham, Kent. 

1919' NOTTINGHAM FREE LIBRARY, ' Nottingham. 

1903. OGDEN, W. SHARP, Esq., F.S.A., Naseby, East End Road, Finchley, London, N. 3 .. 

1903~ O'HAGAN, H. OSBORNE, Esq., Riverhome, Hampton Court, Middlesex. 

1905. *OKE, ALFRED WILLIAM, Esq., B.A., LL.M., F.S.A., F.G.S., 32, Denmark 

Villas Hove, Sussex. 

1904. OLDHAM, THE FREE LIBRARY COMM~TTEE, W, H. Berry, Esq., Librarian, 

Oldham. 

1903. OPPENHEIMER, HENRY, Esq., F.S.A., 9, Kensington Palace Gardens, London, W. 8. 
1904. OXFORD, THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY. 

1910. 

19°9· 

1912• 

19°9· 

19°5 . 
1906 , 

19°9· 

PARIS, BIBLIOTHEQUE D'ART ET D'ARCHEOLOGIEj 19, Rue Spontini, Paris. 

PARKER, COLONEL JOHN WILLIAM ROBINSON, CB., D.L., J .P., F.S.A., 

Browsholme Hall, near Clitheroe. 

PARSONS, H. ALEXANDER, Esq., Shaftesbury, Devonshire Road, London, S.E. 23. 

PAVYER, WILLIAM, Esq., Linford, York Road, St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 

PAYNE, ALGERNON ARCHIBALD, Esq., L;R.CP., M. R.CS., N ormandale, Langsett 

Road, Sheffield. 

PEARCE, RICHARD, Esq., Ph.D., F.G.S., II, Philiimore Gardens, W. S. 

PECK, HERBERT, Esq., M.D., Barrister-at-Law, Penmore House, Hasland, 

Chesterfield. 

PERRY, HENRY, Esq., Middleton, Plaistow Lane, Bromley, Kent. 

PETROGRAD, ERMITAGE IMPERIAL, Professor Alexis de Markoff, Keeper-in-Chip.f. 

PHILADELPHIA, THE FREE LIBRARY OF, John Thomson, Esq., Librarian, 

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A. 

POCOCK, WALTER LEWIS, Esq., 30, St. George's Road, London, N. W" 6. 

*PONSONBY-FANE, RICHARD A. B., Esq., II, Belgrave Square, London, S.W. I. 

POOLE, THE REV. H. t , B.A., King's School, Canterbury. 

PORTAL, SIR WILLIAM W., BART., D.L., J.P., M.A., F.S.A., Laverstoke House, 

Whitchurch, Hampshire. 

1915. POYSER, A .. W., Esq., The Grammar School, Wisbech. 

1909. PRIDEAUX, WILLIAM DE COURCY, Esq., L.D.S., R.CS. Eng., F.S.A., F.R.S.M., 
12, Frederick Place, Weymouth. 
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1912. QUARRELL, WILLIAM H., Esq., M.A., F.S.A., 60, Redcliffe Gardens, London, 
S.W.I0. 

1903. RABY, HAROLD, Esq., Kensington House, Withington, Manchester. 

1909. RADFORD, ALFRED JOSEPH VOOGHT, Esq., F.S.A., Vacye, College Road, 
Malvern. 

1912. 

REGAN, ,;y. H., Esq., 17, Queen's Road, Bayswater, 'N. 2. 

REID, ROBIE LEWIS, Esq., LL.B., Bank of B.N.A. Building, Hastings Street West, 

Van~otiver, British Columbia. 

*REILLY, JOHN, Junr., Esq., c/o American Numismatic Society (at IS6th Street), 
Broadway, New York, U.S.A. 

J903. *REYNOLDS, H. M., Silver Birches, Kirkley Park Road, South Lowestoft. 

1910. RIDER, ALFRED, Esq., A.M.LE.E., 104, De-la-Pole Avenue, Hull. 

1903. ROBERTS, R. D., Esq., The National Provincial and Union Bank, Manchester. 

1904. ROCHDALE PUBLIC LIBRARIES, ART GALLERY AND _MUSEUM, The Committee .. 

1915. ROGERS, THE REV. EDGAR, M.A., S, Essex Villas, Campden Hill, W. 

1909. ROSENHEIM, MAURICE, Esq., F.S.A., 18, Belsize Park Gardens, London, N.W.3. 

1904. ROTH, H. LING, Esq., 9S, Waterloo Crescent, Halifax, Yorkshire. 

1906. ROYAL SOCIETIES CLUB, Richard Wright, Esq., Librarian, St. James's Street, 

London, S.W. 1. 

19 1 4. 

19°4· 
190~. 

1919. 

19 1 1. 

19 14. 

19°8. 

RUSTON, ALFRED STANLEY, Esq., The Cedars, Norwood Green, Southall 

Middlesex. 

RYAN, MAJOR V. J. E., R.G.A., Thomaston Park, Birr. 

*SALTUS, J. SANFORD, Esq., Officier de la Legion d'Honneur, c/o The 

American Numismatic Society, IS6th Street, West of Broadway, New York, 

U.S.A. 

SCHULMAN, HERR MAURITS, "J. Schulman," Keizersgracht 448, Amsterdam. 

SCOTT, JOHN WALTER, Esq., 36, John Street, New York City. 

SEWELL, RICHARD, Esq., CA., Culgarth, Broad Walk, Winchmore Hill, 

London, N. 21. 

SHAW, G. \V., Esq., Botham Hall, Huddersfield. 

SHEPHERD, EDWARD, Esq., 2, Cornwall Road, Westbourne Place, London, \\,T. I J. 

SHEPPARD, THOMAS, Esq., F.G.S., F.S.A.Scot., The Municipal Museum, Hull. 

SHIPWAY, LT.-COL. ROBERT WILLIAM, V.D., J.p., Grove House, Chiswick. 

[915 ' SHIRLEV, HON. ANDREW, 3S, Victoria Road, London, W. 8. 
1907. SHIRLEY-Fox, J. S., Esq., R.B.A., Kingsbury Hill House, Marlborough. 

1913. SHIRLEy-Fox, MRS. J. S., Kingsbury Hill House, Marlborough. 

1915. SIMON, RONALD MONTAGU, Esq., 9, Craven Hill Gardens Hyde Park, London, 

W.2. 

[904. SIMSON, ALFRED, Esq. 32, Brompton Square, London, S.W.3 . 

• 
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1910. *SLIGO, MARQUESS OF, F .S.A., F.Z.S., Lord Lieutenant of co. Mayo, 7, Upper 

Belgrave Street, London, S; W. 1. 

SMILTER, CHARLES J., Esq., The Crescent Hotel, Buxton, Derbyshire. 

SMITH, ELLIOTT, Esq., Foot of East 26th Street, New York, U.S.A. 

1912. SMITH, MRS. EUSTACE, High Coxlease, Lyndhurst, Hampshire. 

1904. SMITH, W. BERESFORD, Esq., Kenmore, Va;brugh Park West, S.E. 3. 

1915. SONGHURST, WILLIAM J., Esq., F.e.I.S., 27, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn, 

London, W.e. 2. 

19°8. 

19 1 9. 

191 5. 
19°3· 
19°6. 

19°3· 
1918. 

19°3· 

19°3· 

19°5· 
19°6. 

19°4· 

19°3· 
1912. 

19°9· 

J9 12 • 

1919. 

19°3· 

19°4· 

19°7· 
1918. 

19 1 3. 

19 1 3. 

19°4· 

SOPER, H. TAPLEY, Esq., F.R.Hist.S., City Librarian, Royal Albert Memorial 

College, Museum and Public. Library, Exeter. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA, THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF, c/o Messrs. Kegan Paul, Trench, 

Trubner and Co., Limited, Dryden House, 43, Gerrard Street, London, W. 1 

SPALDING, MAJOR E. H., 20, Villa Road, Nottingham 

SPICER, E. S., Esq., 73, Philbeach Gardens, Earls Court, S.W. 5· 

SPINK, S. M., Esq., 17, Piccadilly, London, W. r. 

SPUR~AY, JOHN WILLIAM, Esq., The Hawthorns; Hanley Swan, vVorcestershire. 

SQUARE, J. ELLIOT, Esq., F.R.e.S., 22, Portland Square, Plymouth. 

STEINTHAL, EGBERT, 37, Alan Road, Withington. 

STEWART, J. B., Esq., The Clydesdale Bank, Ltd., Carlton Place, Glasgow. 

STOWER, JOSEPH, Esq., 43, Chancery Lane, London, W.e. 2. 

SUMMERS, JAi3EZ, Esq., Stansted, 15, Queen's Road, Kingston-on-Thames 

SUTCLIFFE, ROBERT, Esq., 2 I, Market Street, Burnley, Lancashire. 

SUTTlE, GEORGE CLARK, Esq., J.P., F.S.A.Scot., Lalathan Lodge, St. Cyrus, 

Montrose, N.B. Ii 

SYKES, WILLIAM, Esq., South Street, Cottingham, East Yorks. 

SYMINGTON, JOHN ALEXANDER, Esq., 73, North Marine Road, Scarborough. 

SYM(lNDS, HENRY, Esq., F.S.A., Staplegrove Elm, near Taunton. 

TAFFS, HERBERT WILLIAM, Esq., 35, Greenholm Road, Eltham, Kent. 

TARVER, ALFRED, Esq., c/o Messrs. Coates, Son and Co., 99, Gresham Street, 
London, E.e. 2. 

TAYLOR, LIEUT.-COL. T. G., Chipchase Castle, Wark-on-Tyne. 

THAIRLWALl, F. J., Esq., 12, Upper Park Road, London, N.W. 3· 

THEOBALD, JOHN MEDOWS, Esq., F.S.I., IIO, Great Russell Street, London, W.e. I. 

THOMPSON, EDWARD PHILIPS, Esq., J.p., Pauls-moss, Whitchurch, Salop. 

THORBURN, PHILIP, Esq., Hascombe, Godalming. 

THORPE, W. B., Esq., Tors, 32, Herondale Avenue, London, S.W. IS. 

TOMBS, MAJOR SAMUEL JOHN, The Hollie'i, Droitwich. 

Topus, FREDERICK, Esq., e.E., Assoc.M.lnst.e.E., 60, Crouch Hill, London, 

N·4· 

• 

) 

/ 

I 
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1904. TORONTO PUBLIC LIBRARY, CANADA, c/O Messrs. e. D. Cazenoye and Son, 

26, Henrietta Street, London, W.e. 2. 

1916 . . TOWLER, MISS SEDLEY, 10, Marlborough Street, St. Peter's, Adelaide, South 

Australia. 

1918. TRIGGS, A. B., Esq., Linton Yass, New South Wales. 

1907. VAUGHAN-MoRGAN, MAJOR KENYON PASCOE, 47, Charles Street, Berkeley 

Square, London, W. 1. 

19°6. 

19°4· 

1912• 

19°6• 

1911. 

1916. 

19°4· 
1918. 

19°4· 

VIBERT, LIONEL, Esq., Marline, Lansdowne, Bath. 

VICTORIA, THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF, Melbourne, c/o The Agent-General for 

Victoria, Victoria Street, London, S. "V. 1. 

VONBERG, MARTIN, Esq., T.P., Rozelle, Wells, Somerset. 

VREELAND, N., Esq., 22, Prince Street, Paterson, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

W ADDINGTON, HAL, Esq., Coimbatore, South India. 

WAKEFIELD, CHARLES, Esq., Heslington House, York. 

WALKER, EDWARD LAKE, Esq., 29, Prince's Gate, London, S.I"'. 7. 
WALLACE, WILLIAM GREENELL, Esq., Ashley Chambers, Boscombe, Hants. 

WALPOLE, SIR CHARLES GEORGE, Kt., M.A., F.RC.S., Broadford, Chobham 

Woking. 

W ALTERS, FREDERICK ARTHUR, Esq., F.S.A., St. Mildred's, Temple Ewell, 

near Dover. 

19°4 . . WARRINGTON MUNICIPAL MUSEUM, Charles Madeley, Esq., Secretary, Curator 

and Librarian. 

1908. WARWICK, JOHN FRANCIS, Esq., Upton Hall, Southwell, Nottinghamshire. 

1903. WATERS, ARTHUR VVILLIAM, Esq., 10, Spencer Street, Leamington Spa. 

1904. WATERS, EDWIN H ERBERT, Esq., 6, Major Terrace, Seaton, Devonshire. 

1903. WATTERS, e. A., Esq., 152, Princes Road, Liverpool. 

1903. WEIGHT, WILLIA~ CHARLES, Esq., Erica, The Broadway, Letchworth. 

1904. WEIGHTMAN, SURGEON-CAPTAIN ALFRED ERNEST, RN ., O.B.E., F.S.A., Junior 

United Services Club, S.W. 1. 

T90 9. WELLAND, THE REV. CHARLES WILLIAM, Wood Park, Kingstown, co. Dublin, 

Ireland. 

[90 3. WELLS, WILLIAM CHARLES, Esq., 2, Maybank Avenue, Sudbury. 

1917. ' '''EST, JOHN GIWRGE, Esq., M.S.A., The Knowl, Abingdon. 

1917. WHEELER, ERNEST H., Esq., 56, Caledonian Road, N. 1. 

1915. WHITFIELD, ARCHIBALD STANTON, Esq., F.RHist.S., Exeter College, Oxford. 

1909. WILKINSON, CAPTAIN SIR NEVILE R., KT., e.V.O., F.S.A., Ulster King of Arms, 

6, Duchess Street, Portland Place, London, W. [. 

1910. WILLIAMS, JOSEPH CHARLES, Esq., The Avenue, Flitwick, Ampthill, Bedfordshire. 
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1919. WILLIAMSON, THE REV. ALAN, M.A., Burton House, Sherborne, Dorset. 

1904. WILLIAMSON, THE REV. CHARLES ARTHUR, M.A., The Rectory, Cold Ashton, 

Chippenham, Gloucestershire. 

19°9· 
19°6. 

19 1 3. 

19 12 , 

1917· 

J904· 

19 1 9. 

*WILSON, W. W. c., Esq., 1 II, Crescent Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 

WINCHESTER, THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF, A. Cecil Piper, Esq., City Librarian. 

WINTER, CHARLES, Esq., Oldfields, New Malden, Surrey. 

WOODWARD, LIONEL ARTHUR, Esq., 21, College Road, Harrow. 

WUTHRICH, G., Esq., M.LE.E., 8r, Pursers Cross Road, Fulham Road, S.W. 6. 

yALE UNIVERSITY, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A., c/o Messrs. Edward G. 

Allen and Son, Limited, 14, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London. 

W.C.2. 

YEATES, FREDERICK WILLSON, EsCJ .• 28. Dawson Place, LondQ~. w. 2. 

YOUNG, E. F., Esq., 67. Wells Road. Bristol. 
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A. 

a Wood, Anthony, on the healings of 
James II, 99. 

Aberystwith puncheons used for Tower 
Shillings of Charles I, 64, 65, 82. 

Admission passes to the Ceremony of 
Touching exhibited, 235. 

Adolf I of Marck, find of coins of, 47. 
JEdil- and Oidil- not the same head

word,5· 
" presents the i-infection of a-5il-, 

5· 
JEdilfridus, King of the Northumbrians, 

5· 
JEdilthryda, daughter of Edwin, King 

. of Deira, 5. 
JElfwold II, coins of, 2. 

JEthelred II to Edward the Confessor, 
coins of, found at Great Sojdeby, 
Gothland, 232. 

JEthelwald, erroneous · translation of 
Oidilualdus to, 5. 

African general service medal, 236. 
Alchred, coin of, 234. 

sends an embassy to Charles 
the Great, II. 

Alcwin, mediator between Charles the 
Great and Offa, 10. 

" 
of York and the court of 

Charles the Great, II, 12. 
Alexander II of Scotland, find of coins 

of,47· 
Allen, W., donation of books by, 233-

234,246. 
Almaraz not an authorised battle for 

the award of the Portuguese Com
mander's Star, 199. 

Ampthill, find of coins temp. Henry II 
at, 19, 29· 

Anchor mint-mark on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 62, 66, 67, 60, 
76, 82, 83, 84. 

--
Anchor over castle mint-mark on 

Tower coins of Charles 
I,69· 

negro's head mint-mark 
on Tower Shillings of 
Charles I, 76. 

(prone) mint-mark on Tower 
Shillings of Charles I, 65, 66, 
82,83,84· 

(upright) mint-mark on Tower 
Shillings of Charles I, 65, 69, 
82,83· 

Andlew, W. ]., and his contention that 
• in Norman times dies 

were not supplied 
from London in all 
cases, 227. 

" 

exhibits by, 227-228, 
237, 238, 248. 

on the carved capital 
at the Abbey Church 
of St. Martin de 
Boscherville, 227. 

on the finding of 
pieces of eight in 
Blackgang Bay, 238-
239· 

" on the finding of 
Spanish Treasure on 
our coasts, 239. 

Anglesea, tokens of, the first to appear 
in the eighteenth century, 136. 

Anglo-Saxon coins at Great Sojdeby, 
Gothland, find of, and interest attach
ing thereto, 232-233. 

Anglo-Saxon stycas, find of, at Hexham, 
1,2. 

Anjou, Counts of, coins of, found m 
Rome, 41 et seq., 44, 238. 

" deniers of, 20. 
Anlaf, coin of, 234. 
Anne, engraved pieces on coins of, 161, 

162, 173, 186, 195. 
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Anne, kindness of, towards James 
Grahme, loB, IOg-IIO. 

Seals of, 215. 
" Treasury Papers of, 93. 

ANSCOMBE, ALFRED, F.R.Hist.S. :
Odilo, a Northumbrian Moneyer of 

the Ninth Century, and his Issues, 
1-12. 

Armorial emblems, engraved tokens 
with,154,I55,15B,164,I65,I6B,I71, 
172- 173, 175, 176, 177, 17B, IB3· 

Arroyo de Molinos, not an authorised 
battle for the award of the Portuguese 
Commander's Star, Igg. 

Australia, coins of, 239. 
Austrian Netherlands, engraved piece 

on coin of, 155. 
Awbridge, find of coins, temp. Stephen 

and Henry II at, 19, 20, 21, 2g. 

B. 

"Backgrounds," importance of the 
study of, in Tudor, Stuart and later 
pictures, 207. 

Baldwin, A. H., coins of, 76, 7B. 
Baliol, John, coin of, 226. 
Bandon money, the, 240. 
Bank of England authorised to suspend 

cash payments, 136,,231. 
of England token, engraved piece 

on a, 171, IBB . 
" tokens for 5s. 6d., 141, 147, 231. 

Banks, Sir Joseph, recommends the 
adoption of the design of St. George 
and the dragon on sovereign of 
George III, 122-123. 

BARNARD, MRS. ELLA PIERREPONT :
Examples of Engraved Coins selected 

from a collection formed by, 151-
19B• 247-24B. 

Barnard, Mrs. Ella Pierrepont, exhibits 
by, 24B. 

Bath, find of a coin of CarausillS in, 22g. 
Baynard's Castle on early corporate seal 

of City of London, 20B. 
Bearman, Thomas, exhibits by, 241. 
Bedford mint of Henry II, 24, 31, 32. 
Bell mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 

Charles I, 64, 6B, Bo, 81. 
Benedictines in Boscherville in I1I4, 

227· 

Bentinck, William, Earl of Portland, 
Keeper of the Privy Purse to William 
III, 1I7-1I8. 

Berry, James, exhibits by, 249. 
Bevis Bulmar tower on equestrian 

portrait of Oliver Cromwell, 214-
" Billion," a diminutive of " Bill,"153. 
Birmingham halfpence often used for 

engraved love tokens, 152. 
Birmingham, headquarters for striking 

tokens in the eighteenth 
century, 136, 

output of forgeries of 
Spanish dollars from 
one factory in, 145. 

·Workhouse, tokens issued 
for, 145. 

Blackgang Bay, find of "pieces of 
eight" in, 23B. 

" Blacksmith's" half-crown, issue of 
the, 240-241. 

Blandford, Walter, Bishop of Oxford, 
Clerk of the Closet to Charles II, 
106. 

Blanquefort, Marquis de, later Earl of 
Feversham, g1. 

Boniface, Archbishop of Mainz, II, 12. 
Boscherville, Benedictines settled at, 

in II 14, 226-227. 
Boulton, Mathew, of the Soho Mint, 

Birmingham, 133, 134, 13B, 139, 
140 ,230 . 

Bouvier, Jean and Fran((ois, engravers 
on metal, 184. 

Bridges, Robert, Auditor of the Ex
chequer, temp. Anne, loB. 

Bridgewater Library, prints of London 
cries in the, 52-53, 54. 

Briot, Nicholas, coins by, 62, 65, 66, 
6g, B4. 

medal of Charles I, 
by, 213. 

Bristol mint of Henry II, 24, 31, 32. 
" "William III, 17B. 
" Volunteers, Officer's silver belt 

plate of the, 236, 
British money of late Celtic period, 

find of, at Hengistbury Head, 234. 
British Museum, coins in the, IB, 27, 

29,32,33,34, 35,36, 
37, 4B, 64, 66, 74, 
75, 78, 79, Bo, Bl, 
B2, B4, B5· 
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British Museum, medals in the, 235. 
prints of London cries 

in the, 52 et seq., 54, 
55· 

" " silver counter in, 49. 
Brooke family, engraved token with 

crest of the, 154. 
Browne, J ohn, Surgeon to Charles II, 

and the healing ceremony, 97, II9. 
Brunton, Lt.-Col. R., not awarded the 

English Gold 
Medal (or 
Cross), 200 .. 

not in command 
of any body of 
troops at any 
time, 199. 

Brunton's Alleged Right to the Portuguese 
Commander's Stat. Note on Lt.-Col. 
R., and reply thereto, 199-200, 201-
204. 

Burchard of Wurzburg, 12. 
Burford, Gervase, certificate for healing 

of,98. 
Bury St. Edmunds mint, importance 

of the, in determining the 
classification of the first 
coinage of Henry II, 21 et 
seq. 

" "Edmunds mint of first coin-
age of Henry II, 17, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 31, 35· 

Buttresses on early London views, 
concerning the, 212. 

C. 

Calais mint of Henry VI, 234. 
Canada, The Copper Tokens of Upper, 

donation of, by the author, 242 . 
Canterbury, coin of Henry II, formerly 

attributed to Sandwich 
~int, now allocated to, 
27· 

mint of Stephen, 28, 232. 
Henry II, 24, 25, 

26, 27, 28, 31, 
32,39,40. 

the short-cross 
period,48. 

" "Edward IV, 226. 
Carausius, coin of, 229. 

Carausius, find of a coin of, in Bath, 
229· 

Card-counter, engraved piece possibly a, 
155· 

Carl the Younger, Charles seeks the 
hand of Offa's daughter for his son, 
10. 

Carlisle mint of H enry II, 15, 24, 25, 
31 ,32 ,40 . 

Carlyon-Britton, Major P. W. P., coins 
of, 27,32,33,34, 35, 
'36,37. 

Major P. W. P., ex
hibits by, 225, 226. 

Major P. W. P ., refer
ence to his contri
bution on the first 
coinage of Henry II, 
19, 25, 26-27. 

Raymond, coins of, 
60, 61, 64, 70, 74, 
76, 77, 78, 80, 82, 
85,227· 
Raymond, exhibits 

by, 226. 
Winstanley, tribute 

to the memory of 
the late, 242-243. 

" Cartwheels," issue of the, 133-134, 
136, 139, 230. 

Cartwright, Bishop, and the healings of 
James . II, 99, 100, 101, 103, 105, 
106, 107. 

Castle mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 
Charles I, 61, 62, 69, 75, 76. 

over cross calvary mint-mark on 
Tower coins of Charles I, 6r. 
negro's head mint-mark on 
Tower Shillings of Charles 
I,76. 

Cawthornes of Lincolnshire, arms of the, 
176. 

Centenary of our Modern Coinage insti
tuted in February, 1817, and the Issues 
which preceded it in George Ill's Reign, 
121-149, 230- 231. 

Certificate, authorised, for the healing 
ceremony, 97. 98. 

Chapman, K.C.B., General Sir Frederick 
Edward, decorations of, 236. 

Charities Royal. Part III.-Touchpieces 
for the King's Evil. James II to 
William III, 89-120. 
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Charles of Anjou, coins of, 4I, 42. 
I of Anjou, find of coins of, 

47· 
" " coins of, 232, 238, 240-24I. 

"commission of, reducing 
weight of gold and silver 
coinage of, 60. 

"concerning the backgrounds 
on the reverses of the Great 
Seals of, 2I2-2I3. 

" counters issued temp., 50. 
" Edgehill medal of, 234. 
" equestrian figure of, on early 

engravings, 2II-2I2. 
" Great Seals of, 2I2-2I3. 
" medal commemorative of the 

return to London of, 2I3. 
" Shrewsbury mint of, 87-88. 
"Silver Coins of the Tower 

Mint oj. The Shillings, 57-
85· 

"silver counters representing 
London cries, probably 
issued temp., 55. . 

"Charles I," "Some Light Coins ot," 
reference to paper by H. 
Symonds on, 60. 

Charles I, words of, when prevented 
from healing by touching, 
at the time of his execution, 
II9· 

II, engraved pieces on coins of, 
I53, I57, I6I, I74, I82, I87· 

" Great Seals of, 2I4-2I5. 
" healing pieces of, probably 

returned to the Mint to be 
re-issued for James II, 90, 
9I. 

Charles the Great, Eardulf's connexion 
with,9-I2. 

Old High Dutch 
temp., 8,9. 

quarrels with Offa of 
Mercia, IO. 

Charlton, W., exhibits by, 235, 248. 
Chartres, Counts of, find ot coins of, in 

Rome, 4I, 43, 238. 
Chester mint of Henry II, 24, 25, 26, 3I, . 

32 . 
CRISTO for CHRISTO on Tower Shillings 

of Charles I, 62. 
. CHITO for CHRISTO on Tower Shillings of 

Charles 1,. 75. 

CHRISO for CHRISTO on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 64, 80. 

CHRITO for CHRISTO on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 59, 73. 

CHRSTO tor CHRISTO on Tbwer Shillings 
ot Charles I, 63, 64, 77, 80. 

Classification ot the first coinage of 
Henry II, importance of the Bury 
St. Edmunds mint in determining the, 
2I et seq. 

Clements, Major Joao (John) Marcus, ' 
awarded the Portuguese Commander's 
Star, but not the English Gold Cross 
or Gold Medal, 203-204. 

Cnut, coin of, 232. 
Cobbett, William, on the issue of the 

Bank of England Dollar, I38-I39. 
Colchester mint of Henry II , 24, 3'I, 32. 
Colonies, Spanish dollars countermarked 

and issued for the, I43-I44. 
Commonwealth, Seals ot the, 2I3. 
Compton, Henry, Bishop of London 

suspended for opposition to James II's 
innovatibns in Church matters, 
I06. 

Confederated Catholics, money issued by 
the, 240. 

Conqueror to early Edwards, extra
ordinary resemblance of individual 
coins of anyone group to each other 
from, I3-I4. 

Conrad I, Bishop of Osnabruck, find of 
coins of, 47. 

Coorg, medal in pewter given by the 
Rajahs of, 237. 

Copper coinage of George II, I32. 
III, I33, I34, 

I35, 139, 
I40, I48, 
I49, 230. 

III, the early, 
demone
tized, I26. 

token, possibly a, was issued as 
a healing ticket by James II, 
II7· 

Cork coinage, the, 240. 
Council, Report of the, 242-246. 
Countermarked with head of George III, 

Spanish dollars, I37, I38, I47, 
23I. 

Counters, comparison of prints of Lon
don cries with the, 54. 
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emmters. exhibiting London Criers and 
their C1'ies. On a portion of a set of 
si/ve1', 49-55 . 

Country bankers, issue of small notes 
by the, 137, 23l. 

Crane, A. C., exhibits by, 229. . 
Crew, Nathaniel, Clerk of the Closet to 

James II, 91, 106, 107, lOS. 
Cromer, find of a gilded morion and 

gorget of a Spanish officer off, 239. 
Cromwell, Oliver, equestrian portrait 

of, with London and 
Southwark in the field, 214. 

Richard, Seal of, 213, 214, 
215. 

Cross calvary mint-mark on Tower 
Shillings of Charles I, 
59, 60, 61, 62, 67, 69, 
70,74,75. 

overstruck on lis mint
mark on Tower Shil
lings of Charles I, 59, 
60, 61, 62, 74, 75 . 

Cross pommee mint-mark associated 
with reversed S on short-cross series, 
14· 

Crown, double band to, on coins of long
cross series, 13-14. 

mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 
Charles I, 64, 6S, So, Sl. 

over bell mint-mark on Tower 
Shillings of Charles I, So. 

" the Pistrucci, 124-125. 
Cuff = the A.S. "Cuffa," 15S. 
Curtis, ]., engraved piece commemorat

ing the hanging of, for the murder 
of Wolf Myers, 156- 157, 24S. 

Custom House on Seal of George II, 216. 

D. 

d adopted for p through 15 universally 
in Germany at end of eleventh 
century, S. 

" use of the letter, by Bede, 5. 
Dalbiac, Sir c., star of a Knight Com

mander of Hanover of, 236. 
Dale, William, exhibits hy, 226, 229, 

234· 
Dandy and Dendy, forms of Andrew, 

177· 
Daniels, J. H., exhibits by, 226, 227. 

Date of burial of the hoard of coins 
found in Rome, probable, 40. 

Dated engraved tokens of large module, 
IS4-192. 

" 
pieces of halfpenny 

size and under, 153-
17l. 

David I of Scotland, deniers of, 20. 
"Declaration of Indulgence," and the 

healing ceremony of James II, 100. 
" Degraded views," concerning, in late 

Tudor and Stuart pictures, 207-20S. 
Delaram. picture by, temp. James I, 2II, 

213. 
Depreciation of the silver coins, temp. 

George Ill, 137. 
Derby Ram, the, 179. 
Desiderius, King of the Lombards, 

Charles the Great married to the 
daughter of, 10.' 

"dh " for Gothic and Old English jJ, 9. 
DH, the digraphic spelling, in 

ODH[I]LO, neither Northumbrian 
nor English~ 7, S. 

Dickens' humorous account of the 
worn silver of George III, 140-14l. 

Dies were not always supplied from 
London in Norman times, 227. 

Dollar silver, variation in the value of 
the, 144, 231. 

Donation of books by :-
W. Allen, 233-234: 246. 
Miss Helen Farquhar, 241. 
Leonard Forrer, 241. 
R. W. McLachI2.n, 242. 
Deputy Master of the Mint, 242. 
Messrs. Spink & Son, 23S. 

Donation of coloured plate to Volume 
by:-

Miss Helen Farquhar, 245. 
Donation of medal by :-

J. Sanford Saltus, Vice-President, 246. 
Donkley, Thomas, deputy Clerk of the 

Closet to James II, 9I, 107, lOS. 
Dorrien and Magens, patterns by, I3I, 

132, 13S. 
Dover Castle, view of, on engraved 

piece, I98. 
Droz, F., die-engraver temp. George III , 

131, I34· 
" patterns by, 229. 

" Dublin," crown and half-crown, issue 
of th e, 241. 

T 
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"Dublin" Northumberland shilling 
issued as largesse for, 129- 130. 

Duncombe, Charles, of the Mint of 
James II, 93. 

Dundee halfpenny token, 163. 
Dunkirke treasure, money from the, 

temp. Charles II, 93. 
Durham mint of first issue of Henry II, 

IS, 24, 26, 31, 32. 
mint of the short-cross period, 

48 

E. 

e before r + consonant does not suffer 
breaking in Old High Dutch, 9. 

Eanbald, Archbishop, II. 

" 

" coins of, 2. 
II, reference to paper by 

H. A. Parsons, on coins of 
Archbishop, 3. 

Eanred, coins of, I, 2, 3, 4. 
variations of spelling of the 

name, 4. 
Eanredo the moneyer, 4. 
Eardulf's connexion with Charles the 

Great, 9-12. 
Eardwulf, coins of, I, 2, 3, 4-

-driven out of Northumbria 
-goes to court of Charles 
the Great, II. 

of Northumbria, 10. 
" visits Pope Leo III, II. 

Ecgfrith, Offa desires his son should 
marry Bertha, daughter of Charles 
the Great, 10. 

Edgehill medal of Charles I, 234-
Edwad for Edward on coins, 14-
Edward the Confessor, coins of, 229-

230,232. 
III, coins of, 225, 234. 
IV, coin of, 226. 
VI, coins of, 249. 
VII, coinage for 1905, scarcity 

of, 228. 
" "coins of, 239. 

Eighteenpence, tokens for, issued by 
Bapk of England, 141, 142, 143, 147, 
23I. 

Eleanour of Guienne, 43. 
Elizabethan period, change of character 

in the pictures of the, 206-207. 

England, amount of dollars and tokens 
issued by the Bank of, 144. 

Bank of, tokens exhibited, 2z8. 
counters issued representing 

Sovereigns of, 50. 
Table of Tokens issued by 

the Bank of, 147. 
English officers who were awarded the 

Portuguese Commander's 
Star, but not the English 
Gold Cross or Gold Medal, 
203. 

Pennies of the Twelfth Cen
tury, Find of French Deniers 
and, 39-46, 237-238. 

Engraved Coins, Examples of, selected from 
a collection formed by Mrs. Ella Pierre
pont Barnard, 151-198, 247-248. 

Engraved pieces, exhibition of, 248-
·249· 

Enniscorthy halfpenny token, 163. 
EP for ET on Tower Shillings of Charles 

I, 64, 80. 
ERD-not Northumbrian English, 7, 8. 
ERDWOLF, form probably struck on 

H . A. Parsons' coins, not EARDWVLF, 
7, 8. 

Ethelred II, coins of, I, 2, 3, 4. 
Eton, healing ceremony for boys of, 

under James II, IIZ. 
Eustace of Boulogne, deniers of, 20. 
Exeter mint of Henry II, 24, 31 , 33, 

40,45. 
Exhibits by ;-

W. J. Andrew, 227-228, 237, 238, 
248. 

Mrs. E. Pierrepont Barnard, 248. 
Thomas Bearman, 24I. 
James Berry, 249. 
Major P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton, 225, 

226. . 
Raymond Carlyon-Britton, 226. 
W. Charlton, 235, 248. 
A. C. Crane, 229. 
William Dale, 226, 229, 234. 
J. H. Daniels, 226, 227. 
Miss H . Farquhar, 235, 241. 
L. L. Fletcher, 235, 241, 249. 
Grant R. Francis, 228, 24I. 
Major W. J. Freer, 230, 235-236. 
Henry Garside, 236, 239. 
A. D. George, 234-235. 
D. Glendining, 236. 
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Exhibits by--(contd.}
S. H. Hamer, 249. 
Coleman Hyman, 226. 
L. A. Lawrence, 22g-230, 234, 237, 

249· 
T. K. Mackenzie, 237. 
Admiral The Marquis of Milford 

Haven, 248. 
Lieut.-Col. H. W. Morrieson, 228, 

234, 241, 249· 
E. 'E. Needes, 236-237. 
W. Sharp Ogden, 234. 
H. A. Parsons, 234. 
Rev. Edgar Rogers, 22g, 235, 239. 
B. W. Russell, 236. 
Capt. V. J. E. Ryan, 232. 
R. M. Simon, 234. 
S. M. Spink, 236. . 
H. Eldridge Stratton, 238-239. 
H. W. Taffs, 249. 
F. A. Walters, 226, 22g, 238. 
F. Willson Yeates, 241, 248. 

Eye mint-mark on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 66, 6g, 85. 

F. 

Fabricators of false money, temp. 
George III, 135, 137, 138, 143, 
145, 231. 

" Farmer George" for George III, Ig7. 
FARQUHAR, MISS HELEN :-

Royal Charities, Part III. Touch
pieces for the King's Evil
James II to William III, 8g-120. 

Farquhar, Miss Helen, coins of, 64, 6g, 
70, 76, 78, 79, 
81,84· 

donation of col
oured plate to 
Volume by, 
245· . 

donation of work, 
Portraiture of 
our Stuart 
Monarchs, by 

. theauthor,241. 
exhibits by, 235, 

241 . . 
on the manufac

ture of coun
ters, 49, 55· 

Fashion, period of, for engraving love 
tokens, 151. 

Feversham, Louis Durfort, Baron Duras 
and afterwards Earl of, Keeper of the 
Privy Purse to James, Duke of 
York, go. 

Fifteenpence, piece issued for New 
South Wales, 144. 

Fifteenth-century pictures serving as 
backgrounds in the painting of events 
in the lives of saints, 205-206. 

Find of a gilded morion and gorget of a 
Spanish Officer, off Cromer, 239. 

Find of a coin of :
Carausius, in Bath, 22g. 

Find of coins of :-
British money of late Celtic period, at 

Hengistbury Head, 234. 
Anglo-Saxon coins, at Great Sojdeby, 

Gothland, and interest 
attaching thereto, 
232- 233. 

stycas, at Hexham, I, 2. 
" "York, 2. 

French Deniers and English Pennies 
of the Twelfth Century, 39-46, 237-
2,38. 

temp. Stephen and Henry II, at 
. Awbridge, Ig, 20, 21, 2g. 

Henry II, at Ampthill, Ig, 2g. 
at Lark Hill, 

Worcester, Ig, 20, 
21,29,44· 

at Rome, 20,21, 2g, 
3g,238. 

at Royston, Ig. 
" at Tealby, Ig. 

short-cross peried in Ribe, in 
Denmark, 47-48. 

Deniers, at Nogent-Ie-Rotrou, 41, 42. 
Gold Spanish doubloons, at Hastings, 

239· 
" pieces of eight," in Blackgang Bay, 

238. 
Find of finger rings and French feudal 

coins at Worcester, Ig, 20. 
Five Shillings token, issue of the Bank 

of England, 138, 231. 
Flax, an emblem of the housewife, 175. 
Fleet Marriages, the "heart in hand," 

the sign of the, Ig2. 
Fletcher, L. L. , exhibits by, 235, 241, 

249· 
T 2 
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FoIeno, the moneyer, 4. 
Forged imitations of Spanish dollars 

countermarked with head of George 
III, 249. 

Forrer, Leonard, donation of book, The 
Wyons, by the author, 241. 

Fouler family, arms of the, 176. 
Foulques Nerra, coins of, 41. 
Foulques IV, coins of, 41. 

" V, coins of, 41, 42, 43, 44· 
France, King of, title of, dropped on 

English coins, 128. 
Municipal paper currency 

issued in, exhibited, 226. 
touchpieces issued by James II 

in, 114, II6 . 
FRANCIS, GRANT R :-

Silver Coins of the Tower Mint of 
Charles 1. The Shillings, 57-85. 

Francis, Grant R, coins of, 60, 61, 63, 
64, 69, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, ~o, 
81 , 82, 83, 84, 85. 

Francis, Grant R, exhibits by, 228, 241. 
Frederick II, find of coins of, 47. 
Freer, Major W. j., exhibits by, 230, 

235-236. 
paper on early regi

mental medals 
read by, 235-
236. 

French coin, engraved piece on a, 183, 
183-184. 

French Deniers and English Penn£es of 
the T welfth Century. Find of, 39-46, 
237-238. 

FVLco, coins with reading, 41, 42, 44-

G. 

Gariz-not an authorised battle for the 
award of the Portuguese Commander's 
Star, 199. 

Garside, Henry, exhibits by, 236, 
239· 

Gates of London series of tokens issued 
for collectors, 136. 

Gentleman's Magazine, extracts from, of 
persons healed 
of King's Evil, 
98. 

Gentleman' s Magazine, extract from the, 
on the state of 
British cur-
rency temp. 
George · III, 
142- 143. 

Geoffroi Ie bel, coins of, 44. 
" II, coins of, 44. 

Geoffroy Plantagenet, marriage of, to 
Henry 1's daughter Matilda-a blow 
to French pretensions, 42. 

George, A. D., exhibits by, 234-235. 
George I, ·engraved piece on coin of, 

160. 
" Seal of, with view 6f London, 

216. 
II, engraved pieces on coins of, 

155, 156, 158, 159, 161, 
163, 165, 166, 167, 171, 
175, 179, 183, 184. 

" Seal of, with view of London, 
216. 

. " silver coinage of, 129. 
III, coins of, exhibited, 228, 

\. 229· 
" date of the exchange of the 

new money for the old, 
temp., 121, 230. 

engraved pieces on coins of, 
153, 154, 158, 159, 161, 
163, 165, 167, 168, 170, 
171, 178, 182, 183, 186, 
187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 
192, 194, 195, 196, 197, 
198. 

" gold coins of, 127, 128, 129, 
f3 6, 137, 140 , 148, 149, 
230 . 

" Seals of, with views of 
London and Windsor, 
216. 

" silvercoinse,f, 129, 130, 131, 
137, 140, 148, 149, 230. 

" substitutes Windsor for 
London on the Great 
Seals, 208. 

" table of gold, silver and 
copper coins issued 111 

reign of, 148- 149. 
George Ill's Reign. The Centenary of 

our Modern Coinage instduted in 
February, 1817, and the issues which 
preceded it in, 121-149, 230-231. 
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George IV, coins of, zzq. 
copper coins of, 140. 
engraved piece on a coin of, 

I9S. 
Wyon's pattern crown of, 

ZZ9· 
GEORIVS halfpenny of George III, 

133· 
Glendining, D. , exhibits by, 236. 
Globe Play house of Shakespeare on 

early backgrounds, ZII. 
Gloucester Cathedral on engraved piece, 

IS3· 
mint of Henry I, zZ7. 

II, z4, z6, z7, 
31,33. 

Godolphin, Lord, and 'the accounts of 
James Grahme for healing pieces, 
109. 

Gold standard, introduction of a single, 
followed by most of the principal 
countries of the world, IZZ. 

token for 40 shillings, Berkeley 
Milne's proposal to issue a, 140. 

Gorgets ot the 6Sth Foot, 236. 
Grahme, Fergus, deputy Clerk of the 

Closet to James II, lOS. 
J ames, Keeper of the Privy 

Purse of James II and 
healing accounts of, 90, 91, 
92-93, 94, 95, 105, 107, 
lOS, 109, IIO, III , II2. 

GRANTLEY, LORD, F.S.A., AND LAW

RENCE, L. A., F.S.A. ;-
On a Find of F rench Deniers and 

English Pennies of the Twelfth 
Century, 39- 46, 237-23S. 

Grants from the Exchequer by James 
II, fo r healing pieces, 91, 94, lOS. 

Great Sojdeby, Gothland, find ot Anglo
Saxon coins at, and interest attaching 
thereto, 232-233. 

Greatrakes, Valentine, the healer, temp. 
Charles II, IOZ. 

Grendon halfpenny, the, 171. 
Grimes probably J ames Grahme, 

Keeper of the Privy Purse to 
James II, 90. 

Guinea of George III, IZ7, IZS, 137, 
140 , 14S, 149· 

Guinea, premium of the, fi xed, 121. 
" Samuel Pepys on the variation 

of the, IZI-IZZ. 

Gun-money, possibility of any copper 
healing ticket issued by James II 
being converted into, II7. 

Guy, Henry, Secretary of the Treasury 
to James II, 91, III. 

H. 

Half-crowns exhibited, zzS. 
Half-guineas of George III, IZ7, I2S, 

129, 140, 148, 149· 
Hamer, S. H., exhibits by, 249. 
Hamerani, Otto, medal of James III by, 

215-216. 
Hampton Court, William Ill's refusal 

to t~uch at, II8. 
Hannah, j. , of the Countess of Derby, 

medal awarded to, 237. 
Hanover, electoral arms of, on coins of 

George III, 12S. 
star of a Kniglit Commander 

of, awarded to Sir C. 
Dalbiac, 236. 

Harley, Edward, Auditor of the Ex
chequer, temp. Anne, lOS, IIO. 

Harp mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 
Charles I, 63, 64, 6S, 78, 79.' 81. 

varieties of, on Tower coins of 
Charles I , 67-70. 

Harthacnut, coins of, Z32. 
Hastings, :find of gold Spanish doubloons 

at, z39. 
Hatch, Match and Di spatch Tokens, 

151 et seq. 
Havre, cardboard token money used by 

German priscners in the British 
Prisoners of '~7ar CalY,pS a t, 226. 

Healing pieces in hand en death of 
Charles II, S9. 

of James II , go, 95, 9~ 
105, 107, 109, IIO, 
III, 112, 113, 114, 
II5, II6. 

under James II, war .. 
. rants for, 91, 92, 94. 

" Healings " in France and in Ireland, 
temp. J ames II, perhaps not suffi
ciently numerous as to require tickets, 
II7· 

" Heart in hand " the sign of the Fleet 
Marriages, Ig2. 
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Heart mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 
Charles I, 62, 67, 76. 

Hengistbury Head, find of British 
money of late Celtic period at, 234. 

Henning, Casper Frederic, Keeper of 
the Privy Purse to William III, !I8. 

Henri II , coins of, 43, 44. 
H enry V, Anglo-Gallic coins of, 234. 

VI , Anglo-Gallic coins of, 234. 
VIII, Anglo-Gallic coins of, 234-
II, classification of the first 

coinage of, 20-23. 
1, coins of, 26, 43, 227, 234· 
II, coins of, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 

22 et seq., 45-46. 
II, coins of, as Count of Anjou, 

42,43. 
IV, coin of, 226. 
VII, coin of, 232. 
II, concerning the dating of the 

different issues of first coinage 
of,30 . 

II, description of general type of 
first issue of, 15. 

II, epigraphical details in the 
classification of the first coinage 
of, 23-24. 

II, find at coins temp., at Ampt
hill, 19, 29· 

II, find of coins temp. , at Larkhill, 
Worcester, 19. 20, 21, 29, 44. 

II, find of coins temp., at Rome, 
20, 21, 29, 39, 238. 

II, find of coins temp. , at Royston, 
19· 

II, find of coins temp., at Tealby, 
19· 

II,find of coins temp. Stephen 
and, at Awbridge, 19, 20, 21, 
29· 

II, general considerations of the 
first coinage of, 13-10. 

II, literature rfferring to the first 
coinage of, 19-20. 

Henry II, On the F£rst Coinage oj, 13-
37· 

Henry VII, ritual of, at healing cere-
monies, 103. 

II, table of moneyers of the 
different mints of, 28-29, 32-
37· 

II, table of types struck at the 
different mints of, 28, 31. 

Henry II , the varying busts of the first 
coinage of, described, 16-18. 

VIII, William Sheldon sets up a 
factory for tapestry weavmg 
temp., 209. 

Hereford mint abandoned by !I86, 25. 
" of Henry II, 24, 25, 31, 

33· 
Hericus for Henricus on coins, 14. 
Hexham, find of Anglo-Saxon sty cas at, 

1,2. 
Heywood, Nathan, on a hoard of stycas 

found at York, 2. 

Hindley, Charles, book on London cries 
issued by, 52, 53, 54· 

Hoare, James, of the Mint of James II, 
93· 

Hollar, panorama of London by, 212. 
Hondius, map of Great Britain and 

Ireland by, 210, 211. 
Howard, Sir Robert, Auditor of Re

ceipts of Exchange to James II, 91. 
Hyckes. Richard, of Barcheston, tapes

tries by, with maps, 209-210. . 
Hyman, Coleman, exhibits by, 226. 

1. 

i-infection of 0 at any time, Old High 
Dutch pid not admit, 9. 

Ilchester mint of Henry II, 24, 31, 33. 
Imitation regal coinage, engraved pieces 

on, 157, 167, 176, 179· 
Inchiquin money, the, 240. 
Initials only, engraved pieces with, 153, 

154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 
162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 169, 170, 
171, 172, 173, I7~ 175, 176, 177, 178, 
180, 181, 182, 183, 187, 189, 190, 191, 
193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198. 

Ipswich mint of first coinage of Henry 
II, 18, 23, 24, 25, 27, 
31,33,37. 

" "of Henry II, 39. 
Ireland during rebellion of 1641-52, 

suggested rearrangement of 
the coinage of, 240-Z41. 

1642-3, Lords Justices and 
Council of, money issued by, 
240 . 

Table of Tokens issued by 
Bank of, 147. 
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Ireland, tokens issued by Bank of, 139, 
141, 144, 145, 147· 

uncertainty as to whether the 
silver touchpiece was issued 
by James II for, II3, 114, 
II6. 

Irish bank tokens, 139, 141, 144, 145, 
147· 

coins of George III, 133, 135, 139, 
140, 141, 144, 145, 147· 

Isle of Man coin, engraved piece on an, 
177, 197· 

J. 
James I, Charles I uses at first the Great 

Seal of, 212-213. 
I , set of prints of London cries 

attributed temp., 55. 
I, triumphal arches in honour of, 

210. 
II , attitude of, towards practice 

of healing, 96, 99, 100. 
II changes the ritual at the 

healing ceremony, 103. 
II, concerning the issue of a 

silver touchpiece by, II3, 114, 
lIS· 

II, cures attributed to touching 
by, in France, lIS. 

II, evidence of healing by, from 
contemporary newspapers, 96, 
97· 

II , extent of healing activities of, 
II2. 

II , gold healing piece of, 90, III, 
II4, II6. 

II , gun-money, engraved piece 
on, 198. 

II orders a Privy Seal for 
healing charges, 94, 95, !O8,; 

II , Seal of, 2I5. 
II to William III, Touchpieces 

from, 89-120. 
II touches for King's Evil in 

Paris, 114, lIS · 
II uses the Protestant or Catho

lic rendering of the healing 
service, 103, 104, 105, !O7· 

II , weight of gold healing pihe 
of, III, II3. 

III, medal of, with view of 
London, 215. 

" Java" and "Niagara," honours on 
gorgets of the 89th Foot, 236-237. 

John, find of Irish pennies of, 47. 
Johnstone, Major Diogo (James), 

awarded the Portuguese Commander's 
Star, but not the English Gold Cross 
or Gold Medal, 203-204. 

Jones, Colonel Michael, issue of the 
" rebel" crown and half-crown by, 
240 . 

K. 

Kempson's Birmingham Buildings 
series of tokens issued for collectors, 
136. 

Kennet, White, Bishop of Peterborough 
and the ritual of James II at the 
healing ceremony, !O3. 

Kilkenny halfpence and farthings, 240. 
Kinsale money, the, 240. 
Kuchler, C. H., die engraver temp. 

George III, 133, 
134, 138, 139· 

series of re-strikes by, 
exhibited, 229. 

L. 

L, the letter, in legend HENRI REX ANGL 
on first issue of Henry 1,1, frequently 
absent and clearly by intent, 14. 

Lackland, John, as Count of Anjou, 42. 
Lambeth Palace on the tapestries by 

Richard Hyckes, 210. 
Launceston mint of Henry II, 24, 25, 

26,31,33. 
Laver, Henry, F.S.A .. , tribute to the 

memory of the late, 243 . 
" Laver "=spoonbill, 168. 
LAWRENCE, L. A., F.S.A., LORD GRANT

LEY, F.S.A., and :-. 
On a Find of French Deniers and 

English Pennies of the Twelfth 
Century, 39-46, 237-238. 

LAWRENCE, L.A., F.S.A. :-
On a Portion of a Set of Silver 

Counters exhibiting London Criers 
and their Cries, 49-55. 

On the First Coinage of Henry II, 
13-37· 

On the Ribe Hoard, 47-48. 
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Lawrence, L. A., F .S.A., award of the 
John San
ford Saltus 
Gold Medal 
to, 247. 

coins of, 18, 32, 
33, 34, 35, 
36,37. 

exhibits by, 
229 - 230, 
234, 237, 
249· 

Legends on short-cross coins, concerning 
the spacing out of the, 14. 

Legion of Honour, crosses of the, 236. 
Leicester mint of Henry II, 24, 25, 31, 

34· 
Leo III, Eardwulf visits Pope, II. 
LESLIE, LT.-COL. J. H. :-

Note on Lt.-Col. R. Brunton's alleged 
right to the Portuguese Com
mander's Star, 199-200. 

Lester, George, Captain of the ' Fore
castle of H.M.S. "Windsor Castle," 
237· 

" Lever" = spoonbill, 168. 
Lewes mint of Henry II, 24, 31, 33. 
" Liberty" = sailor's leave, 190. 
Lichfield mint not represented in the 

Ribe hoard, 48. 
of Henry II, 40. 
of the short-cross period, 

48. 
Light Dragoons, epaulettes of an Officer 

of the 16th, exhibited, 237. 
Light shillings of Tower Mint of Charles ' 

I, 60, 61, 74. 
Lincoln and Son, coins of, 77, 80. 

mint of Henry II, 24, 26, 31, 
34, 40, 45· 

Lis mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 
Charles I , 59, 61, 62, 67, 73, 7~ 75· 

Liverpool, New South Wales, medal 
issued by the German 
prisoners interned at, 236. 

the arms of, concerning the, 
168. 

Localities, re-birth of the Old Learning 
resulted in the representation of, 205 . 

Loffiar (Low Dutch) = spoonbill, 168. 
London as depicted in the County 

tapestries by Richard 
Hyckes, 210. 

London as ilhtstl'ated upon the Great 
Seals, upon Medals and in 
Allied Engravings, 205-217. 

London Bridge on early backgrounds, 
21I. 

Bridge on the tapestries by 
~ Richard Hyckes, 210. 
Bridge on views temp. Charles 

II , 214-215. 
London cr'iers and their cries, On a por

tion of a set of silver counters 
exhibiting, 49-55 . 

London cries, list of, by Hindley, 53. 
cries, literature of the, 52 et 

seq. 
cry counters, description of the, 

50-5 I. 
cry counters, on the date of 

manufacture of the , 51-52. 
cry counters probably used for 

games, rather than reckoning 
counters, 5I. 

dies in Norman times were not 
always supplied from, 227. 

early example of cartographic 
portraiture on the corporate 
seal of the City of, c. 1224, 
2~. . 

in Stuart and later times, con
cerning the source of infor
mation as to the appearance 
of, 205 et seq. 

intended picture of, in Nurem
berg Chronicle, 206. 

mint of Stephen, 28. 
mint of Henry II, 25, 26, 28, 

31, 34, 39, 40, 45· 
mint of the short-cross period, 

48. 
mint of Henry IV, 226. 
on the Great . Seals of Charles 

I, 213· 
on the Great Seals of Charles 

II, 214-215. 
Loss of many old maps and views 

accounted for, 210. 
Louis XIV and his toleration of healing 

by James II in France, lIS. 
Love tokens, etc., 151-198, 247-248 . 
Lull of Mainz, 12. 
Luttrell, Narcissus, extracts from diary 

of, concerning" touching" by James 
II, 104, 106. 

, 
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Lynn mint of Henry ·II, 24, 25, 27, 28, 
31,34. 

M. 

Mackenzie, T. K., exhibits by, 237. 
McLachlan, R. W., donation of The 

Copper Tokens of Upper Canada, by 
the author, 242. 

Madras, Spanish dollar overstruck for 
issue as a two rupee piece for, 144. 

Magrath, Dr., Provost of Queen's Col
lege, on the service used by James II 
at healing ceremonies, 104. 

Manchester and Salford Volunteers, gold 
medal of the, 236. 

" Map-views" of the late Tudor and 
Stuart periods, concerning the pro
venance of the, 207-208, 217. 

Marchant, model of head of George III 
by, 128. 

Marseilles, aluminium currency used in, 
exhibited, 226: -

MARTIN, WILLIAM, M.A., LL.D., F.S.A. : 
London as illustrated upon the Great 

Seals, upon Medals and in Allied 
Engravings, 205-217. 

Mary II, attitude of, towards touching 
for King's Evil, IIg, 120. 

engraved piece on the Death 
Medal of, 186. 

l\1:aundy money of George II, 129. 
III, 126, 132, 

148, 149, 
230 . 

May, Baptist, Keeper of the Privy 
Purse, and accounts of, 89, 90, 91, II7· 

Maya not an authorised battle for the 
award of the Portuguese Commander's 
Star, 199. 

Mayne, Colonel William, Commander of 
the Loyal Lusitania Legion, no 
Portuguese Star or English Gold 
Medal awarded to, 204. 

Medals, and in Allied Engravings. 
London as illustrated ~tpon the Great 
Seals, upon, 205-217. 

Medlicott, Rev. R. S., and the extracts 
from Register of St. Thomas a 
Becket's Church, Portsmouth, con
cerning healing, 99 et seq. 

Melbourne mint, specimens of the, 239· 
Members of the Society, 253-268. 

Merian, representation of Lo~don by, 
214. 

Meteyard =a yard measure, 188. 
Middlese~ Regi~en.t, Tedal of the, with · 

clasp N. NIgena, 236. 
Midhurst, seventeenth-century token of 

John Stent of, 226, 227-228. 
Milford-Haven, Admiral the Marquis of, 

exhibits by, 248. 
Milne, Berkeley, proposal by, to issue a 

gold token for 40 shillings, 140. 
Mint, Deputy Master of the, donation of 

his Annual Report by, 242. 
Mints, number of, required to produce 

the coinage of II56, 22. 
"Monev Hole," site of the find of 

" pieces of eight," 238. 
Moneyer at work depicted on a carved 

capital of Norman date at 
the Abbey Church of St. 
Martin de Boscherville, 226-
227· 

the term, used as a sort of title, 
25· 

Moneyers, change of language reflected 
in the names of, 26. 

examples of double-barrelled 
names of, temp. Henry II, 
26,27· 

Montague, Charles, Chancellor of the 
Exchequer under William III, 89. 

Moretus, Fran<;ois J ean, and his family, 
185. 

Morion, find of a gilded, and gorget of a 
Spanish officer, off Cromer, 239. 

MORRIESON, LT.-COL. H. W., F.S.A. :-
The Centenary ot our Modern Coinage 

instituted in February, 1817, and 
the issue which preceded it in 
George Ill's reign, 121-149, 230-
231. 

The coins of the Shrewsbury mint. 
1642 (Revisions), 87-88 . 

Morrieson, Lt .-Col. H. W., coins oi, 60, 
61, 62, 63, 
64,66 , 70, 
73, 74,75, 
76,77,78, 
79,80,81, 
82,84,85· 

exhibits by, 
228, 234, 
241, 249· 
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Morrieson, Lt.-Col. H. W., on the order 
of Charles 
I to coin 
money for 
Ireland in 
1649, 24I. 

Mottoes, et C., engraved pieces with, 160, 
162, r63, 16~ 165, 166, 16B, 169, 170, 
172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 179, lBo, 
r83, IB6, IB7, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 
194, 195, 196, 197, 19B. 

Munster, Council of, money issued by, 
240 . 

Murphy, Major George Hr. Edward, 
English Gold Medal for 
Toulouse and Silver Medal 
with four Clasps awarded 
to, 203. 

Major George Hr. Edward, 
record of services of, 202-
203. 

Major Jorge (Geo. Hr. Edw.), 
Portuguese Commander's 
Star awarded to, 203. 

Murray's collection, the Portuguese Star 
in Colonel, possibly a "fake," 199. 

Muttra, coins of the sacred City of, 235. 
Myers, Wolf, engraved piece commemo

rating murder of, 156-157. 
Myrtus canjugula of Cato sacred to 

Venus, 169. 

N. , 

Names in full, engraved pieces with, 
153, 15~ ISS, 15~ 157, 15B, 15~ 160, 
161, 162, 163, 16~ 165, 166, 167, 16B, 
169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 177, 
17B, 179, rBo, IBl, IB2, IB~ IB5, IB~ 
rB7, IB8, IB9, 19~ 191, 192, 193, 194, 
195, 196, 197, 19B. 

Neale, Thomas, Mint Master temp. 
James II, 93, III. 

Needes, E. E., exhibits by, 236-237. 
Negro's head mint-mark on Tower 

_ Shillings of Charles I, 
61, 62, 74, 75· 

over cross calvary mint
mark on Tower Shil
lings of Charles I, 74. 

New South Wales Holey Dollar, 144. 

Newcastle 'mint of first issue of Henry 
II, IS, 23, 24, 25, 31, 34· 

" Niagara," "Java" and, honours on 
gorgets of the 89th Foot, 236-237. 

Nickolls, Lieut., medal awarded to, 236. 
Ninepence, pattern for, issued by Bank 

of England, 143, 147. 
Ninety-fifth Derbyshire Regiment, a 

ram the mascot of the, 179. 
Nogent-Ie-Rotrou, find of deniers at, 

41-42. 
Norfolk, Duke of, tribute to the memory 

of the late, 243. 
Northampton, coin of Henry II formerly 

attributed to Norwich, 
now allocated to, 27. 

mint of first coinage of 
Henry II, IB, 24, 26, 
27, 2B, 31, 35· 

" mint of Henry II, 40, 46. 
"N. Nigeria," African general service 

medal with clasp, 236. 
Northumberland shilling temp. George 

III, issue of the, 129-130. 
Northumbrian coins bearing name Odilo, 

problems presented ' by the inscrip
tions on the, B. 

Northumbrian coins which bear the 
name of Odilo, 1-4. 

M oneyer of the Ninth 
Century and his Issues, 
Od1:lo, A, 1-12. 

Norwich mint of Stephen, 28. 
mint of Henry II, 24, 26, 2B, 

31 , 35, 40 , 46. 
coin of Henry II, formerly 

attributed to, now allocated 
to Northampton, 27. 

Notes by the Bank of England, issue of 
smaller, 136-137, 23I. 

Nuremberg Chronicle of r493, example 
of a picture without saints, produced 
at a time when saints were considered 
of prime importance, 206. 

O. 

0, eighth- and ninth-century names of 
moneyers with final, 4. 

o in names of men where Old English 
has 11 characteristic of Old High 
Dutch,9· 

/ 
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6, the vowel, in Old English, 4. 
0, the vowel, not. affected by a following 

i in Old High Dutch, 6. 
O'I-J ara, Major Guilherme, awarded the 

Portuguese Commander's Star, but 
not the English Gold Cross or Gold ' 
Medal, 203. 

Obverses with Reverses, of the Shrews
bury Mint, 1642, 88. 

Octagonal countermark substituted for 
oval on Spanish dollars, 138, 23I. 

Oddy, a diminutive form of Odo, 170. 
Odhilo possibly accompanied Charles 

the Great's daughter to Northumbria, 
10. 

Odila, Duke of Bavaria, 6. 
Odila, the form, erroneously equated 

with" Oettle," 6. 
Odilo, a Northurnbrian Moneyer of the 

Ninth Century and his Issues, 
1-12. 

Odilo, a Northumbrian moneyer with a 
Teutonic name, 9. 

a Teuton name, 5. 
abbot of Cluny, 5. 
an Alamannic, Suevic, or Rhine

frankish personal name, 7. 
coins of moneyer, with official 

title, 2-3. 
coins with name of moneyer, 3. 
name and nationality of, 4-9. 
Northumbrian coins which bear 

the name of, 1-4. 
on coin of Eanred, 2. 
problems presented hy coins 

reading, indicative of phono
logical criteria peculiar to Old 
High Dutch dialect, 8. 

son of Odhilo, 10. 
the end vowel 6 in, concerning, 6. 
the initial 0 long in name of, 6. 
the name, does not appear in any 

historical or diplomatic docu
ment · in the country before 
796,4. . 

the name, is Old High Dutch, 
6. 

the name, not English, 4· 
the name, occurs in the Rhine

land,6. 
the name of, with various end

words, 6. 
Odo II, deniers of, 20. 

Oethil, the headword, 5. 
Offa of Mercia, II. 

quarrels with Charles 
the Great, 10. 

Officers and Counci of the Society, 
Session 1917, 222-223. -

Officers and Council of the Society, 
Session 1918, 247. 

Ogden, W. Sharp, exhibits by, 234. 
Oidil- and A£dil- not the same head

word,5· 
" the i-infection of 6'lSil, 5. 

Oidilualdus, a hermit of Fame, 5. 
a priest at Ripon, 5. 
(last King of Deira), the 

name found in Bede, 
5· 

Oithel-, the headword, 5. 
Old High Dutch, problems presented by 

coins rea,ding Odilo indicative of 
normal criteria of, 8. 

-01£ for "wulfs" and "wulf" in Old 
High Dutch dialects, 9. 

One pellet mint-mark on half-pounds of 
the Shrewsbury mint, 1642, 87. 

Ormond, Lord, money issued by, for 
Ireland, 240-24I. 

" money, the, 240. 
Osbercht, coins of, 2. 
Overton, engraver of title page to 

London cries, 54. 
Oxford mint of Henry II, 24, 28, 31, 35, 

40 . 
Oxford mint of Charles I, 88, 232, 238. 

P. 

(P) mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 
. Charles I, 66, 68, 85. 

" PAIN" (?) mint of Henry II, 24, 25, 
3I. 

Paris, James II touches for King's Evil 
in, 114, II5· 

manuscripts, views 1D the 
Matthew, 209. 

Parker of Passage, co. Cork, crest of, 165. 
Parsons, H. A., coins of, 3, 7, 8, 29, 83, 

232 . 
exhibits by, 234. 
on the coins of Eard

wulf, 1-2. 
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Parsons, H. A., paper on a hoard of 
Anglo - Saxon and 
other money found 
at Great Sojdeby, 
Gothland, read by, 
232-233. 

Paton, Rev. J. D., and the healing 
certificate temp. Charles II, 97, 
98. 

Patrick, Simon, Dean of Peterborough, 
on James II and the healing ceremony, 
103-104. 

Pattern shillings of Charles I, 64. 
Patterns of George III, 130, 131, 132, 

134, 138, 141, 143, 147, 148, 149· 
PAYNE, A. A., L.R.c.P., M.R.C.S. :-

Reply to " Note on Lieut-Colonel R. 
Brunton's Alleged Right to the Portu
guese Commander's Star, 201-204-

Peacock of Finchley, arms of, 173. 
Pearse, James, Sergeant Surgeon to 

James II, 107, II7. 
Peninsular War, guineas issued for use 

of the troops going to the, 127, 
140 . 

Penny, first issue of the copper, 133-134, 
230. 

Pepys, Samuel, on the variation of the 
guinea, 121- 122. 

Petre, Father, Confessor of and Clerk of 
the Closet to James II, officiates at 
healing ceremonies, 104, !OS, 107, 
108. 

Philip and Mary, coin of, 234. 
PhilIp, J., die-engraver temp. George 

III, 14I. 
Phillpotts of Gloucester, crest of, 16S. 
" Pieces of eight," find of, in Blackgang 

Bay, 238. 
Pignora Pauperum for engraved pieces, 

ISZ. 
Pingo, Lewis, die engraver temp. George 

III, lz8, 129, 130, 139, 142. 
Thomas, die-engraver temp. 

George III, lz7. 
Pippin crowned by the Englishman 

Boniface, Archbishop of Mainz, II. 
Pistrucci, Ben..edetto, designer of coins 

of George III, lz3, lz4, 1ZS, lz6, 
140 . 

Plan tin Press, the, 18S. 
Plume mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 

Charles I, 6z, 63, 67, 68, 77, 78. 

Plume over shield denoting silver ob
tained from mines in Wales, 
61,6z,63,64,70,75,76,78,81. 

Pole, William Welleslev, Master of the 
Mint, temp. George IiI, lZ5, lz6. 

Political significance, engraved pieces of, 
16S, 178. 

Portcullis mint-mark on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 63, 64, 68, 79. 

Porter of Troquam, Kirkcudblight, crest 
of, 16S. 

Portsmouth, James II performs the 
healing ceremony at, 101-10Z. 

Portuguese army, difficulty in findii1g 
records of services of 
English officers \vho 
joined the, ZOI. 

Commander's Star awarded 
to Major Jorge Murphy 
(Geo. Hr. Edw.?), 203. 

Commander's star, English 
officers who were 
awarded the, but not the 
English . Gold Cross or 
Gold Medal, z03. 

Commander's Star, Lieut.
Colonel Sir Henry Pynn, 
Kt., c.B., awarded the, 
zoz. 

Portuguese Commander's Star. Note on 
Lieut.-Colonel R. Brun
ton's Alleged Rzght to the, 
and reply thereto, 199-
zoo, 201-z04. 

Presidents of the Society, zz4. 
Proceedings of the Society, Session 

1917, ZZI-2SI. 
Proofs of George III, 130, 131, 133, 13S, 

138, 139, 143· 
Provins, Counts of, coins of, found in 

Rome, 41, 43, 238. 
" deniers ai, 20. 

Pudsey, Bishop of Durham, 26. 
Punch of the King's head used for 

stamping plate at Goldsmiths' Hall 
used for countermarking Spanish 
dollars, 137, 23I. 

Pynn, Lieut.-Colonel Sir Henry, Kt., . 
c.B., awarded English Gold Medal for 
Fuentes d' Onor, Pyrenees, and 
Orthes, 20Z. 

Pynn, Lieut. -Colonel Sir Henry, Kt.,. 
C.B., record of services of, 201-20Z. 
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Q. 

Quarter-guinea of George III, 127, 129, 
148, 149· 

Quinland , Major Antonio Periera, 
awarded ,the Portuguese Commander's 
Star, but not the English Gold Cross or 
Gold Medal, 203. 

R. 

(R) mint-mark on Tower coins of 
Charles I , 66, 68, 69, 85. 

Rayne family, engraved tokens with 
arms of, 154. 

Rayney, Major Henrique, awarded the 
Portuguese Commander's Star, but 
not the English Gold Cross or Gold 
Medal, 203. 

Reade, Thomas, to erect a mint for 
Charles I in Ireland, 240-24I. 

" Rebel" crown and halt-crown, issue 
of the, 240. 

Redwulf, coins of, 2. 

Reeckman, Junior, J ohann, medal 
awarded to, 237. 

Regimental medals, early, exhibited, 
236. 

Register of names of patients touched 
for King's Evil, 97, 98. 

REGNOO for REGNO on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 83. 

Reverses with obverses of the Shrev,'s
burv mint, table of, 88. 

Rhuddlan mint of the short-cross period, 
48. 

Ribbon for healing pieces, cost of, IIO. 
R1:be Hoard, On the, 47-48 . 
Ribe in Denmark, find of coins temp. 

short-cross period in, 47-48. 
Rodwell, Thomas, a dissenting preacher 

and healer te1np. Charles II, 102. 
Roettiers, John, engraver, 1I4. 

Joseph, engraver, 1I4. 
Norbert, possibly responsible 

for the gun-money and 
silver touchpiece of James 
II, II4. 

Rogers, Rev. Edgar, exhibits by, 229, 
235 ,239· 

Roman coin, engraved piece on a, 153· 
Rome, find of coins temp. Henry II, at, 

20, 21, 29, 39, 238. 

Rooke, Sir George, treasure . taken III 

Vigo Bay by, 239. 
Rose mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 

Charles I , 63, 67, 68, 77, 78. 
" overstruck on plume mint-mark on 

Tower Shillings of Charles I, 63, 
78. 

Rouen, cardboard token money used by 
German prisoners in the British 
Prisoners of War Camps at, 226. 

Royal Scots, gorget of the, 237. 
Royston, find of coins temp. Henry II 

at, 19. 
Ruskin on the design of St. George and 

the dragon, 122-123. 
Russell, B. W., exhibits by, 236. 
Russian paper war currency, exhibited, ' 

226. 
Ryan, Capt. V. J. E., exhibits by, 232, 

234· 

S. 

St. Andrews mint of John Baliol, 226. 
St. Edmundsbury mint of the short-cross 

period, 48 . 
St. George and the dragon on sovereign 

of George III, origin of design of, 122-
1 2 3. 

St. Martin de Boscherville, carved 
capital of Norman date at Abbey 
Church of, depicting a moneyer at 
work, 226-227. 

St. Martin de Tours, Abbots, coins of, 
found in Rome, 
41 , 43, 44, 238. 

" " deniers of, 20. 
St. Paul's on early corporate Seal of 

City of London, 208. 
on the tapestries by Richard 

Hyckes, 210. 
the dominant feature in early 

" backgrounds," 2II. 
St. Quentin mint of the Anglo-Gallic 

series, 234. 
St. Saviour's Church, Southwark, on 

early" backgrounds," 2II. 
St. Willehad applies to A1chred for 

leave to evangelize the Saxons and 
Frisians, II. 

St. Winifred's Well, cures by bathing in 
the waters of, IOO-IOI. 
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Saints, part played by the representa
tion of, in early English pictures, 
20S-206. 

Salamanca bar on Peninsular medal, 
236. 

Salisbury mint of Henry II. 24, 2S, 26, 
3I ,3S· 

Saltus, J. Sanford, Vice-President, dona
tion of medal by, 
246. 

Gold Medal awarded 
to L. A. Lawrence, 
F .S.A., 247. 

" " Gold Medallists, 224. 
Salzburg, engraved piece on a thaler of 

the Prince-Archbishop, 196. 
Sandwich mint, coin of Henry II for

merly attributed to, 
now allocated to 
Canterbury, 27. 

of Henry II, 24, 27, 
36. . 

Saunders family, engraved piece with 
arms of, ISS. 

Saxton, maps of the counties of England 
and Wales by, 209, 210. 

" Sayers," " Mr.," deputy Keeper of the 
Privy Purse to William III, lI8. 

Scaisbrick = Scarisbrick, IS8. 
Scarborough and Hartlepool, medal of 

the so-called German "victory," 
23S· 

Sceptre mint-mark on Tower Shillings 
of Charles I, 65, 66, 69, 8S. 

Scotland, circulation of counterfeit half
pence in, temp. George III, I3S . . 

Scots Guards, belt plate of a: private of 
the, 237. 

Seals, upon Medals and in Allied En
gravings, London as illustrated upon 
the Great, 20S-2I7. 

" Seaweed," on the arms of Liverpool, 
probably the planta genista of King 
John, 168. 

Selle (O.E.) = seat or dwelling, 154. 
Shaftesbury, Earl of, medal com

memorating acquittal of, with view 
of London, 2IS. 

Sheldon, William, sets up a factory for 
tapestry weaV'ing temp. Henry VIII, 
209. 

Shilling of 1787, varieties of the, 130-
131. 

Shillings exhibited, 228. 
of Charles 1, list of abbrevia

tions and die differences on 
the Tower, 73-85. 

of Charles I, normal weight of 
Tower, 60. 

Short-cross period in Ribe in Denmark, 
find of coins temp., 
47-48. 
number of coins of 
the, in the Ribe 
hoard, 47-48. 

Shrewsbury, borough seal with repre
sentation of town of, 
209. 

mint not represented in 
the Ribe hoard, 48. 

of Henry II, 24, 27, 
31,36. 

Shrewsbury Mint, 1642, The Coins of the 
(Revision), 87-88. 

Sierra Leone bar on \Vest African War 
. Medal, 237. 

Silver money of 1817, issue of the, 123, 
124, I2S, 126, 230. . 

tokens issued by private firms, 
143, 147· 

Simon, R. M., exhibits by, 234-
Six Shilling token for the Bank of 

Ireland, 139, 147· 
Sixpence of 1787, varieties of the, 131. 
Skidmore's Churches, tokens of, issued 

for collectors, 136. 
" Slap" tokens, Irish, 14L. 
Slingsby, Henry, Master of the Mint 

temp. Charles II, 93. 
Soli Deo Gloria admission piece for 

healing ceremony, rr6. 
Sotheby family, crest of the, 171. 

William, F .R.S., F.S.A., en
graved token for, 171. 

South Stoneham, authorised certificate 
for healing ceremony, at, 97-98. 

Southwark depicted on map by Hon
dius, 211. 

" 
mint of William II, 234. 
on the tapestries by Richard 

Hyckes, 210. 
Sovereign and half-sovereign of George 

III, description of the, 124. 
or twenty-shilling piece of 

George III, issue of the, 
122,230. 

, 
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Spade guinea, issue of the, 12S. 
Spanish coins, engraved pieces on, 153, 

164, 172, IS6, ISS, IS9, 193. 
dollars countermarked and 

issued for the Colo
nies, 143-144. 

" 

countermarked with 
head of George III, 
137, 13S, 147, 231, 
249· 

varying values of the 
countermarked, 137, 
231. 0 

doubloons, at Hastings, find of 
gold,239· 

small pieces issued with 
countermarks, 139. 

Speed, compilation of, with map by 
Hondius, 210. 

Spencer, Lord, design for St. George 
and the dragon on sovereign of George 
III, adopted from a gem designed for, 
122-123. 

Spink and Son, coin of, 77, 79. 
donation of book by, 

23S. 
S. M., exhibits by, 236. 

" " silver counter of, 49. 
Sprat, Thomas, Bishop of Rochester, 

Clerk of the Closet to James II, 
104-105, 106, 107. 

Stafford mint, coin of Henry II 
formerly attributed to 
Stamford, now preferably 
allocated to, 27-2S. 

mint of Henry II, 24, 2S, 31, 
36. 

Stamford mint, coin of Henry II for
merly attributed to the, 
now preferably allocated to 
Stafford, 27-2S. 

" mint of Henry II, 24, 2S. 
Star mint-mark on Tower coins of 

Charles I, 66, 6S, 69, S4. 
over anchor mint-mark on Tower 

Shillings of Charles I, S4. 
Steer (Scandinavian) = Storr = big or 

strong, 154. 
Stent, John, of Midhurst, seventeenth

century token of, 226, 227-22S. 
' Stephen and Henry II, find of coins 

temp., at Awbridge, 19, 20, 
21,29· 

Stephen, coins of, 19,20,21,26, 2S, 227, 
232,234. 

Stratton, H.o Eldridge, exhibits by, 23S. 
Stua1't Monarchs, Portraiture of our, 

donation of, by the authoress, 241. 
Stuart Papers, the, 92. 
Stycas at York, find of, 2. 
Sun mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 

Charles I, 65, 66, 69, S5. 
" over eye mint-mark on Tower 

Shillings of Charles I, 66, 85. 
Sur-frappe tokens by Bank of England, 

issue of the, 13S-139, 188, 231. 
Symbols on engraved coms suggesting 

callings, etc., 156, 159, 160, 161, 170, 
172, 176, 179, IS9, 191, 191- 192, 193, 
194, 195, 196, 198. 

Symonds, Henry, coin of, 60, 61. 

T. 

Taffs, H. W., exhibits by, 249. 
Talavera bar on Peninsular medal, 236. 
Tapestry weaving temp. Henry VIII, 

William Sheldon sets up a factory for, ' 
209. 

Tealby, find of coins temp. Henry II, 
at, 19. 

type, coins of the, found with 
second issue of Henry II, 39, 
238. 

Tempest, long set of some eighty criers 
published by, 52. 

Temple Hall on equestrian portrait of 
Oliver Cromwell, 214-

" th " becomes " d " first in Alamannic 
in middle of eighth century, 8. 

Thetford mint of Henry II, 24, 25, 27, 
31,36. 

Thibaut II, coins of, 43. 
Third-of-a-guinea of George III, 127, 

129, 136, 140, 148, 149. 
Three-shilling Tokens issued by Bank 

of England, 141, 142, 143, 147, 231. 
Tickets, admission, for healing cere

mony of James II, 97, 99, II6. 
Title on Tower coins of Charles I, 

various ways of abbreviating the, 
70 -12 . 

Token, engraved piece on a nineteenth
century, 19S. 
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Tokens, engraved pieces on eighteenth
century, 163, 164, 166, 168, 170, 174, 
176, 18I, 186, 187, 193, 194, 195· 

Tokens, issue of tradesmen's, temp. 
George III , 136, 23I. 

" prohibited, 145, 23I. 
" the countermarking of, 249. 

Touchpiece, reduction in weight of the, 
235· 

Touchpieces jor the King's Evil. Royal 
C hal'ities, P a1't II I - James II to 
William III, 89-120. 

Touchpieces of the Stuart period, 
exhibited, 235. 

Tournay groat of Henry VIII, 234. 
Tower and Sword of Portugal, Lieut.

Colonel Sir Henry Pynn, Kt., 
C.B., a Knight of the, 202. 

mint of Charles I, 24I. 
Shillings of 

the, 57-85. 
(?) on early corporate seal of 

City of London, 208. 
on the tapestries by Richard 

Hyckes, 2IO. 
Shillings of Charles I, general 

description of the types of 
the, 59-66. 

Treasurer, Report of the, and Balance 
Sheet, 250-25I. 

Triangle in circle mint-mark on Tower 
coins of Charles I, 66, 84. 

mint-mark on Tower coins of 
Charles I , 65, 66, 69, 83, 84· 

overstruck on anchor mint
mark on Tower coins of 
Charles I , 66, 69, 83, 84. 

Trinidad, Spanish dollars issued for, 144. 
Tun mint-mark on Tower Shillings of 

Charles I, 64, 65, 68, 69, 80, 8I, 82. 
Twopence, first issue of the copper, 133-

134,230. 

u. 

-uIt for -wulf in Old High Dutch dialects, 
9· 

Undated engraved tokens of large 
module, 192-198. 

engraved tokens-pieces of 
halfpenny size and under, 

171- 184· 

United States, donation of medal , 
commemorating the recent French 
Mission to the, 246. 

V. 

Valencia, appointment of Lieut.-Colonel 
Sir Henry Pynn, Kt., C.B., as Lieut.
Governor of, 202. 

Van Goldstein, Mrs. Ann, Keeper of the 
Privy Purse to Mary II, II8. 

Van Loon, "Villiam, Sergeant Surgeon 
to James II , I07. 

Vandyke, portrait by, on Tower Shillings 
of Charles 1, 63. 

Vernon medal, engraved piece on an 
Admiral, 184. 

Victoria, coins of, 229. 
" engraved piece on coin of, 183. 

Vigo Bay, action in, and the treasure 
taken on that occasion, 238-239. 

Visscher, panorama of London by, 214. 
Vitri~rs-Peintres s~tr Verre, engraved 

piece on a latten jetton of the 
Corporation of the, 183. 

Voltaire and the ceremony of healing 
by James II, II4-II5. 

" Volunteer Court held by Her Majesty 
at St. James's Palace," 
medal of "The First," 
237· 

movement, medals of the 
first, exhibited, 236. 

W. 

Wainfleet (?) mint of Henry II, 24, 25, 
3I. 

Wall family, arms of the, 175. 
Wallingford mint of Henry II, 24, 31, 

36. 
Walters, F. A., coins of, 29, 75, 8I. 

exhibits by, 226, 229, 
238. 

Warwick mint of Edward the Con
fessor, 229-230. 

Waterfall, near Leek, certificate used 
in healing ceremony at, 98. 

Weightman, Fleet-Surgeon A. E., R.N., 
coin of, 229. 

Weights for coins, 40. 
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Wells, W. C., coins of, 18, 27, 2g. 
West African medal, 236, 237. 
West Indies, countermarked Spanish 

dollars and bits, issued for 
the, 144. 

London Militia, gorget of the, 
236. 

Suffolk Regiment, belt plate of 
the, 237. 

Wheatley, prints by, of the London 
cries, 52. 

White, Thomas, Bishop of Peter
borough, temp. James II, 104, 106, 
107. 

Whitehead, Arthur, and the cause and 
manufacture of the medal com
memorating the hanging of John 
Curtis, 248. 

Wigmund, coins of Archbishop, 2. 
Wildblood, Sergeant William, medal 

presented to, 236. 
Wilkes, a variant of Wilkins, 178. 
William the Lion, find of coins of, 47. 

I, coins of, 13, 26. 
II , coins of, 232-233, 234. 
III, accounts of Baptist May 

passed in reign of, go. 
" attitude of, towards the 

healing ceremony, II8, 
IIg, 120. 

" engraved pieces on coins 
of, 153, 154, 155, 171, 
172, 174, I78, 181, 182, 
187, 18g, Ig4. 

" James II to , Touchpieces 
from, 8g-120. 

" Macaulay's account of a 
single instance of touch
ing by, II8-IIg. 

" Seal of, 215. 
" warrants of, concerning 

healing pieces, 109. 
" and Mary, engraved pieces 

on coins of, 153, 166. 
" and Mary, no touchpieces 

for, II7. 
" Seal of, 215. 

" IV, pattern crown of, 22g. 
Willibald of Eichstadt, 12. 
Wilson, M., of Dublin, tokens of, 235 · 
Wilton mint of Stephen, 28. 

Henry' II, 24, 25, 31, 36, 
40 ,46. 

Winchester mint of Henry II, :24, 25, 28, 
31, 36, 40, 46. 

Windsor substituted for London on the 
Great Seals, 208, 216. 

Winter, Charles, paper on regimental 
medals read by, 236. 

" Wire money " of George III, 132. 
Witticisms on the appearance of the 

countermarked Spanish dollars, 137. 
-WOLF, not Northumbrian English, 7, 8. 
Worcester, find of coins temp. Henry II, 

at, Ig, 20, 21, 2g, 44. . 
find of finger rings and 

French feudal coins at, Ig, 
20. 

mint not represented in the 
Ribe hoard, 48. 

mint of Henry II, 24, 27,31, 
36,40 ,46. 

Wren, the St. Paul's of Sir Christopher, 
on Seal of George I, 216. 

Wulfhere, coins of Archbishop, 2. 
Wyatt, a diminutive of Guy, 168. 
Wyon, G. T., die engraver temp. George 

III , 145, 147· 
Wyon, pattern' crown of George IV by, 

229· 
Thomas, Junior, engraver of 

coins of George III, 123, 125, 
126, 143. 

Wyons, The, donation of, by the 
author, 241. 

Y. 

Yeates, F. Willson, exhibits by, 241, 
248. 

suggested re-ar-
rangement of the 
coinage of Ireland 
during the re
bellion 1641 -52, 
240- 241. 

Yeo, Richard, die engraver temp. George 
III, 127, 130. 

York, find of stycas at, 2. 
mint of Henry I, 234. 

Stephen, 234. 
Henry II, 24, 27, 28, 31, 

37,40,46. 
Youghal money, the, 240. 

u 
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